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Editor’s Preface 

The last great global war is about to begin. 
Rife with speculation, the audience comes to the production with their 
team colors already chosen, ready to cheer and certain of victory. On 
the stage being set up before our eyes, the main protagonists already 
stand partially hidden in the present mists of historic prophecy, their 
faces still unclear. 

Who are they? What is their contention? Have we already started this 
last war against the real terror that seeks to destroy humanity?

While the honest answer still remains yes and no, this short book will 
both surprise and enrage many readers because of erroneous miscon-
ceptions. The true enemies are just as present among and within the 
audience as on the stage. Because they are still walking around earth at 
the time a great world leader offering moral hope rises to power, mil-
lions of Christians will not recognize him as Antichrist. He may seem as 
one of them, yet his charismatic appeal and apparent economic power 
will sway the rest of the world, too. 

Crisis is quickly coming to western civilization. Besides the growing 
challenges from a moral and economic implosion from within, exter-
nal competition for resources and regional security will escalate ten-
sions from without. Sincere Muslim families struggling to survive in 
a rapidly changing world will be deceived by their leaders once again. 
Zealots for Allah who sacrifice all in a holy war against a deceptively 
greedy and morally corrupt culture thought to be Christian will also be 
duped. A hero proclaimed their Mahdi will say that he seeks to destroy 
the enemies of Allah. Instead, he will battle to take the global system 
over for himself. In fact, the common people will lose in the case of 
either champion’s victory.

Everyone, including Christians and Muslims, will be forced to take 
sides in the days ahead. The choices to be made will not be clear or 
rational. We will all be reeling from the ashes of warfare and face the 
smoky threat of terminal terror. Families will cry out for food amidst 
a worldwide economic panic caused by the massive impact of failed 
global financial policies. Most are and will continue to be blinded by 
the spiritual confusion of materialistic religions holding hands in rebel-
lion against the Creator. With the increased intensity of the moment, no 
one will know who is on stage or the proper participatory role to play 
without a program. 

This small book is your program. You did not come upon it by chance. 
Sit tight and read well. It could make a survival difference for you or 
for your children. Choose life and endure until the end. The promised 
rewards for the faithfully humble are great because the real victor has 
not yet entered the stage!
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The End of Institutional Evil
The Kingdom of Darkness is the ultimate metaphysical institution of 
evil. During the great temptation by the devil, Jesus did not deny that 
Satan could make him the ruler of all the world’s nations. Satan could 
make this offer because he is the god of this age/world. (Matthew 4:8-9) 
To one degree or another, Satan’s kingdom is responsible for every sin 
and evil committed, thus it must be eliminated for justice to be served 
and to fulfill God’s plan of preparing a heavenly kingdom of eternal 
beings on earth.  

Satan’s dominion currently remains hidden from direct mortal percep-
tion, but that will not always be the case. How can people fight an en-
emy they cannot see? The Bible reveals Satan the devil’s many disguises 
and roles in the evils of this age, but most people remain blinded to the 
ultimate spiritual cause of humanity’s Institutional Evils. 

Jesus returns soon to humanity’s dimension of space and time to mate-
rially reveal and remove institutional evil from the earth. His birth, life, 
death and resurrection nearly 2,000 years ago guaranteed the ultimate 
success of achieving those objectives as well as setting them into mo-
tion. Jesus’ life on earth as a Jew living under Roman domination spiri-
tually revealed what is good, which automatically exposed evil and the 
evil one – just as light exposes darkness – to those graced with spiritual 
discernment. (John 3:19-21) 

Jesus’ death and resurrection began the multidimensional process of 
mediating human identity transformation towards righteous love and 
joy by satisfying divine justice through his atoning shed blood. The 
shed blood of Jesus is the only mediating doorway through which the 
Holy Spirit can indwell a mortal person. Through faith, truly repentant 
people are promised the graceful gift of God’s Spirit of understanding 
truth and a growing inheritance of the Father’s immutable and immor-
tal nature of love, which includes the inability to be tempted and sin. 
(James 1:13) 

At the beginning of time Lucifer the Light Bringer rebelled becoming 
the Adversary, Satan. The rebellion, or fall, of Lucifer/Satan and his as-
sociates caused a break in the peaceful flow of eternity that created the 
necessity for time and a material universe manifest at a lower energy 
level and subjected to time according to mathematical laws of physical 
forces like gravity. Satan’s ruckus ventured into unauthorized territory, 
a forbidden direction that required God’s attention and correction. Once 
the old system was broken, it could not be fixed and needed replace-
ment, so God devised a plan and set it in motion to get everything back 
on track the way it should be. Two paths, tracks or dials for dealing 
with Satan’s rebellion were incorporated in that plan:

1. A way to deal justly with the rebellious angels – Satan and his 
demons

2. and the other to find replacements to take their place in the ad-
ministration of God’s heavenly realm, which became God’s Plan for 
Humankind.
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Lucifer’s rebellion also created the Kingdom of Darkness, which seems 
to begin in the (second) heavenly domain just outside God’s throne 
(Third Heaven) and includes the entire material universe (First Heav-
en). About one third of all the angels rebelled with the formerly highest 
of all angels. Lucifer, now called Satan the Adversary, organized them 
into a rebellious hierarchy ordered according to the cosmos. The lead-
ing angel of light became the Dark Mediator. Not only did his rebellion 
insert the deviant dark light of evil into the life force so that it became 
an indivisible mixture of good and evil instead of pure goodness, his 
kingdom remains actively engaged in deceiving and inspiring further 
rebellion against God among the human nations. Here is a list of the 
Enemy’s role titles:

• Father of Lies (John 8:44)

• Adversary (1Peter 5:8)

• God of this World/ Age (2Corinthians 4:4)

• Prince of the Power of the Air (Ephesians 2:2)

• Angel of Light  (2Corinthians 11:13-15)

• Beelzebub, Prince of Demons (Matthew 12:22-29)

War in heaven already rages because the appointed time draws near 
when Satan’s evil empire will be exposed and deposed by the Creator 
Lord of Hosts. The Bible tells of an Apocalypse or Great Tribulation 
coming upon all nations of the world, as armies of righteous angels led 
by Michael, the great archangel of Israel, force the demons of hell out 
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of the metaphysical realm, down through one dimension of lowered 
energy bandwidth to another until their terrible armies materialize on 
earth as described in the book of Revelation. They will be exposed so 
that all flesh alive may finally comprehend the source of all evil and 
how humanity has been deceived. Humans will materially perceive the 
nature of the metaphysical battle that has taken place throughout his-
tory even as the Son of God becomes unmistakably manifest as well. As 
the returning King of Israel and King of Kings, Yeshua/Jesus must first 
remove the existing God of this Age and the Kingdom of Darkness so 
that the Kingdom of Light may be established.

Defining death as the absence of energy rationally necessitates that the 
total absence of all energy is preceded by its reduction. The reduction of 
energy intensity levels in the metaphysical realm forces the fallen spiritu-
al beings to descend or fall through the eleventh to sixth dimensions ex-
isting at intensities beyond the speed of light until they are forced across 
the fifth dimension boundary of time and the life force (temporal spiri-
tual power) to eventually materialize in the physical realm just prior to 
their destruction at the presence of the conquering Messiah Yeshua/Jesus. 
Except for Satan, who is reserved in an abyss cut off from the life force for 
a thousand years, the defeated demons are presumably cast into the lake 
of fire along with the Beast and False Prophet. (Matthew 25:41; 2Peter 
2:17; Jude 12-13 and Revelation 19:20-20:3, 10) Further commentary on 
the judgment of angels and humans comes in the following chapters.

Only after the Kingdom of Darkness is removed may peace come to 
people of good will on earth. Now comes the promised age of the Mes-
sianic Kingdom, the establishment of Institutional Good in the place of 
the Institutional Evil that humanity has known since Adam and Eve’s 
expulsion from Eden. The kingdoms of this world become those of the 
Messiah Son of God. Instead of social institutions of governments, edu-
cation and religion powered by the life force through humans dominat-
ed by Satan, God will impose his divine government over all peoples. 

To date, God’s Kingdom has not been directly detected by any physical 
senses or material instruments of science – other than historically in 
the person of Jesus, which is debatable. When God ruled the ancient 
tribes of Israel, his throne seat above the Ark of the Covenant Promises 
was invisibly occupied. Unlike his previously invisible reign over the 
children of Israel begun under Moses, God will become visible to all 
nations of mortals on earth in both his Son and in the resurrected saints 
who will rule under him for one thousand years.

The word which Isaiah the son of Amoz saw con-
cerning Judah and Jerusalem.
 
Now it will come about that in the last days
The mountain of the house of the LORD
Will be established as the chief of the mountains,
And will be raised above the hills;
And all the nations will stream to it. 
And many peoples will come and say,
“Come, let us go up to the mountain of the LORD,
To the house of the God of Jacob;
That He may teach us concerning His ways
And that we may walk in His paths.”
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For the law will go forth from Zion
And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem. 
And He will judge between the nations,
And will render decisions for many peoples;
And they will hammer their swords into plowshares 
and their spears into pruning hooks 
Nation will not lift up sword against nation,
And never again will they learn war. (Isaiah 2:1-4)
The people who walk in darkness
Will see a great light;
Those who live in a dark land,
The light will shine on them. 
You shall multiply the nation,
You shall increase their gladness;
They will be glad in Your presence
As with the gladness of harvest,
As men rejoice when they divide the spoil. 
For You shall break the yoke of their burden and the 
staff on their shoulders,
The rod of their oppressor, as at the battle of Midian. 
For every boot of the booted warrior in the battle tumult,
And cloak rolled in blood, will be for burning, fuel 
for the fire. 
For a child will be born to us, a son will be given to us;
And the government will rest on His shoulders;
And His name will be called Wonderful Counselor, 
Mighty God,
Eternal Father, Prince of Peace. 
There will be no end to the increase of His govern-
ment or of peace,
On the throne of David and over his kingdom,
To establish it and to uphold it with justice and righteousness
From then on and forevermore 
The zeal of the LORD of hosts will accomplish this. 
(Isaiah 9:2-7)
Then a shoot will spring from the stem of Jesse,
And a branch from his roots will bear fruit. 
The Spirit of the LORD will rest on Him,
The spirit of wisdom and understanding,
The spirit of counsel and strength,
The spirit of knowledge and the fear of the LORD. 
And He will delight in the fear of the LORD,
And He will not judge by what His eyes see,
Nor make a decision by what His ears hear; 
But with righteousness He will judge the poor,
And decide with fairness for the afflicted of the earth;
And He will strike the earth with the rod of His mouth,
And with the breath of His lips He will slay the wicked. 
Also righteousness will be the belt about His loins,
And faithfulness the belt about His waist. 
And the wolf will dwell with the lamb,
And the leopard will lie down with the young goat,
And the calf and the young lion and the fatling together;
And a little boy will lead them. 
Also the cow and the bear will graze,
Their young will lie down together,
And the lion will eat straw like the ox. 
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The nursing child will play by the hole of the cobra,
And the weaned child will put his hand on the viper’s den. 
They will not hurt or destroy in all My holy mountain,
For the earth will be full of the knowledge of the LORD
As the waters cover the sea. 
Then in that day
The nations will resort to the root of Jesse,
Who will stand as a signal for the peoples;
And His resting place will be glorious. (Isaiah 11:1-10)

Blessed and holy is the one who has a part in the first 
resurrection; over these the second death has no power, 
but they will be priests of God and of Christ and will 
reign with Him for a thousand years. (Revelation 20:6)

During the millennial age, social institutional pressures to do wrong 
will be removed. The economy will be structured to function fairly, and 
true judgment according to just law will resolve any disputes. All insti-
tutional organizations of war will cease with the end of warfare. Human 
administrations or local and regional governments will operate under 
the supervision of incorruptible members of God’s spiritual kingdom. 
Human beings everywhere will have no social or educational excuses 
for sins and deeds less than good. While the natural life force continues 
to power mortal lives, access to God’s Holy Spirit becomes unimpeded 
because of the end to religious confusion. 

Fleshly weaknesses will still require discipline. During the millennium, 
people will be able to sin, do bad things or even to choose evil, but 
those decisions and actions will be more freely made than today. In fact, 
they will be made in open opposition to social institutions designed by 
God to encourage lifeways that are essentially good. In other words, 
external conformity to good behavior will be socially encouraged and 
supported. Religious confusion, social pressures to conform to immoral 
or greedy policies and governmental oppression will cease with the ter-
mination of its perpetrators - the present Kingdom of Darkness with its 
human agents and enablers. [Quoted from my book, digital spirituality, 
Chapter 8 at www.digitalspirituality.org]

How this Book Came About
I first received a copy of Herbert R. Stollorz’ early manuscript in No-
vember of 2004 from Wilfred Hahn. A personal friend, Wilfred is an 
investment professional with extensive international experience as both 
an executive and an analyst. He is a noted author and speaker on finan-
cial aspects of the Last Days.

At first Mr. Stollorz’s manuscript consisted of seven substantial chapters 
totaling about 120 pages. Both Mr. Hahn and myself encouraged Herbert 
to separated his material into two books so as to more clearly delineate 
between content that was more speculative research on ancient chronolo-
gies and prophecies from that which may be classified as a first level 
exegesis of the Bible. He did so.

As Herbert and I interacted over what became a mutual search for bib-
lical revelation, his original manuscript expanded to about 1,000 pages 
of printed matter. A project that I thought would last about six months 
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turned into a major undertaking of over two years during which the 
two books, Apocalypse Prophesied and Mystery of Tammuz 17. Even 
as the English editions were being written and revised, the books were 
simultaneously translated into German, Spanish and Arabic. Even then 
his ideas kept coming, and additional books of substantial content were 
written. These books have been unevenly edited and posted to the Inter-
net where they can be found at Apocalypse Prophesied Central, www.
apocalypse2008-2015.com. 

The shortness of time predicted by Herbert’s research does not permit cau-
tious reflection and debate in academic circles. We made the decision to 
make these materials available to the public as quickly as possible work-
ing on parallel paths, which increased the cost of production. Please read 
the Author’s Afterword for a discussion on the perils and difficulties of 
researching prophetic dates. 

From the beginning Herbert Stollorz admitted that his research could 
prove to be flawed. Any scientific exercise is based on assumptions that 
can only be proven or tried by actual experiment or observation. There 
are no guarantees that the dates for the events published in these books 
will be correct. There is a greater likelihood that their relative order and 
timing will prove to be accurate. Even though they assumed that the 
dates would probably prove to be incorrect, an independent press con-
sidered the two books’ content value unique and richly informative and 
so published the English editions. Later the Spanish and German versions 
were published electronically and may be purchased via the Internet. All 
translations may be read and downloaded online without charge.

For some time, I have believed that a con-
densed version of these two books would 
prove popular: a busy public is probably less 
interested in the methodology and details of 
Mr. Stollorz’s research than with a concise 
summary of his discoveries and prophetic 
interpretations of Scripture.  Thus, I created 
2012 and the End of Institutional Evil by 
editing sections excerpted from Herbert Stol-
lorz’ books Apocalypse Prophesied, Mys-
tery of Tammuz 17 and Asteroid Answers to 
Ancient Calendar Mysteries. Be sure to read 
the introduction and appendices, too. All 
three books and his other, shorter works may 
be searched and read online at www.apoca-
lypse2008-2015.com. 

Apocalypse Prophesied and Mystery of Tammuz 17 use science and 
mathematics to uncover extraordinary information in the Bible that 
theologians routinely miss. With a unique approach to the Bible, these 
books present a revolutionary new way of looking at the universe. The 
first book focuses on God’s Plan for Humanity from before time into 
eternity. The second book details Herbert Stollorz’s research method-
ology and thinking in an expanded discussion of the Last Days and 
the book of Revelation. His third book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient 
Calendar Mysteries, presents a hypothesis that explains why confirma-
tion to the dating of key events in Bible prophecy may be found in the 
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calendars and clocks of ancient cultures lo-
cated around the world. It also explains other 
ancient mysteries by resolving apparent dis-
crepancies between science and the Bible.

Herbert R. Stollorz has invented and im-
proved upon a number of hi-tech devices 
demanding precision performance – includ-
ing the floating magnetic head that made 
possible the original 5-inch mini-disk drive 
for PCs. Born in Germany during Hitler’s 
reign, he fled from the communist side of 
Germany and immigrated to Canada. As an 
inventor of numerous electronic consum-
er oriented products, Stollorz ultimately 
owned a high tech company located in Sili-
con Valley California. He is now retired and 
lives in Northern California.

Our Basic Premise
The physical universe extends into the metaphysical realm as one fab-
ric of reality or ultimate truth. Only reality’s material dimension can 
be explored by science because scientific instruments cannot detect or 
measure the spiritual dimension. Thus, God’s revelation of the spiritual 
relationship to the material as recorded in the Bible is essential to un-
lock the mysteries of life. 

Because it is the Word of the Creator, the Bible is congruent with the 
laws of the natural universe as well as being an integral part of it. The 
words and structure of the Bible are interwoven within this single fabric 
of reality so as to reveal the scientifically undetectable aspects of time 
and eternity. The hypothetical conclusions drawn from studying the 
Bible through the methodology of a scientist are presented in the books 
found on this web site. The author believes that his observations may 
prove to be more reliable than any theological dogma or speculation. 

Since the material world images the spiritual, we can explore ultimate 
reality with the Bible and science to guide us. The test of our grasp of ulti-
mate reality is revealed in a comparison of our proposed picture of God’s 
Plan for Humanity by comparing it with how the present transforms 
prophecy into history. For all of humanity, the ultimate crucible that will 
test each individual’s, each religion’s, each society’s, each nation’s and the 
global collective’s beliefs about the ultimate reality of divine eternity is 
the Apocalypse, Last Days or Great Tribulation of the Bible. 

The research presented in the books written by Herbert R. Stollorz sets 
the start of the Apocalypse on 21 December 2008. It will climax on 21 
December 2012 and completely end by 21 December 2015. The coming 
biblical judgment of all nations is sure. God planned it from the begin-
ning as the only way to extend His omnipotent blessings to humans 
and all creatures. It is certain because the Creator of All, the God of 
Israel, will intervene directly in the physical universe to make these 
prophecies become reality in our material dimension in the manner and 
timing He purposes. Many believe in this certainty, the controversy lies 
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in the author’s determination of specific dates. Please read the Author’s 
Preface where Mr. Stollorz discusses the difficulties and uncertainties 
of his proposed prophetic chronology.

In Jesus, God will personally confront each mortal with physical trial and 
spiritual testing with divine love and grace, where accepted, so that each 
person may become a saint, defined as one conformed to God’s image as 
expressed in the Son and transformed by the perfect working of His Spirit.

Legal Disclaimer
The social, cultural, theological and spiritual commentaries represent 
the best efforts of the authors to express their views and perspectives on 
the Bible in the context of historic and prophetic time, but the informa-
tion presented in these books is not intended to constitute and should 
not be taken as any type of financial or legal advice. 
First of all, we are only human and may be wrong when it comes to the 
specific facts and dates that someone might use in financial speculation, 
for example. Our methods of researching and understanding of the biblical 
texts are founded on some basic assumptions that are either only discern-
able spiritually at this time or may turn out to be incomplete. 

Secondly, we are not in a position to and do not intend to offer any type of 
advice about the legal and material affairs of any other person’s life. That is 
for each of us to do responsibly for ourselves as God leads us. 

What is Faith in the Future Foundation?
Faith in the Future Foundation provides insights into how and why the 
world is as it is from an integrated perspective of science and spiritual-
ity. In our pages you will find solutions that you can apply to your own 
life now and faith in the ultimate outcome of the world’s current trajec-
tory towards increasing political and economic oppression of a global 
supercultural based on materialism and spiritual confusion. While the 
short term future looks ominous, there are a number of sound reasons 
for hope. We do not give up the fight: we endure and continue in con-
fidence. 

To most people, what is referred to as “Christianity” seems irrelevant 
to our modern world. Despite that understandable perception, we be-
lieve that the Bible has the answer to the big questions of life when it 
is unlocked by insights from natural science. By integrating scientific 
observations with a better understanding of human history, Faith in the 
Future Foundation offers you valuable educational tools in your search 
for spiritual meaning and purpose - for your own life and that of the 
entire planet. We pray that this support will encourage you towards 
living a life now that bears abundant fruit in the lives of your family 
and friends, as well as helping you along on your own journey into an 
eternity joyfully spent with the Creator who defines true love.

The foundation is not related to any Christian denomination or church. 
Hence, our Statement of Faith is simple. How each of us puts the prin-
ciples below to work in his or her personal life varies. Life is a growth 
experience that occurs at different rates of consciousness and behavior 
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modification. The most important thing is to be on the only guaranteed 
spiritual way to a good eternity, which is based on these points:  

• The Bible is God’s word or testimony, the divine revelation of His 
will and purpose for life. It is the written expression of His Spirit.

• Personal faith in Jesus the Messiah and obedience to God's Word, 
according to one's understanding, is the only way to receive the 
Holy Spirit of God, who is the presence of the Father and the Son 
in the believer, creating a new life that will last for eternity.

• The Holy Spirit is required for continued growth in spiritual 
matters such as overcoming sin (a changed life today) and a 
better understanding of the Bible.

Faith in the Future Foundation considers itself a delivery service for 
the good news of God’s coming kingdom without respect to persons or 
organizations.

Faith in the Future Foundation teaches that a believer's "citizenship is 
in heaven." The directors do not endorse or support any political party, 
military operation, forced conversion or change of religious or philo-
sophical beliefs, national entity or any activity that seeks to bring bibli-
cal prophecies to pass in this world and time. God is Almighty and able 
to bring about His prophecies without dependence on human works. 
He alone can judge the mortal heart and determine a person's spiritual 
condition and future in eternity.

You may contact us by mail at:

Faith in the Future Foundation
PO Box 6384
Minneapolis, MN 55406
Online at:  http://www.faithfuturefoundation.org

Christopher J. Patton, President
Faith in the Future Foundation
March 21, 2007
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Introduction - 
Why an Apocalypse?

Setting the Stage

The Apocalypse is an intense seven-year transitional period of global 
trials and tribulations that will take place between our present civiliza-
tion and God’s new civilization of peace and prosperity for all people. 
The Apocalypse will make visible the final phase of God’s plan to rec-
oncile a world full of deceived people to Himself. However, the events 
of the Apocalypse focus on the Creator’s specific promises regarding 
the children and land of Israel. 

Why a Seven-Year Apocalypse on Earth?
As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the com-
ing of the Son of Man. For in the days before the flood, 
people were eating and drinking, marrying and giving 
in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark; and 
they knew nothing about what would happen until the 
flood came and took them all away. That is how it will 
be at the coming of the Son of Man. (Matthew 24:37-39)

Jesus’ words predict that our present world system will end in global de-
struction. Why would God want to put an end to humankind? Is it because 
of all our wars? Is our society that bad? Have we overpopulated the earth? 
Do we have too many corrupt governments? Is science the problem? 

Science has benefited humanity with many laborsaving inventions, but it 
has also produced the atomic bomb and other biological-chemical meth-
ods of massive destruction and death. Who knows what might be next?

Humankind has always challenged God. Just like the days of Noah, 
today’s civilization resists, rejects and rebels against God. In 2288 bc 
The Creator destroyed the first civilization and cleansed the world with 
water in order to save the earth from a human plague of sinful greed, 
violence and pride. Shortly after that, God purposefully confused the 
families of man with many languages so that technical development 
would be slowed. (Genesis 11:5-9) 

Driven by Satan’s consuming desire to eliminate humanity and destroy 
God’s entire creation, our modern technological advances seriously vio-
late God’s harmonious principles found in nature. Humanity’s greed 
and willful rebellion against God’s guidance combine to corrupt our 
present explosion in knowledge to pollute the earth with potentially 
permanent consequences. Only an Apocalypse can stop this madness.

Without God’s intervention - without an Apocalypse, something un-
scrupulously evil looms on the horizon that threatens to destroy all life 
on earth as we know it. I challenge you to pick up any science magazine 
and look at the “advances” of our time from God’s perspective. Upon 
reflection you will begin to understand why God Himself must take 
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strong action to save this earth from becoming a dead planet like the 
moon.

Here is just one important example of our dangerous scientific “prog-
ress.” Popular Science magazine published an article by Dan Ferber 
entitled “Something Funny Down on the Pharm.”1 In it Ferber states, 
“The battle over genetically modified food is over; supercrops won.” 
Crops designed to yield drugs and vaccines have begun slipping into 
our food supply. No one knows if they are safe, and everyone involved 
seems to have something to hide. 

Just a few statistics from this article will give you some idea of where 
this world is heading:

• 70 percent of processed foods on supermarket shelves in the 
United States now contain genetically engineered ingredients. 
The FDA has ruled that no special labels are required.

• Scientists are developing powerful plants called pharmaceu-
tical crops (aka "pharm crops"), which are designed to mass-
produce drugs, vaccines, and industrial chemicals. 

• In 2000, an untested insecticide-producing corn called Starlink 
was mixed with normal corn, resulting in a massive recall of 
corn chips, taco shells, and other corn products.

• A company called ProdiGene produced "pharm corn" that 
contaminated a soybean silo. Tony Laos, CEO of ProdiGene, 
signed an out-of-court settlement between his company and 
the USDA in which he agreed to undergo stricter agency over-
sight, to pay a $250,000 fine and to buy back 500,000 bushels of 
contaminated soybeans from the co-op. 

• In ten years Laos says that "pharming" will account for about 
20 percent of all pharmaceutical production, which is now 
about a $364 billion industry.

Pharm crops are made by inserting human and animal genes into ed-
ible plants such as corn, peanuts and soybeans as a way to biologically 
manufacture complex drugs. These pharmacological vegetables have 
never been tested for safety because humans were never intended to eat 
them, but stray foreign proteins from genetically designed pharm crops 
have already escaped from “controlled” areas to contaminate animal 
feed. The potential for these dangerous chemicals to get into the food 
chain through the flesh of animals prepared as food for humans is un-
measured, but very real. 

Many crops come from flowers or flowering plants. Flowers produce 
pollen for the purpose of fertilization and reproduction. Food crops re-
produce by self-pollination and/or by using pollen from other plants, 
which can travel long distances. Pollen from pharm crops, which may 
contain genetically inserted pesticides, pharmaceutical drugs or even in-
dustrial chemicals are almost impossible to contain. Winds, birds, deer 
1  Dan Ferber, “Something Funny Down on the Pharm,” Popular Science, April 2003.
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and rainwater flowing into rivers can move these contaminated seeds 
hundreds of miles. In time they will alter every food crop under the sun. 

Then God said, “Let the land produce vegetation: 
seed-bearing plants and trees on the land that bear 
fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds.” 
And it was so. The land produced vegetation: plants 
bearing seed according to their kinds and trees bear-
ing fruit with seed in it according to their kinds. And 
God saw that it was good. And there was evening, and 
there was morning—the third day. (Genesis 1:11-13)

I recently read a Discover magazine article entitled “Terminator Genes: 
Here’s Another Fine Mess Biotechnology Has Gotten Us Into.”2 The au-
thor describes another horror story:

The Delta and Pine Land Company . . . is working on 
something of a time bomb in the world of farming—a 
terminator gene. 
Plants equipped with a terminator gene grow up just 
like other plants, with one crucial exception—farmers 
can’t grow anything from the seed they produce. This 
feat of genetic engineering has caused a world-class 
ruckus. . . The terminator gene—known by its makers 
as the Technology Protection System—is either a great 
safeguard against possible hazards in the brave new 
world of biotechnology or a threat to the world food 
supply. . .
The scope of the problem is unimaginably vast: More 
than 1 billion people rely on saved seed in developing 
countries each year. Two-thirds of the population of 
sub-Saharan Africa subsist on small, low-production 
farms. Critics contend that once terminator technol-
ogy takes hold, it will become tied to every other im-
provement in plant development, so farmers who are 
unwilling or unable to pay for new seed will be stuck 
with outdated, inferior varieties. . .  
Pat Mooney [is] executive director of the ETC Group, 
an advocacy organization in Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Even if terminator-seed purchases are subsidized, he 
says, dependence on them could become devastating. 
“When the foreign aid dries up, terminator companies 
back out, leaving no grain.”

In the Old Testament, God’s people were forbidden to crossbreed cattle, 
sow fields with different kinds of seeds or wear garments made of mixed 
material. (Leviticus 19:19) Gene-splicing manipulations are at least as 
harmful to our health as bad diet choices, if not many times more so.

Scientists are altering every original food-producing seed that God 
made and pronounced “good.” Gene-splicing manipulations set in mo-
tion through a technological chain reaction could permanently alter the 
naturally balanced genetic design of thousands of insect species as well 
as other animal and plant life. Profit and greed without social aware-
ness are the trademarks of Satan’s philosophy. 
2  Karen Wright, “Terminator Genes: Here’s Another Fine Mess Biotechnology Has Gotten Us 
Into,” Discover, August 2003.
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Our earth is at a crossroads of utter biological ruin. The world system 
is on an unavoidable collision course of self-destruction. Many nations 
are fighting for survival as food and oil become increasingly unavail-
able for large segments of the world’s population. Many of these strug-
gles for survival are manifested as religious conflicts between different 
ethnic groups. 

There appears to be no way to reverse the destructive direction in which 
our planet is headed. The Apocalypse must come to stop this madness 
before all of God’s original vegetables are genetically changed and dis-
appear from this earth. 

To give a quick perspective of the ecological condition that our earth is 
in, I would like to extract some statistics from a map entitled “A World 
Transformed,” which appeared in the September 2002 issue of National 
Geographic magazine.3 

Oceans at Risk. Nearly 60 percent of our coral reefs are threatened by hu-
man actions. Some 70 percent of major commercial fish stocks have been 
depleted, overfished or exploited beyond maximum sustainable yield. 

Earth’s Vulnerable Soils. Six to eight inches of topsoil is all that stands 
between much of the world and starvation. Yet each year a huge swath 
of agricultural land is lost to erosion, salinization and other forms of 
soil degradation. Degraded soils have lowered global food yields by 13 
percent since World War II.

Missing Forests. Forests are the lungs of the planet. They capture vast 
amounts of carbon dioxide and release oxygen in exchange. Forests 
protect the soil, help keep water fresh and provide food and/or shelter 
for up to 90 percent of all terrestrial species. Half of the forests that 
stood 8,000 years ago have been destroyed.

Water Crisis. Water is the tie that binds every living thing. It is as vital 
to life as air, yet one third of the world’s people live in countries where 
water supplies often don’t meet demand. Renewable water is less than 
one tenth of one percent of all of the earth’s water. Many of the world’s 
great watersheds now suffer from pollution, overexploitation and po-
litical conflict.

The Air We Breathe. For millions of people around the world simply 
breathing has become risky business. An estimated three million people 
die annually from the effects of pollutants that result from the burning 
of fossil fuels. Children in the developing world’s megacities are the 
hardest hit; they often inhale two to eight times the amount of pollut-
ants deemed safe by the World Heath Organization.

Alien Invasion. Earth is quickly being taken over by hundreds of hardy, 
aggressive species of plants being spread either knowingly or acciden-
tally by human hands. Such invaders cost the US nearly $140 billion a 
year in losses to agriculture, forestry, and other segments of the economy. 
These plant species are now considered the second greatest threat to na-
tive plants and animals after habitat destruction. Those two factors com-
bined fuel extinction rates that are a hundred to a thousand times greater 

3  “A World Transformed,” supplement of National Geographic, National Geographic Society, 
Washington, DC, Sept. 2002, Vol. 4 No. 7.
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than normal. A quarter of all mammals and fish are now threatened, as 
are a fifth of reptiles and amphibians, and a tenth of all birds.

Energy Binge. At the dawn of the twenty-first century civilization still 
runs on the compost of distant-past fossil fuels. The burning of oil, nat-
ural gas, and coal provides 85 percent of the world’s commercial energy 
and 80 percent of all human-caused carbon dioxide emissions. Energy 
demand has nearly doubled in the last three decades and is expected to 
increase another 60 percent by 2020. 

This age of greed-driven Globalism has produced environmental 
changes for which no one is prepared. These rapid, chain-reaction eco-
nomic changes intensify the polarization of ancient belief systems to-
ward a total social and economic collapse. We are about to enter a time 
of worldwide political, economic and spiritual chaos in extremes never 
before experienced. No person or nation can or will escape it.

The historically Christian western world is perceived by most other na-
tions as being governed according to materialistic values. Most Ameri-
cans live in a realm of comfort, over-consumption, high income and 
easy credit. People in third-world countries often see the US as an op-
pressive military and commercial colossus with excesses of greed and 
moral decay. 

On the opposite extreme the Islamic world suffers from retarded eco-
nomic growth, a low standard of living and an educational backward-
ness unchanged for centuries. Ninety percent of Muslim women and 
girls are undereducated and kept in servitude, their voices silent. Al-
though Islam teaches against the hoarding of wealth, it also provides 
little motivation to reduce the level of poverty suffered by most citizens 
of Islamic states. 

The Islamic religion is now clashing with foreign worldviews outside their 
borders. Because of the Internet, television, and global tourism, Muslims 
are no longer shielded from outside influences. Millions have emigrated 
from Islamic nations to Europe and America in search of economic op-
portunity and political freedoms not found in their homelands. 

This increasing exposure to western culture has created a militant 
backlash within the Arab world of dogmatic Islamic fundamentalist 
factions. Further, fueled by hatred against Zionism and Israel, these 
radical Islamic jihadists wage war against the Western humanism and 
global capitalism.

The signs of a collapsing American culture are all around us. The US 
Constitution is re-interpreted by a corrupt legal system to erase any 
reference to our true religious heritage. The authors of the constitu-
tion struggled to put in writing balanced principles of law to govern a 
people in the future. America is now on a destructive path to systemati-
cally undermine the Christian values that our founders wrote into the 
constitution. The Bible is now outlawed in the halls of public learning. 
The flag is openly dishonored and efforts are being waged to remove 
any rendering of “In God We Trust” from US currency. 

In 1782 there was a shortage of Bibles in the newly independent Ameri-
can colonies, and the Congress of the United States adopted a resolu-
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tion to import 20,000 Bibles in English. When that effort failed, Congress 
passed another resolution that authorized American patriot Robert Ait-
ken to publish an English language Bible. Congress highly approved 
“the pious and laudable undertaking of Mr. Aitken” and recommend-
ed this Bible to all the inhabitants of the United States. Ten thousand 
copies of the Aitken Bible (also known as “The Bible of the American 
Revolution”) were printed. Today, only thirty or forty are still around 
to prove that the founders of our nation were God-fearing people who 
submitted to the higher law of the God of Israel, though many did not 
even consider themselves “Good Christians.” 

A granite stone monument displaying the biblical Ten Commandments 
once sat inside a court rotunda in Montgomery, Alabama. The rotunda 
is a public place where lawyers, judges and legislators pass daily on 
their way to conduct business. This monument served as a constant 
reminder of the laws that have sustained Western civilization since 
its beginning—laws that have existed for thousands of years, such as: 
“Thou shall not bear false witness,” “Thou shall not steal,” “Thou shall 
not lie,” “Thou shall not covet,” and “Thou shall not murder.” These 
laws were fundamental to the formation of the US Constitution, yet on 
August 27, 2003 this monument was removed by court order.   

A few atheistic lawyers and judges have succeeded in shanghaiing the 
American Constitution away from “We the People.” They undermine 
our liberties with laws serving the greed and corruption of special in-
terests, yet Americans have shown little resistance to these destructive 
philosophies. 

Less than 100 years ago a Bolshevist Russian government created the 
communist Soviet Union, a minority government ruled by atheists. 
Then the fascist movement took over Italy, which in turn inspired the 
rise of Adolph Hitler in Germany. The Nazi government established 
ghettos, work camps and the systematic annihilation of an estimated 
14,000,000 people, including about 6,000,000 Jewish people in concen-
tration camps. The World War these fascists started destroyed most of 
the cities in Europe and Asia. 

Today, America increasingly embraces similar godless laws in an ef-
fort to legalize the blatant moral decay of our present generation. We 
have legalized the killing of millions of innocent human beings simply 
because those lives are “inconvenient” and conflict with someone else’s 
lifestyle. The disrespect for life shown by these assaults on defenseless 
human babies puts Hitler and Stalin in the shadows. America has killed 
millions of future scientists, musicians and political leaders. We have 
eliminated precious persons who could have helped solve America’s 
(or the world’s) problems. 

While Christians watch on the sidelines, human body parts are har-
vested in abortion mills to be used for science experiments. The great 
irony is that this killing of defenseless persons is performed at no cost 
to the one who has the abortion, yet we pay millions of dollars in legal 
fees to prevent convicted murderers from going to prison. Our mov-
ies, organized crime and child pornography create anti-American ani-
mosity around the world. Millions of workers live just above starvation 
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levels while American executives alter their accounting books to secure 
obscene profits for themselves. 

The United States is still the biggest arms dealer in the world, and it 
regularly dumps its obsolete military equipment in the poorest coun-
tries. This dumping of surplus yet operational military arms and ordi-
nance make possible dozens of dirty civil wars that destroy the infra-
structure (water, sewer, electricity and bridges) of third-world nations. 
When these dirty “little” wars calm down a bit, the world’s corporate 
giants rebuild the destroyed utilities at high cost to the struggling gov-
ernments and charge the common people high fees for infrastructural 
necessities. World bankers provide poor nations with loans because 
they have no other way to pay, so that these borrower nations fall under 
the control of the world’s wealthy elite. 

God must deal with any nation or society according to His standard of 
holiness. America is no exception. He will punish at a national level for 
our societal evils, as well as holding key leaders particularly respon-
sible. On an individual basis, God can be infinitely merciful when a 
person truly repents or changes his deeds. He binds up those who are 
injured and restores us for a future life. I find comfort in knowing that 
God in His great mercy forgives all our trespasses and offers us a better 
life to come. 

It is your personal decision whether or not to repent. This step taken in 
faith permits God to forget your sins and apply the sacrifice Jesus made 
to pay for all our trespasses on the cross. Those who repent and seek 
God demonstrate their love for Him. In return, God will pronounce 
us acceptable and not guilty because the blood of His Son reconciles 
us and opens the door for the Holy Spirit to enter in and change our 
spiritual natures. 

The Handwriting on the Wall
Many calling themselves Christians will perish in the years ahead; oth-
ers will make it through. Just like in the days of Noah, a remnant will 
become the seed for a future human civilization on earth. Daniel 5:5-30 
tells a story of handwriting on a wall. As the Babylonian king feasted, 
God’s finger wrote the following words on the wall: 

MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN.

Literally, this phrase is translated:

• Mene, Mene  means “numbered.” Notice the repetition.

• Tekel means “weighed.”

• Upharsin (the singular form is Peres) means “and divided.”

Daniel explained to King Belshazzar the meaning of this message: 

• Mene: God has numbered the days of your reign and brought it 
to an end. 

• Tekel: You have been weighed on the scales and found wanting. 

• Peres: Your kingdom is divided. (Daniel 5:26-28)
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That message applies to our present generation as well. The present 
world system will be judged by the same rules as were applied to the 
first human civilization in the days of Noah. For thousands of years, 
the sun has provided energy free of charge. The seasons have operated 
uninterrupted, and the earth produced food with abundance. Yet man 
goes about his business without thanking the Lord for His provisions, 
living in defiance of God’s oracles and denying His existence.

Our loving and patient God has predetermined a time for His wrath 
in order to cleanse the biological environment from our harmful tam-
pering and teach us important lessons of eternal importance. Soon Sa-
tan will be permitted to operate on earth with few divine restraints for 
seven years. The depths of this fallen angel’s spiritual distortion will be 
manifested in human flesh with horrible consequences for every per-
son alive. Because of this direct experience of deepest evil, millions will 
finally acknowledge the evils they have tolerated in the petty pursuit 
of their own lusts and or twisted desires. Humanity will learn the hard 
way that only God correctly defines genuine, lasting goodness and 
love. 

These seven years of torment will be a time of severe distress for all 
nations. During the Apocalypse four main players will act out their as-
signed spiritual and political roles as predetermined by the Creator. 
The first is Satan. The second is Antichrist and the present atheistic po-
litical world system grown dominant. The third is the Jewish state of 
Israel, which will become the spark that ignites the final tinderbox, and 
the fourth is the Mahdi at the head of the Islamic nations. All of these 
players must all be studied from the perspective of God’s plan in order 
to fully understand the Apocalypse. 

The Apocalypse is the dividing point of God’s plan for the universe. 
Satan’s ruling influence over humanity began thousands of years ago. 
From the beginning it was predetermined to end during the Apoca-
lypse. Our present generation will witness a spectacle of immense pro-
portions when two gigantic titans battle it out in the universe. The fall-
out of this final conflict will fatally wound the earth. 

The Apocalypse will end with a horrendous bombardment of asteroids 
causing earthquakes of unheard-of intensity. The final act of the Apoca-
lypse will end with a mighty conflict of 200 million soldiers assembled 
in battle at a place called Armageddon. Then the Creator will redeem 
His creation from the destruction of the Evil One. Armies will be slain 
and evil spirits restrained in the dark bondage of the abyss so that the 
earth may experience God’s rule of love freely, unhindered by Satan’s 
lies.

After that last great battle we will experience the Golden Age of Peace 
and Justice when war is no longer taught and weapons are no longer 
manufactured. Jesus Christ will rule, and to society today, it would 
appear that He rules with an iron hand. Even though Satan and his 
cohorts will be locked away, humanity will still struggle to overcome 
human nature, which is a naturally inherited mixture of good and evil, 
but the government of all nations will be just as the earth’s environment 
is restored to balanced, bounteous beauty. 
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A Final Thought on 
Why there will be an Apocalypse
Over the last two thousand years the book of Revelation has been dis-
cussed by thousands of Bible scholars and theologians. When that 
event actually happens, the reality of it will be incomprehensible to us. 
Satan’s domain and his evil influence will end on earth. This concept 
will take time to sink into our conscious thoughts of reality because it is 
against everything we have been taught.  

Humanity is not, nor will we ever be, prepared for such revolutionary 
changes worldwide. The Apocalypse is not just a seven-year time of 
trouble for the world and purification for the faithful; it will be the end 
of Satan’s access to Heaven . . . forever. 

There have been many books written about the Apocalypse, but mine 
are different. Pay attention! I cannot stress it enough. Satan’s domin-
ion over the affairs of humanity and this planet is going to end with 
the Apocalypse! It ends completely even though Satan is released once 
more, briefly, at the end of the thousand-year reign of Jesus on earth. 
Why? Because these seven years on earth called the Apocalypse also 
mark the final and complete end of any presence of Satan in Heaven! 

What is about to come on the world is not just a little judgment because 
of a society’s sins. I will repeat it again because it is against the entire so-
cial and “scientific” education of all of us. The Apocalypse is not just a 
merely a seven year period of terrible trouble and distress for the world 
and a spiritual cleansing of the faithful. It is also the final and complete 
end of any presence of Satan in Heaven as well as the end of his domin-
ion over humanity on earth! 
The prophesied kingdom of Heaven does not exist today. It will start 
when the entire universe is cleansed from all evil by eliminating the 
fallen angels who rebelled with Satan. This has been the center of God’s 
plan since the creation of Heaven. This is the point where the universe 
from the shadow side flips into the light side. 

Zayin Age of strife and the sword will end! The kingdom that will come 
to earth will have a totally different civilization, never before experi-
enced by humans. We cannot imagine what it will be like to live in a 
world where Satan cannot interfere in people’s affairs. The evil accumu-
lated from so many centuries will finally come to an end. Jesus Christ’s 
prophecies are standing ready to be fulfilled in front of our very eyes.  

To my knowledge no one has presented this truth in modern history, 
yet the Bible clearly states it. It is shameful that Christian scholars 
(both past and present) have not written books about this dramatic and 
complete change in civilization as it is the center of God’s plan for the 
universe. When desperation, pain and terrors become unbearable, the 
promises of God will be the only hope for humanity during this trans-
formation of our corrupted creation.

Although it has cost me quite a bit (and not just in dollars) to warn 
my fellow human beings to take heed, listen and change their ways, I 
am thankful. I want everyone to know that the God of the Bible can be 
trusted. He will provide a means of surviving your journey through the 
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burning tunnel. Now let’s look from the perspective of a space traveler 
who watches what unfolds on earth as history races through the tunnel 
of the Apocalypse into the wonderful future that awaits all peoples on 
the other side.
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Chapter 1 - 
Introducing the Last Days

Opening Scene: 
The Destruction of New York City 

Four Deadly Themes: 
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse

Four Main Players: 
Satan, Antichrist-the Beast, Israel, the Mahdi

When I began to write this book, almost all of the events described still 
lay in the future. But many key trends have already begun to unfold in 
the world’s daily news media. By the time you read this book the details 
may be history, but the final battle of Armageddon may still lie ahead.

Today, the Middle East bristles with weapons including both state-
of-the-art conventional armaments and weapons of mass destruction. 
Given the region’s explosive instability and the hatred of the Arab and 
Islamic states toward Israel, this political and military confrontation 
will lead to the final events of the Apocalypse. 

The proliferation of arms in the Middle East was spelled out in a re-
port by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation that was released in 2004.1 This 
report documented the huge expenditures in weaponry by Iran, Syria, 
Egypt and Saudi Arabia as well as by Israel. Also, more than one re-
sponsible source has reported that Russia has failed to destroy as many 
of their own nuclear weapons and missiles as they had agreed to at the 
collapse of the communist Soviet Union.

Israel and the West’s biggest threat in 2004 came from the Islamic fun-
damentalist Shiite regime in Iran, primarily due to that country’s stra-
tegic decision to develop its own nuclear weapons. It appears that Iran, 
which mines its own uranium, has already acquired the necessary com-
ponents to assemble atomic warheads. As of this writing, Israeli and 
American intelligence sources estimate that Iran could soon join Paki-
stan in the possession of Islamic nuclear warheads if nothing is done to 
stop the program. Not surprisingly, Russia has tacitly supported Iran’s 
nuclear program both technologically and politically; however, open 
talk in Iran about the coming of the Islamic messiah or Mahdi has the 
Russians just as worried as the rest of the West.

Preview of the Opening Scene of the Apocalypse 
As the world approaches the Apocalypse, western nations fear that 
small terrorist groups wait and probe for opportunities to deliver nu-
clear suitcase bombs or “dirty bombs” to key urban targets in order 
to spread social disruption that can trigger the economic collapse of 
the West. Like many commentators on current events, I believe that in-
ternational terrorists will not rest until they bring America down. On 
1  Some excerpts and facts are taken from Israel Today, April 2004 #63.
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February 26, 1993, they detonated an improvised explosive device on 
the second level of the World Trade Center parking basement. Eight 
years later on September 11, 2001, they attacked the same target with 
hijacked planes. I believe that these two attempts on New York are the 
precursors of similar things to come. 

By now it is common knowledge that a great quantity of fissionable ma-
terial is missing from Russia’s strategic nuclear storage facilities due to 
inadequate supervision. I have read that several bombs are missing and 
that one was sold for 25 million dollars on the black market.2 The exis-
tence of a sophisticated black market in fissionable materials was dramat-
ically demonstrated by Libya’s confessions to dealing with a “Pakistan 
Connection” to get the parts and materials needed to assemble nuclear 
devices. Such are my own speculations - only time will tell the details.

For several prophetic reasons, there is high probability that New York 
City will be destroyed by some form of nuclear device near the be-
ginning of the seven-year period commonly referred to as the Apoca-
lypse. When Islamic suicide terrorists detonate the bombs, New York 
will be blown high into the sky, just like Hiroshima in World War II. 
The entire city will disappear within an hour, just as the Bible predicts. 
This event will dramatically announce that seven-year time clock of the 
Great Apocalypse has already started.

I think that the United States will quickly and unilaterally respond to 
New York’s destruction with her own bombs before being forced to abide 
by international law. The massive destruction resulting from the Ameri-
ca’s high tech weaponry will create a power vacuum in the countries that 
are hit and create a worldwide climate of hatred and fear. The resulting 
political and economic instability will set the scene for the rise of a strong 
leader in the West as well as propel the Asian nations towards unity – 
probably under an executive committee of respected political leaders. 

Mass confusion will follow on the heels of New York’s obliteration. If 
such events ever take place, the world will look desperately for peace at 
almost any price. Under these dangerous and uncertain social, political 
and economic conditions, Europe will elect a new president to head up 
the European Union. This brilliant man will be given unprecedented 
emergency powers by popular demand. The leaders and populations of 
every nation will cooperate, if only temporarily, with European Union’s 
new President and sign on to the global New World Order lest a worse 
calamity occur. 

All Islamic governments will quickly agree to cooperate with him, so he 
will make an alliance with ten Arabic nations to stem the tide of global 
nuclear destruction. Subsequently, all United Nations governments will 
implement severe military police controls over their populations in or-
der to try to track down all terrorists worldwide. 

To end the perceived cause of terrorism, this new leader will force a 
“lasting” peace settlement between Israel, the Palestinians and other 
Moslem nations requiring sevens years implementation. As a condition 
of this agreement, Israel will disclose and neutralize her nuclear arsenal 
in exchange of the West’s guarantee of her security. But the seven-year 
peace agreement will only last about four years. At that time, the Mus-
2  America’s Worst Nightmare –Home-built H-Bombs, Popular Mechanics, August 2004.
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lims will regret their acquiescence to the West and attack Israel when the 
peace treaty is denounced and broken by the self-proclaimed Mahdi. 

As part of the peace treaty between Israel and the Palestinians, the Third 
Temple will be built next to the Dome of the Rock (or in its place should 
that Moslem shrine be destroyed by “an act of God”), but God will not 
use this building as His residence since He would not tolerate living 
next door to a heathen monument. (See Ezekiel 43:1-12) Besides, the 
present site is much too small to build the next Temple of His proph-
esied and certain indwelling described in Ezekiel chapters 40-48, which 
will actually be the Fourth Temple dedicated in 2018. 

Three days before 21 December 2012, the president of the EU will be 
assassinated. The Israelis will probably be blamed, which may provide 
the political smoke desired by the Mahdi to break the treaty with Israel. 
A later attack will result in a slaughter of the Jewish people on a mas-
sive scale. The need for global security will cause many democratic gov-
ernments to declare martial law and operate under emergency powers 
that will make personal freedom a thing of the past. 

After the slain president lies in state for three days he will seemingly re-
gain life on 21 December 2012. During the wonder and excitement sur-
rounding this apparent “miracle,” he will arise and proclaim himself to 
be the promised Messiah as proved by his “resurrection.” He will then 
quickly consolidate his powerbase and announce world peace under 
one united world government. People who are not deceived (those who 
understand Bible prophecy, perhaps from reading this book) will know 
that Satan has entered into the dead body of Europe’s slain leader.  

At this point in time, Satan is bodily present in the physical universe as 
the Antichrist on earth. He will unleash a reign of torment and death 
never before encountered in the history of humanity. To stop the Islamic 
armies’ wholesale murder of the Jews, NATO forces will occupy Israel 
ending their independence as a democratic country. The ensuing three 
years will see massive starvation around the world as money loses its 
value, oil stops flowing and food becomes scarce. 

Since people have refused to submit in repentance to God the Creator, 
they will now have to deal face-to-face with the very personification of 
evil. God will judge this rebellious world by giving free reign for a few 
years to the lord of sin and death. No one will be able to hide from the 
Apocalypse’s curses, woes and death. These brief years of intense evil 
and suffering will reveal Satan’s true nature, which he has so carefully 
hidden with his lying deceits during the thousands of years of human 
history.

Due to these dramatic and chaotic international events, Satan will 
achieve almost total control of the world through his human agents. His 
objective is the complete annihilation of humanity, and he will stir up 
one massive block of nations against another as the only way to defeat 
God.  But God’s Word gives us hope. Satan’s allocated time of extreme 
terror will be shortened at the end so that a sifted remnant of humanity 
will survive. But woe to those by whom destruction and evil will come 
to the earth!
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Opening Scene of the Apocalypse in the Bible
The woman you saw is the great city that rules over 
the kings of the earth. 
(Revelation 17:18)

The prime candidate for the “City of Babylon” mentioned here is New 
York. There is a high probability that it will be destroyed within the 
first period of the Apocalypse - between 21 December 2008 and 22 July 
2009. I suspect it will happen on or near February 9, 2009. If I am wrong 
about identifying New York City being destroyed at the beginning of 
the Apocalypse, then some other constellation of economic and political 
problems will combine to break the power of America as the dominant 
world power during this first period of the Apocalypse.

Consider start dates of Noah’s Flood. The Flood began with rain and an 
asteroid strike that burst the “fountains of the deep” on the 17th day of 
the second month, along with a series of massive earthquakes. (Genesis 
7:11) The precise timing of New York’s destruction could begin in 30 
(first month) plus 17 days of the second month, which is 47 days from 
21 December 2008. Remember Jesus’ statement, “for the coming of the 
Son of Man will be just like the days of Noah.” (Matthew 24:37) 

Why do I think that the city referred to in Revelation 17 and 18 is New 
York? That New York is a target is no longer questioned by government 
officials, national security analysts and informed news reporters, who 
occasionally write or talk about New York City being a logical target of 
any terrorist. These reports often mention the potential of dirty bombs 
and simple nuclear devices. If I lived near New York City, I would take 
their warnings seriously and do something about them.

Let me explain. The Bible prophesies and describes a destruction of a 
world city with a major port facility that will dominate all the commer-
cial and military power around the world. In Revelation John called 
this place “Babylon the Great.” In ancient times, Babylon was man’s 
first civilization, a united empire after the flood of Noah. In our modern 
time it should be a city which dominates western civilization.

The Scriptures predict that a future great city will be destroyed within 
one hour. (Revelation 18:10, 19) The capacity to destroy a great city in 
only an hour has only recently become possible in our modern nuclear 
age. I believe that New York City fits the description of Bible’s book of 
Revelation Chapter 18. 

New York City is the cultural, economic and financial heart of greatest 
world power ever to exist on the earth. It functions as the global nerve 
center of all commercial banking, stock exchanges, and military might. 
Even with just the loss of the two World Trade Towers, the damage 
done to the world economy on September 11, 2001 still lingers on. Just 
think of what the impact would be throughout the world if New York3 
was totally destroyed!

When I started to write my book in 2002 and mentioned the coming 
nuclear destruction of New York to some of my friends, they thought I 
3 Can terrorists build the Bomb? It’s the ultimate nightmare. A Nuclear Attack in the US Masterminded 
by Terrorists, by Michael Crowley, Popular Science, February 2005. www.popsci.com. Notice the 
area map of New York –Dirty Destruction page 62.
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had “flipped.” And so it was until August 2004 when they saw the cover 
page of Popular Mechanics magazine. Then, they suddenly became very 
somber as they read the bold headlines proclaiming, “America’s Worst 
Nightmare – Home-built H-bombs.” In the picture’s background stood 
the Empire State Building, an enduring symbol of New York City.

Thus, I have concluded that the Apocalypse will start with a big bang. 
Around the world, tidal waves of shock and fear will set events into 
motion that cannot be controlled by man. After comparing many Bible 
verses with the Hebrew Alphabet Number System, I am forced to con-
clude that the Apocalypse will begin with the destruction (probably nu-
clear) of New York City early in 2009. Current world news tells us that 
“the Islamic bomb”4 is a reality. The people who have sold the nuclear 
secrets and materials are known. Terrorists will not rest until they have 
finished the job that they started in New York on September 11, 20015.

If my scenario correctly describes Revelation 18’s fulfillment, then the 
destruction of New York will strike a terrible blow against America, and 
she will not recover from it. As the global nerve center for all aspects of 
America’s economic, financial and military power, New York performs 
the role of the World Capital. Worldwide communication networks via 
the Internet and satellite pass through New York’s many diverse elec-
tronic resources. This mortal blow will shock and shake America to the 
very foundation of our civilization, and a different city will assume the 
role of World Capital – perhaps Rome. 

Daniel and the King’s Dream 
Any study of Bible prophecy must include the book of Daniel. Educat-
ed as a young man at the royal court of Babylon, Daniel was summoned 
before the mighty King Nebuchadnezzar. Under the threat of execu-
tion, he was asked to interpret the king’s dream without even being 
told what the dream was. He must also give the king assurances that his 
predictions would be correct. 

Daniel saved himself, and the lives of ancient Babylon’s official science 
department, by accurately describing the king’s dream: 

As you were lying there, O king, your mind turned to 
things to come, and the revealer of mysteries showed 
you what is going to happen…
You looked, O king, and there before you stood a large 
statue—an enormous, dazzling statue, awesome in 
appearance. The head of the statue was made of pure 
gold, its chest and arms of silver, its belly and thighs 
of bronze, its legs of iron, its feet partly of iron and 
partly of baked clay. 
While you were watching, a rock was cut out, but 
not by human hands. It struck the statue on its feet of 
iron and clay and smashed them. Then the iron, the 
clay, the bronze, the silver and the gold were broken 
to pieces at the same time and became like chaff on a 

4  Hal Lindsey, “The Islamic Bomb Expands,” World Net Daily (www.worldnetdaily.com, 
October 23, 2003).
5  Michael Crowley, Dirty Destruction / Can Terrorist build the Bomb? Popular Science Maga-
zine, February 2005.
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threshing floor in the summer. The wind swept them 
away without leaving a trace. But the rock that struck 
the statue became a huge mountain and filled the 
whole earth. (Daniel 2:29, 31-35)

Inspired by God, Daniel told Nebuchadnezzar that the statue in his 
dream symbolized four future world empires in which Babylon repre-
sented the golden head. In the Hebrew Alphabet Number System the 
head represents the control center of the body and its activity. The head 
is also the beginning of something. In the Hebrew system the begin-
ning was customarily used to name the whole, thus the golden head of 
Babylon becomes the name for the whole series of successive systems 
of human governments or empires that have ruled on the earth. In oth-
er words human civilization under Satan’s dominion is referred to as 
Babylon when compared to God’s Kingdom, which will soon to come 
to this planet to replace them.

Nebuchadnezzar’s dream symbolically revealed the main stages of the 
earth’s political history. Humanity would be governed by four succes-
sive world systems followed by a fifth one symbolized by the stone 
from heaven that became a great mountain. The Hebrew Alphabet 
Number System often utilizes references to four (4=Daleth, meaning of 
“this world in this time”) followed by a fifth (5=Heh, meaning “the other 
side” of the spirit world or heaven). 

Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of the human empires that were to follow his 
own was ended by a stone falling from heaven to smash the statue into 
tiny pieces, and the wind blew away all of the debris. This indicates 
that the last remaining world power will be destroyed by something 
coming from space. The smashing stone (a huge asteroid the size of a 
mountain) will come from “the other side” as we will find out later at 
the beginning of the 11th Period of the Great Apocalypse announced by 
the second trumpet as described in the book of Revelation.

The heavenly rock coincides with Jesus Christ. (1Corinthians 10:4) 
From him now grows a mountain in the Heh dimension signifying the 
government of the coming of the Kingdom of God over all the earth’s 
peoples in the Millennial (1,000-year or Teth) Age of peace and prosper-
ity on earth when Jesus rules it. The Apocalypse will wipe out all of the 
world’s religious, economic, political and military powers over a little 
less than seven years. Nothing from the present civilization will be left, 
and humanity will have to start over again.

The Fall of Babylon (New York Destroyed)
After this, I saw another angel coming down from 
heaven. He had great authority, and the earth was 
illuminated by his splendor. With a mighty voice he 
shouted: 
“Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the Great. For all the na-
tions have drunk the maddening wine of her adulter-
ies. The kings of the earth committed adultery with 
her, and the merchants of the earth grew rich from her 
excessive luxuries.” (Revelation 18:1-3)
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No other city in the world matches the Bible description for the city of 
Babylon like New York City does. The Apocalypse will start with a big 
bang. Once this main card of the world’s global system of civilization is 
removed, the entire house of cards will collapse – especially the United 
States of America, which will lose her position of economic, military 
and political dominance over the world. Americans are ill-prepared for 
what is coming. Many will not survive even the immediate months of 
chaos that will soon descend upon our nation.

I would suggest reading the following Bible verses two times to get the 
message it delivers. Only then will it raise your awareness to a level 
that fully understands and comprehends the importance of the solstice 
events linked throughout my books to the rest of the prophetic events 
that the Bible describes for 2008-2015.

Therefore in one day her plagues will overtake her: 
death, mourning and famine. She will be consumed 
by fire, for mighty is the Lord God who judges her.
When the kings of the earth who committed adultery 
with her and shared her luxury see the smoke of her 
burning, they will weep and mourn over her. Terrified 
at her torment, they will stand far off and cry: “Woe! 
Woe, O great city, O Babylon, city of power! In one 
hour your doom has come!” 
The merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over 
her because no one buys their cargoes any more—car-
goes of gold, silver, precious stones and pearls; fine 
linen, purple, silk and scarlet cloth; every sort of citron 
wood, and articles of every kind made of ivory, costly 
wood, bronze, iron and marble; cargoes of cinnamon 
and spice, of incense, myrrh and frankincense, of wine 
and olive oil, of fine flour and wheat; cattle and sheep; 
horses and carriages; and bodies and souls of men. 
They will say, “The fruit you longed for is gone from 
you. All your riches and splendor have vanished, 
never to be recovered.” The merchants who sold these 
things and gained their wealth from her will stand 
far off, terrified at her torment. They will weep and 
mourn and cry out: 
“Woe! Woe, O great city, dressed in fine linen, purple 
and scarlet, and glittering with gold, precious stones 
and pearls! In one hour such great wealth has been 
brought to ruin!” 
Every sea captain, and all who travel by ship, the sail-
ors, and all who earn their living from the sea, will 
stand far off. When they see the smoke of her burning, 
they will exclaim, “Was there ever a city like this great 
city?” They will throw dust on their heads, and with 
weeping and mourning cry out: 
“Woe! Woe, O great city, where all who had ships on 
the sea became rich through her wealth! In one hour 
she has been brought to ruin! Rejoice over her, O heav-
en! Rejoice, saints and apostles and prophets! God has 
judged her for the way she treated you.” 
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Then a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a 
large millstone and threw it into the sea, and said: 
“With such violence the great city of Babylon will be 
thrown down, never to be found again. The music of 
harpists and musicians, flute players and trumpeters, 
will never be heard in you again. No workman of any 
trade will ever be found in you again. The sound of a 
millstone will never be heard in you again. The light of 
a lamp will never shine in you again. The voice of bride-
groom and bride will never be heard in you again. 
Your merchants were the world’s great men. By your 
magic spell all the nations were led astray. In her was 
found the blood of prophets and of the saints, and of all 
who have been killed on the earth.” (Revelation 18:8-24)

There will be only one chance to escape the destruction of the city – and 
that only takes place before the day of destruction!

Then I heard another voice from heaven say: “Come 
out of her, my people, so that you will not share in her 
sins, so that you will not receive any of her plagues; 
for her sins are piled up to heaven, and God has re-
membered her crimes.” (Revelation 18:4-5)

Whether or not you accept the dating sequences I am presenting here, 
you have the chance to escape the destruction of your soul by accepting 
the claims of Jesus Christ. I believe that you have much less time than 
the rest of the world if you live near New York City or near one of the 
other possible primary terrorist targets mentioned in the press. 

In this book I intend to confront you with the necessity to make a deci-
sion to either accept the biblical plan of salvation according to God’s 
mercy and love or to reject it. The sooner you pray about this important 
decision, the better. Ask God in Jesus’ name for spiritual guidance and 
understanding. Then read the Bible. Hopefully this book will help you 
to grow in grace and wisdom.

I have not written about the Apocalypse with an easy heart, nor do I 
personally relish the reasons for its urgency. It has been a heavy burden 
for me to consider the implications of my discoveries for my fellow hu-
man beings. A rational response to my books will require life-wrench-
ing changes for thousands who decide not to take the chance that I am 
wrong about when and how the Apocalypse will begin. Others may 
decide that they can continue in their lives as if the Apocalypse is not 
right around the corner, and they might get rather angry with me. 

Personally, I probably feel like Jonah did. All I want to do humanly is 
to run and hide in some boat going to anywhere. But also I fear God. 
If I refuse to tell the story, then there is no chance for those who would 
listen to God and flee the babylons of today’s modern world, so I had to 
write and pass on this story, which is likely to be very unpopular. Please 
understand that I have had to make a difficult choice, too.

So what does this scenario of future events based on biblical prophecies 
mean to those who live in the Middle East? Take Damascus, for ex-
ample. Isaiah 17:1 and Jeremiah 49:23-27 speak of that city’s sudden de-
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struction and abandonment. Since Damascus is the oldest continuously 
inhabited city on earth, scholars agree that this prophecy is yet future; 
therefore, I would highly recommend that you move out of Damascus 
before the Apocalypse begins on 21 December 2008!

In some way God will deliver a strong warning to the people of these 
areas. There is a plain statement as to “why” inevitable punishment has 
been decreed in Isaiah 17:12-14, but opinions differ on how some these 
other prophecies relate to the future as opposed to the past. More cer-
tain is the coming destruction that Israel (verses 4-7) and the surround-
ing areas will suffer during these months and years of tribulation. Al-
though it could be interesting and you might come up with some good 
insights, I do not recommend that you spend long hours in Bible study 
trying to figure out exactly where the targets will be. 

North or South American, European, African, Asian – anyone: get your 
priorities straight and tend to the most important issues first. Take an 
honest assessment of your spiritual condition. Don’t delay or play men-
tal games with your conscience. It is time to repent and repair your rela-
tionship with the Creator God, and that is only possible through faith in 
Jesus as your personal Savior. He not only sacrificed Himself to pay the 
penalty of your sins, but He is also coming again soon as the victorious, 
messianic King of Israel and King of all the nations’ kings.

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
In the book of Revelation, John describes four horses—white, red, black 
and pale—that represent the result of the attack on New York City. Nu-
merous patterns of regional expressions of the events described here 
will stretch out over a period of three years. The four deadly themes 
will be experienced in a multitude of specific trials following the start of 
the Apocalypse. They are: Global government uniting economic, mili-
tary and spiritual poers, warfare, famine and disease:

I watched as the Lamb [Jesus Christ] opened the first 
of the seven seals. Then I heard one of the four liv-
ing creatures say in a voice like thunder, “Come!” I 
looked, and there before me was a white horse! Its 
rider held a bow, and he was given a crown, and he 
rode out as a conqueror bent on conquest. (Revelation 
6:1-2, emphasis added)

The destruction in the Middle East will cause civil wars to erupt among 
the many political factions and warlords of Islamic countries in an at-
tempt to gain control of their leaderless countries: 

When the Lamb opened the second seal, I heard the 
second living creature say, “Come!” Then another 
horse came out, a fiery red one. Its rider was given 
power to take peace from the earth and to make men 
slay each other. To him was given a large sword. (Rev-
elation 6:3-4, emphasis added)

The turmoil and conflict will create mass confusion and unleash pent-
up hatred. Peace will be removed from the earth:
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When the Lamb opened the third seal, I heard the 
third living creature say, “Come!” I looked, and there 
before me was a black horse! Its rider was holding a 
pair of scales in his hand. Then I heard what sounded 
like a voice among the four living creatures, saying, 
“A quart of wheat for a day’s wages, and three quarts 
of barley for a day’s wages, and do not damage the oil 
and the wine!” (Revelation 6:5-6, emphasis added)

These verses in Revelation indicate that 25% of the world’s population 
will die of starvation within the first three years of the Apocalypse. For 
decades, America and the United Nations have fed most of the world’s 
poorest with their generous food programs. The collapse of many gov-
ernments after the nuclear exchange in the Middle East will cause in-
creasing occurrence and intensity of famine and starvation around the 
world that will be compounded by a corresponding breakdown in food 
aid and international trade.

When we eat good food we feel well. When we eat rotten food, we get 
sick. Not only is this common sense, it follows the natural laws of cause 
and effect. When there is a delay or a lengthy period of time between the 
cause and effect, people may miss the connection altogether or ignore it 
for now out of immediate need to eat cheaply. Eating food that has been 
genetically modified may be consuming an embedded “poison” that 
will eventually cause some kind of disease or biological malfunction 
that means a person dies sooner than he or she normally would – and 
perhaps more painfully.

People around the world now face a dilemma. Since 2000 - just eight years 
ago, the use of biological technology has grown so rapidly that now 95% of 
all vegetables sold in America have been genetically modified and perma-
nently changed. Their natural policeman of the immune intelligence sys-
tem have been removed, spliced out as evidenced by the numbers stuck on 
every fruit and vegetable sold by your neighborhood grocery store.

Besides big corporations, hundreds of lawyers are lined up at the mon-
ey trough of GMO feed. Furthermore, I believe that the consumption 
of GMO foods makes people and animals more vulnerable to deadly 
bacteria or viruses in fulfillment of Bible prophecy, which predicts 1/3 
of the population dying from malnutrition, diseases or plagues. I think 
many of them are linked to the food we are eating.

Because of the interruptions of commerce, double-digit inflation will 
destroy the currencies of many countries, leading to a total collapse of 
the banking industry: 

When the Lamb opened the fourth seal, I heard the 
voice of the fourth living creature say, “Come!” I 
looked, and there before me was a pale [pale green, 
NIV] horse! Its rider was named Death, and Hades 
was following close behind him. They were given 
power over a fourth of the earth to kill by sword, fam-
ine and plague, and by the wild beasts of the earth. 
(Revelation 6:7-8, emphasis added)

Notice the key words “come” and “green” for each horse called out as I 
finish and insert a sentence to explain why:
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“Come and see what the earthlings are doing to my earth.”
Now you can witness in the next verse on what is happening after, a 
mode to describe a transport system or transformations, which is pale 
Green. We even use that term today to indicate organically grown 
plants, but here in Revelation the pale green horse represents the fam-
ines and diseases that will come from using GMO technology on vari-
ous food crops and other biological plants in nature.

The reference to wild beasts could also be understood in terms of the 
biological diseases originating from the deadly germs and viruses that 
arise in wild animals as a result of our greed. It could also be chemical 
or genetic pollution of the environment. Biological agents sourced in 
the wild have already spread into the commercial animal husbandry in-
dustry around the world. Millions of chickens, ducks, cows and sheep 
have been killed to stop the spread of these plagues that even infect 
humans. The mass media regularly carry stories about these deadly dis-
eases like Ebola, Asian bird flu, AIDS and/or SARC. 

Genetically Modified Organisms - GMOs are a bigger threat to human 
survival than terrorists or nuclear bombs from the Middle East. The 
public is asleep to this great danger that is destroying the nutritional 
value of all food on earth. The result will be human extinction if God 
does not intervene. 

The public is asleep to this great danger that is destroying the nutri-
tional value of all food on earth. The result will be human extinction if 
God does not intervene. Because of modern technology’s unnatural and 
greedy manipulation of many species’ genetic codes, God must destroy 
large areas of the globe to preserve the creation. The world’s environ-
mental ecosystems must be cleansed and purified through fire and ex-
tensive calamities so that mankind can survive.

Modern society has become totally corrupt. In their race of mega-prof-
its, global corporations are destroying the earth for the next genera-
tion by genetically modifying all foods. The products of this mad sci-
ence are destroying the natural balance built into the creation, such as 
causing massive extinction of honeybees that are disappearing. If left 
unchecked, this irresponsible use of scientific knowledge would by it-
self terminate God’s creation and destroy His Plan for Humanity at the 
same time.

Massive biological manipulation is poisoning the environment with 
wholesale destruction. God must interfere to save what he created for 
future generations. A willful rebellious atheism lies at the core of this 
global threat to all life. It has almost reached the point of no return and 
must be stopped in the next three years or Satan will be able to gloat, 
“This time, God, I screwed up your creation irreversibly because I am 
more powerful than you!”

Watch God’s reaction to Satan’s greatest challenges since the Flood. God 
must not delay His schedule by showing mercy for a second chance. 
Instead, He must hurry up to save the creation before the natural order 
becomes extinct. The cuckoo bird now set to appear at the “midnight 
hour” of 21 December 2012, which will reset the time dimension in an-
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other parabolic time direction as even the ancient Mayans and Aztecs 
recorded in their calendars. 

I now understand that the first four seals opened describe the man-
made causes of destruction on earth that force God to respond in order 
to stop the spiritual madness that threatens the earth with total destruc-
tion. One of the primary reasons is the potential genetic perversion of 
all life. The prophesied sequence of events now seems unstoppable as 
the chain reaction of a collapsing civilization becomes the apocalypse 
foretold in the Bible. In His mercy, God wants to provide millions of 
survivors with another chance to live and develop a third civilization 
that will last 1,000 years on earth.

Satan, the First Player 
Long before humans came on the scene, the archangel Lucifer rebelled 
against his Creator. After Adam and Eve chose Lucifer’s lies over trust-
ing their Creator, God permitted that angelic antagonist or enemy (Sa-
tan) to exercise spiritual dominion over humanity on earth in order 
to teach people the difference between right and wrong. God knows 
eternity and how to live it the right way with love and joy. Humanity 
simply needs to learn, really learn from deepest inside out, that God’s 
way is the only way to do eternity. 

So God’s plan had begun with Lucifer’s expulsion from the heavenly 
government but not from the heavenly (Heh or five-based) dimension. 
This is what the Bible has to say about this important event:
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You were blameless in your ways from the day that you 
were created, until iniquity was found in you. In the 
abundance of your trade you were filled with violence, 
and you sinned; so I cast you as a profane thing from the 
mountain of God, and the guardian cherub drove you out 
from among the stones of fire. (Ezekiel 28:15-16 NRSV)

In the middle of the Apocalypse on earth, the war in Heaven material-
izes, becomes directly visible and felt by mortals on earth. This will be 
Satan’s last battle. The archangel Michael and his armies will expel all evil 
and unclean spirits, demons and fallen angels from the heavenlies. This 
Apocalypse in Heaven will finish in the 7th Period of the Apocalypse on 
earth as shown in the Twelve Periods of the Great Apocalypse table. 

And there was war in heaven. Michael and his angels 
fought against the dragon, and the dragon and his an-
gels fought back. But he was not strong enough, and they 
lost their place in heaven. The great dragon was hurled 
down—that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, 
who leads the whole world astray. He was hurled to the 
earth, and his angels with him. (Revelation 12:7-9) 

Heaven will be cleansed from all evil influences; however, on earth Sa-
tan will be permitted to continue his rebellion for almost three more 
years during the Apocalypse.

Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, hold-
ing in his hand the key to the bottomless pit and a 
great chain. He seized the dragon, that ancient ser-
pent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for 
a thousand years, and threw him into the pit, and 
locked and sealed it over him, so that he would de-
ceive the nations no more, until the thousand years 
were ended. After that he must be let out for a little 
while. (Revelation 20:1-3 nrsv)

Before the end of the 12th Period (17 September 2015) Satan will be im-
prisoned in the underworld for a thousand years. At the end of that 
time he will again be allowed to test the human race. He will be success-
ful because an unsuspecting portion of the human race will not have 
learned how to resist evil; however, God will end evil’s influence over 
the human race by destroying all living things on this earth. A new 
earth will be introduced, and life will continue in another dimension.  

And the devil who had deceived them was thrown 
into the lake of fire and sulfur, where the beast and the 
false prophet were, and they will be tormented day 
and night forever and ever. (Revelation 20:10 nrsv)

At the end of time Satan and the other rebellious angels or demons will 
be thrown into the lake of fire, to be eliminated forever.

Antichrist and the Babylonian System, 
the Second Player
King Nebuchadnezzar is recognized in ancient history books as the 
ruler of the first great empire on earth. According to the Bible, this king 
had a dream of such magnitude that he called all of his wise men to his 
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residential fortress: the educated elite, enchanters, the ruling class of 
the Chaldeans and the astrologers. 

Many had to travel hundreds of miles. When they all arrived, they were 
confronted with the impossible task of interpreting the king’s dream. 
They knew that Nebuchadnezzar, with only a flick of his finger, could 
order one’s head cut off or that he be sent to the lion’s den to be de-
voured by hungry beasts.  

To the horror of everyone present, not one of them could interpret the 
king’s dream. But just before Nebuchadnezzar commanded them all 
to be executed, someone in the court remembered a man who could. 
Daniel had been captured in Jerusalem as a teenager and brought to 
Babylon, where he had been educated for an administrative job in Ne-
buchadnezzar’s vast empire. Since his contemporaries claimed that the 
Spirit of God was in him, Daniel’s name had been changed to Belteshaz-
zar, the name of the king’s favorite Babylonian god. Now much older, 
Daniel was a highly respected and capable administrator. 

Everyone in the court suggested that Nebuchadnezzar summon Daniel/
Belteshazzar to call on the “spirit of the holy gods” to see if he could tell 
the king what he wanted to know. (Daniel’s indwelled “spirit” is obvi-
ously the same Holy Spirit as revealed in more detail 500 years later as 
described in the book of Acts and the epistles of the New Testament.) 
So Daniel was called to the king and given the assignment to listen and 
interpret the king’s dream. Nebuchadnezzar told Daniel:

Upon my bed this is what I saw; 
There was a tree at the center of the earth, and its 
height was great. The tree grew great and strong, its 
top reached to heaven, and it was visible to the ends 
of the whole earth. Its foliage was beautiful, its fruit 
abundant, and it provided food for all. The animals 
of the field found shade under it, the birds of the air 
nested in its branches, and from it all living beings 
were fed. I continued looking, in the visions of my 
head as I lay in bed, and there was a holy watcher, 
coming down from heaven. He cried aloud and said: 
“Cut down the tree and chop off its branches, strip 
off its foliage and scatter its fruit. Let the animals flee 
from beneath it and the birds from its branches. But 
leave its stump and roots in the ground, with a band 
of iron and bronze, in the tender grass of the field.
“Let him be bathed with the dew of heaven, and let 
his lot be with the animals of the field in the grass of 
the earth. Let his mind be changed from that of a hu-
man and let the mind of an animal be given to him. 
And let seven times pass over him. The sentence is 
rendered by decree of the watchers, the decision is 
given by order of the holy ones, in order that all who 
live may know that the Most High is sovereign over 
the kingdom of mortals; He gives it to whom He will 
and sets over it the lowliest of human beings.” 
This is the dream that I, King Nebuchadnezzar, saw. 
Now you, Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation, since 
all the wise men of my kingdom are unable to tell me the 
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interpretation. You are able, however, for you are endowed 
with a spirit of the holy gods. (Daniel 4:10-18 NRSV)

Though shocked at first and unwilling to give the king the bad news, 
Daniel revealed the mystery. At the risk of his life Daniel proclaimed 
boldly what the Holy Spirit revealed to him. He explained that the 
dream was a prophecy that the king would lose his mind for seven 
years becoming like a beast of the field and living as a pet in his own 
palace garden, kept away from the public eye. Nebuchadnezzar was 
the “big tree” to be cut down with its remaining stump and roots bound 
with iron and bronze to represent the preservation of his government. 
This event would be a sign to all that heaven rules, and the interpreta-
tion is certain. Once the king acknowledged the One who determines 
the rise and fall of earthly kingdoms, his sanity would return, and he 
would once again enjoy the honor, splendor and majesty of his office.

A year later the first portion of Daniel’s prophecy was fulfilled. The king 
became insane behaving like an animal for seven years. But not all of 
Daniel’s vision came to pass either literally or symbolically. The big tree 
symbolized the king’s empire, which did not end. It continued. This 
indicates that aspects of the prophecy have yet to be fulfilled. 
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The February 2004 issue of Midnight Call magazine contained an inter-
esting article written by an expert in global portfolio management, Mr. 
Wilfred Hahn.6 This article provides a fascinating perspective on the 
prophecies recorded in Daniel 4:1-18. 

The author is an expert in the world financial market. He writes how 
our capitalistic world system, like the big tree in the king’s dream, has 
its roots in the ancient Babylonian empire. He believes that Daniel’s 
prophecy indicates that our present financial system will be totally cut 
down in the near future. “Financial markets are manic and volatile,” 
Hahn states. “The world’s economic and trading systems groan with 
imbalance and high risks. It is not unreasonable to conclude that the 
time of judgment cannot be far off.”

Hahn views the unfulfilled portion of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in the light 
of the coming seven year Apocalypse. By overlaying it with the Hebrew 
Alphabet Number System, I interpret the tree in that dream to symbolize 
Satan’s domain, which will be cut down. The root of the tree, banded with 
iron and bronze, represents the financial systems of the Bronze Age (the 
era of the Babylonians, who invented money) all the way from the ancient 
and into our modern Iron Age (of silicon chips, airplanes and rockets). 

Modern multinational corporations have grown more powerful than 
many nations. Like the tree reaching into heaven, their economic roots 
reach out to oppress and enslave workers around the world. Revelation 
20:1-3 prophesies that an angel will come down from heaven with an 
iron chain and bind Satan in the underworld. In the coming millennial 
rule of Jesus, the “tree roots” will be kept bound up so they can never 
again grow into a world power to ruin the earth. Satan’s commercial 
world system will still have its roots in the ground, but the profit gener-
ated from that system will never again flow to only a few individuals 
or corporations. 

In Daniel’s vision, King Nebuchadnezzar represents a world system of 
business and education of the highest order—the power structure that 
exists in our present civilization. It will soon be brought to the level of a 
beast in the field. This phrase means that the events of the Apocalypse 
will be devoid of any human reasoning or compassion. It will be a time 
of completely mindless violence and evil lasting for almost seven years, 
just like Nebuchadnezzar’s insanity. 

The nations have denied God for most of their histories. They have not 
given the Creator the honor He deserves; therefore, all states will face 
seven years of a debased life like an animal, during which they will 
devour one another over rotten garbage. Millionaires and scholars alike 
will beg for a glass of water, but none will be available. 

Having lived through the chaos of World War II and its aftermath, I 
have witnessed with my own eyes how such difficult times can be. 
But this time around, it will be ten times worse. The following pas-
sage, written thousands of years ago, is the preface of the Apocalypse. 
It describes in detail what will happen during those seven years. Please 
notice the parallel of the tree sample being stripped of its foliage, its 
fruit scattered. (Fruit refers to people.)
6  Wilfred Hahn, “The Coming Fall of Endtime Tyre,” Midnight Call, World Trend Watch Part 
XI, February 2004.
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See, the Lord is going to lay waste the earth and dev-
astate it; He will ruin its face and scatter its inhabit-
ants—it will be the same for priest as for people, for 
master as for servant, for mistress as for maid, for sell-
er as for buyer, for borrower as for lender, for debtor 
as for creditor. The earth will be completely laid waste 
and totally plundered. 
The Lord has spoken this word. The earth dries up 
and withers, the world languishes and withers, the 
exalted of the earth languish. The earth is defiled by 
its people; they have disobeyed the laws, violated the 
statutes and broken the everlasting covenant. There-
fore a curse consumes the earth; its people must bear 
their guilt. 
Therefore earth’s inhabitants are burned up, and 
very few are left. The new wine dries up and the 
vine withers; all the merrymakers groan. The gaiety 
of the tambourines is stilled, the noise of the revelers 
has stopped, the joyful harp is silent. No longer do 
they drink wine with a song; the beer is bitter to its 
drinkers. The ruined city lies desolate; the entrance 
to every house is barred. In the streets they cry out 
for wine; all joy turns to gloom, all gaiety is banished 
from the earth. The city is left in ruins, its gate is bat-
tered to pieces. So will it be on the earth and among 
the nations, as when an olive tree is beaten, or as when 
gleanings are left after the grape harvest. 
They raise their voices, they shout for joy; from the 
west they acclaim the Lord’s majesty. Therefore in the 
east give glory to the Lord; exalt the name of the Lord, 
the God of Israel, in the islands of the sea. From the 
ends of the earth we hear singing: “Glory to the Righ-
teous One.” 
But I said, “I waste away, I waste away! Woe to me! 
The treacherous betray! With treachery the treacher-
ous betray!” Terror and pit and snare await you, O 
people of the earth. Whoever flees at the sound of ter-
ror will fall into a pit; whoever climbs out of the pit 
will be caught in a snare. 
The floodgates of the heavens are opened, the founda-
tions of the earth shake. The earth is broken up, the 
earth is split asunder, the earth is thoroughly shaken. 
The earth reels like a drunkard, it sways like a hut in 
the wind; so heavy upon it is the guilt of its rebellion 
that it falls—never to rise again. 
In that day (during the 7th Period) the Lord will pun-
ish the powers in the heavens above (Satan and his 
evil angels) and the kings on the earth below (the 12th 
Period). They will be herded together like prisoners 
bound in a dungeon; they will be shut up in prison 
and be punished after many days. 
The moon will be abashed, the sun ashamed; for the 
Lord Almighty will reign on Mount Zion and in Jeru-
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salem, and before its elders, gloriously. (Isaiah 24:1-23, 
parentheses added)

The prophet Isaiah wrote under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. When 
God revealed to him that millions of people would suffer death and 
destruction, he must have wept bitterly. I do not know if I would be able 
to write such a letter to someone in the future, but when God tells you 
to do something, you do it. 

When Isaiah prophesied something against Israel, he also gave hope in 
the midst of destruction. He both warned and encouraged the Israelites 
to “go forth from Babylon” many years before the exile happened (in 
588 BC). (Isaiah 48:20 NASB) When the Israelites returned from Babylon 
as prophesied (in 538 BC), Isaiah’s writings sustained the faith and hope 
of the returning exiles.7 However, the worldwide disasters described in 
this prophecy have not yet come to pass. It was written for us because it 
will apply to our present age. 

Isaiah wrote sixty-six chapters, which coincidentally overlays with the 
sixty-six books of the Bible. His book appears to be structured like a 
miniature Bible. When I get to heaven, I cannot wait to meet this ex-
traordinary man. I want to shake his hand and tell him that everything 
he predicted on earth came to pass thousands years later. 

Israel, the Third Player
The Bible reveals that a special covenant relationship exists between 
God and Israel. God appointed them to transfer accurately His oracles 
from one generation to the other and to be the timekeeper for the world. 
(Romans 3:6) They have failed on many occasions and oscillated be-
tween blessings and curses, according to the contract God made with 
them. The prophet Jeremiah wrote about one of many of Jehovah’s con-
tracts with Israel: 

This is what the Lord says, He who appoints the sun 
to shine by day, who decrees the moon and stars to 
shine by night, who stirs up the sea so that its waves 
roar—the Lord Almighty is His name: “Only if these 
decrees vanish from my sight,” declares the Lord, 
“will the descendants of Israel ever cease to be a na-
tion before me.” 
This is what the Lord says: “Only if the heavens above 
can be measured and the foundations of the earth be-
low be searched out will I reject all the descendants 
of Israel because of all they have done,” declares the 
Lord. (Jeremiah 31:35-37)

The first segment of the 7,000-Year Table of Human History ends with 
the destruction of the first temple in Jerusalem (588 BC). In order for the 
two tables to correlate at this crucial juncture, the first section of the 7-
year Table of the Apocalypse would also have to end with the destruc-
tion of a temple; however, no temple currently exists in Jerusalem. 

The destruction of the Temple is an important time marker for bibli-
cal predictions. It is crucial for understanding prophecy because we 

7  The Nelson Study Bible (Nelson Bibles, 1997), 1108.
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are trying to view earthly events from a heavenly perspective. Since 
the Temple is the earthly residence of God the Almighty, it is the hinge 
point of everything that happens in this world. Let’s go back in history 
and see what we can learn from it about the temple.

During Israel’s exodus from Egypt and their subsequent wanderings in 
the desert (1545 BC), God visited the earth in the form of a pillar of fire, 
which hovered over the tent of the covenant. In 1004 BC Solomon built 
the Temple for the God of Israel in Jerusalem. Not only was it a place 
of sacrifice and worship, it was the Lord’s throne on earth. The Shekinah 
glory of God’s presence filled the Temple. 

When Solomon finished praying, fire came down from 
heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sac-
rifices, and the glory of the Lord filled the temple. The 
priests could not enter the temple of the Lord because 
the glory of the Lord filled it. 
When all the Israelites saw the fire coming down and 
the glory of the Lord above the temple, they knelt on 
the pavement with their faces to the ground, and they 
worshiped and gave thanks to the Lord, saying, “He is 
good; His love endures forever.” (2Chronicles 7:1-4)

Because of Israel’s long history of rebellion and sin, the glory of God 
finally left the Temple by the east gate and returned to heaven. God 
stopped protecting Israel. In 588 BC (at the conclusion of the seventh 
490-year cycle of the 7,000-Year Table of Human History), Nebuchad-
nezzar conquered the city of Jerusalem and destroyed the Temple. The 
worship service was terminated. Thousands of Israelites were killed, 
and most of the rest were sold into slavery:

The Lord, the God of their fathers, sent word to them 
through His messengers again and again, because He 
had pity on His people and on His dwelling place. 
But they mocked God’s messengers, despised His 
words and scoffed at His prophets until the wrath of 
the Lord was aroused against His people and there 
was no remedy. He brought up against them the king 
of the Babylonians, who killed their young men with 
the sword in the sanctuary, and spared neither young 
man nor young woman, old man or aged. 
God handed all of them over to Nebuchadnezzar. He 
carried to Babylon all the articles from the temple of 
God, both large and small, and the treasuries of the 
Lord’s temple and the treasuries of the king and his of-
ficials. They set fire to God’s temple and broke down 
the wall of Jerusalem; they burned all the palaces and 
destroyed everything of value there.
He carried into exile to Babylon the remnant, who es-
caped from the sword, and they became servants to 
him and his sons until the kingdom of Persia came to 
power. The land enjoyed its Sabbath rests; all the time 
of its desolation it rested, until the seventy years were 
completed in fulfillment of the word of Lord spoken 
by Jeremiah. (2Chronicles 36:15-21)
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God sent many warnings and messengers to Israel before He interfered 
in man’s affairs. But His admonitions were not heeded. When Israel 
returned from captivity, they worshiped God again. The Jews had de-
veloped a new awareness for the laws of God and their covenant with 
Him, and at least some of them have kept the Sabbath ever since. 

Further down on history’s path Jesus walked into Jerusalem and 
warned the leaders of that city of another judgment. He was angry that 
His house, the Temple, had become a supermarket filled with corrupt 
lawyers and dishonest moneychangers. He prophesied that the Temple 
would be destroyed. Forty years later that’s exactly what happened. 

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets 
and stones those who are sent to it! How often have I 
desired to gather your children together as a hen gath-
ers her brood under her wings, and you were not will-
ing! See, your house is left to you, desolate. For I tell 
you, you will not see me again until you say, “Blessed 
is the one who comes in the name of the Lord.” (Mat-
thew 23:37-39 nrsv)
As Jesus came out of the temple and was going away, 
His disciples came to point out to Him the buildings of 
the temple. Then He asked them, “You see all these, do 
you not? Truly I tell you, not one stone will be left here 
upon another; all will be thrown down.” (Matthew 
24:1-2 nrsv. See also Mark 13:1-2 and Luke 21:5-6)
Therefore, when you see the abomination of desola-
tions which was spoken of through Daniel the prophet, 
standing in the holy place (let the reader understand), 
then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains...
For then there will be a great tribulation, such as has 
not occurred since the beginning of the world until 
now, nor ever shall. Unless those days had been cut 
short, no life would have been saved; but for the sake 
of the elect those day shall be cut short. (Matthew 
24:15-16, 21-22 nasb)

Under Titus the Romans conquered the city during the Jewish rebellion 
and burned the Temple. The events leading up to this ad 70 fulfillment 
were just an historical sneak preview of the main event yet to come. 

Since Daniel’s “abomination of desolations” has not yet taken place, the 
primary fulfillment of Jesus’ biblical warnings are still to come. At the 
appointed time the Apocalypse will follow a pattern similar to AD 70 
but will fulfill all of the verses’ content—without exception. 

The Coming of a European World Leader
While a weakened America continues its initial military campaign to 
root out terrorists around the world, the wounded European nations 
will band together to form an emergency government. They will elect a 
brilliant leader as their head of state: the prophesied Antichrist. He will 
do wonders for the European economy and will make a covenant with 
Israel. The terms will be as follows: 
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• The European Union with NATO's reorganized military capa-
bility will protect the nation of Israel. 

• In exchange Israel will give up its strategic nuclear arms and 
cease all activity of aggression with its neighbors.

• Israel will allow the Palestinians to live within their borders 
and will give up some of the territory captured in 1967. The re-
alignment of borders will reflect a concession made to appease 
the United Nations' demands.

• All religions in Jerusalem will cooperate in a common purpose: 
to obtain peace and to forestall total destruction of the world. 
Infighting between the religious factions and secular parties in 
Israel will cease, pressured by fear of continued nuclear war 
and the potential total destruction of the region. 

• A deal will be worked out between the Arab nations and the 
European Union that will permit or instruct Israel to build a 
temple on the Temple Mount at or near the site of the Islamic 
shrine known worldwide as the Dome of the Rock. 

The present political situation makes such a scenario seem impossible to 
achieve, but after the destruction of New York it will not only seem pos-
sible but absolutely necessary. This peace deal will be dictated by the UN 
and utilize EU supervision to force compliance with the negotiated terms 
upon the Palestinian Arabs and the Israelis in order to avoid another nu-
clear exchange. Radical terrorists will be executed wherever found by all 
sides even as individual rights are further curtailed for security reasons.

A seven-year peace treaty with the EU will guarantee Israel's protection 
from interference from the Palestinians or other Islamic groups. Israel will 
get permission to build the new Jewish temple directly next to the Dome 
of Rock under the protection of NATO. The Third Temple will reestablish 
Israel's animal sacrifices after 1,939 years of absence (70 to 2009). 

Antichrist
For centuries, scholars have been puzzled over the writings of the an-
cient prophets regarding the antichrist. Today we see these prophecies 
more clearly because we can connect many of the details in Bible proph-
ecy with the present world situation. 

The Scriptures talk about two aspects or personas of Antichrist—two 
different spirits that will sequentially inhabit the same human body. 
The first one will appear to be a naturally exceptional person, but he 
will exude a charisma of spiritual (demonic) power like Hitler. Like the 
many Germans who elected Hitler in order to bring stability and eco-
nomic answers to their national problems, the western world will be 
desperately looking for a savior to fix the failed banking system and 
restore a ruined stock market. They will willingly follow this newly 
emerged European leader, whose true diabolical nature as Antichrist 
will be dramatically revealed at the start of the Mini-Apocalypse. 
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The first aspect of Antichrist will be that of a highly educated and en-
lightened leader. He will be a smooth talking and brilliant politician 
who will deceive the world with his publicly humble (privately proud) 
assurances and seeming calm mastery of a world spun out of control. 
Millions of people will be dying of starvation around the world. Islamic 
warlords will be fighting for control of their countries’ governments 
and oil production, and the world’s economies will be almost totally 
stalled out with massive unemployment and collapsed financial ex-
changes and currencies. This situation will call for an extraordinary hu-
man being to resolve the world’s problems. 

As the newly elected president of the EU, Antichrist’s first persona will 
appear at the beginning of the seven year period. He will start out with 
a promise to bring peace and stability to the Middle East and unity to 
the bickering western nations floundering in a bankrupt world. Thus, 
he is destined to great fame during the 7th Period of the Apocalypse 
(June 2012 to January 2013), when the world will witness this man’s 
death and subsequent resurrection. Almost everyone will compare him 
to Jesus Christ, hailing him as the “Christ come again in the flesh.” 

With the resurrection Euro-leader’s human body, Satan becomes corpo-
real and takes over the human life of that popular person, transform-
ing him into the ultimate Antichrist. To the world, he will then exhibit 
a new, even stronger persona because of Satan’s total presence within 
the fleshly shell. His true, hidden nature will be dramatically revealed 
by his increased opposition to the authentic, biblically-based Christian 
and Jewish religions. Antichrist will despise anyone who believes in the 
God of Israel and any religion that does not worship him.

The Bible calls him “the lawless one,” “son of Satan,” “the beast,” “mys-
tery of iniquity” and the “man of destruction.” His life ambition is to 
rule the world with absolute power. Notice again that five negative 
character names are used, meaning that they are diabolically sourced 
from the Heh(=5) “other side.” Indeed, they come from the fallen cher-
ub, Satan who will indwell that person in a unique way never before 
experienced by a human as described in the next chapter.

Revelation 13:1-10 narrates Antichrist’s rise to power through extraordi-
nary circumstances. He will align himself with ten nations energized and 
controlled by demonic influences. He will be persuasive, a great admin-
istrator and will rule by international consent. Daniel 8:19-27 describes 
how he will rule with deception. Later I will discuss how a description of 
his nature is also referenced in the Chinese zodiac’s dragon cycle.

During the coming years of global instability everyone will be closely 
monitored by computers in order to identify potential terrorists. Anti-
christ will control much of the global economy by using the latest high 
tech tools provided by computer science. Toward the end of the seven-
year period of the Great Apocalypse, he will forcefully consolidate his 
power over the nations of Europe including all Islamic countries. He 
will arrest and punish anyone who buys or sells anything without hav-
ing a tattooed mark on the forehead or right hand. To curtail acts of 
sabotage and further instability, anyone who refuses to be catalogued 
will be branded a terrorist or enemy of the State. Many will be incarcer-
ated in concentration camps for eventual execution. These events will 
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confront Christians and Jews who remember the Bible’s warning not to 
join that system. 

The Mahdi, the Fourth Player
To build up a new infrastructure of international trade, Antichrist will 
force all citizens to submit to a state-controlled ideology that has, at its 
core, a denial of God’s existence. He will brag about his success in hav-
ing brought some semblance of financial stability to the stock market. 
His very nature, as imprinted on each of his beastly dragonheads, proj-
ects blasphemous insults to God. He will engineer an alliance with the 
Muslim nations, but the Islamic nations will experience difficulties as 
they are brought into alignment with the West.

Historically the descendants of Joktan, the sons of Keturah, and espe-
cially Ishmael (the Arab nations) have always been what Scripture de-
scribes as “a wild donkey of a man.” Their hands have constantly been 
against themselves and everyone else. History records how they have 
lived in perpetual hostility toward their brothers and neighbors just 
like their father Ishmael:

You are now with child and you will have a son. You 
shall name him Ishmael, for the Lord has heard of 
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your misery. He will be a wild donkey of a man; his 
hand will be against everyone and everyone’s hand 
against him, and he will live in hostility toward all his 
brothers.” (Genesis 16:11-12)

Muslim society is split between participation in the emerging world 
economy with its global socio-economic and political values and their 
Islamic doctrines and traditions. Muslims typically view western so-
ciety as promoting materialism, sexual perversion and the worship of 
mammon (money) - a culture that is contrary to God and their religion. 
They feel oppressed and cannot cope with the advances of modern 
technology under the guise of global capitalism because it threatens 
their traditional way of life. 

The western world’s technologically advanced culture, on the other hand, 
is based upon a blind faith in its prosperous, openly democratic market-
place and military superiority. Built on a foundation of natural resources 
and human creativity, America’s media illusion of super-prosperity has 
been imaginatively devised out of creative financial tools and indices 
used to maximize paper profits and manage risks in the modern, global-
ized capital markets of stocks, bonds and other leveraged investments. 
In other words, greed has taken the prosperity based on real wealth and 
artificially multiplied it into mountains of obscene wealth that concen-
trate enormously exaggerated power in the hands of a few elite, who 
substantially control both of America’s main political parties.

However, this system will have been proven vulnerable when it col-
lapses at the beginning of the Apocalypse. Most wealth in the West de-
pends heavily on confidence or perceived value as set by market trans-
actions in the over-priced, debt-ridden and over-leveraged financial 
markets. The illusion of the West’s invested wealth will be shattered 
at New York’s demise. Confidence will be shaken. Perceptions of value 
will plummet as future dreams of accumulated instruments of wealth 
are overcome by the necessity of payment now. 

In other words the financial house of cards will collapse when pay-
ments must be made without further borrowing. Transactions will de-
mand fulfillment with tangible wealth instead of with future promises 
to pay through the sophisticated financial tools created to trade on an 
elaborate international network of stock, bond, currency, commodity 
and options exchanges. 

The destruction of New York City, the head and heart of the capitalistic 
system, will cause global stock and bond markets to crumble and melt 
down. Considerable economic power will shift to the Muslim nations 
for two main reasons. First, because their subsistence economies are 
less dependent on international trade, the citizens of Muslim countries 
have always lived in poverty and will continue to do so. Secondly, pow-
er will shift to them because the Muslim nations sit astride most of the 
world’s proven oil reserves. Modern civilization requires an abundant 
supply of cheap power in order to function – especially in the form of 
petroleum products.

The Muslims will demand payment in gold or some other tangible 
wealth. Their societies will be less affected by the global financial col-
lapse because their citizens have lived for ages in poverty and currently 
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require only modest amounts of modern technology and petroleum 
power. But these very facts will make them strategic targets for other 
world powers to dominate and control, and because of America’s mis-
sile attacks, the Muslims will readily follow Antichrist’s proposals for 
world peace and economic stability – even to the point of agreeing to a 
Jewish Temple on its historical site in Jerusalem.

Due to their need for defense against further attacks by the USA, Mus-
lim governments will be compelled to compromise many principles of 
the Islamic faith as a part of their economic and military alliance with 
Europe. Because of Islam’s ancient predispositions against such com-
promises, this forced Muslim alliance with Europe will be temporary, 
lasting only three to six years at best.

One probable reason for the short duration is that the Muslim nations’ 
acquiescence to the western alliance will incite Islamic fundamentalist-
terrorist organizations to continue their efforts to destroy the perceived 
evil system of western civilization. Millions of Muslims who already 
are inflamed by their hatred of Christians, Zionists and Jews will have 
survived America’s attacks only to become more determined in their 
convictions. Because their tactics do not require the most advanced 
technologies, new cadres will be trained easily. These ancient hatreds 
will not have disappeared and will continue to set the stage for the final 
battle of the world: two gigantic religious belief systems clashing in a 
death struggle. 

The Superchurch
At this juncture in the Apocalypse story flow, religious persecution in-
tensifies. The World Council of Churches will exceed the zeal of Islamic 
fundamentalists in persecuting anyone who does not align with the 
ideology of Antichrist’s New World Order for global peace and hatred 
against the God of the Jews and His chosen people. 

The present religious indifference of secular Western culture will cease 
as materially-oriented people will be forced to choose between the uni-
versal god and the God of the Bible. Any churches still worshipping the 
God of Israel will not be tolerated in the new religious order. This univer-
sal, worldwide religious organization will include Islam and most other 
faiths to create an immense force to oppose and crush any opposition 
that the true Christians and the people of Israel might try to put up. 

During the first three years of the Apocalypse, an almost universal reli-
gious deception will have spread throughout the Western alliance that 
will seemingly bring the three great religions of Abraham closer together 
than ever before in human history. Ever since the fourth century, theo-
logical disputes have fueled religious wars in the areas once part of the 
Roman Empire – especially in Europe and the Middle East. Just to name 
a couple, remember the Crusades of Catholic Christendom against the 
Muslims and the Thirty Years War when Catholics and Protestants wiped 
out almost half the population of Europe in the name of Christ.

Even though the political and economic desires of the various kings 
and emperors of the past were probably more important motivators 
behind many of the wars than were issues of theology and ecclesiasti-
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cal authority, religion has usually played a vital role in motivating the 
masses. To put an end to such events, the 20th century witnessed the 
dramatic growth of the Ecumenical Movement. This originally Chris-
tian movement promotes unity and peaceful coexistence among differ-
ent religions by reducing the doctrinal differences between them into 
matters of little or no consequence. It often has inspired compromise 
with biblical principles.

This Ecumenical Movement now stretches across the world and seeks 
to build bridges with other, non-Christian religions. An example of the 
impact of this movement on current world affairs is the Millennium 
World Peace Summit of Religion that took place at the United Nations 
in August 2000. The UN seeks to unite all religions in an aura of mutual 
coexistence oriented towards human needs instead of dividing over is-
sues of doctrine and matters of faith.8

In 2004 the Pope invited the leaders of the world’s great religions to a 
concert for the purpose of promoting world peace through reconcilia-
tion. He succeeded in bringing together the leaders of Islam, Judaism 
and Protestant Christianity under one roof, seated next to high ranking 
Catholic cardinals and bishops. 

Such events are merely the preliminary movements that are leading up 
to the final act of uniting the world Christian church of Western culture 
with the Islamic and Jewish faiths in order to create a super-religion 
promising world peace and prosperity in the European tradition. The 
Bible reveals that the creation of such an organization will occur at the 
beginning of the Apocalypse. The fear of nuclear destruction through-
out the world will motivate these different faiths to unite and pray for 
world peace. We can see a forerunner of this prophetic reality in the 
proclamations and meetings of the World Council of Churches. 

The Bible identifies the name of the future world church system as be-
ing written on her forehead:

MYSTERY
BABYLON THE GREAT

THE MOTHER OF PROSTITUTES
AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.

(Revelation 17:5)

The inhabitants of the earth whose names have not 
been written in the book of life from the creation of 
the world will be astonished when they see the beast. 
(Revelation 17:8)

This world movement will deceive almost everyone. It will extend to ev-
ery religious denomination, even to fundamental evangelical churches, 
which will not understand that this union is displeasing to God. Many 
clergymen and Christian leaders will retain some desire to continue in 
their own traditions, but over some months they will be successfully 
8 Some quotes: “Word from Jerusalem, From Religious Wars to Ecumenism.” Israel Today, 
June2004, www.israeltoday.co.il .
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persuaded of the necessity to join the newly formed Superchurch in a 
desperate gamble for peace. 

As mentioned above, the Mahdi will rise up to lead the “true believers” 
of Islam in a jihadist rebellion against Antichrist, the Superchurch and 
the Western Empire. There will also be a few Christian leaders who will 
oppose the Superchurch and stand up for the truth. Most “Christian” 
churches will further abandon the biblically based doctrines they once 
embraced resulting in a progressively disastrous and deceptive falling 
away from the truth. 

Such a course of action only fulfills the present trajectory of Church prac-
tice and teaching. The original seven churches described in the book of 
Revelation disappeared a long time ago, but they have been some what 
replicated in our modern denominations. Many of today’s self-declared 
Christians cling to a perversion of the biblical faith once delivered. Less 
than 4% possess a basic biblical worldview of set of values as taught in 
the Bible. The Christian church, once as pure as a mountain spring, has 
thus fallen into the muddy river of lukewarm ecumenism and will not 
be exempt from judgment. John puts it this way:

These are the words of the Amen, the faithful and 
true witness, the ruler of God’s creation. I know your 
deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish you 
were either one or the other! So, because you are luke-
warm—neither hot nor cold—I am about to spit you 
out of my mouth. You say, “I am rich; I have acquired 
wealth and do not need a thing.” But you do not re-
alize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and 
naked. I counsel you to buy from me gold refined in 
the fire, so you can become rich; and white clothes 
to wear, so you can cover your shameful naked-
ness; and salve to put on your eyes, so you can see. 
(Revelation 3:14-18)

Antichrist will, of course, welcome the political power of the Super-
church because he will shrewdly control the leadership with an aim 
to his own gain. But to God, the nations and religions of the world are 
of no consequence. He will pronounce terrible judgment against the 
rebellious apostates as the ending of the Apocalypse will demonstrate. 
At the end of the Apocalypse God will pronounce this world religious 
entity as spiritually dead. The names of its members will not be found 
in the Book of Life; hence, they are lost and prevented from entering the 
Kingdom of God, which will come to earth after the Apocalypse.

After three years of infighting between the UN world government and 
the world religion, this super alliance or world council of churches will 
be terminated during the Apocalypse. God’s judgment will bring her to 
ruin. God condemns this religious system because it promoted Satan’s 
false doctrines to twist and destroy the truth of God’s words of forgive-
ness and love, the liberty of his justice. 
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Chapter 2 - 
Who is the Beast?

Satan Unmasked & Incarnated
21 December 2012 in Bible Prophecy

The Great Apocalypse period of seven years that will begin on 21 De-
cember 2008 will end on 21 December 2015, the northern hemisphere’s 
winter solstice. The repetitive pattern connotes a continuing process. 
The last half of the Apocalypse will be an especially difficult time for 
Bible-believing Christians and Jews who will be severely persecuted. 
Satan will use all his demonic power to destroy all of humanity begin-
ning with God’s people. Most of the lost human beings under his con-
trol will not dare to oppose him.

John described the first half of the Great Apocalypse as dominated by 
“a Beast coming out of the sea.” The second half belongs to the “Beast 
coming out of the earth.” What I call the Mini-Apocalypse begins with 
this second startling event of “a Beast coming out of the earth” early in 
the 6th Period. (Revelation 13:11) It will end on 17 September 2015. This 
day takes place just before Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, which 
occurs on an equinox that year. The equinox is the day when the length 
of daylight and darkness is equal.

Beast Out of the Sea – a Human World Leader
Both of the Beasts of Revelation represent the same person 
and system - Antichrist, but they are viewed from different 
perspectives and stand for the two stages of the Apocalypse:

I saw a beast coming out of the sea. He had ten horns 
and seven heads, with ten crowns on his horns, and 
on each head a blasphemous name. The beast I saw 
resembled a leopard, but had feet like those of a bear 
and a mouth like that of a lion. 
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The dragon gave the beast his power and his throne 
and great authority. One of the heads of the beast 
seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound 
had been healed. The whole world was astonished 
and followed the beast. Men worshiped the dragon 
because he had given authority to the beast, and they 
also worshiped the beast and asked, “Who is like the 
beast? Who can make war against him?” 
The beast was given a mouth to utter proud words and 
blasphemies and to exercise his authority for forty-two 
months. He opened his mouth to blaspheme God, and 
to slander his name and his dwelling place and those 
who live in heaven. He was given power to make war 
against the saints and to conquer them. And he was 
given authority over every tribe, people, language and 
nation. All inhabitants of the earth will worship the 
beast—all whose names have not been written in the 
book of life belonging to the Lamb that was slain from 
the creation of the world. (Revelation 13:1-8)

The beast from the sea will appear in the beginning of the seven-year 
period. John compares it to a leopard, swift and stealthy; a bear, acting 
with brute force against anyone who stands in its way; and a lion, which 
speaks of fear, terror, and deception. The Bible refers to the system and 
its leader, Antichrist, almost interchangeably. The dragon (Satan) will 
give both the system and its charismatic leader tremendous power.

Ten Horns
I saw a beast coming out of the sea. He had seven heads 
and ten horns, with ten crowns on his horns, and on 
each head a blasphemous name. (Revelation13:1)
After that, in my vision at night I looked, and there be-
fore me was a fourth beast—terrifying and frightening 
and very powerful. It had large iron teeth; it crushed 
and devoured its victims and trampled underfoot 
whatever was left. It was different from all the former 
beasts, and it had ten horns. (Daniel 7:7)

John describes ten horns, which could represent ten new regions within 
the New World Order or even the number of seats on an expanded UN 
Security Council. They will be formed in advance or as a result of the 
nuclear destruction of several Arab states. Daniel prophesied that the 
fourth beast (Daleth) will be successful and ruthless. It will link together 
a strong inner core of the European Union in a special coalition. The ten 
horns and ten crowns of the Beast symbolize this political system’s eco-
nomic and military strength. Although the population of the planet will 
see human leaders, the real power behind this new government will be 
Satan (seven heads) who will control that system through his control of 
its leaders a widely broadcast spirit of deception.

The EU is presently comprised of twenty-seven countries and more 
are to be added in the future. However, it is currently divided over a 
number of issues. NATO was originally set up to fight communism us-
ing American capital. Because of America’s nuclear attacks against the 
Islamic terrorist havens, former US enemies will become even closer 
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friends with a politically united Europe. By then American influence 
will be deteriorating rapidly. Later it will disappear almost altogether.

War in Heaven (21 December 2012)
Revelation is a difficult book because it assumes a Hebrew context of 
concepts and historical events most people never learned. Certainly, it 
is closely related to the book of Daniel, but there are background meta-
phors and layered meanings referring to biblical perspectives and prin-
ciples that we don’t usually notice until entering into a very detailed 
and disciplined study on stuff like the Hebrew Alphabet Number Sys-
tem, dating and prophecy. 

As you read, questions may arise, “Where do you get that from?” Or, 
“Why does this event fit here – instead of there?” I will follow the event 
sequence as much as possible, but to explain my thinking I must in-
sert references to pieces of the picture that come from my major books, 
Apocalypse Prophesied and Mystery of Tammuz 17, where the proofs 
are developed in greater detail. 

To understand the shift between the Beast Out of the Sea and the Beast 
Out of the Earth, you need to know about the War in Heaven. The Bible 
prophesies a time when humanity will finally see and feel the ongoing 
war in the heavenly dimension that has paralleled and intersected with 
human history since the beginning of time. Collective, societal evil will 
soon come to an end with the Apocalypse on earth. Corrupt governments 
and religious organizations will be replaced by a dual dimensional King-
dom of God on earth. Spiritual confusion will evaporate in the face of 
God’s presence. The material manifestation of the war in heaven aligns 
with the 7th Cycle of the 7,000-Year Table of Human History in a historical 
parallel to the destruction of the Jewish Temple by Babylon in 588 BC.

Satan will lose this war and be cast out of the “other side” with all the 
fallen angels who followed him. (Revelation 12:7-12) In the material di-
mension of time and space we live in (Daleth), this event will take place 
on the 1st day of the 7th month of the 7th Period (23 June 2012 to 21 Janu-
ary 2013) of the Apocalypse, which is 21 December 2012, the climax of 
the Apocalypse on earth. The importance of this particular solstice date 
will be confirmed below with information from the Aztec, Chinese and 
Hebrew calendars. 

The Beast Out of the Earth
Then I saw another beast, coming out of the earth. He 
had two horns like a lamb, but he spoke like a dragon. 
He exercised all the authority of the first beast on his 
behalf, and made the earth and its inhabitants worship 
the first beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. 
And he performed great and miraculous signs, even 
causing fire to come down from Heaven to earth in 
full view of men. (Revelation 13:11-13)

Scripture describes the “Beast Out of the Earth” Antichrist as a dragon 
who speaks like a lamb. This one and only Satan-in-the-flesh persona 
of Antichrist will act religiously and dramatically utilize the symbols 
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of the Christian faith as a false messiah. He will claim to be God in 
flesh and bone, the true Lamb of God, but he is an imposter. He will 
masquerade as the man (the Beast out of the Sea) resurrected, but the 
human consciousness that was, is no longer. The person is dead. What 
was his body is now the material body of the devil. Satan possesses and 
biologically revives the dead body of Antichrist to simulate Jesus’ res-
urrection in order to hide his true identity as the Enemy and enthrone 
himself as God in the Jerusalem Temple’s Holy of Holies. 

Because of the signs he was given power to do on be-
half of the first beast, he deceived the inhabitants of 
the earth. He ordered them to set up an image in honor 
of the beast who was wounded by the sword and yet 
lived. He was given power to give breath to the image 
of the first beast, so that it could speak and cause all 
who refused to worship the image to be killed. 
He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and 
poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right 
hand or on his forehead, so that no one could buy or 
sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of the 
beast or the number of his name. 
This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him 
calculate the number of the beast, for it is man’s num-
ber. His number is 666. (Revelation 13:14-18)

Towards the end of this seven-year Apocalypse (during the 12th Period), 
Satan-Antichrist will go into the Temple first to defile it and then to 
destroy it. His hatred of God, and the knowledge that his power is be-
ing taken away, will cause him to make an irrational last stand against 
God’s purpose and people. Satan cannot prevent his removal from the 
universe, so he will leave a trail of destruction to the very gates of hell. 

A person’s eternal destiny remains his or her free choice regardless of Sa-
tan’s power or Antichrist’s success in destroying the bodies of those who 
oppose him. The souls of the murdered saints await a glorious reception 
by Heaven, but the shortcut to Hell is also chosen freely. Spiritually, most 
people are somewhere in between the two, being deceived by the devil’s 
lies and the spiritual confusion of this age. God’s judgment will be just 
and take everything into consideration, but do not take any chances with 
your own salvation. Choose Christ Jesus, the Messiah Yeshua.

Since we all are destined to die anyway, Satan only has the power to short-
en one’s life. For those who have already entered eternal life by faith, an 
untimely death only brings an earlier closure to pain or an end to the 
suffered experienced at the hands of evil. Jesus encourages us by saying, 
“Behold I am always with you.” Passing through death’s portal out of the 
Daleth dimension of mortality, we should not fear because we will rendez-
vous with the wonderful Lord who is waiting for us on “the other side.”

The Great Tribulation
During His time on earth in the flesh, Jesus warned His countrymen 
about the days of trial that would fall upon them “in that generation” 
as fulfilled by the Roman legions under Titus (the rehearsal), but Jesus’ 
prophecy also looked forward to the coming trials of the Apocalypse that 
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we are concerned about today. Jesus’ warning of the time of tribulation 
suffered by Roman Judea presaged the last days that we now live in. 

His warnings are just as applicable to modern Israelis living around Jeru-
salem as they were to His ancient audience. Jesus also predicted that these 
terrible days would include brother betraying brother – even to death. 
Fathers would betray their children, and children will rebel against their 
parents. In other words, your neighbor will turn against you, whoever 
and wherever you are, once this intense chaos breaks out. 

Scripture provides those who pay attention with a plain warning to save 
one’s natural life - as well as proclaiming the more important priority 
of eternal salvation in the Kingdom of God. Daniel gives the warning in 
context, and Jesus repeats its significance - both to the Jewish people of 
the ad 30s-70s as well as to this “Last Days” generation of the twenty-
first century, “When you see the Abomination of Desolation which was 
spoken of through Daniel…flee!” (Read Matthew 24:9-21.) 

The implication is that they will flee into the eastern wilderness of des-
ert mountains ranging from the Judean Wilderness just east of Jeru-
salem to the areas of Ammon, Moab and Edom. (Daniel 11:41; Isaiah 
16:1-5; Revelation 12:6, 14) In Roman times the early church of Jewish 
believers fled Jerusalem for Pella to the east of the Jordan River. In the 
future the implications are that the area now governed by the modern 
state of Jordan will escape the worst of the armies of Antichrist. Will 
Jordan as a nation state exist at that time? The Bible does not say.

The destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem presents a classic example 
of repeating prophetic typology. When we look through a prophetic 
telescope, we can only dimly see a near event and perhaps, a far out 
event: we see mountain peaks and don’t see the low areas that lie be-
tween them. In our case the Mini-Apocalypse (the far out event from 
Jesus’ day) will climax with a coming defilement of the Temple in Jeru-
salem, which is surrounded by the so-called occupied territories. 

These territories will remain a bone of contention throughout the Apoca-
lypse that will be aggravated by the rebuilt Temple. These emotionally 
charged issues will eventually explode in a mass killing of the area’s 
rightful Jewish inhabitants by their Islamic Arab neighbors. Elsewhere 
around the world, thousands of terrorist groups and private warlords 
will contend with each other for the control and resources of their dis-
tricts. During this extended period of almost continuous conflict, hun-
dreds of people will die every day. These violent conditions already exist 
in parts of Africa. They will only grow in frequency and intensity as we 
move forward in time. The worst will begin with the start of the Mini-
Apocalypse. By that time the world will long for peace at any price.

For Israel, aid from America will no longer exist. Remember, America’s 
military responded dramatically after the fall of New York, but then her 
economy collapsed. This loss of American economic power will have 
created a strong movement toward unity under European leadership as 
the American military and economic prestige and power fall to terrible 
lows. The US dollar will have collapsed, and the country will crumble 
under the massive burden of her many international, national and con-
sumer debts. Under these dire conditions, the United States will pro-
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duce armaments for European and Asian creditors in an attempt to pay 
her bills due, but her global position of leadership will be lost to Europe.

This change in the world’s power structure will have been a prime rea-
son why Israel depends upon EU-UN security guarantees. Even so, Is-
rael will be attacked by the Muslims and betrayed by the EU-UN about 
midway through the term of the treaty. Because of the growing attacks 
from her Arab residents and neighbors, including one from the “King 
of the South,” Israel will ask for help from the European President 
(“King of the North”) in performance of his guarantees of protection. 
The “King of the South” probably refers to the ruler of Egypt, who will 
probably present himself as the Muslim Mahdi or Messiah. According 
to the cryptic prophecies of various Islamic scholars and leaders, the 
Mahdi is supposed to establish Allah’s ultimate Caliphate over the en-
tire world with a returned Jesus the Prophet at his side. Muslims be-
lieve that these two leaders will force all Christians and pagans to ac-
cept Muhammad as God’s Seal of the prophetic line.

As the final trumpet blasts reverberate in Heaven, God’s wrath will be 
poured out for thirteen days. Jews are warned to get into the country, 
hide and save themselves in caves or out in the eastern desert lands. 
Christians must be faithful to preach the gospel until death. The reward 
for this service cannot be compared with anything in this world. Jesus 
warns our generation:

Be careful, or your hearts will be weighed down with 
dissipation, drunkenness and the anxieties of life, and 
that day will close on you unexpectedly like a trap. 
For it will come upon all those who live on the face 
of the whole earth. Be always on the watch, and pray 
that you may be able to escape all that is about to hap-
pen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son 
of Man. (Luke 21:34-36)
Jesus answered: “Watch out that no one deceives 
you. For many will come in my name, claiming, ‘I am 
the Christ,’ and will deceive many. You will hear of 
wars and rumors of wars, but see to it that you are 
not alarmed. Such things must happen, but the end 
is still to come. Nation will rise against nation, and 
kingdom against kingdom. There will be famines and 
earthquakes in various places. All these are the begin-
ning of birth pains. 
“Then you will be handed over to be persecuted and 
put to death, and you will be hated by all nations be-
cause of me. At that time many will turn away from 
the faith and will betray and hate each other, and many 
false prophets will appear and deceive many people. 
Because of the increase of wickedness, the love of most 
will grow cold, but he who stands firm to the end will be 
saved. And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached 
in the whole world as a testimony to all nations, and 
then the end will come.” (Matthew 24:4-14)

Antichrist will try to control all of humankind during the last three 
years of the Apocalypse. He will use his demonic powers to effect de-
ceptive showmanship of spiritual signs and perform great miracles. In 
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his quest to be worshiped he could also use the latest high-tech pro-
jectors to create a phantom image of himself with three-dimensional 
visual effects for television broadcast. The image will be computer gen-
erated on a huge scale and look very alive. Scripture records that he will 
order all citizens to worship this image. He will do this to discover who 
is loyal to him and who refuses his authority. 

This is reminiscent of the image anciently erected by Nebuchadnezzar in 
Daniel’s day. Just as the old King of Babylon executed anyone who did 
not worship his image, so will this one. But anyone who submits to Anti-
christ faces the severe and eternal consequences of God’s judgment:

A third angel followed them and said in a loud voice: 
“If anyone worships the beast and his image and re-
ceives his mark on the forehead or on the hand, he, 
too, will drink of the wine of God’s fury, which has 
been poured full strength into the cup of his wrath. He 
will be tormented with burning sulfur in the presence 
of the holy angels and of the Lamb. 
And the smoke of their torment rises forever and ever. 
There is no rest day or night for those who worship 
the beast and his image, or for anyone who receives 
the mark of his name.” This calls for patient endur-
ance on the part of the saints who obey God’s com-
mandments and remain faithful to Jesus.
Then I heard a voice from Heaven say, “Write: Blessed 
are the dead who die in the Lord from now on.” “Yes,” 
says the Spirit, “they will rest from their labor, for their 
deeds will follow them.” (Revelation 14:9-13)

The world population will be reduced to nearly half its former size. 
Most will have perished from hunger. Ethnic hatred throughout the 
Middle East will interrupt the supply of oil. Many Christians and Israeli 
citizens will be murdered because they will refuse the mark. 

The King of the South 
In Daniel 11:40-45 the King of the South (or Mahdi) ‘pushes at’ or ‘col-
lides with’ the King of the North (anciently, the Seleucid part of the 
Roman Empire and prophetically the Antichrist) breaking the seven-
year treaty. I believe he does this by attacking Israel, who then calls on 
Antichrist for protection. In the process of defeating the King of the 
South and his allies, Antichrist also kills the Two Witnesses, terminates 
the sacrifices and defiles the temple at Jerusalem by entering the holy 
of holies and declaring himself god. (Daniel 9:27; Matthew 24:15-22) 
Believers living in Israel will flee into the wilderness where they will 
be protected (Revelation 12:6, 14-17), which is probably why Edom, 
Moab and Ammon escape from the armies of the Beast, but Egypt does 
not. Antichrist defeats the Mahdi’s forces but then faces the advancing 
armies of the East.

Remember, Antichrist and the Kings of the South and East will have 
utilized the first half of these seven years to consolidate their power, 
build up their military forces (largely with US armaments) and com-
pete for financial advantage. Europe will have absorbed Russia, the 
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Americas and large parts of Africa and Australasia into its sphere of 
influence. The states of Asia will greatly increase their cooperation with 
each other in an attempt to balance the European hegemony. Already 
possessing half of the world’s population, they will work diligently and 
furiously to assemble a corresponding economic and military jugger-
naut to deal with the West’s revived Roman civilization.

Opposing them both will be Islam’s charismatic leader, the Mahdi. 
Even though the world’s Muslims will have been greatly humbled, they 
especially will take advantage of the opportunity to rebuild being con-
vinced of their divine fate to rule the world for Allah. Islam’s coming 
messiah, or Mahdi, will attempt to lead the forces of Allah to victory 
over the entire Christian, Jewish and pagan nation-states of the world 
union, but he will fail. 

The West or European Union led World Government of nations will 
have taken over the Christian mantle and religious forms upon itself. 
Asia represents the pagans in the Muslims’ obscure prophecies. Ac-
cording to most Islamic prophecy experts, priority will be given to de-
stroying the Jewish people and removing them from their promised 
land. Since they are also in alliance with Antichrist, the Mahdi’s attack 
against Israel is a logical first strike in their campaign to defeat all op-
position to Allah’s revived caliphate or theocratic kingdom. Their goal 
will be no less than making Islam the only political-religious system of 
government in the world. Of course, it will fall under the Mahdi’s rule.

At Israel’s request for help against the Islamic forces, NATO will send 
troops to defend Israel and Jerusalem in order to stop the killing. How-
ever, these same NATO troops welcomed to “restore order” will turn 
into an occupying invasion force that effectively takes over the Jewish 
state, breaking the seven-year peace treaty. (Daniel 11:40-45) Too late 
will that small nation realize her vulnerability. Antichrist’s military ac-
tion will result in tremendous unrest with street-to-street fighting be-
tween western military forces, the Palestinians and the remaining Israe-
li armed forces. Remember, almost all Israelis serve time in their armed 
forces and remain in that nation’s military reserves for decades.

As Israel scrambles to reorganize her defenses in the discovery that her 
allies have turned into enemies, it will seem an impossible task because 
she will have traded most of her military capability for the promises 
of protection as part of the security agreement with the EU-UN that 
permitted them to rebuild the Temple. NATO will eventually conquer 
and subdue most of Israel, and this tiny island of democracy will col-
lapse in the midst of a massive worldwide conflict between contending 
dictatorships.

If it were not for God’s promises, I would only see black. Presently, one 
third of the UN employees are from Arabic and Islamic countries that 
are hostile to Israel. Watching TV news channels makes it obvious that 
the UN General Assembly is biased against the State of Israel. The Gener-
al Assembly and the Security Council regularly condemn Israel unjustly 
while praising the murderous attacks by terrorists and the warmonger-
ing resolutions demanded by the dictatorships of Arabic countries. This 
trend will accelerate toward an outright hostility resulting in the EU-UN 
occupation of Jerusalem in the year 2012.
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Indications are that about 90% of people will die before Satan is stopped. 
While perhaps one third of the Israelis will survive, millions of believers 
will be martyred before the Messiah comes. However, come He does - with 
power and righteousness and healing. The armies of the nations gathered 
against Jerusalem are overthrown, the temple is cleansed when He takes 
His rightful seat in the Holy of Holies. Then, rivers of healing waters flow 
from His throne to restore the earth’s fertility and cleanse its pollution.

The 6th and 7th Periods of the Apocalypse 
(23 November 2011 – 22 June 2012) & (23 June 2012 – 21 January 2013)

In the latter part of their reign, when rebels have be-
come completely wicked, a stern-faced king, a master 
of intrigue, will arise. He will become very strong, but 
not by his own power. He will cause astounding dev-
astation and will succeed in whatever he does. 
He will destroy the mighty men and the holy people. 
He will cause deceit to prosper, and he will consider 
himself superior. When they feel secure, he will de-
stroy many and take his stand against the Prince of 
princes. Yet he will be destroyed, but not by human 
power. (Daniel 8:23-25)
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Here is a short overview what will happen during the Mini-Apocalypse, 
which starts out early in the 6th Period on 4 December 2011 and ends dur-
ing the 12th Period on 17 September 2015. This part of the Apocalypse gets 
special attention from John and Daniel. Together they wrote 12 prophecies 
about it. Daniel wrote seven and John wrote five in an expression of what 
I refer to as the biblical Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio. 

From our perspective in history about 500 years separates their lives, 
and yet the content and number of prophetic revelations given to them 
about the Apocalypse harmonize with the Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System. This is not just a coincidence. Once one is educated to some of 
the basics of the Hebrew system, these kinds of facts become worthy of 
note and not just unusual. 

Some headlines from the 6th Period: 
• First month: 4 December 2011 begins the counting of Daniel’s 

prophecy of 1,290 days. Thirty days later we begin to count the 
1,260 days of the eight (Cheth, the most intense tribulation is 
limited to 1,260 days being “fenced in”) prophecies mentioned 
in the books of Daniel and Revelation from 3-4-5 January 2012. 
(Do not be bothered by the variation of a day or two here. These 
dates fall on 8-9-10 Tevet 5772. The Jewish Fast of Tevet 10 com-
memorates calamities that took place on all three of these dates 
historically.)
Event: Sacrificial worship in the Jewish Temple is stopped by 
Antichrist or by the Arab forces. 

• Fourth month: The 21 March 2012 is an equinox date. This date 
was identified by correlations with the feasts and fasts of the 
Jewish calendar. 
Event: Antichrist breaks his UN-European guarantee to Israel 
of seven years peace and protection as NATO invades to end 
the Israelis’ autonomy within the world system. The reason for 
this action was probably an uprising of a radical Islamic Arab 
mob that will kill many Jews who settled in the disputed ter-
ritories.

The 7th Period is connected with the 6th Period. Events occurring with-
in the 7th Period:

• Sixth month: 18 December 2012 - three days before a solstice 
day. 
Event: The President of the UN-EU (Antichrist) is assassinated, 
which revives and inflames economic and political instability 
around the world - especially in the Middle East.

• Seventh month: The first day is 21 December 2012, another 
winter solstice. 
Event: Satan is cast out from Heaven to the earth. He person-
ally inhabits and empowers the dead body of the EU president, 
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who appears to be resurrected. Antichrist is now not just a 
possessed man but Satan “born in the flesh.” 
The world will see a resurrected body and consider it the for-
mer man returned to life, but they will have been fooled. The 
persona is not human but angelic, the Prince of Demons him-
self. When Satan has been defeated and  cast out of Heaven, he 
enters fully into the dead corporal remains of what was once a 
human person to continue his war against God here on earth. 
Angels before the Flood seem to have done likewise, leaving 
their first estate (Heaven – Heh) to live in the lower realm, the 
Daleth dimension of our earth and historical time. 

The Big Bang of the Mini-Apocalypse
As mentioned above, Daniel 12:11 states that the regular sacrifices on the 
Temple altar in Jerusalem will be discontinued beginning the Mini-Apoc-
alypse on 4 December 2011. This event begins the 1,290 period of days 
followed thirty (30) days later by the Fast of Tevet from which the eight 
1,260-days prophesies are counted. This pause in events also becomes the 
precursor of what will happen at the end of the Mini-Apocalypse. 

1. At the end of Daniel’s 1,260 days we find Antichrist desecrat-
ing the Temple on 17 Tammuz 5775 (4 July 2015) with the death 
of the Two Witnesses. (Revelation 11:1-10)

2. Satan will enter the Temple on this day declaring himself God. 
(2Thessalonians 2:4)

3. Three weeks later on the 9th of Av 5775 (25 July 2015) the Temple 
will be destroyed by an Islamic mob gone out of control. In this 
or some similar manner, Satan will repeat the same behavior 
that he rehearsed historically through the Roman general Titus 
during the previous destruction of the Temple in ad 70. 

Satan’s historical pattern is to defile the Temple before destroying it. 
Until the death of the Two Witnesses, Antichrist - or Satan as Antichrist, 
will not be able to enter the inner holy place of the Temple. From 4 
January 2013 these two messengers of the God of Israel will have been 
placed in the Temple erected in His honor to preserve its holiness and 
deliver the gospel to the world. With their death there was no power on 
earth left to oppose Satan. Declaring himself to be God, this False Mes-
siah will enter the Temple on the Fast of 17 Tammuz (4 July 2015) and 
desecrate it with foreign, unholy practices. Then 21 days later, certain 
destruction will follow on the fast of the 9th of Av (25 July 2015). 
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The destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem presents a classic example 
of repeating prophetic typology. When we look through a prophetic 
telescope, we can only dimly see a near event and perhaps, a far out 
event: we see mountain peaks and don’t see the low areas that lie be-
tween them. In this case, Jesus’ prophecies concerning the destruction 
of the Temple in Jerusalem had a “near” fulfillment in AD 70. Still to 
come, the Mini-Apocalypse (the far out event from Jesus’ mortal per-
spective) will climax with a coming defilement of the Temple in Jerusa-
lem by Satan in Antichrist’s body. 

The Temple and the Jewish occupied territories will remain a bone of 
contention with the Muslims throughout the Apocalypse. These emo-
tionally charged issues will eventually explode in a mass killing of the 
area’s rightful Jewish inhabitants by their Islamic Arab neighbors. Else-
where around the world, thousands of terrorist groups and private war-
lords will contend with each other for the control and resources of their 
districts. During this extended period of almost continuous conflict, hun-
dreds of people will die every day. These violent conditions already exist 
in parts of Africa. They will only grow in frequency and intensity as we 
move forward in time. The worst will begin with the start of the Mini-
Apocalypse. By that time the world will long for peace at any price.

The Assassination of Antichrist
While I was thinking about the horns, there before me 
was another horn, a little one, which came up among 
them; and three of the first horns were uprooted before 
it. This horn had eyes like the eyes of a man and a mouth 
that spoke boastfully. . . Then I continued to watch be-
cause of the boastful words the horn was speaking. 
I kept looking until the beast was slain and its body 
destroyed and thrown into the blazing fire. (The other 
beasts had been stripped of their authority, but were al-
lowed to live for a period of time.) (Daniel 7:8, 11-12)

Moving into the 7th Period, there are two important dates. One of these 
dates is a very important one because it is a solstice date that links to 
important insights from other cultures’ calendars. The Hebrew, Chinese 
and Aztec calendars each attach special significance to 21 December 
2012. These diversely determined, independent sources agree on de-
tailed aspects pertaining to that one day in the future. This is not some-
thing that can happen by mere chance. 

That such divergently developed cultures/calendars agree on one day 
in the historic-prophetic timeline provides dramatic verification of the 
methodology employed in my prophetic analysis. The last half of this 
book will present additional proofs that confirm this date as one of the 
most dramatic and detailed events of Bible prophecy.

The future occupation of Jerusalem by NATO forces probably has 
something to do with the world’s highest European Union leader being 
assassinated on 18 December 2012. December 18th is three days prior 
to the solstice date of 21 December 2012. Those three days represent 
the three days that the Bible says Antichrist’s dead body will be dis-
played for the entire world to see - on every television station around 
the world, I’m sure.
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During those three days, political leaders and dignitaries of the UN 
will mourn for the slain leader as they see their hopes for world peace 
dashed. The headlines around the world will scream dismay. The finan-
cial markets will plummet disastrously; all of the military command 
posts will be placed on highest alert as the ghost of nuclear destruction 
haunts the world.  

Around the world shocked populations will be glued to the newscast as 
dignitaries from around the world pay their respect to this great leader 
who had mastered a comeback from certain disaster in such a relatively 
short time. In comparison to the chaos experienced at the beginning of 
the Apocalypse, businesses were flourishing again. The stock market 
showed good gains, and terrorist incidents will seem to be limited to 
some hot spots in developing countries.

As the apparent peace among nations begins to crumble, suddenly the 
corpse of the assassinated leader will start moving and become alive. 
People watching on television and those present at the time will gasp, 
perplexed and shocked to see this dead person get up and begin shak-
ing hands with those who were mourning his death. This miracle will 
have no historical fact to compare it with except the resurrection of Je-
sus Christ; therefore, it will be directly linked to that event and perhaps 
referred to as the “Second Coming of Christ.”

The resurrection of the European leader on 21 December 2012 will cre-
ate a stir around the world. Wild speculation will break out that Christ 
has returned to establish His kingdom on earth. Many news services 
will begin to focus on the Apocalypse and Bible prophecy in conjunc-
tion with then current events unfolding in Jerusalem and Israel. 

The combined political and religious momentum generated by his 
“resurrection” will not be lost on the EU World Leader. He will move 
quickly to capitalize on his popular identification with Christ by try-
ing to enter the Jewish temple to proclaim his deity. He will also honor 
Islam and visit the Dome of the Rock and Al Aqsa Mosque, too. Declar-
ing himself the universal God of All Nations, he will demand that all 
religions unite in his worship. 

Meanwhile, the Two Witnesses will deny Antichrist entry to the Tem-
ple’s holy place. Some “renegade” Biblicist Jews and Christians will re-
fuse to submit to this world-acclaimed savior of humanity. They will 
understand that Satan has arrived on earth to inhabit the dead body 
of the world leader, called Antichrist in the New Testament. They 
will know that a new terror against them—and especially against the 
Jews—is about to begin. 

Let me recap. The first day of the seventh month of the 7th Period, 21 De-
cember 2012, connects with the Hebrew, Aztec and Chinese calendars 
and overlays with the Hebrew Alphabet Number System. The Aztec 
calendar sets this day as the end of the world after 5,125 years. (See 
below.) This day is marked by both Daniel and Revelation as the center 
of the Great Apocalypse.

This solstice of 21 December 2012 follows three days after assassina-
tion of the world leader. On that day the war in Heaven ends with 
Satan being cast out. (Revelation 12:9) The resurrected world leader, 
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who is Satan indwelling an earthly body, announces that he is the 
long-awaited Messiah and proclaims himself to be the promised God 
incarnate come in the flesh to bring peace to all nations of the earth. 
Impressed by his supernatural ability, the leaders of the world – espe-
cially in the West - will renew their allegiance to him in a desperately 
renewed hope that he will deliver on his promises. 

With virtually unlimited power given by the European Union and the 
United Nations, the Satan persona of Antichrist will establish new poli-
cies aimed at the total control of a new united world government. He 
will present only one agenda: world peace and prosperity for all na-
tions. But all the good sounding propaganda slogans will not be able 
to hide the enormous cost of human suffering that all nations will be 
forced to endure in the name of “peace and prosperity.”

The Mystery of the Missing Horns
Then another sign appeared in Heaven: an enormous red 
dragon with seven heads and ten horns and seven crowns 
on his heads. His tail swept a third of the stars out of the 
sky and flung them to the earth. (Revelation 12:3-4)

This passage describes a dragon with seven heads, ten horns and seven 
crowns. In the Bible horns symbolize divine power. Satan’s seven heads 
are adorned with seven crowns to indicate royalty or a special, elevated 
position in the Heh dimension (Heaven). 

The dragon should have two horns for each of his seven heads, for a 
total of fourteen, but there are only ten. I believe that five of the seven 
heads of the beast in Revelation 12 represent Satan in the second Heav-
en as the “god of this age” and “prince of the power of the air.” His 
Heh dimension presence is symbolized with five heads and five crowns 
with ten horns, two horns for each head making up the total of ten 
horns. (See the five steps of Satan’s doom in Chapter 3 of my first book, 
Apocalypse Prophesied.) 

So with a total of seven heads, four horns seem to be missing. The Apoc-
alypse is divided into two periods. A different leader, represented by 
the two crowned heads with no horns, will govern each period. One 
beast will come out of the sea; the other will come from the earth. 

These two heads with no horns represent Satan’s Daleth dimension 
presence on earth during the Apocalypse: first through his “overshad-
owing” or possession of the human president of the EU-UN; secondly 
by taking possession of that person’s dead body and personally em-
powering its false appearance of a “resurrection” in imitation of Jesus, 
who was God born in the flesh.

During the first half of the Apocalypse, Satan will control the human 
person Antichrist from the other side (five = Heh, “the other side”). 
While this universally acclaimed world leader is still alive (during the 
first half of the Apocalypse), Satan’s control and power will be limited 
by the degree to which that human person submits. On 18 December 
2012, the last day of the sixth month of the 7th period of the Apocalypse, 
the EU-UN president will be killed. After his corpse has lain in full pub-
lic display for three days until Satan revives this world leader’s dead 
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body in an imitation of Jesus’ resurrection and announce to all that he is 
the Savior God who has given his life for humanity. 

Satan’s forced exit from the heavenlies coincides on earth with the body 
of the world leader coming to life on 21 December 2012. Satan must be-
come mortal in order to continue his revolt against God in our physical 
world (the Daleth dimension). Later, when Satan shows up in Hades, 
people will say, “He has become one of us.” He will have sunk to the 
lowest level that angels can fall. From the heavenly viewpoint, Satan is 
cast out to earth; while from an earthly viewpoint, he appears as a dead 
body that comes back to life. These events are positioned at the center 
of the Apocalypse. 

Remarkably, the biblical time table for this event is corroborated by the 
structure of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System, the Hebrew calen-
dar and at least two other cale ndars, which have been used indepen-
dently by widely separated peoples for thousand of years. The symbol-
ism of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System sheds some light on this 
mystery. Let’s review these very unusual events as they relate to the 
calendars of other cultures.

Confirmation from the Hebrew Number System
In the Hebrew Alphabet Number System the number four (4) represents 
Daleth, which means, “door” or “this world in this time.” Therefore, the 
fourth month of the Jewish year, Tammuz, makes perfect sense as a start-
ing point for calculating the doorway to, or beginning of, the Apocalypse. 
Furthermore, the number 4 is the whole number middle of seven. Also, 
Noah’s Flood took place during the fourth 490-year cycle of seven from 
Creation to the destruction of the First Temple at Jerusalem. 

Most of my calculations have started from a midpoint. From the mid-
point I have either counted forward to determine a starting date or back-
ward to discover an end date. The keys have been to determine the loca-
tion of the middle and the scales to use. This is where the Rosetta Stone 
discovery I made comes in: 12 is divided between 7 and 5 instead of at 6; 
and the midpoint of seven is found at four and not at three and a half.

Tammuz is also linked with a Babylonian heathen god of the underworld, 
which points to Satan as the major player in the Apocalypse. The Flood 
of Noah took place in the 4th cycle, which overlays or symmetrically 
aligns with the relative positioning of the Apocalypse perfectly. If we 
count backward 3,480 days (9.6 years or 2 x 1,715 days x 1.0145 [365 day 
conversion factor]) from the 17th of Tammuz 5778 (30 June 2018), we ar-
rive at the date 21 December 2008 for the beginning of the Apocalypse, 
which is the date of the secular calendar’s year-end solstice - a cosmic 
day marking significant changes worldwide. 

A door (Daleth) can either be open or shut. The open door suggests to 
me the beginning of the Apocalypse. The closed door at the center of 
my Apocalypse table points to the date that coincides with the end of 
the Aztec calendar when God closes the door on Satan as he is cast out 
of Heaven on 21 December 2012. This is the precise time that the Aztec 
calendar anticipates the world will end. Satan’s presence in the Second 
Heaven will end on that date. Remember, he had already been cast out 
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of his position in the Third Heaven court of the Father at his rebellion. 
(See Apocalypse Prophesied Chapter 2.)

Satan’s dominion over the earth will formally end three years later on 21 
December 2015, although the destruction will end about three months 
early on 17 September 2015. The December date is also a solstice date, 
symbolizing that it belongs to the cosmos. The sun of righteousness is 
coming over the horizon and the night of Satan’s domain – the longest 
night - will have vanished forever. As Satan’s dominion melts away by 
the brightness of Jesus’ coming, the cosmic shadow cycles of Zayin (7) 
and Cheth (8) will progress into the sun cycle of Teth (9), which is God’s 
promised new age of peace on earth and good will towards humanity.

At this point I want to briefly explain how the Aztec and Chinese cal-
endars confirm the significance of 21 December 2012 in God’s original 
planning. This date falls on the first day of the seventh month of the 7th 
Period of the Apocalypse. Numerically, we see that we have 7 x 7 = 49, a 
number with significance in the Hebrew Alphabet Number System.

The Aztec Calendar
The Aztecs developed a highly sophisticated knowledge of astronomy. 
The ancient Aztec people calculated time using the Milky Way as a ref-
erence point. They predicted that the earth would come to an end when 
current time intersects with the center of the Milky Way on 21 Decem-
ber 2012. Thus, they ended their calendar on that date.

The Aztec calendar was probably inherited from the Toltecs who lived 
before the Aztecs. Toltec history begins when a supreme god, Tloque 
Nahuaque, created a “water-sun.” This is the first age. After 1,716 years, 
lightning and floods destroyed the world. (See the 7000-Year Table of Hu-
man History, which lays out 1,715 years from Adam and Eve’s expulsion 
from the Garden to Noah’s flood - a nearly identical period of time.) 

In Mexico archeologists recently discovered a round stone from the Az-
tec culture that is thirteen feet in diameter and weighs twenty tons. It 
contains a calendar over 5,125 years old. This calendar started in ap-
proximately 3114 BC – since before Noah’s flood. This calendar ends on 
a precise date in the future. The ancient Aztecs predicted that a serpent 
will come to earth and their world will end on 21 December 2012, so 
there was no reason for the calendar to continue beyond it. 

The second age was called a period of “earth-sun” when the world was 
populated with giants. They disappeared in an earthquake. In parallel 
we can easily identify similar Bible references to angelic giants that ex-
isted before the Flood who married the daughters of men. (Genesis 6:4)

Next, a “wind-sun” period followed; during which human tribes called 
Olmecs lived on earth. In the Bible I would identify this group with No-
ah’s descendants. The fourth age is called “fire-sun”, which is proph-
esied to end in a blaze and a holocaust. In the Bible we see a parallel in 
the Apocalypse.

The Aztec calendar ends after the fourth age because a serpent rules 
their world. They do not know about the coming fifth age of God’s 
kingdom on earth. 
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In the 7th Period of the Apocalypse (22 June 2012 to 21 January 2013), 
the 1st day of the 7th month is 21 December 2012. This day is the precise 
date predicted by the Aztec calendar for the world to end. An absolute 
bull’s-eye! Let me reiterate. This special calendar date intersects with 
the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse at only one point in history - at the 
first day of the seventh month of the 7th Period of the Great Apocalypse. 
The fact that many independent calculations and sources overlay on 
this date alone proves that we are dealing with divine forces of proph-
ecy beyond our imagination and control.

Notice the numbers here: 7th month of the 7th Period (7x7=49) plus the 1st 
day equals 50, which is Heh raised to a higher level (5x10). Even when 
we add the digits of 2012, we get 2+0+1+2=5. Combined together, they 
become strong indicators of all having come from the “other side.”

Every year thousands of tourists flock to Mexico City to watch a wavy 
shadow that extends from the top to the bottom of a pyramid. The 
shadow ends on a large stone carved with an image of a serpent’s head. 
The Aztec religion predicts that a serpent will come from Heaven and 
appear on earth on 21 December 2012. According to an Aztec legend, 
human beings can ascend into Heaven when the serpent descends.1 

This is strikingly similar to the Bible’s prediction that a serpent will be cast 
out of Heaven to earth, and human beings will be resurrected. In Chris-
tian circles the resurrection is often called the “rapture” of the saints. 

The Chinese Calendar
The Chinese calendar also started before Noah’s Flood. According 
to Chinese tradition, the worst time for anyone to be born is during 
a dragon year. Even here the Hebrew Alphabet Number System con-
tributes depth to understanding the meaning of the Chinese calendar’s 
structure. It is a perspective alien to the Chinese people; they would 
never recognize it.

There are five different dragons. Each of these dragons appears once in a 
cycle of 60 years in an orderly succession of elemental description: earth, 
metal, water, wood and fire. Each dragon has his own place in the order 
of the cosmos. We know already that in the Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System, the number “five” means Heh “from the other side.” In addition 
we have “water” (Mem= 40 or 4 x 10) meaning “this life with purpose in 
struggle,” which connects it to Daleth (= 4, in this world and time).

1  Max Toth, Pyramid Prophesies (Inner Tradition International Ltd., 1988).
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The Year of the Water-Dragon is 2012. It will be followed by a Year of 
the Serpent (2013). The serpent is the sixth in order and corresponds to 
the element of fire. The Bible also connects the number 666 with intense 
fire. I cannot go into a detailed description of the all the symbolism 
locked within the Chinese calendar and philosophy as compared to the 
Aztecs’ calendar and belief system. Suffice it to say here that they all 
point to the same certain period in future time for the Apocalypse as 
confirmed by the Hebrew Alphabet Number System. Someone could 
easily write a book about those relationships. 

Information from the Chinese Zodiac
The Chinese believe that birthdays have cosmic influence. Chinese chron-
ological records date back to approximately 2637 BC, which is before the 
date of Noah’s Flood. The Chinese Zodiac is as old as the Hebrew Scrip-
tures, and the two contain many similarities. Both traditions state that the 
laws of the universe are predetermined and contain a design structure. 
As history enfolds, it follows a path of planned arrangements. 

The Chinese Zodiac2 consists of 12 cycles, starting with an ox—similar to 
the Hebrew Alphabet Number System, which starts with Aleph, mean-
ing “steer head.” This implies that they both have their origins at the 
same time and place on earth. Aleph also means “one God, the Creator of 
the universe.” When I compared the Chinese animal years to the periods 
of the Apocalypse, I was astounded that they aligned so incredibly.

2009 The Year of the Ox
The “ox year” in 2009 matches the 1st Period of the Apocalypse. In the He-
brew Alphabet Number System, the number one (1) means Aleph, “steer 
head,” aligning with Nisan, the first month of the Jewish religious year.

These 12 animal signs are repeated 5 times within each 60-year cycle of 
the Chinese calendar. Each of these 5 cycles possesses different ranking 
orders at each level. For example, the 5 types of dragons and the years 
associated with them are: 

1. earth dragon (1868, 1928, 1988)

2. metal dragon (1880, 1940, 2000)

3. water dragon (1892,1952, 2012)

4. wood dragon (1904, 1964, 2024)

5. fire dragon (1916, 1976, 2036) 
Astrological signs are believed to influence people born under them. 
The dragon and the serpent signs describe Antichrist and Satan perfect-
ly. After thousands of years these cycles just “happen” to align perfectly 
with what is predicted for the Great Apocalypse so that the Chinese 
animal characteristics perfectly describe the apocalyptic years. This 
concept just boggles my imagination! 
2 Theodora Lau, The Handbook of Chinese Horoscope (New York: Harper & Row, Publisher, 
1979).
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2012, the Year of the Dragon
The Chinese water dragon is symbolized as a male emperor with super-
natural powers. He is considered the guardian of wealth and power. He 
intimidates those who would dare challenge him. The dragon seldom 
minces words. He is inconsiderate and easily provoked. He cites his 
views like imperial edicts. Although He may rave about the virtues of 
free speech and democracy, He believes himself to be above the law and 
does not practice what He preaches. 

According to the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse, Satan will be cast out 
of Heaven and appear on earth in 2012. The Chinese calendar indicates 
that 2012 (the 7th Period of the Apocalypse) will be a Year of the Water 
Dragon. Every Year of the Dragon is followed by a Year of the Serpent. 
As we have seen, the Scriptures state that Satan will be cast out of Heav-
en following a war, and He will be followed by the second persona of a 
resurrected Antichrist. (The dragon will be followed by the serpent.) 

These descriptions of Chinese attributes correlate perfectly with the in-
formation the Bible has given us about Satan and Antichrist. No other 
time cycle would fit. This is one more indication that the timing I have 
presented for the coming Apocalypse is valid.

2013, the Year of the Serpent
The Chinese word for serpent (or snake) is She. It is sixth in the rank-
ing order and corresponds to the element of fire. Chinese astrology de-
scribes the serpent/snake as someone who, when his anger is aroused, 
reveals unlimited hatred. His antagonism is silent and deep-rooted, and 
he ruthlessly crushes his enemies. The Chinese people believe that di-
sasters that occur in a Year of the Dragon will culminate in a Year of the 
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Snake. Calamities during Snake years are often the result of excesses 
committed during Dragon years. This is a very accurate description of 
Antichrist during the Apocalypse.

The snake is gifted with strong charisma; He is shrewd, business-mind-
ed and materialistic. He possesses great mental abilities and powers 
of concentration. He has the patience of Job, but He bites like a king 
cobra—a deadly combination.

Antichrist will make his resurrected appearance in 2013, a Year of the 
Serpent. The number thirteen (13) means “depravity” or “rebellion.” 
The dragon is mentioned thirteen times in the book of Revelation: 12:3; 
12:4; 12:7 [twice]; 12:9; 12:13; 12:16; 12:17; 13:2; 13:4; 13:11; 16:13; 20:2.3 

2015, the Year of the Sheep4

The ancient Chinese believed that the way back to Heaven required 
the sacrifice of an unblemished sheep to make atonement for their sins. 
Their offering was made to ShangDi, the righteous Creator, on the 
Mount Tai in Shandong Province. Chinese history records that an em-
peror of the Shi Ji period built an altar so that the proper sacrifice could 
periodically be made to ShangDi, the good Creator. 

The center of this magnificent Temple to Heaven stood a three-tiered, 
white marble Altar of Heaven. The altar was built in concentric circles 
using dimensions based on ever-increasing multiples of nine. The altar 
was 75 meters in diameter, and each level was surrounded by a white 
marble railing. In the center of the top tier was placed a singular circular 
stone called “The Heaven Heart Stone” that served as the altar for the 
bull or sheep sacrifice. 

Confucius, a philosopher and compiler of Chinese Classics, 551-479 BC 
considered the sacrifice to ShangDi so important that he made this state-
ment, “He who understands the ceremonies of the sacrifices of Heaven and 
Earth....would find government of a kingdom as easy as a book into his palm.”

The Technical Journal where I found this information also documents 
where the Lamb of God is hidden in the ancient Chinese characters. 
These discoveries interest me because they overlay the Apocalypse. I 
am amazed at the many parallels between the ancient Chinese sacrifices 
and the ancient Hebrew religious practices. 

Near the end of 2015 Jesus Christ will appear in power, and many will 
experience a resurrection. Jesus is often referred to as the Lamb of God 
in the Bible. That the Chinese calendar with the Sheep-lamb year falls 
on 2015 is extraordinary. Furthermore, correlations also exist between 
the overlay of the Ox at the beginning of the Apocalypse with the over-
lay of the Dragon/Serpent in 2012 at the middle of the Apocalypse. I 
knew nothing about these Chinese calendar alignments with the Apoc-
alypse when I started my research two years ago. I had discovered the 
dates in 2008, 2012 and 2015 independently from this additional source 
of extra-biblical confirmation.
3 Dr.  Ed F. Vallowe, Biblical Mathematics: Keys to Scripture Numerics (The Olive Press 
Publisher, 1997).
4 Ku Shin Voo & Larry Hovee, The Lamb of God hidden in the Chinese Characters, Technical Jour-
nal, Volume 13 (No.1) 1999 ISSN 1030-2916, E-mail: tjeditors@AnswerinGenesin.com.
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The Chinese perceive the sheep as a blessing from God because it re-
solved conflicts as the bearer of the people’s sin. They understood the 
concept of sin and the need to resolve the resulting separation between 
God and themselves that automatically comes about because of sin. The 
sacrifice of a sheep enabled a relationship between the sinner and the 
Creator through the acknowledgment of the divine need for righteous-
ness. The Chinese also noticed that a young sheep will kneel down to 
suck milk from the mother’s udder. This act of kneeling down to obtain 
milk represents humbleness and respect, values cherished in their cul-
ture. Thus to the Chinese, the sacrificial sheep symbolized many moral 
virtues such as truthfulness, kindness, reconciliation, righteousness 
and eternity. These symbolic attributes were similarly understood in 
the Hebrew culture.

The Hebrew Calendar
The Hebrew calendar is oriented to both the lunar and the solar cycles; 
consequently, it varies by several weeks in its correlation to our secular, 
western (Catholic in source) Gregorian calendar during any given year. 
Several Internet sites provide a calculator for converting English dates 
to the Jewish calendar. Using such a calculator, I discovered that the 17th 
day of Tammuz in the Jewish year 5775 lines up with our 4 July 2015. 

Overlaying this calendar date with the Hebrew Alphabet Number Sys-
tem confirmed this day as the end date for a 1,260 day (or 42 months or 
“times, time and half a time”) period mentioned in eight different proph-
ecies as well as being the end date for Daniel’s 1,290 day prophecy. The 
last half of this book will cover the math used in calculating these calen-
dar dates. In the context of this chapter, I only want to alert you that the 
7th Period of the Apocalypse has buried within it some very important 
information of historical and prophetic correlations that are not found in 
the Bible but nonetheless generally match its prophetic message. 

Going back to the Bible, Satan called “the dragon” will manifest himself 
in a physical form subject to the numerically seven-based dimension 
(Daleth, “in this world in this time”) which is our planet. On 21 De-
cember 2012 Satan will do with Antichrist’s body something similar to 
what the angels did before the Flood when they left their first estate and 
cohabited with man. 

The earth’s physical laws – specifically, the Second Law of Thermody-
namics - states that a higher level of energy can only devolve towards 
a lower level. Lower energy levels can never intensify or move in the 
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other direction towards higher levels. The atom bomb conforms to that 
same principle. Prophetically, Satan’s expulsion from the second Heav-
en and entry into the region of our world lowers his energy state. This 
forces him to personally take over the body of Antichrist in order to 
lead human armies that already exist. Later he adds his demonic hordes 
of possessed men in order to battle in both the Daleth and Heh dimen-
sions at the same time. 

I believe that the consummation of Satan’s “fall from Heaven” – his 
final confinement to this planet - will take place on 21 December 2012, 
which is the solstice day that begins the first day of the 7th month of 
the 7th Period of the Apocalypse. Is it a coincidence that after 5,000 
years the Aztec calendar stops on 21 December 2012 - the same day in 
the same month as indicated by the Hebrew calendar?
On this day the Aztec religious calendar prophesies that a great serpent 
will come to earth; thus, Satan’s fall coincides with the end of the Aztec 
calendar as well as the Chinese calendar. Satan’s 21 December 2012 expul-
sion from Heaven falls near the end of the Chinese Year of the Dragon. 
During the same 7th month of that same 7th Period of the Apocalypse, the 
Chinese calendar moves into its succeeding astrological Year of the Ser-
pent (2013) coinciding with the Aztec’s great serpent legend. 

Satan’s re-entry to the earth is marked by a precise, triple overlay of 
the Hebrew, Chinese and Aztec calendars - all within a single month 
spanning the changeover between 2012/2013. That month receives an 
interpretive numeric value of 49 (seventh period x the seventh month = 
49) in the Hebrew mathematical system. 

Thus, the midpoint of the seven-year Great Apocalypse is 21 December 
2012. It occurs in the seventh of twelve periods of the Great Apocalypse 
and not precisely the day that marks 3-1/2 years from its start. Three 
extra-biblical sources (the Hebrew calendar, the Chinese calendar and 
the Aztec calendar) all merge on that precise day, never converging at 
any other time – present, past or future.

We must remember that in the Hebrew cycle theory the middle (What I 
call the Tammuz position.) period of any given seven periods would be the 
fourth period, which is Daleth (4), or the fourth month of the Hebrew cal-
endar, Tammuz, which is the fourth month of the seven months containing 
all of the religious feast days given to Moses as listed in Leviticus 23. 

I have charted the 7 years of the Apocalypse by dividing it into twelve 
(12) periods of seven (7) months each. The 7th, or Zayin, Period is consid-
ered the middle of the whole and not the end of the sixth, because it must 
conform to Heaven’s binary code ratio of 7:5. The section on the Rosetta 
Stone discovery explains more about that principle in Chapter 5.

Every time an angel “falls” his energy frequency is reduced. Satan orig-
inally fell from his very powerful position as Lucifer, the Light bringer. 
During the final stages of the War in Heaven mentioned in Revelation 
12, Satan and his fallen angel demons will continue to fall through ever 
diminishing energy levels (dimensions?) until confined to a material 
existence on the earth’s surface. Just as Lucifer was driven out from the 
“Third Heaven” (2Corinthians 12:2) of God’s presence at his initial rebel-
lion, Satan will be forced from the invisible Second Heaven of the spiri-
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tual or Heh dimension. This time his lowered energy levels will make 
him materialize in the “resurrected” dead body of Antichrist. He now 
vents his torrents of destructive anger in an all-out effort to annihilate the 
remaining people alive on earth and especially those who belong to God 
– both faithful Jews and Christians alike. (Revelation 12:7-17) 

Therefore, the second half of the Apocalypse will begin with a sudden 
explosion of terror and destruction under an unprecedented demonic 
reign of terror in our material Daleth dimension because Satan will 
have been kicked out of the heavenly realm as represented by the Rev-
elation beast’s two heads with no horns mentioned at the beginning of 
this chapter. Satan wants revenge for his shameful defeat at the hands 
of God’s angels. To the very end, Satan irrationally wars to thwart God’s 
plan. His efforts will climax with the gathering of all surviving military 
forces to attack the remaining Jewish resistance in part of Jerusalem. 
This last battle is often referred to as Armageddon.

As explained above, the Jewish calendar helped me to choose 21 De-
cember 2008 as the date for the beginning of the Apocalypse. The 
Aztec and Chinese calendars confirm these precise dates and they do 
not merge at any other future time. The Aztec, Chinese and Hebrew 
cultures are separated by thousands of miles, originated on different 
continents, developed independently over thousands of years and have 
no common language. Yet each one lines up with biblical prophecy on 
one date in the future, which also correlates precisely with the Hebrew 
Alphabet Number System: 21 December 2012.
The Aztec and Chinese calendars are oriented to solar cycles. Both of 
them are more than 5,000 years old. The Hebrew calendar follows the 
moon for the determination of the beginning and ending dates of the 
months, but it conforms to the solar years and cycles by inserting an 
additional month, Adar, seven times during every nineteen-year cycle. 
The Hebrew calendar is also over 5,000 years old. The year 2012 is 5773 
in the Hebrew calendar. 

It is incredible that these three calendars match up perfectly with Bi-
ble prophecy. The Bible clearly states that Satan’s domain will end in 
Heaven, and I place it during the 7th Period of the Apocalypse. (See the 
7-Year Table of the Apocalypse.) First, we pinpointed its timing to the 
year 2012, then to the 7th Period of the twelve 7-month long periods of 
the Great Apocalypse. Finally, we come to the 1st day of the 7th month 
(21 December 2012 to 21 January 2013) of the 7th Period, which is 21 
December 2012. In addition to all of the above, it is again a solstice date 
that cannot be manipulated by any human calendar! 

The 1st day of 7th month of the 7th Period can be expressed as (7x7=49) + 
1 = 50, which possesses numeric significance as the Jubilee gear. Fifty 
is a strong expression of the Heh, which gives us a viewpoint from the 
heavenly perspective. 

Thus, 21 December 2012 begins a new cycle of apocalyptic intensity 
with Satan’s ouster from the heavenlies of the Heh dimension. (Revela-
tion 12:13) Since the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse overlays the 7,000-
Year Table of Human History so perfectly, including the Aztec and Chi-
nese calendars, the key future events as laid out in those tables can only 
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happen on the dates indicated. For example, the key events that will 
take place on 21 December 2012 agree perfectly across all three calen-
dars. No other dates would or could fit.

All these disparate sources point to the exact same time frame. Coinci-
dence or design? I leave it up to you, the reader, to decide.
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Chapter 3 - 
The Promised Kingdom of God

in Heaven and on Earth

The Two Witnesses
The Bible predicts that the gospel will be preached throughout “the four 
corners of the earth.” During the last years of the Apocalypse, many of 
Israel’s citizens will wake up to the fact that the final judgment of God 
has arrived. They will begin to study the ancient teachings of the Torah, 
psalms and prophets. They will realize that they are about to enter a 
time of horrible persecution similar to the Holocaust.

Here in America some Christians will follow the urgent call to evan-
gelize the world in the midst of strong government opposition. Emer-
gency home front security laws will have turned America into a police 
state, and religious meetings will be suspected of harboring terrorists. 
The Truth will be suppressed.

God will not be outmaneuvered during this oppressive time. Near the 
beginning of the 6th Period, two interesting individuals will appear. In 
Revelation 11:3 John calls them “witnesses.” They will live in Jerusa-
lem, where they will condemn the newly unified world government 
and Superchurch. The media will capture everything they say. Televi-
sion broadcasts will cover all of their speaking engagements as well as 
their tremendous demonstrations of supernatural power. They will ap-
pear to control the weather as they as they call on God to stop rain from 
falling in the Middle East and other places around the world. They will 
remind the world of the ancient prophet Elijah, who shut off the rain 
over Israel for three and a half years:

And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they 
will prophesy for 1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.” 
These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands 
that stand before the Lord of the earth. 
If anyone tries to harm them, fire comes from their 
mouths and devours their enemies. This is how any-
one who wants to harm them must die. 
These men have power to shut up the sky so that it 
will not rain during the time they are prophesying; 
and they have power to turn the waters into blood and 
to strike the earth with every kind of plague as often 
as they want. (Revelation 11:3-6)

The unorthodox behavior of these two witnesses will become a political 
liability for the government and a thorn for many church leaders. They 
will be blamed for causing instability with their intolerantly heretical 
teachings, but these two will speak out unabashedly with great passion 
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against the corruption of their time, admonishing people to ask God for 
forgiveness of their evil deeds. 

They will start their public appearance on 4 January 2012, and their ca-
reers will end on the fast of Tammuz 17, which is 4 July 2015. John wrote 
that these two witnesses will be assassinated after 1,260 days of boldly 
proclaiming God’s judgment on the world’s evil economic and political 
systems. The antichrist President of the European Union will overcome 
them by supernatural demonic ability. For three days their bodies will 
lie on the street in Jerusalem, watched by millions of television viewers 
around the clock. Then a penetrating voice from above will command, 
“Come up here!” To everyone’s astonishment, the bodies of the slain wit-
nesses will rise and float into the heavens in full view of the cameras. 

At the same time, a huge earthquake will shake the city of Jerusalem. 
Days later, the news will report 7,000 dead, buried under the rubble of 
collapsed buildings: 

Now when they have finished their testimony, the 
beast that comes up from the Abyss will attack them, 
and overpower and kill them. Their bodies will lie in 
the street of the great city, which is figuratively called 
Sodom and Egypt, where also their Lord was cruci-
fied. For three and a half days men from every people, 
tribe, language and nation will gaze on their bodies 
and refuse them burial. The inhabitants of the earth 
will gloat over them and will celebrate by sending 
each other gifts, because these two prophets had tor-
mented those who live on the earth. 
But after the three and a half days a breath of life from 
God entered them, and they stood on their feet, and 
terror struck those who saw them. Then they heard 
a loud voice from heaven saying to them, “Come up 
here.” And they went up to heaven in a cloud, while 
their enemies looked on. 
At that very hour there was a severe earthquake and 
a tenth of the city collapsed. Seven thousand people 
were killed in the earthquake, and the survivors 
were terrified and gave glory to the God of Heaven. 
(Revelation 11:7-13)

News Headlines for the Apocalyptic Prophecies
1. Revelation 12:14: God says that He will take care of the woman 

(Israel) for “time, times and half a time.” Israel has the assur-
ance that they will survive odds stacked a 1,000 times against 
them for their destruction. Because this promise is mentioned 
in both the near vision and the far vision, God wants us to un-
derstand and make no mistake in the certainty of survival for 
His covenant people. 

2. Revelation 12:6: We have here the second witness of God’s 
promise to Abraham to preserve his descendants. In accor-
dance with His plans for the nation Israel, God will take care of 
“the woman” (Israel) for 1,260 days – to save a significant rem-
nant out of the midst of major destruction in the Middle East.
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3. Revelation 13:5: The beast (ten-nation EU system) utters blas-
phemies for forty-two (42) months. The end time civilization 
will degenerate into the total tyranny of a godless dictator-
ship. Basic Christian values and ethics will be dismantled and 
crushed. Hatred will intensify and destroy any remnant of 
family relationships. This civilization will sink to the lowest 
point possible - just like the generation of Noah’s time, which 
was called continually evil.

4. Revelation 11:2: The city of Jerusalem will be trampled un-
der for forty-two (42) months (1,260 days) by Gentile NATO 
military forces. 

5. Revelation 11:3: Two witnesses will prophesy for 1,260 days. 
This will be a last call for repentance to a corrupt society. Their 
ministry will result in thousands coming to the Kingdom of God. 
Hundreds of thousands of Israeli citizens will be converted to the 
true Messiah Yeshua - Jesus Christ. This will be one of the great-
est awakenings ever recorded in Jewish history. God’s Holy Spir-
it will indwell the new converts who boldly proclaim the love 
of God against the background of the highest persecution. This 
movement will not be silenced or snuffed out by satanic forces.

6. Daniel 7:25: Within the Mini-Apocalypse of three years, the 
saints (the true Christian church) and Jews will be intensely 
persecuted by the European government as represented by the 
beast for “time, times and half a time” (3½ years) or 1,260 days. 
This prophecy ends with the Antichrist’s dominion being taken 
away from him and given to the saints of the God of Israel who 
will rule over the nations forever.

7. Daniel 9:27: The newly instituted daily sacrifices at the Temple 
will cease in the middle of the Apocalypse on Sunday, 4 De-
cember 2011, due to unusual events happening around Jerusa-
lem. This verse is cross-referenced with the next paragraph. On 
21 March 2012 Antichrist breaks the 7-year covenant of peace 
He had made with Israel in 2009. 

8. Daniel 12:7: The shattering of the holy people will come to an 
end after 1,260 days. For almost three and a half years Israelis 
will have been hunted down and murdered, but this scattering to 
save everyone’s life will come to an end in a “time, times and half 
a time.” In his last attempts to forever wipe out the Jews and the 
saints, Satan will destroy the Temple in Jerusalem on 25 July 2015 
(9 Av 5775). This date coincides with the second Jewish fast day. 

In the 7-based number system, this vision applies to the Mini-
Apocalypse. The word shattering means that Israel’s citizens 
must escape into the mountains and desert regions to join 
with the surviving Israeli armed forces. There will be a mas-
sive flight from an Islamic mob gone crazy. It will be a horrible 
battle that the Israelis will not win. On 4 September 2015, God’s 
anger will be aroused, and He will intervene by releasing the 
greatest earthquake ever to rock the earth in order to save Is-
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rael. This miracle will rank with the Flood as one of the biggest 
miracles in all of history. (See Chapter 5.)

9. Daniel 7:12: (“a season and a time” NRSV). Two concepts are in-
dicated here: a “season” and a “time.” Each period is a different 
length, so Daniel made the distinction. It marks the end of the 
“beast” time 1,260 days after the assassination of the EU president.

10. Daniel 8:14: A new sanctuary will be consecrated 2,300 days af-
ter the beginning of the Mini-Apocalypse on 4 January 2012. The 
foundation of the Fourth Temple will be laid about 24 May 2018. 
Four days prior, all of Israel will have celebrated the Feast of 
Weeks (6 Sivan 5778) also called Pentecost. I am sure this holiday 
will be extended for a new national holiday for the future. 

11. Daniel 12:12: This verse refers to a time of blessing for those 
who will survive the Apocalypse. Officially the Apocalypse 
will be over on 21 December 2015, 9 Tevet 5776 – the Fast of the 
Tenth Month. However, the Bible says that the allocated time 
will be cut short because of the severity of persecution, so by 
the end of these 1,335 days on 18 September 2015, the Apoca-
lypse is basically over. The survivors will then begin to gather 
together and return home. (Matthew 24:22; Isaiah 11:11-16) 

Previously, by Friday, 4 September 2015 (19 Elul 5775) the four 
death angels will have killed one third of the world’s remain-
ing population. Passing over Israel at the same time, millions 
of annually migrating birds will arrive to eat the dead bod-
ies lying around Jerusalem. These bodies will be the remains 
of the armies that had attacked Israel and Jerusalem. These 
birds will be on their migration route and will “just hap-
pen” to be there at the right time to fulfill prophecy.  

Friday, 18 September 2015 (5 Tishri 5776) is two days after the 
Fast of Gedaliah on Wednesday, 16 September 2015 (3 Tishri 
5776). Five days later on 23 September (10 Tishri) Yom Kippur 
is celebrated perhaps for the first time as a feast instead of a 
fast. (Zechariah 8:19)

12. Daniel 12:11: The 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse shows 
the start of this 1,290-day prophecy in the first month 
of the 6th Period (Sunday, 8 Kislev 5772 or 4 Decem-
ber 2011). This day starts the Mini-Apocalypse as Anti-
christ terminates the daily sacrifice offered at the Temple.  

About a year later this man, the President of the EU, will be 
assassinated. After three days He will regain life because Satan 
will indwell and resuscitate Antichrist’s dead body by his pres-
ence after being cast out from Heaven on 21 December 2012. 
To convince the world that He is the resurrected Messiah, an 
abomination will be placed in the Temple, which will be some 
kind of personal image. It will offend the Jewish people in the 
grossest way possible. The satanically indwelled Antichrist 
will demand to be worshiped as the resurrected Messiah. This 
event is also confirmed in the Aztec and Chinese calendars.
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13. Daniel 9:27: Daniel’s 70th Week in the 7-based system provides 
the 7-year parameter for the total length of the Great Apocalypse. 
For more discussion about this floating prophetic week of 7 years.

14. Daniel 9:24: This verse has another application that could apply 
from the perspective of the 5-based system. In the 5-based sys-
tem one prophetic week equals 50 years, thus a “time, times and 
half a time” would refer to 3,500 years. This 5-based perspective 
connects the end of the Jewish people’s Babylonian captivity in 
518 BC with Satan’s last rebellion just before the end of the mil-
lennium at ad 3018. Now Satan finally comes to the appointed 
time of his permanent destruction. (Revelation 20:7-10)  

These two aligned and overlying prophetic events from one 
verse again demonstrate an important principle of prophetic in-
terpretation. Like mountain peaks with hidden valleys, here we 
can see a near fulfillment and a far-off in the future fulfillment 
in God’s plan with an unseen period of time between them. The 
near event will take place during the Apocalypse, and the more 
future second occurs at the end of the millennial Teth Age.

Sequence of Mini-Apocalypse Events
Here is a summary of the Mini-Apocalypse’s traumatic, earth-shatter-
ing events as prophesied by Daniel and John: 

1. On 21 December 2012 Satan will be cast out from Heaven 
and his dominion on earth will probably end on the third 
fast, the Fast of Gedaliah, on 16 September 2015, which 
coincides with the final purging of the earth by the four 
death angels. (Revelation 12:7)

2. The official end of the world’s Babylonian evil economic, 
religious and governmental system will be observed on 21 
December 2015. All evil people and angels will have been 
eliminated. They will have no place in God’s kingdom since 
they would only cause trouble. According to the sheep-goat 
selection process, God will have decided who will live and 
who will be removed from the earth by death.

3. After the end of the Apocalypse, the First Resurrection of the 
dead will take place. My best guess is this will probably hap-
pen on 24 December 2015, but “no one knows the time.”

4. Jesus Christ will be crowned King of Kings. I believe that 
this event will coincide with the Jewish Jubilee in 2018.

5. A new world government will be established by 2018.

6. At the second coming of the Lord, God’s eternal city, the 
heavenly Jerusalem, will be placed in orbit around the 
earth like a second moon suspended over her earthly 
counterpart.
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7. Israel will be elevated to the place of prominence among the 
nations in order to honor God on earth. Centered in the Tem-
ple at Jerusalem, the Israelites will teach God’s laws around 
the globe and become the timekeeper again (2018-3018).

The 8th and 9th Periods of the Apocalypse
(January 2013 to March 2014)

The 8th and 9th Periods belong together because they remind us to direct 
our view into Heaven during the midst of these great sorrows. While 
the peoples on earth are preoccupied with the Great Tribulation in the 
Daleth dimension of material time and space, even more important 
events are taking place in the Heh dimension of a purified Heaven. 

Ever since Lucifer rebelled and became Satan, he and his fallen angels 
or demons have occupied the dimensions of the Second Heaven and 
still had occasional access to God’s throne in the Third Heaven. They 
have taunted God with humanity’s sins. The Father and the righteous 
angels have had to put up with the presence of these defiling spirit be-
ings. The Bible only gives us brief descriptions of this part of the Heh 
side. Since the Son’s resurrection, Satan’s “days” have been numbered, 
and on 21 December 2012 they came to an end. God will have fully 
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purged the presence of any and all evil from heavenlies before He does 
so on earth: the cleansing is completed in Heaven before the Great Trib-
ulation on earth ends. 

The Heavenly Apocalypse
Two thousand years ago John saw a vision of what will soon happen 
in Heaven:

And there was war in Heaven. Michael and his angels 
fought against the dragon, and the dragon and his an-
gels fought back. But he was not strong enough, and 
they lost their place in Heaven. The great dragon was 
hurled down—that ancient serpent called the devil, 
or Satan, who leads the whole world astray. He was 
hurled to the earth, and his angels with him.
Then I heard a loud voice in Heaven, proclaiming, 
“Now have come the salvation and the power and the 
kingdom of our God and authority of His Messiah, for 
the accuser of our comrades has been thrown down, 
who accuses them day and night before our God.  

But they have conquered him by the blood of the 
Lamb and by the word of their testimony, for they did 
not cling to life even in the face of death. 

Rejoice then, you heavens and those who dwell in them! 
But woe to the earth and the sea, for the devil has come 
down to you with great wrath, because he knows that 
his time is short!” (Revelation 12:7-12 nrsv)
How have you fallen from earth, O morning star, son 
of the dawn! You have been cast down to the earth, 
you who once laid down the nations! (Isaiah 14:12)

On 21 December 2012, the heavenly realm will rejoice at the announce-
ment that the archangel Michael and his armies have expelled all evil 
and unclean spirits, demons and fallen angels from the metaphysical 
universe. Satan will be cast down to earth and given about three years 
to conclude his final rebellion. There he will meet opposition from the 
Two Witnesses and others. 

Thousands of bold Christians will choose death rather submit to Satan’s 
desires. As God’s witnesses to the masses, they will expose the Anti-
christ as being the devil. They will preach the Good News of Jesus’ soon 
coming and the demise of all injustice and spiritual confusion. Their 
lives will manifest the potent presence and goodness of God’s Holy 
Spirit poured out upon them with abundance. Satan will learn that he 
has not only lost the heavenly battles, but he is losing ground on earth 
as well. God’s power will be visible even during in the worst time of 
Satan’s oppression.

It will come about after this
         That I will pour out My Spirit on all mankind;
         And your sons and daughters will prophesy,
         Your old men will dream dreams,
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       Your young men will see visions.
Even on the male and female servants
       I will pour out My Spirit in those days.
I will display wonders in the sky and on the earth,
      Blood, fire and columns of smoke.
The sun will be turned into darkness
      And the moon into blood
      Before the great and awesome day of the LORD comes.
And it will come about that whoever calls on the name 
of the LORD
        Will be delivered;
        For on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem
       There will be those who escape,
       As the LORD has said,
Even among the survivors whom the LORD calls.  
(Joel 2:28-32)

In just a few short years Israel will suffer its last hate-based holocaust, 
which the Bible refers to as “Jacob’s Trouble” or commonly, the Apoca-
lypse. (Jeremiah 30:7) When it is over, God will instigate a final re-gath-
ering of any remaining children of Jacob from the four corners of the 
earth. He also promised to preserve a remnant of all nations, just as He 
did in the days of Noah’s Flood in order to repopulate the earth. 

At the end of the Apocalypse, a mighty angel (Michael?) will imprisoned 
Satan in a sealed pit for a thousand years. Afterwards, the abyss will be 
opened to release him, and Satan will not miss the beat of second to 
instigate one more, final rebellion against God. It is as if the thousand-
year reign of Christ was only a dream. He will quickly deceive millions 
and lead them to their destruction in a futile war against God. Why is 
he so successful? Because the unsuspecting population of humans have 
lived their whole lives without his temptations or deceptions. They will 
be relying on their own strength and wisdom instead of on God’s grace 
and power. On his last day on earth Satan will meet his final doom 
when he is cast into the lake of fire. His evil influence over every living 
being on earth and Heaven will be permanently eliminated. 

After this I looked, and there in Heaven a door stood 
open! And the first voice, which I had heard speaking 
to me like a trumpet, said, “Come up here, and I will 
show you what must take place after this.” 
At once I was in the spirit, and there in Heaven stood 
a throne, with one seated on the throne! And the one 
seated there looks like jasper and carnelian, and around 
the throne is a rainbow that looks like an emerald.
Around the throne are twenty-four thrones, and seat-
ed on the thrones are twenty-four elders, dressed in 
white robes, with golden crowns on their heads. Com-
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ing from the throne are flashes of lightning, and rum-
blings and peals of thunder, and in front of the throne 
burn seven flaming torches, which are the seven spir-
its of God; and in front of the throne there is some-
thing like a sea of glass, like crystal.
Around the throne, and on each side of the throne, are 
four living creatures, full of eyes in front and behind: 
the first living creature like a lion, the second living 
creature like an ox, the third living creature with a 
face like a human face, and the fourth living creature 
like a flying eagle. And the four living creatures, each 
of them with six wings, are full of eyes all around and 
inside. Day and night without ceasing they sing,
“Holy, holy, holy, the Lord God the Almighty, who 
was and is and is to come.”
And whenever the living creatures give glory and 
honor and thanks to the one who is seated on the 
throne, who lives forever and ever, the twenty-four 
elders fall before the one who is seated on the throne 
and worship the one who lives forever and ever; they 
cast their crowns before the throne, singing,
“You are worthy, our Lord and God, to receive glo-
ry and honor and power, for you created all things, 
and by your will they existed and were created.” 
(Revelation 4:1-11 nrsv)

The celebration in Heaven will be announced with loud trumpets and 
the voices of a massive choir of redeemed mankind. In attendance will 
be millions of anointed saints and angels. This great event represents 
the capstone of God’s design for a future eternity. 

In the Hebrew Alphabet Number System the number nine (9 - Teth) 
symbolizes new life bursting forth, like a mother giving birth to a living 
baby. This is not like the potentially mortal life God once breathed into 
Adam, but eternal life the second stage (10 - Jod) in God’s creation. This 
is the ultimate objective, which has been hidden in the darkness as it 
grows to maturity during the seventh and eighth cycles of the universe, 
until it finally becomes visible to all as a living, breathing entity. The 
placenta (Satan’s dominion), which coexisted with the baby before its 
birth, will be destroyed. The baby (God’s kingdom) will come to earth:

After this I looked and there before me was a great 
multitude that no one could count, from every nation, 
tribe, people and language, standing before the throne 
and in front of the Lamb. They were wearing white 
robes and were holding palm branches in their hands. 
And they cried out in a loud voice: “Salvation belongs 
to our God, who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb.” 
All the angels were standing around the throne and 
around the elders and the four living creatures. They fell 
down on their faces before the throne and worshiped 
God, saying: “Amen! Praise and glory and wisdom and 
thanks and honor and power and strength be to our 
God for ever and ever. Amen!” (Revelation 7:9-12)
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Heaven will have a totally new environment, characterized by the ab-
sence of rebellion and evil. It will be the high point of unification be-
tween God’s heavenly and the earthly kingdoms. It will be a time of 
giving rewards to the saints. The announcement will be made with a 
trumpet blast and many voices will call out in unison:

Then I looked and heard the voice of many angels, 
numbering thousands upon thousands, and ten thou-
sand times ten thousand. 
They encircled the throne and the living creatures and 
the elders. In a loud voice they sang: “Worthy is the 
Lamb, who was slain, to receive power and wealth and 
wisdom and strength and honor and glory and praise!” 
Then I heard every creature in Heaven and on earth 
and under the earth and on the sea, and all that is in 
them, singing: 
“To Him who sits on the throne and to the Lamb be praise 
and honor and glory and power, for ever and ever!” 
The four living creatures said, “Amen,” and the elders 
fell down and worshiped. (Revelation 5:11-14)

Observing these events in Heaven, John wrote about a special moment 
that caused absolute silence. Millions of angels and human beings were 
assembled before a brightly lit throne that was encircled by twenty-four 
smaller thrones. (The number 24 means “priesthood” and is connected 
with worship. Psalm 72 lists twenty-four references to the Messiah.)

Festive angels and other creatures surrounded John. All activity stopped. 
There was silence for half an (heavenly?) hour. Tension mounted as sev-
en angels received trumpets for the countdown. After the period of to-
tal silence, the sounding of the trumpet gave the signal to start another 
spectacular phase of God’s purpose for the Creation.

Next came an offering of incense to represent the prayers of the saints, 
which carried the anguish, fear, pain and terror of the persecuted saints 
up to God in Heaven. All the memories the saints experienced before 
their deaths are represented here. Infused in the incense of prayer are 
the cries for justice of those who suffered for their faith. This causes the 
angel to hurl fire onto the earth, an act that will be accompanied by ter-
rific peals of thunder, extreme lightning and a huge earthquake:

When he opened the seventh seal, there was silence in 
Heaven for about half an hour. And I saw the seven 
angels who stand before God, and to them were given 
seven trumpets. 
Another angel, who had a golden censer, came and 
stood at the altar. He was given much incense to offer, 
with the prayers of all the saints, on the golden altar 
before the throne. The smoke of the incense, together 
with the prayers of the saints, went up before God from 
the angel’s hand. Then the angel took the censer, filled 
it with fire from the altar, and hurled it on the earth; 
and there came peals of thunder, rumblings, flashes of 
lightning and an earthquake. (Revelation 8:1-5)
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Chapter 4 - 
The Climax of Satan’s Power 

The Destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem
Antichrist’s Shock Troops

The Mark of the Beast
The Three Woes

The 10th Period of the Apocalypse
(March 2014 to October 2014)

This period on earth will be a time of massive destruction, ethnic cleans-
ing and death. But the Good News will continue to be preached around 
the world through television news, the Internet, movies, and personal 
evangelism. True believers will become as bold as the terrorists, pro-
claiming Jesus Christ and His coming as Lord of Lords:

And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in 
the whole world as a testimony to all nations, and 
then the end will come. (Matthew 24:14)
Then I saw another angel flying in midair, and he had 
the eternal gospel to proclaim to those who live on the 
earth—to every nation, tribe, language, and people. 
He said in a loud voice, “Fear God and give Him glory, 
because the hour of His judgment has come. Worship 
Him who made the heavens, the earth, the sea and the 
springs of water.” (Revelation 14:6-7)

The number ten (10) reminds me of the ten plagues in Egypt. In the 
tenth period of the Apocalypse, we will again see God’s judgment 
against a world system that has persecuted the people of God. The last 
months of the Apocalypse will find humanity caught within a vortex of 
horrendous conflicts fueled by political hostility and Islamic religious 
fervor. The oppressive government systems will arrest people daily. 
Unemployment, hunger, crime, looting and constant fear will destroy 
any remnant of civilization. 

The rejection of Christian principles rooted in the Bible will result in 
unimaginable lawlessness. The Bible says that people will lose love for 
one another. Families will be split over spiritual issues to the point that 
some will deliver their own household members to the executioners.

When we focus on the destruction of the Apocalypse, we forget to 
notice what God is doing to save humankind. In the beginning of the 
Christian church’s history, the Bible records a baptism of the Holy Spirit 
as a testimony to the religious and secular world, demonstrating the 
enormous power of God. 

At the end of the church age, “before the coming of the great and glori-
ous day of the Lord,” God will again pour out the supernatural powers 
of the Holy Spirit against the backdrop of the most evil time on earth. 
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True believers living through that time should feel highly honored that 
God has appointed them to manifest God’s power of eternal life and 
light to the world in the midst of its darkest hour. 

Jesus Christ, by a definite plan of foreknowledge, was crucified by law-
less men, and then raised by God, having loosed the pangs of death. 
(Acts 2:23) Therefore, as the Scriptures testify, “everyone who calls on 
the name of the Lord will be saved.” (Acts 2:21) Even in these most 
oppressing times to come, all a person has to do is “call upon the Lord 
Jesus” in order to be saved. Those who do so will experience the in-
dwelling of the Holy Spirit. In the midst of humankind’s darkest hour, 
God’s love will shine more intensely. 

The prophet Joel (2:28-32) and the apostle Paul (Acts 17:21) both wrote 
that there will be a great awakening and hunger to find the God of 
the Bible. God in turn will pour out the Holy Spirit in a flood that will 
indwell thousands of people, a phenomenon seen only once before—at 
Pentecost, 2,000 years ago in the beginning of the church age. This will 
give the believers added assurance that God loves them and guaranties 
them eternal life for the future. 

And everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will 
be saved; for on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there 
will be deliverance, as the Lord has said, among the 
survivors whom the Lord calls. (Joel 2:32)
In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit 
on all people. Your sons and daughters will prophesy, 
your young men will see visions, your old men will 
dream dreams. Even on my servants, both men and 
women, I will pour out my Spirit in those days, and 
they will prophesy. 
I will show wonders in the heaven above and signs on 
the earth below, blood and fire and billows of smoke. 
The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to 
blood before the coming of the great and glorious day 
of the Lord. And everyone who calls on the name of 
the Lord will be saved. (Acts 2:17-21)

The testimony of their newfound faith will attract even more severe 
persecution from the western world’s governments. Many will be ex-
ecuted, but others will take up their places. This will be reminiscent of 
the days 2,000 years ago when Christians were slaughtered for enter-
tainment after being found subversive by a corrupt religious society.

To give assurance to those saints who die on earth for their faith and testimony, 
God asked John 2,000 years ago to “come up here” and “write what you see.”

On the Lord’s Day I was in the Spirit, and I heard 
behind me a loud voice like a trumpet, which said: 
“Write on a scroll what you see and send it to the sev-
en churches.” (Revelation 1:10)
After this I looked, and there before me was a door 
standing open in Heaven. And the voice I had first 
heard speaking to me like a trumpet said, “Come up 
here, and I will show you what must take place after 
this.” (Revelation 4:1)
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John went up into Heaven, and there he saw the resurrected saints in 
clean white garments, assembled by the thousands and ten thousands 
around the throne, the center of God’s government. They were wor-
shiping Him with palm branches in their hands. John noticed that they 
came from many nations and spoke different languages, but all sang 
in unison a song praising the Lord. John was impressed and awed by 
the splendor, unity, and love revealed in those people. I call them the 
“multinational saints.” 

After this I looked, and there was a great multitude 
that no one could count, from every nation, from all 
tribes and peoples and languages, standing before 
the throne and before the Lamb, robed in white, with 
palm branches in their hands.    They cried out in a loud 
voice, saying, “Salvation belongs to our God who is 
seated on the throne, and to the Lamb!”
And all the angels stood around the throne and around 
the elders and the four living creatures, and they fell 
on their faces before the throne and worshiped God:  
“Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom and thanks-
giving and honor and power and might be to our God 
forever and ever! Amen.”
Then one of the elders addressed me, saying, “Who 
are these, robed in white, and where have they come 
from?”  I said to him, “Sir, you are the one that knows.” 
Then he said to me, “These are they who have come 
out of the great ordeal [Apocalypse]; they have washed 
their robes and made them white in the blood of the 
Lamb. (Revelation 7:9-14 nrsv) [my emphasis]
Then I looked, and I heard the voice of many angels 
surrounding the throne and the living creatures and 
the elders; they numbered myriads of myriads and 
thousands of thousands singing with full voice, “Wor-
thy is the Lamb that was slaughtered to receive power 
and wealth and wisdom and might and honor and 
glory and blessing!”
  Then I heard every creature in Heaven and on earth 
and under the earth and in the sea, and all that is in 
them, singing, “To the one seated on the throne and to 
the Lamb be blessing and honor and glory and might 
forever and ever!”
 And the four living creatures said, “Amen!” And the elders 
fell down and worshiped. (Revelation 5:11-14 NRSV)

Many Christians believe they will be exempt from suffering, assuming 
that a “rapture” will save them from the terrible end times. However, 
God has determined from the beginning to enrich His human children’s 
lives with the experiences that will be needed to graduate to the coming 
Kingdom of God, which will last forever. He will not deny His children 
the benefits derived from suffering in the midst of great evil, nor the op-
portunity to witness a spectacle of events of unimaginable cosmic pro-
portions that had never before been encountered by common people. 

Standing in front of the throne, they will agree with God that it was 
worth their suffering for Him on earth. They will praise Him in their 
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loyalty and give thanks for what they received on earth and for the 
future life in glory before them.

The Fast of the Fifth Month
9 Av 5775 (25 July 2015)

The fifth (5) month of the Jewish festival calendar is Av, which will oc-
cur, in 12th Period on 25 July 2015. Five (5) means Heh, “the other side” 
and that gives it significance of cosmic proportion. On the ninth day of 
Av, Israel has a national fast day of mourning called Tisha b’Av. Histori-
cally, many calamities have occurred during the month of Av. Some of 
the terrible events of the past that took place on this day are: Moses 
smashing the two stone tables of the Ten Commandments; the destruc-
tion of the First Temple in Jerusalem in 588 bc; and the destruction of 
the Second Temple in AD 70. 

Given the track record of destruction on this fast day of 9 Av, it is pretty 
safe to predict that the destruction of the Third Temple will also take 
place on it. However, it took an extended process of revelation and re-
search for me to select the year of 2015. So, I am forecasting the destruc-
tion of the Third Temple to take place on 25 July 2015, which is 9 Av 
5775. This date occurs during the last, which is the 12th Period of the 
7-Year Table of the Apocalypse. 

The Destruction of the Third Temple 
in Jerusalem

So when you see the desolating sacrilege standing in 
the holy place, as was spoken of by the prophet Daniel 
(let the reader understand), then those in Judea must 
flee to the mountains; the one on the housetop must 
not go down to take what is in the house; the one in 
the field must not turn back to get a coat. 
Woe to those who are pregnant and to those who are 
nursing infants in those days! Pray that your flight 
may not be in winter or on a Sabbath. For at that time 
there will be great suffering, such as has not been from 
the beginning of the world until now, no, and never 
will be. And if those days had not been cut short, no 
one would be saved; but for the sake of the elect those 
days will be cut short. 
Then if anyone says to you, ‘Look! Here is the Messiah!’ 
or ‘There he is!’—do not believe it. For false messiahs 
and false prophets will appear and produce great signs 
and omens, to lead astray, if possible, even the elect. Take 
note, I have told you beforehand. So, if they say to you, 
‘Look! He is in the wilderness,’ do not go out. If they say, 
‘Look! He is in the inner rooms,’ do not believe it. 
For as the lightning comes from the east and flashes as 
far as the west, so will be the coming of the Son of Man. 
Wherever the corpse is, there the vultures will gather. 
(Matthew 24:15-28 nrsv, emphasis added. Parallel cov-
erage in Mark 13:14-23; Luke 17:23-24, 37; 21:20-24)
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This passage contains a very important message for the Jews living 
around Jerusalem in the last days. Just as these words were substantially 
fulfilled in the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple by the Romans in 
AD 70, so it will mean life or death to the Israelis of today if this warning 
is ignored. Let’s go back in history to put it in its proper context.   

The Jewish people currently suffer from the consequences of their first 
century religious leaders’ rejection of Yeshua/Jesus as being the prom-
ised Messiah. “Let his blood be on us and on our children!” they cried. 
(Matthew 27:25) Since most of the first century Jewish people refused 
to believe that Jesus was sent from God, they lost the blessing of an al-
most autonomous rule of their promised homeland. Successive Roman 
armies slaughtered millions and scattered the rest to the four corners of 
the globe, a phenomenon referred to as the Diaspora. 
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Thousands of believing Jews, who made up the early church, did heed 
the warning of Matthew 24. When the Roman armies advanced, they 
fled to Pella and other places in Jordan before it was too late. The un-
believers ignored the warnings of Jesus and over a million Jews were 
slaughtered in Jerusalem alone. Most of those who escaped made up 
the first wave of the Diaspora. 

The next major wave of Jewish survivors to flee their homeland took 
place when Emperor Hadrian smashed the Bar Kochba Revolt of Roman 
Judea in AD 135. Hadrian forcefully expelled almost all of the surviving 
Jews from their land. He placed an idol of Zeus on the former founda-
tion of the Second Temple (today’s Temple Mount) and renamed the 
province “Palestine” after the Philistines. Hadrian burned Bible scrolls 
and viciously forbade the practice of all Jewish religious traditions from 
circumcision and prayer to animal sacrifices and the celebration of the 
biblical and national fasts and festivals such as the Sabbath. 

Between the two Jewish revolts around AD 70 and AD 135, modern 
Rabbinic Judaism was created. Out of the ashes of the Second Temple’s 
destruction, Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkai began a Jewish orthodoxy that 
did nor rely on an active priesthood with Temple rituals and sacrifices. 
They officially rejected Jesus’ claims to be the Messiah and Son of God. 
In fact, the seeds were planted for a Judaism that did not look for a 
literal messiah. The creation of Rabbinic Judaism rejects Yeshua as the 
promised Messiah by definition, which built a wall between the Jewish 
and Christian communities. 

Jews who believed in Yeshua/Jesus as the Messiah (being from one-fourth 
to one-third of the total Jewish population at that time) were expelled 
from the Rabbinic Jewish community. On the other hand, most Gentile 
Christians rejected Passover, the Sabbath and many other biblical tradi-
tions for reinterpretations of Scripture in a Greek or Roman cultural and 
philosophical context. Mostly, Gentile Christians did not want to be iden-
tified with the Zealot Jewish rebels against Rome, but some Christian 
leaders became flagrantly anti-Semitic and reinterpreted the New Testa-
ment to justify violence against the Jewish community and religion. 

No other nation has suffered as much as the Jewish people and still sur-
vived as a distinct ethnic entity. That they still exist and have returned 
to their ancient homeland is a testimony of God’s grace and interven-
tion in the affairs of humanity on this planet. Their day of full restora-
tion has begun. It is not complete: the Israelis and Jewish people still 
scattered must first endure the Apocalypse along with the rest of the 
world. Afterwards, the final regathering will joyously establish Israel 
as a nation under God.

In Jeremiah 46:27-28 Scripture refers to the Apocalypse as “Jacob’s Trou-
ble.” It will be a horrible time for the Jewish people everywhere. They 
will have to make a choice: to continue in their secular self-deception 
and/or tradition-laden religious defiance against the God of Israel, or 
repent and return to His biblical covenant renewed in the outpouring of 
His Spirit upon them as described in the books of Jeremiah and Joel.

Although the Israelis will go through a time of tremendous slaughter 
and destruction in their homeland lasting 1,260 days (1,278 days our 
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time), a remnant - adding up to a third of the Jewish population - will sur-
vive. (Zechariah 13:8-9) They will repent and finally accept Jesus/Yeshua 
their Messiah becoming the first nation to be converted as a whole. The 
disagreement between Christians and Jews over who that Messiah is will 
finally be resolved by His appearance in person and in power.

God will pour out great blessings, compassion and love to the survivors 
because of the promises He gave to Abraham and the many faithful 
prophets and saints of the past. God has not and will not forsake His 
chosen people. He will give them a warning to aid their survival. Those 
who do not repent and do not accept what is written in the full Bible 
– both rails of the railroad track - will not survive. No one of any nation 
who rejects the Messiah at His coming will survive.

Jesus gave warnings while on earth before the desecration and destruc-
tion of the Temple by the Romans, which anticipated the apocalyptic 
events still to come. Because this warning has dual application, Jesus’ 
dual prophecy also plainly advises flight from the invading armies for 
those who live in Jerusalem during the time of the Great Apocalypse. 
(Matthew 24:15-28; Mark 13:14-23; and Luke 17:23-24, 37; 21:20-24) No 
true God fearer will want to be in Jerusalem for what comes next.

After defeating the Mahdi’s (Daniel’s King of the South) armies in Is-
rael, Antichrist will learn about advancing armies coming towards him 
from out of Asia. This threat will force him to leave Jerusalem to lead 
an attack against 200,000,000 troops invading from the north and east. 
(Daniel 11:44-45) Knowing that his doom is imminent, Antichrist-Satan 
will seek to destroy any remaining Christians and Jews he can find in a 
final attempt to strike back against God. As his army is retreating from 
the city, there will be firing squads on every corner - just as the Nazis 
behaved in 1945 as Berlin was falling into Russian hands. 

To show his total contempt for religion and anger at the oncoming in-
vasion, Antichrist-Satan will enter the Temple and desecrate it in a vile 
and horrible way. It will be an offense and effrontery to every Jew. Of 
course, if you do not believe in the prophetic sayings of the Messiah 
Jesus, then you will ignore these biblical warnings with sad conse-
quences. Many thousands of Jewish people will be killed by the forces 
of Antichrist or by Islamic hordes gone crazy with a dream of a final 
victorious conquest of the world led by the Mahdi. Only a true biblical 
faith can save you, not religious loyalty or observance. It has always 
been that way in God’s dealing with people throughout history. 

I am not sure what Antichrist will do to the Dome of the Rock on the 
Temple Mount; the Bible is silent. The desecration of the Temple is the 
most important sign for the people living around Jerusalem to heed out 
of all that the Bible has prophesied. My dating really has nothing to do 
with it. Simply watch the events at the rebuilt Temple. 

When Jerusalem is surrounded by armies and the Third Temple is pro-
faned by Antichrist-Satan, Jesus tells Israel’s population to flee into the 
mountainous desert and regroup. Israeli’s army will have been in disar-
ray and unable to protect its citizens. Because their military strength 
will have failed, Israel will have no hope for deliverance except for the 
Messiah. 
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As a clockmaker who understands how the tooth fits the notch in the gear, 
I strongly recommend that you take your family and rush as fast as pos-
sible to get out of Jerusalem when you see these events begin to happen. 
Run to the eastern desert mountains where the defeated Israeli army will 
be re-gathering. If you are inclined to believe my book, you will be fore-
warned and will act accordingly to save your life. 

Many educated Jewish people have floundered in their investigations 
concerning what the two rails of the scriptural railroad – the New Testa-
ment and the ancient Torah, Prophets and Writings have to say. Mostly 
the reason is the same for them as for Christians: they are too busy mak-
ing a living. People without spiritual orientation from inspired books 
like mine will end up following anyone who can produce some kind 
of religious message spiced up with false illusions of real miracles or 
magic from Satan’s domain. 

Jesus tells us not to waste time with fake religious messiahs appear-
ing anywhere. Both the Old and New Testaments describe the coming 
Messiah as one who will announce Himself with tremendous cosmic 
display around the globe. There will be no doubt of the real Messiah 
when He comes this next time. He will display unimaginable power in 
astronomical splendor. The sun and the moon will tell of Him. Also, the 
stars in the sky will declare His name and lastly, the earth will join in so 
that all people will recognize the end of God’s wrath and the beginning 
of God’s peaceful reign over the nations. 

God in His mercy always sends a prophetic message to warn His people 
before trials take place. As a lifeguard throws a safety ring to a drowning 
person, He will provide a marker of His purpose and plan. The eternal 
reference marker is the Temple in Jerusalem, and the day that the Temple 
is defiled is the day that you flee Jerusalem for your life. In fact, I would 
leave even before then - when I see the battle going against the EU. 

But first I recommend that you study what the gospel verses in the Bible 
have to say about the “latter days.” Observe the details of these proph-
ecies and write them out on a piece of paper. Jesus advises that those 
in Jerusalem pray that their flight won’t take place during the winter, 
which obviously makes survival more difficult due to the cold nights 
and bad weather. 

The prophecy below is sure to come to pass. When you flee into the 
mountainous or desert regions, there could be signs for an early snow. 
The migrating birds are one sign that winter is coming. If you plan your 
escape, you will have some winter clothing and blankets already packed 
so that you do not waste a moment in fleeing – just as Jesus has spoken. If 
it is the Sabbath, remember that your life is at stake. You will honor that 
Sabbath by preserving your life in escape without delay. So study the Bi-
ble, which you can buy in any bookstore (no excuse), and be prepared.

The Key of the Fifth Trumpet
For millennia God has deferred judgment. Throughout history He has 
been very angry with those who deny His existence and teach others 
that the divine Creator is a myth. From the beginning God has given 
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people two choices: to acknowledge or deny Him. With the chosen op-
tion have come either blessings or curses accordingly. 

Satan has deceived the world with the master lie that there is a third 
way – his way of false religion and atheistic philosophies taught in the 
world’s universities. Now the God of the Bible determines that it is His 
turn to intervene in the affairs of humanity in order to demonstrate to 
all that He indeed exists. Because humanity denied His existence for so 
long, God materializes creatures from hell to human sensual detection, 
which forces people to accept the existence of the spirit world. They 
will not be able to explain the existence of demons away by appeals to 
the laws of physical science. 

For over a hundred years now the world’s famous universities and edu-
cational systems have made the existence and authority of the Creator 
irrelevant by teaching that life evolved from some nonexistent and inde-
finable material substance that somehow accumulated billions of com-
plex and interdependent functions, which together as a whole produce 
biological life. It is like saying that a massive supercomputer rose out of a 
formless cesspool to dominate the world’s collective human intelligence. 

In fact our politically and socially correct educational and informational 
media have actively tried to undermine any popular faith in Heaven 
or the Heh dimension. Thousands of Moslems, Jews and Christians are 
ridiculed, persecuted and many times killed because of their belief in a 
real God and the heavenly world of the Heh dimension. 

In spite of this public conspiracy against science and the rational discus-
sion of origins, many brilliant young students are now questioning the 
established humanistic and evolutionary belief systems. The irreduc-
ible complexity of so many natural design systems is being confirmed 
almost weekly as a result of thousands of new scientific discoveries. 
Instead of being commended on their independent thinking, those 
who question the status quo are not allowed to graduate. True academic 
freedom is held hostage by the opinionated professors who still try to 
blindly indoctrinate their students with evolution’s irrational and un-
proven speculations deceptively presented as facts. 

Humanity will be forced to become aware of divine realty by these 
prophesied woes of cosmic dimension. Revelation states an angel will 
soon command that invisible beings from another dimension will be-
come a visible army of demonic “locusts” that appear on earth to con-
front people with the reality of the spiritual dimension. 

Soon the world will come face-to-face the spiritual world of evil they 
had refused to recognize for most of human history. Humanity will ex-
perience excruciating calamity at the hands of Satan’s armies of warring 
demons who will be forced out of the Second Heaven, losing energy 
as they fall in the material dimension of time and space. In our world, 
however, they will be an imperial guard of Immortals, the fulfillment of 
Alexander the Great’s personal guard, which was a prototype of these 
climatic last days.
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The Three Woes
Beginning with the Fifth Trumpet and Fifth Bowl or Vial, the waves of 
judgments that strike the globe are called woes. They are unlike any nat-
ural or manmade calamity ever before experienced. The three woes are 
plagues that originate from and operate within both the Heh and Daleth 
dimensions. In Revelation 12:12 a voice in Heaven rejoices over the expul-
sion of Satan and his rebellious angels from Heaven, and then it cries out:

Woe to the earth and the sea, because the devil has 
come down to you, having great wrath, knowing that 
he has only a short time.

For the first time the powers of darkness from the Heh dimension are 
revealed to the five senses of mortals living in the material Daleth 
dimension. The unleashing of this combination of natural and super-
natural forces upon the earth will make the next three judgment events 
“woe, woe, woe” and not just plagues number five, six and seven. 

The plagues symbolized in the fifth trumpet/fifth bowl are thus referred 
to as the First Woe. This is the first set of plagues that openly use Heh di-
mension powers to plague the earth as well as manifesting a presence in 
the Daleth dimension - in this case as a tangible darkness. As the effects 
of these cosmic events begin to unfold, the consciousness of the world’s 
populations will reel from these shockingly new tandem teams of su-
pernatural and natural catastrophes. Some will wake up and repent. 
Others will curse God and suffer further before dying.

We recognize that the number five (5) means Heh the other side or the in-
visible world of spiritual reality. The first four trumpet plagues and vials 
will be scientifically explainable, Daleth (4) dimension incidents of natural 
destruction. Officials will urge calm and cite statistics to prove that these 
natural calamities are rare but normal. People will be able to excuse them-
selves from having to deal with the reality that the God of Israel has begun 
to judge the earth as He pleads with all flesh for their repentance. 

In the final woe of the seventh trumpet and seventh vial God will strike 
back to purify the atmosphere and surfaces of the earth by removing all 
opposition to His kingdom, whether that opposition be human armies of 
200 millions or myriads of dark angel warriors. The good news is that the 
new age to come will be totally free of Satan’s deceptive, destructive and 
lying influence which today operates in and through the air to confuse 
people about and incite rebellion against their Creator and Redeemer.
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The visible materialization of spiritual beings that cause tremendous 
human suffering and death will expose the lying deception of this 
humanistic age, which holds that spiritual issues are only emotional 
and/or psychological in nature. With the material manifestation of the 
demonic hordes from hell, people might begin to wake up to the fact 
that God is not merely a psychological and emotional comfort but the 
eternal, relevant and scientific reality of all that matters in life. 

In other words the plagues are now intensified in a manner so that their 
impact makes it very plain to everyone that authentic spiritual powers 
cause these scientifically inexplicable manifestations of a torturous false 
immortality. Demons are not just imaginary bad guys in mythical sto-
ries but fearful powers of darkness that main and murder in mayhem. 
(Hebrews 2:14-15)

Let’s read these very unusual Bible verses to further our understanding 
about this subject not even taught in churches.

As I watched, I heard an eagle that was flying in mid-
air call out in a loud voice: “Woe! Woe! Woe to the 
inhabitants of the earth, because of the trumpet blasts 
about to be sounded by the other three angels!” (Rev-
elation 8:13)
And the fifth angel blew his trumpet, and I saw a star 
that had fallen from heaven to earth, and he was given 
the key to the shaft of the bottomless pit; he opened 
the shaft of the bottomless pit, and from the shaft rose 
smoke like the smoke of a great furnace, and the sun 
and the air were darkened with the smoke from the 
shaft. 
Then from the smoke came locusts on the earth, and 
they were given authority like the authority of scor-
pions of the earth. They were told not to damage the 
grass of the earth or any green growth or any tree, but 
only those people who do not have the seal of God on 
their foreheads. 
They were allowed to torture them for five months, 
but not to kill them, and their torture was like the 
torture of a scorpion when it stings someone. And in 
those days people will seek death but will not find it; 
they will long to die, but death will flee from them. 
The locusts looked like horses prepared for battle. On 
their heads, they wore something like crowns of gold, 
and their faces resembled human faces. Their hair 
was like women’s hair, and their teeth were like lions’ 
teeth. They had breastplates like breastplates of iron, 
and the sound of their wings was like the thundering 
of many horses and chariots rushing into battle. 
They had tails and stings like scorpions, and in 
their tails they had power to torment people for five 
months. They had as king over them the angel of the 
Abyss, whose name in Hebrew is Abaddon, and in 
Greek, Apollyon. (Revelation 9:1-11 NRSV)
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In the verses quoted above John describes physical smoke and darkness 
that block the sun and fill the air. Out of this darkness, mystical under-
world beings appear that look like flying scorpions with many wings. 
It will be difficult for any educated person to explain away these beings 
as some natural phenomenon out of balance. Only Hollywood movie 
producers could come up with something close to what these mystical 
underworld figures are. 

The dark door to the bottomless pit opens to the Heh dimension dark-
fired prison of demons metaphorically encased by our planet’s interi-
or core of molten metal and magma. To John, these “locusts” had an 
appearance similar to the orcs and goblins described in myths or the 
modernistic robotic monsters featured in children’s toys and in modern 
video games or movies. Just as the devil embodies Antichrist, so these 
demons emerge in their own form of resurrection. Anything is better 
than the eternal suffering they have experienced. Now is their chance 
to escape into the bodily possession of rebellious men and drive them 
mercilessly in suicide missions at Antichrist’s command. The death of 
these melded soldiers provides the demons with the opportunity to 
end their ageless suffering through mercy unto death. (See Apocalypse 
Prophesied Chapter 6, where these concepts are explained in detail.)

This attack rising from the underworld will take place under smoky and 
darkened atmospheric conditions caused by the previous bowl, which 
caused an excessive amount of dust in the air caused by severe drought. 
News headlines will broadcast strange stories of unexplainable outbreaks of 
mass hysteria. Thousands of people will be tormented to the point of suicide, 
but they won’t be able to die even if they try to take their own lives. Instead, 
their insanity will intensify to the point of being totally out of control. 

Hospital and emergencies will be flooded with people seeking relief 
from pain and other medical problems. Oppressive heat waves and a 
lack of drinking water will make survival very difficult. The lakes and 
other open bodies of water will have sunk to their lowest level because 
of the three years of drought due to the Two Witnesses’ supernatural 
power that tells the world that they have come as the promised Elijah. 
(Malachi 4:5; 1Kings 17:1; James 5:17-18). Ground water wells will be 
inoperable due to the lack of reliable electricity. 

The Bible states that these attacks will last for five months. The public 
will demand answers. Politicians and scientists will be challenged to 
explain what is going on, and they will not have any. Their minds will 
still be unwilling to admit what their secular humanist educators have 
denied for centuries. So the suffering must continue.

Antichrist’s Special Shock Troops
As mentioned above, the Fifth Trumpet is the 1st Woe. The above table 
shows how it relates to the 11th and 12th Periods of the Apocalypse. The 
five month duration mentioned here indicates something from the un-
derworld we usually describe as hell (five = Heh, “the other side”). A 
star falls from the sky. (Stars in Scripture often refer to angels.) One 
special star (angel) has a key and opens a door that had been locked. 
This door separates the biosphere of our planet from the metaphysical 
underworld of hell. Now mankind will experience hell on earth.
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When I checked out the Hebrew Alphabet Number System, a startling 
revelation appeared that correlates the plagues of the Fifth Trumpet 
and Fifth Bowl with other biblical phenomena. It became obvious to me 
that the demons of hell have an opportunity to experience something 
like a resurrection by taking possession of a human body. When people 
are stung by the locusts, they are forcefully recruited into a dark force 
of deathless torment. Every person who does not have the seal of God 
on their foreheads, the presence of His Holy Spirit reborn within, is 
vulnerable. (Ephesians 1:13) 

Given the permission, demons possess people at any cost. Since they 
lack the ability and power to actually experience a resurrected life, they 
can only enter the Daleth dimension by entering human bodies. When 
the doors of hell will be opened for that purpose, these fallen angels 
will compete with each other to search out those who have been identi-
fied with the mark of the beast on their forehead and right hand. These 
marked people belong to Satan and are open game for them. The Bible 
strongly warns everyone to refuse the mark of the beast system. 

Why do I equate the locusts’ stings with demon possession? Demons 
cannot possess or indwell a human body where the Holy Spirit resides 
because the presence of the Spirit is the manifestation of the Kingdom 
of God within a believer. (Colossians 1:13) Those who are sealed and 
specially marked by the Holy Spirit will be immune to demonic attack 
from the underworld. 

The Mark of the Beast
The intensive form of demon possession indicated here in Revelation 9 
will only afflict persons who have accepted the beast’s mark on his or her 
forehead and right hand. This visible sign is a convenient identification 
that may be readable by computers, but that is not a factor in this plague. 

The mark will identify its bearer as qualified for the highest privileges 
bestowed by Antichrist’s future world government. You could equate it 
to a prepaid super-platinum Visa card plus that carries no credit limit. 
The government at this point of the Apocalypse will control all trans-
portation, accommodations, vacation resorts and popular entertain-
ment attractions. With the mark you will get priority at food distribu-
tion points, fuel and anything else desired for life in our modern world 
without waiting in long ration lines.  

In contrast to this material dream world thousands will die daily of 
starvation or find themselves stranded without fuel to drive their cars 
and trucks. The thousands who do not conform to this new system of 
peace and prosperity are sent to prison detention centers (gulags) and 
forced (slave) labor camps. 
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Of course, this has all been done before. Why should anyone be sur-
prised that dissenters who do not conform to the party line will be hor-
ribly tortured as enemies of the state in an attempt to force compliance? 
Personal freedom will be gone for everybody. Except for the elderly, no 
one will even begin to remember what freedom was like. It is a concept 
barely appreciated or recognized for what it is today.  

Once bodily possession by the evil angels occurs, Satan’s demonic forc-
es will take over and drive a person crazy to do terribly inhuman acts 
of violence and torture against his fellowman. These possessed people 
will become the chosen shock troops and secret police of the satanically 
indwelt Antichrist. Like Hitler’s army-within-an-army – those black-
uniformed SS troops with the silver death head insignia, this corps of 
fleshly immortals, who literally cannot die because of the possessing 
demonic spirit, are commanded personally by Satan/Antichrist. They 
wage war concurrently in the material Daleth and supernatural Heh 
dimensions in imitation of the dual dimensional nature of their com-
mander, Satan/Antichrist. People have never before seen anything like 
this on earth. The scientific community will be suddenly silent - lost for 
words in the total confusion of civilization’s collapse.

Satan and his demonic spirits will run amok over the earth without op-
position. No vile deed will be beyond their obedience to the Overlord of 
Darkness because the internal torment is even worse when they do not 
obey. Their bodies are beyond sensitivity to sin and death because they 
serve the Prince of Death. They cannot resist because their free will is neu-
tralized due to the destruction of their personal identity in willing sub-
mission to the devil’s dominion during the previous years of their lives.

The Death of the Two Witnesses
Why does Satan as Antichrist need these Special Forces? First, he needs 
to destroy the Two Witnesses in order to get control of the Temple. Rev-
elation 11 describes the Two Witnesses standing in the Temple at Jeru-
salem. As long as they stand there, they preach the everlasting gospel 
of freedom, love and salvation through Jesus Christ and the coming 
Kingdom of God. They prevent Antichrist’s obsessive possession of the 
Temple as well as prevent that religious symbol of God on earth from 
being misrepresented and distorted. 

Secondly, daily TV coverage will be announcing hundreds conversions 
to Jesus because of the Two Witnesses and their allies. These new be-
lievers will not go to church, but confess their allegiance directly to God 
in Heaven. They would rather die than support Antichrist’s reign of 
oppression and warfare. They also represent a loss of needed technical 
expertise in industry and commerce because they will live outside of 
normal society after refusing the Mark of the Beast. 

The Two Witnesses are human beings in whom the Spirit of God flows 
freely. They are symbolized in Zechariah 4:3-14 by two olive trees or 
lampstands. Consequently, they represent the divine power of the Heh 
dimension present in the flesh of the Daleth dimension of this age. As 
human temples of God’s presence, the Two Witnesses sanctify the Tem-
ple at Jerusalem because their presence in that structure symbolically 
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demonstrates God’s power on earth. Their testimony proclaims His 
prophesied return in the full power and glory of His kingdom. 

Antichrist will repeatedly send human troops to arrest the Two Wit-
nesses, who will defend themselves with supernatural power by calling 
fire from heaven. They will be impervious to attacks by normal people. 
(Revelation 11:5) After many failures, Satan will finally call his demonic 
forces out of the abyss at the Fifth Trumpet/Fifth Bowl. He will send 
these dual dimensional shock troops to battle the Two Witnesses in 
both the physical Daleth and metaphysical Heh dimensions simultane-
ously. (Revelation 12:7) 

Remember, from the beginning Satan has striven to occupy God’s 
throne. (Isaiah 14:13-14) It is the eternal obsession that defies reason. It 
is why this fallen archangel is entirely irrational in his hate-filled brain. 
Since he believes that he can defeat God by wiping out His worship-
pers and historically chosen people (the Jews), Satan never gives up. 
The devil has always been destructively effective in execution of his 
irrational strategies. 

Since being completely driven out of the Second Heaven on 21 December 
2012, the Temple in Jerusalem is the only symbolic throne of God that 
Satan can possibly seize. Through the body of Antichrist, he will rage 
against the Two Witnesses waging desperate attacks to gain entry to the 
Third Temple. The Bible predicts that he will eventually succeed and seat 
himself on the throne of God – the mercy seat situated above the Ark of 
the Covenant. But his victory will be short-lived. (2Thessalonians 2:4)

The ministry of the Two Witnesses’ in the Temple will last for forty-
two months ending on 17 Tammuz 5775 (4 July 2015), when Antichrist’s 
Shock Troops from hell will finally succeed in murdering them. Their 
death ends the First Woe with a victory celebration in joyful global par-
ties and giving gifts to each other like an American Christmas shopping 
spree. Everybody also thinks that the drought caused by the Two Wit-
nesses will soon come to an end as they notice heavy clouds overhead 
that seem to promise much needed rain. 

When they have finished their testimony, the beast 
that comes up from the bottomless pit will make war 
on them and conquer them and kill them, and their 
dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city that 
is prophetically called Sodom and Egypt, where also 
their Lord was crucified.
For three and a half days members of the peoples and 
tribes and languages and nations will gaze at their 
dead bodies and refuse to let them be placed in a 
tomb; and the inhabitants of the earth will gloat over 
them and celebrate and exchange presents, because 
these two prophets had been a torment to the inhabit-
ants of the earth.
But after the three and a half days, the breath of life 
from God entered them, and they stood on their 
feet, and those who saw them were terrified.  Then 
they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, 
“Come up here!” And they went up to heaven in a 
cloud while their enemies watched them.
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At that moment there was a great earthquake, and 
a tenth of the city fell; seven thousand people were 
killed in the earthquake, and the rest were terrified 
and gave glory to the God of Heaven.
The second woe has passed. The third woe is coming 
very soon. (Revelation 11:7-14 nrsv)

However Satan’s party will last only three days. Some new headlines 
will greatly disturb him. First, there will be a severe earthquake in Je-
rusalem as a direct response to the murder of the Two Witnesses. News 
media will report 7,000 dead in the rubble. Even more dramatic and 
disconcerting will be the resurrection of the Two Witnesses’ mutilat-
ed bodies. The whole world will see the bodies of these two preacher 
prophets rise up and float skyward out of the TV camera’s range. Lastly, 
reports will reach Antichrist that massive military movements are com-
ing against him out of the north and east. (Daniel 11:44-45) He will be 
forced to abruptly end his partying to go to war.

The resurrection of the Two Witnesses in verses 11-12 is a not too subtle 
demonstration that the God of Israel is not defeated, for He alone com-
mands life over death. The Jerusalem earthquake of verse 13 foreshad-
ows the Great Earthquake to come at the end of the battle of Armaged-
don, which is the Second Woe, thus Revelation 11:14 skips to that time 
quickly moving from the resurrection victory of the Two Witnesses to 
the seventh trumpet proclamation that the kingdoms of the world have 
become incorporated into the Messiah’s eternal kingdom. 

I have noticed that some Bibles provide subtitles not found in the origi-
nal text. They are placed there to be helpful, but their placement as well 
as their content is a matter of editorial interpretation, which means they 
may be wrong. I have seen a big mistake regarding Revelation 11:14, 
which I discovered by analyzing this verse in the context of the Hebrew 
Alphabet Number System. 

In my case, the Nelson Study Bible on page 2183 places Revelation 11:14 
before the headline, “Seventh Trumpet: The Kingdom Proclaimed.” The 
effect is to associate verse 14 with the end of the previous story about 
the Two Witnesses. However, the real purpose of this verse is to place 
verse 15 in its proper context from the Heh perspective. This kind of 
“helpful” editorialized formatting has at times been the cause of confu-
sion and wrong interpretations in the past. 

The statement that the Second Woe has past and the Third Woe is still 
to come should be associated with the seventh angel’s announcement 
and not connected directly with the timeframe of the witnesses. Thus, 
dating the death of the Two Witnesses on 4 July 2015 conforms to Scrip-
ture. The Bible does not say that their deaths immediately precede the 
Seventh Trumpet, which I place at 4 September 2015. 

Fifth Trumpet of Demonic Possession 
According to Jesus’ words, the big events of the Apocalypse may find some 
correlation with the events and dates of Noah’s Flood. My research indeed 
uncovered some chronological alignments with the Flood that helped me 
to date these Fifth Trumpet/Fifth Bowl events of the Apocalypse. 
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In my first book, Apocalypse Prophesied, I write about Noah and the 
Flood in Chapter 4. In 2288 BC the Bible records that the First Civiliza-
tion collapsed and totally disappeared for many good reasons. In Gen-
esis 7:11, 8:3, 8:14 three dates give us information about the timing of 
the major events of the Flood. Interestingly, they conform to the Rosetta 
Stone 7:5 ratio, which I will explain in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

What I discovered was that the dates given for the Flood overlay per-
fectly within the 11th and 12th Periods of the Great Apocalypse. I took 
the 375 days of the Flood’s duration and counted them backwards from 
21 December 2015, which is the end of the Great Apocalypse. The date 
I come to is 10 December 2014, which intersects with the second month 
of the 11th Period. It corresponds to the Mini-Apocalypse, which be-
gan in the second month of the 6th Period. It is yet another example of 
aligned chronological correlations that give me so much confidence in 
the results of my methodology.

Noah entered the ark on the 10th day of the second month. Genesis 7:10 
says that he then waited 7 days when the earth shook violently as the 
fountains of the deep broke up and the floodgates of sky opened on the 
17th day of the second month. As a result, the waters of the Flood rose 
dramatically. 

To align the events of the Apocalypse with the Flood, we start with 10 
December 2014 and add seven waiting days to come to the 17th day of the 
second month of the 11th Period. The Bible states that all the mountains 
were covered by water. After 150 days the Ark rested on the mountains 
of Ararat. It was the high water mark of the Flood. 

From that point on the water recedes for the next 7 months. They recede 
just like the annual floods of California’s flat delta region. It takes about 
that amount of time for the farmers to plant rice in the muck. So with 
a little bit of logic, the chronology of Noah’s Flood became an interest-
ing possible overlay with the Apocalypse. As I researched the details, I 
discovered that my intuition was correct. They do.
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The Woes begin God’s judgment of Satan, all evil angels and rebellious 
humanity. The Fifth Trumpet is the fulcrum of the Mini-Apocalypse. 
The following events culminate in the total elimination of humanity’s 
post-Flood civilization. Because of their opposition to God, secular soci-
eties have difficulty understanding the spiritual Heh dimension. With-
out God’s help through His Holy Spirit, they cannot reason or compre-
hend spiritual principles and facts. Their unwillingness to submit to 
His moral laws and purposes opens them up to believe the many lying 
delusions that dominate this age of testing.

The beginning of the Fifth Trumpet marks the apex of Antichrist’s power 
on earth. It is properly the point of evil’s zenith because we are counting 
backwards from the end of the Great Apocalypse. Furthermore, God’s 
intervention is reversed in the actions taken during the Apocalypse as 
opposed to the Flood because His objective is a restored millennial age 
for millions of all nations to live in peace and prosperity (becoming 
righteous and blessed) instead of a destroyed corrupt population (more 
evil and cursed than usual). 

God raised the waters to destroy the evil global society of Noah’s day. 
During the Apocalypse, Satan and his demonic forces are the raging spir-
its of destruction that threaten the Creation and people of God. Revela-
tion 12:15-17 even uses the symbolism of flood waters (troops) let loose 
that God drains into an earthly abyss of destruction on the way to the 
Lake of Fire. God’s purpose and plan for humanity has remained con-
stant: to preserve His creation as a beautiful home for people to live on 
under a righteous and just government administering love and blessings. 
The Apocalypse reverses human civilizations’ evil trends. Those trends 
were checked by Noah’s Flood in 2288 bc to ultimately bring Adam and 
Eve’s extensive family back to the Edenic paradise of New Jerusalem.

Now let’s go back to dating the events of the Apocalypse. When does 
the Fifth Trumpet/Fifth Bowl of 150 day period begin? 

When we count back 375 days from 21 December 2015, we arrive at 10 
December 2014. This connects with the First Trumpet announcements 
which cause the bowls to be emptied. After the 4th Trumpet overlaid 
with Daleth signifying this world in this time, we come to the 5th or Heh 
Trumpet. The Hebrew letter Heh (5) tells us that this trumpet is differ-
ent, and we must look into the Heh dimension. 

Note that the execution of the bowls in the Daleth dimension is difficult 
to sequence chronological from the Heh dimension projection. In this 
case there is specific mention that the 5th bowl will last 150 days, where-
as it appears that the others will only last 13 days. This indicates that the 
360-degree movie screen projection seen by John runs slower for at least 
one segment than it does for the others as we would conventionally 
conceive of time passing in a movie. This experience of viewing mul-
tiple events occurring simultaneously at differing rates – either faster or 
slower within a 360-degree movie is a phenomenon not portrayed on 
earth yet. (Reference here is to the book of Revelation. For a complete 
discussion, see An Essential Introduction in Mystery of Tammuz 17.)

My own explanation is that there are multiple scenes being shown all 
around John. On one side are portrayed the Heh dimension events, on the 
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other side are the Daleth dimension fulfillments and perhaps at another 
angle he could see Daniel’s visions being re-run. So trying to keep track of 
what is going on to his right, left, center and behind simultaneously makes 
this movie very difficult to write sequentially, which was the only way 
John could do it. He did an excellent job, but our monorail theologians 
have created confusing theories and even elevated them to false doctrines 
in trying to explain what he wrote. The main reason for the errors is that 
they have not provided sufficient biblical support for their ideas. This is 
why I use my rule of having five Bible verses to justify a major teaching 
and why it is so important to learn a little how HANS works.

So how did I find the date of the Fifth Trumpet? The Rosetta Stone 5:7 
ratio guided by computations. According to this principle, I had to work 
with the 280 days between 10 December 2014 and 17 September 2015 
when the Mini-Apocalypse ends. Next, I divided these same 280 days 
into 12 periods of 23.33 days each. Now I use the 5:7 ratio and multiply 
23.33 x 5 = 116.33 days. If I multiply 23.33 by 7, I get 163.3 days. To check 
my computations, I add 116.33 + 163.3 = 280 [ignore the fraction]. 

Now counting 117 days from 10 December 2014 brings us to 4 April 
2015, which is the first holy day of Unleavened Bread called Passover. 
(Leviticus 23:4-5) This day also happens to fall on a weekly Sabbath. 
The fact that I rounded up to 117 means that the break between the 5 
and 7 portions lands almost right on the hour of Jesus’ death by cruci-
fixion – the ultimate and eternal Passover sacrifice. By His crucifixion 
Yeshua the Son defeated the devil and qualified to restore dominion 
over the earth to the Son of Man as the Second Adam. Satan’s dominion 
is judged and soon to be removed.

Counting 163 days from Passover brings us to 4 September 2015. An-
tichrist’s Shock Troops will have been invincible up to this date in the 
Apocalypse, but they are no match for what comes next - the four death 
angels loosened from the Heh dimension. Elsewhere I describe how 
there will be four death angels are loosed to destroy all of the remaining 
forces of evil and rebellious humans. Following the Seven Thunders, all 
demonic powers on earth are subject to defeat. By 17 September 2015 
the Mini-Apocalypse is over and all evil forces – demonic or human 
- are gone from this planet, destroyed forever. 

The fallen angels will escape their eternal torment when they cease to ex-
ist, probably by being tossed into the Lake of Fire with the bodies of the 
Beast and False Prophet. (Revelation 19:20) One more vital step in prepar-
ing the way for Jesus’ return as King of Kings has been completed. The 
next civilization will have no evil influences to sabotage God’s purposed 
blessings for all nations. Unified under the One Creator, all of the families 
of humanity will rejoice in fellowship with each other in one faith.

What a time of blessing to look forward to! Daniel’s prophesied wait 
of 1,335 days comes to an end and so do the trials. Days of blessing 
become the new reality after 17 September 2015. Now nothing remains 
to be accomplished before Jesus can arrive on earth with power and 
honor, simultaneously initiating the First Resurrection of the Dead. 

The judgment of the Third Woe occurs during 13 apocalyptic days be-
tween 4 September and 17 September 2015. Note the preponderance 
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of numbers thirteen, which means rebellion and depravity. The end of 
the Mini-Apocalypse means the end of all demons - all evil angels or 
any other kind of unknown evil spirit. This, my dear reader, is one the 
greatest discoveries I have made. Consider it: from 18 September 2015 
forward, there will no longer be any evil demons on earth or anywhere 
else in the universe to plague or possess people! This reality is a neces-
sary prerequisite for God to guarantee us 1,000 years of peace on earth 
where war, hate crimes, drug addiction and child abuse will no longer 
be remembered by the future generations to be born in the Third Civi-
lization.  

Only Satan is left as a lone survivor. He is chained in prison for a thou-
sand more years as the only inmate. There will not be one departed 
soul to give him company. The frequent appearances of the number 13 
strongly indicate the judgment aspect of the First Woe, but that did not 
surprise me. 

What do we learn from the First Woe? It is the first time in human his-
tory since the Flood that the battle between good and evil visibly takes 
place in the merged dimensions of Daleth and Heh. The Battle of Arma-
geddon, or Second Woe, will also take place simultaneously in both di-
mensions. Then, immediately thereafter, the Third Woe begins in the air 
with the Seven Thunders and then extends to the surface of the earth as 
hundred pound hailstones strike it from the sky. This final woe finishes 
deep within the earth with the greatest earthquake this civilization has 
ever experienced.

These woes are tremendous battlefields for strange creatures never be-
fore seen as well as for others that we do not see with our eyes. As we 
will learn later, the atmospheric realm of the invisible angel-class of 
beings will have been purged from all evil just as God will command 
angels to remove the demons still roaming the earth among and in pos-
session of the soldiers of Armageddon. Both the surface of the earth and 
the atmospheric realm of air must be absolutely free of all rebellious 
beings before the coming of Jesus in the air. 

The Savior King of Kings reigning in His majesty and splendor will not 
resurrect, receive to Himself and come with the heavenly saints where 
evil yet roams. We are not resurrected to battle but to victory already 
won. When the time for His wedding feast arrives, it will be a festive oc-
casion fit for a King. Any wedding I have ever attended was spotlessly 
clean, and I am sure that a King’s wedding anticipated for a thousand 
years will not be messy or be crashed by unwelcome demonic guests. 

Whenever Jesus gives the signal for His coming in splendor, His agents 
will make sure that the air space will be free of the possibility of unau-
thorized encounters with evil. As He prepares to descend to earth, the 
territory around Jerusalem, Israel and then the globe will be cleaned 
up of all remains and evidences of the fallen angels, demons as well as 
the dead bodies from the nations’ armies so that His appearance can be 
received with celebration. 

To better understand these passages about demons entering human 
bodies, let’s review some Bible verses to shed inspired light on this pro-
phetic event known as the First Woe.
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My Name is Legion
Let’s zero in on the underworld and find out more about the spirit be-
ings that are restrained to activity in the earthly dimension of Daleth. 
The book of Mark tells the story of Jesus healing a demon possessed 
man.

They went across the lake to the region of the 
Gerasenes. When Jesus got out of the boat, a man 
with an evil spirit came from the tombs to meet Him. 
This man lived in the tombs, and no one could bind 
him any more, not even with a chain. For he had of-
ten been chained hand and foot, but he tore the chains 
apart and broke the irons on his feet. No one was 
strong enough to subdue him. Night and day among 
the tombs and in the hills he would cry out and cut 
himself with stones. 
When he saw Jesus from a distance, he ran and fell 
on his knees in front of Him. He shouted at the top 
of his voice, “What do you want with me, Jesus, Son 
of the Most High God? Swear to God that you won’t 
torture me!” For Jesus had said to him, “Come out of 
this man, you evil spirit!” 
Then Jesus asked him, “What is your name?” 
“My name is Legion,” he replied, “for we are many.” 
And he begged Jesus again and again not to send 
them out of the area. 
A large herd of pigs was feeding on the nearby hill-
side. The demons begged Jesus, “Send us among the 
pigs; allow us to go into them.” He gave them per-
mission, and the evil spirits came out and went into 
the pigs. The herd, about two thousand in number, 
rushed down the steep bank into the lake and were 
drowned. (Mark 5:1-13)

In this text we find a man possessed by a legion of demons. (In the Ro-
man army, a legion was about 6,000 soldiers.) These demons begged not 
to be tortured and sent into the underworld. Jesus gave them permis-
sion to enter 2,000 pigs, which ran into the water and drowned. 

In this scriptural account these demons express characteristics that hu-
mans can relate to. Altogether, we find thirteen attributes recorded:

1. They are beings with desire. (want, v. 7)

2. They have a consciousness and need a reference point. (swear, v. 7)

3. They can feel pain. (torture, v. 7)

4. They can walk and go places. (come out, v. 8)

5. They are capable of rational thinking. (what, v. 9)

6. They can speak, and they have identity. (your name, v. 9)
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7. They are aware of numbers and can count. (we are many, v. 9)

8. They have a will and can make a decision. (begged, v. 10)

9. They follow orders. (send, v. 10)
10. They can make choices (allow, v. 12) 

11. They obey a higher force (came out, v. 13)

12. They planned their next move. (rushed, v. 13)

13. They could change their status. (drowned, v. 13)

The number thirteen (13) means “depravity” or “rebellion.” These de-
mons operated in a dimension where they could express humanlike 
characteristics. 

In the end times many people will continue to refuse to acknowledge 
the Creator or even believe that He exists. Therefore humanity will 
be exposed to demons for five months. After reading the story of the 
demon-possessed man in Mark 5, we can imagine what it will be like 
when thousands of demons are visibly let loose to possess or walk into 
human beings. Coming face-to-face with something that science cannot 
explain will force unbelievers to acknowledge the spiritual dimension. 
When God pours out His wrath, they will know it is from God, not 
from natural occurrences:

The fifth angel poured his bowl on the throne of the 
beast, and its kingdom was plunged into darkness; 
people gnawed their tongues in agony, and cursed the 
God of Heaven because of their pains and sores, and 
they did not repent of their deeds. (Revelation 16:10-
11 NRSV)
The rest of humankind, who were not killed by these 
plagues, did not repent of the works of their hands or 
give up worshiping demons and idols of gold and sil-
ver and bronze and stone and wood, which cannot see 
or hear or walk. And they did not repent of their mur-
ders or their sorceries or their fornication or their thefts. 
(Revelation 9:20-21 NRSV)

After the outbreak of the First Woe of darkness, demon possession and 
unrepentant blasphemy, the world continues unabated in their opposi-
tion to God. They will not repent from their evil hatred against the saints. 
Terrorist activities will be impossible to contain, causing the Western 
Alliance to retaliate against all religions except those that worship the 
Beast. I believe that their attack will include the systematic destruction 
of the shrines and mosques of the Islamic faith, including Mecca. 

The consequences will be an outcry of hatred and unparalleled wrath 
against the West that prepares the way for the Second Woe, which is the 
sixth trumpet and the sixth bowl. Now all of the nations of the earth 
will begin to gather together for Armageddon. It is the ultimate war 
against the Almighty – the Great Day of the LORD (YHVH). All looks 
dark and hopeless, and even at this time the hour and day of Jesus’ 
return is unknown. 
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If there was any doubt about where the “rapture” of 1Thessalonians 4:17-
5:3 chronologically fits in the overall scheme of God’s plan, this quote 
makes it plain. Here at the end of the Second Woe’s description John quotes 
Jesus’ encouragement to stay awake and spiritually endure in faith, truth 
and good works to the end. Listen to what the Son of God says:

Behold, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is the one 
who stays awake and keeps his garments, lest he walk 
about naked and men see his shame. 
And they gathered them together to the place which 
in Hebrew is called Har-Magedon [Armageddon]. 
(Revelation 16:15-16 NASB [brackets give alternate 
translation])

A Demonic “Resurrection”
In this chapter I began to describe something very unusual, and I think 
it is important to shed some more light on it at this point. Just before 
the publication of this book, the Lord prompted me to squeeze it in for 
you. It is necessary because you will not find it in any other book, nor 
are you likely to hear it preached in church. 

When I first began my journey in understanding the Apocalypse, the 
story sequence of the book of Revelation came together for me in an 
unconventional manner. You have probably noticed that I do not fol-
low the traditional Christian approaches used to unravel what follows 
what. Instead, I have taken an interpretative methodology that disre-
gards Christian belief systems popular for the last 100 years in the USA. 
The conclusions of my research challenge the traditional interpretations 
of the “Last Days” in general and the book of Revelation in particular, 
which upsets some people.

How did I manage to do this? I laid out the Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System as if I had hammered 12 nails horizontally across a wall represent-
ing the seven years of the Apocalypse. After assigning a Hebrew alphabet 
number to each nail, I began to randomly, but logically, hang each chapter 
of the Apostle John’s prophetic writings on each of those 12 nails.

But the events of any story must follow some logical progression. Since 
I was not biased to any preconceived ideas of what would come of this 
approach, I could just trust the Lord’s guidance in determining the right 
“nail” for each of the events found in each chapter. During the process 
of assembling this sequence, I was at first unaware of any significant 
pattern. Only at the end of proofreading this section did I became aware 
of its implications.

Remember, I did not follow the chapter sequence of Revelation as it is 
written in the Bible. There were several reasons for this. The first was 
the interplay between the Heh dimension of eternity and the Daleth di-
mension bound by time. Then there is the question of whether the or-
der of Revelation’s text remains in its inspired order or if it has been 
edited in some manner. (Reference here is to the book of Revelation. 
For a complete discussion, see An Essential Introduction in Mystery of 
Tammuz 17.)
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Finally, perhaps, God may have been waiting for a former clockmaker 
to come along who would take the risk of popular disfavor in order to 
reveal His intricate pattern of chronological gears to the world. Not be-
ing a theologian, I was not aware of connections between Revelation’s 
verses with important Old Testament scripture references either. 

And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star from 
heaven fallen unto the earth: and there was given to 
him the key of the pit of the abyss. And he opened the 
pit of the abyss; and there went up a smoke out of the 
pit, as the smoke of a great furnace; and the sun and the 
air were darkened by reason of the smoke of the pit.
And out of the smoke came forth locusts upon the 
earth; and power was given them, as the scorpions of 
the earth have power. And it was said unto them that 
they should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither any 
green thing, neither any tree, but only such men as 
have not the seal of God on their foreheads. [Empha-
sis added.]
And it was given them that they should not kill them, 
but that they should be tormented five months: and 
their torment was as the torment of a scorpion, when it 
striketh a man. And in those days men shall seek death, 
and shall in no wise find it; and they shall desire to die, 
and death fleeth from them. (Revelation 9:1-6, ASV)
And they had hair as the hair of women, and their 
teeth were as [teeth] of lions. And they had breast-
plates, as it were breastplates of iron; and the sound of 
their wings [like angels] was as the sound of chariots, 
of many horses rushing to war. [Author’s addition.]
And they have tails like unto scorpions, and stings; and 
in their tails is their power to hurt men five months.
They have over them as king the angel of the abyss: 
his name in Hebrew is Abaddon, and in the Greek 
[tongue] he hath the name Apollyon.
The first Woe is past: behold, there come yet two Woes 
hereafter. (Revelation 9:8-12, ASV)

The First Woe deals with demons pouring out of the depths of the un-
derworld or hell after the door was opened. They follow “Apollyon” 
in a mad rush to become incorporated into human bodies of the Daleth 
dimension - in our world and time. Apollyon is Satan’s captain of the 
underworld section of the Heh dimension. Since their original rebellion 
after creation, both angels and people alike have had the inborn desire 
to return to the higher level of the Heh dimension in order to circum-
vent the tortuous and deathly consequences of their sin and rebellion. 

Humans and fallen angels aspire in common to return to the Heh di-
mension from the Daleth dimension. Most people I talk to want to go to 
Heaven. In fact, many assume wrongly that they are already on their 
way there because “they are not so bad.” But any aspiration to Heaven 
is impossible for the angels that mutinied. Jesus did not die for their 
sins; hence they are doomed.
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The makeup of rebellious, cloned angels is twisted and broken: their 
nature cannot be fixed. Once they sinned against the Creator, there was 
no way to repair, reprogram or restore them to their original perfection. 
And that is why they are kept in prison of outer darkness. Fortunately, 
people are designed differently than angels on purpose. In His mercy 
and wisdom God has built into people the capacity for reprogramming 
because He wanted us to experience evil in order to be immunized for 
His eternal purposes. Eventually a person’s new program is made per-
manent at the time the Bible calls the First Resurrection. 

Although we inherit a fallen nature as a consequence Adam and Eve’s 
original sin decisions in the Garden of Eden, we can be transformed 
into the image of His righteousness through repentance and faith in 
Christ. If we submit our will to the Father’s, then we can receive a new 
operating system called Eternal life to replace the good-and-evil breath 
of the Daleth life system we were born with. In the First Resurrection 
we receive perfect, immortal metaphysical bodies of the Heh dimension 
that have been uniquely personalized according to our deeds on earth 
to reflect who we are in the perfection of God’s standard of holiness.

In Chapter 6 of Apocalypse Prophesied I introduced the concepts of 
Mercy unto Life and Mercy unto Death for the lost souls of people. 
Since demons or fallen angels have no hope of entering eternity in bliss, 
they will try to obtain relief from their suffering by possessing people in 
the Daleth dimension - “this world in this time,” but they themselves are 
deceived by the Devil in this vain hope – just as they were when they 
originally rebelled and followed Satan. 

When the First Woe furnace door of the abyss is opened by a mighty 
angel of God, the demonic hordes under Satan’s command immediately 
seize the opportunity to escape their tortured prison chambers. They 
break out of the smoky dark blackness of the Heh dimension furnace-
chambers with tremendous power and speed.

However, as they ascend up into the world of the Daleth dimension 
on earth, they still must obey God’s cosmic laws of the universe. He is 
omnipotent and in control of the whole Apocalypse, which is designed 
to judge humanity with the goal of maximum redemption even as it is 
to remove the presence of corrupted angelic beings. The fallen angels 
seize their opportunity to escape hellish damnation for ever and ever 
by seeking out human bodies of the Daleth dimension. This is their only 
ticket to escape hell. 

However, Christ died only for humanity created after the image and 
likeness of God, which is what makes mortal persons redeemable. The 
irreparably evil, fallen angels from the Heh dimension do not have that 
option and are left only with a driven desperation to find a way to end 
their torment. Five months later they will face the omnipotent inevita-
bility of God’s judgment of destruction in the Lake of Fire when they 
are cast out by a very strong death angel created for that purpose.

Remember, the cosmic cycle of the Daleth dimension as a whole will be 
terminated in the Lake of Fire. Coming into the earthly dimension from 
the metaphysical or Heh dimensional pit, they are now roaming the earth 
seeking human bodies to possess as it was in Jesus’ day described above.
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God does not care anymore for a person who will not repent and so 
cannot be saved. The unrepentant are delivered to Satan. These are the 
ones who have the name and number of the Beast on their foreheads or 
right hands. The demons will eagerly enter these rebellious people de-
void of divine protection who are now permanently marked and dedi-
cated to eternal destruction. 

By possessing the people bearing the mark or number of the Beast, the 
demons that storm into the Daleth dimension know for a certainty that 
they will escape the extreme torments of hell for a season. This is their 
only opportunity to terminate their misery by destruction in the Lake 
of Fire, and they devilishly take advantage of it. In their twisted delight 
these depraved spirit beings will severely torture their hosts. Thus, 
God’s angels announce “Woe” to those who refuse God’s grace and take 
Antichrist’s mark of material security and prosperity according to the 
wisdom of the world. 

These demonic hordes clothed in mortal flesh will ravage the earth for 
about five (5) months killing the Two Witnesses at the end of their pre-
dicted 1,260 days of ministry. During this time, the human identities of 
their hosts will blend together into one person. The original humanness 
of the host will cease to be identifiable as it becomes totally evil. The 
personalities of the hosts will be absorbed into the void of rebellious 
nothingness that comes as a result of demonic residence and control of 
their bodies. This experience will seem like Heaven to the demons be-
cause it gives them freedom to exercise their will. Their breakout under 
Apollyon will create a hell on earth that only ends by the four Death 
Angels’ destructive execution. 
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Chapter 5 - 
The Rosetta Stone and 

Daniel’s 70 Weeks Prophecy

What is the Bible’s “Rosetta Stone”?
How does a 5-base interpretation of
Daniel’s Seventy Weeks Prophecy  

differ from the traditional 7-base interpretation? 
(Daniel 9:24-27)

The “Rosetta Stone” Discovery
What I have termed the Bible’s Rosetta Stone is a Hebrew binary code 
made up of sets of sevens and fives. These numeric relationships are 
found buried in the historic and prophetic events recorded in both tes-
taments (the two rails) of the Bible. Throughout the Bible, I discovered 
sets of sevens, sets of fives and paired sets of twelve – one of seven 
elements and one of five elements. The paired sets of 7+5 elements to-
gether total twelve (12), the number of perfect government. 

This system delivers insights into the relationship between the two lev-
els of human existence: the one belonging to our earth in the Daleth 
(7-base) dimension and the other belonging to the Heh (5-base), spiri-
tual dimension of humanity from the other side. Examining these two 
levels of existence will answer the questions “Why are we here on this 
planet?” and “Why is there going to be an Apocalypse to destroy this 
civilization I was born into?” 

The reoccurring presence of the Rosetta Stone principle repeatedly 
throughout the Bible demonstrates that my dating of the Apocalypse 
is not speculative but authentic. In 1799 French soldiers building for-
tifications for Napoleon in Egypt discovered a fairly large black basalt 
stone inscribed with strange writings. The stone told the same story in 
two different languages: Egyptian and Greek, written in three scripts: 
demotic (a simple form of ancient Egyptian hieratic script), Greek that 
they could read, and an unknown form of hieroglyphics. 

Precise drawings of this stone were sent back to France by Napoleon 
where French scholar, Jean-François Champollion, later deciphered the 
hieroglyphs in 1822. The Rosetta stone itself may be seen at the British 
Museum in London. By comparing the hieroglyphs to the decipherable 
words in the other two languages, scientists were able to unlock the 
mystery of the ancient hieroglyphs written inside the ancient Egyptian 
tombs and pyramids.

The Rosetta stone changed the opinions of many scholars of its time. 
Before 1799, numerous books had been written speculating about what 
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the ancient writings on the tombs of kings five thousand years ago may 
have meant. These books became obsolete when the Rosetta stone’s 
translation demonstrated where the old theories were inaccurate. 

A similar thing happened to me as I researched Daniel’s prophecies. 
God revealed to me that a certain portion of Daniel’s writings (Daniel 
9:24), that were in the past interpreted by many scholars as referring 
to the birth, life and death of the Messiah, could also be understood in 
another way that provided the key to unlocking the dates of the Apoca-
lypse – especially when integrated with important historical events that 
have occurred since Daniel lived. I believe this verse contains clues to 
the dating of the events of the end time Apocalypse. 

So, Daniel 9:24 became my “Rosetta Stone.” Perhaps my discovery will 
help Bible scholars to better understand the Scriptures with this insight. 
If so, then there will be some new papers and books written about the 
Bible that will make some of the presently popular commentaries and 
theories obsolete.

Daniel’s 7-base System of 69 Weeks
Seventy weeks are decreed for your people and your 
holy city: to finish the transgression, to put an end to 
sin, and to atone for iniquity, to bring in everlasting 
righteousness, to seal both vision and prophet, and to 
anoint a most holy place.
Know therefore and understand: from the time that the 
word went out to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until 
the time of an anointed prince, there shall be seven 
weeks; and for sixty-two weeks it shall be built again 
with streets and moat, but in a troubled time.  After the 
sixty-two weeks, an anointed one shall be cut off and 
shall have nothing… (Daniel 9:24-26 NRSV)

True to the characteristics of the Hebrew language, the main event is 
presented prominently. The total number of weeks is mentioned first as 
a headline of 70 weeks, which will encompass all of the prophecy about 
the global changes to come. After that the 70 weeks total is broken apart 
into significant blocks of time or components: a 7-week period, a 62-
week period and 1 final week – the 70th. At first, I thought that is easy, 7 
plus 62 equals 69 plus 1 makes 70. 

Let me summarize the rules of prophecy to properly understand Rev-
elation and other prophecies and using above quoted Bible verse. If we 
look into the Heh dimension we must have five (5) witnesses to estab-
lish truth. Here are they again:

1. Check for the main event and discern if it is placed in the Daleth 
or Heh dimension.

2. Overlay it with the Hebrew Alphabet Number System.

3. Use the lens of “cause-effect” to differentiate where they be-
long in the sequence. 
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4. Remember that the Daleth dimension is like a mirror and the 
events may be in the reverse order as written. Many times the 
most important event, like what you would find in a headline, 
is first, then other, less important or dependant, events follow 
in order of their dependence or importance.

5. Use the prophetic telescope and recognize the near vision or 
far out vision, like mountain peaks of prophecy. 

A closer look revealed something very unusual. “Why,” I asked myself, “is 
there a break so the end of the 69th week is also the end of the 70th week?” 

Several options are implied concurrently. The first is that the mountain 
peak of the 70th week is separated from the prophetic peak of the 69th 
week by an unseen prophetic valley of unknown size. Another possibil-
ity to evaluate is that some how the 70th week “floats” in parallel or is 
repositioned within the 69 weeks so that the total is still 70 weeks. I will 
discuss this latter mystery in just a bit. 

Most prophecy scholars see this last, 70th week, as floating in time uncon-
nected to anything – almost as if the prophetic clock was put on snooze for 
an unspecified period of time that has already exceeded 1900 years. This 
floating 70th week remains in its state of suspended time until God decides 
to restart the prophecy clock and plugs it back into the gear system

The basic conclusion of most Protestant scholars is that this era follow-
ing the end of the 69th week (marked by the crucifixion of Jesus) repre-
sents a suspension in the prophetic chronology that will end with the 
reactivation of Daniel’s 70th week as marked by Antichrist’s peace treaty 
with Israel. This indeterminate length of time is called the “Church 
Age.” The belief is that the Church Age will only end when God has 
decided that the time for the Apocalypse has arrived. How God makes 
that decision is based on some criteria known only to Him. 

This is why many Christians believe that we cannot know the date 
when the Apocalypse will begin. They assume that if one knows the 
start date of the Apocalypse, then all you do is add seven years to arrive 
at the date of Jesus’ return, which the Bible teaches “no man can know.” 
Therefore, this logic demands that neither date can be determined be-
cause if you know the start date, you would automatically know the 
end date, which is equated to the Second Coming. Most people taking 
this position also believe in the pre-tribulation rapture theory of Jesus’ 
preliminary, “secret” coming for the saints only. This first personal com-
ing for the church is called the “Rapture.” Its adherents believe that this 
rapture occurs either before or early in the tribulation age and that it is 
followed seven years later by Jesus’ second and public return in glory 
to the Mount of Olives as a conquering king. 

This erroneous theory embraced by many church teachers is a good ex-
ample of the problems that arise from only looking at one rail of the rail-
road track. First, the return of Jesus is not simply the Apocalypse start 
date plus seven years to the day, nor is the coming of the Lord split into 
two appearances separated by seven years. If one accepts either of these 
conclusions as fact, then he or she is obligated to conclude that no one 
will know the time of Jesus’ coming or when the Apocalypse will begin. 
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In my opinion, some of the confusion about how to understand the book 
of Revelation is perhaps due to the possibility that the pages of Revelation 
could have been rearranged in an order different from how John origi-
nally wrote them. That does not mean the text of the Bible has changed 
only that perhaps some of the events were edited out of their original se-
quence by some scribe who was attempting to correct it or piece together 
several unnumbered pages or documents that had become separated. 

If this hypothesis is true, then this artificial dividing or rearranging of the 
original text has caused opinions to rage for centuries and brought about 
a great deal of hostility that still echoes from the pulpits of many great 
churches. For me as a long time Christian at 72 years of age, I changed my 
opinion after gaining some insight to sort through those controversies 
from the Hebrew Alphabet Number System. 

I have come to realize that the widely accepted theory of splitting the 
Great Day of the Lord into two periods flies in the face of hundreds of 
Bible verses to the contrary. The Bible is very plain that Jesus’ next ap-
pearance will be in omnipotence with a cosmic splendor beyond imagi-
nation. He will conquer and reign with the supreme power worthy of 
the King of Kings and ruler of the universe followed by tens of thou-
sand angels in festive dresses. 

To have Him come through the backdoor, unrecognized by the world, like 
a thief in a secret rapture, is to me the ultimate expression of arrogance. I 
believe that it is a grave insult of the highest order to teach that doctrine. 
It is disrespectful in the utmost to bring the Creator of the universe down 
to our puny human level. To believe in a secret coming of the Lord does 
not honor Him before the eyes of the world. This teaching makes some 
unbelievers think (perhaps rightly so) of Christians as hypocrites. 

I want to see my Lord, who was brutally beaten up and horribly crucified 
return in royal splendor of majesty with a sword in one hand and the 
Word of God in the other. He will come with iron-fisted laws that will 
be enforced so that evil will never rule the world again. I am saddened 
to realize that many Christians will perish in the Apocalypse. They will 
do so because they do not think any differently than those who are in the 
world do. There is no distinction of being set apart as holy unto the Lord 
when those who claim Christ think like their secular fellowman.

Secondly, I believe that Daniel’s 70th week is not floating unconnected 
but driven by “hidden” gears that God has permitted me to discover. 
The 70th week appears to float from our human perspective of time, but 
actually it is firmly meshed with other gears in the Daleth dimension. It 
is the return of Jesus that is not connected to any chronological gearing. 
We are simply given signs and a set of events after which he will come, 
because the Heh dimension has no clocks. 

Remember, we need five (5) witnesses to establish facts to teach a dog-
ma. I cannot find five witnesses in support of the pre-tribulation rapture 
theory. When He comes, everyone - and that means the whole world, 
Jews and Christians - will see Him. 

My methodical dating of the Apocalypse can be contrasted and com-
pared to the feel-good theology of the rapture by process of reading the 
Bible with some disciplined reasoning in light of the context of God’s 
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overall plan. Daniel prophesied 500 years of empires coming and go-
ing in very precise time cycles. These prophecies represent 99% of his 
predictions, and they have been literally and precisely fulfilled in their 
proper sequence just like clock gears. This we can verify by history. 

There is no reason that the yet–to-occur 1% will not line up just as pre-
cisely according to their cycles and gears as I have described in my 
two books. Daniel was assured that in the later time, there will be wise 
saints who will know the time. I am reminded of an earlier Bible verse 
that I quoted in describing the coming destruction of New York City. It 
warns the faithful to “get out of town, so that you will not share in the 
punishment of that city.” Such a warning makes no sense if no one can 
know the time. 

Beginning with this chapter, I will describe how I discovered the dates 
of the Apocalypse by calculating and working with the Bible’s his-
torical-prophetic gears as they specifically apply to Daniel’s 70 weeks 
prophecy. Remember, I have worked from known historic events into 
the unknown prophetic events of the Apocalypse and God’s restoration 
of His kingdom on earth. I want to state again that I found nothing in 
the Bible that permits me to predict the date of Christ’s return. I may 
have my own opinion about it, but it is only my best guess.

God, through the Hebrew thought structure as written by Daniel, wants 
us to focus first on the total number of weeks – 70, which is the headline 
title of this prophecy. Then He splices one special, floating prophetic 
week into the whole. This 7-year period of time occurs only once in 
history. Although some analogies can be drawn with Jesus’ ministry 
on earth, most prophecy students, including myself, identify it as the 
7-year Apocalypse or Great Tribulation. 

Daniel’s vision primarily focuses on Israel. His prophetic vision con-
cerns Israel’s future as it extends to the very end of this world in the 
Daleth dimension. Based on my analysis of this prophecy, I calculated 
that the Daleth dimension of time will end at the year 3018. That end 
date concludes with 69th week married together with the 70th week us-
ing the 5-base perspective, which I have discovered. It also overlaps 
and synchronizes with the chronology of the 7-year Apocalypse accord-
ing to the 7-base method of calculation, which is the one traditionally 
used by the better Bible prophecy scholars. 

Keep reading: I explain this paragraph in the following pages where we 
will see the same overlay from the historical perspective.

Know therefore and understand: from the time that the 
word went out to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until 
the time of an anointed prince, there shall be seven 
weeks; and for sixty-two weeks it shall be built again 
with streets and moat, but in a troubled time.  After the 
sixty-two weeks, an anointed one shall be cut off and 
shall have nothing… (Daniel 9:24-26 NRSV) 

Looking through the Bible’s prophetic telescope, remember that it 
shows just mountain peaks – some of them represent near-in-the-future 
fulfillment and others of them far-in-the-future fulfillment. Therefore, 
we might rationally expect at least two sets of applicable chronological 
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settings and prophetic interpretations. As we will now learn, there are 
two definite levels of interpretation for these prophecies of Daniel ac-
cording to what I call the Rosetta Stone 7:5 analysis. 

Daniel’s 70 Weeks
The majority of Bible scholars agree that when a prophetic verse of 
Scripture contains the word weeks, it often refers to a system of years. 
Since a week is seven (7) days long, Daniel’s “seventy weeks” has com-
monly been interpreted to mean 70 sets of 7 years, or 490 years.

Daniel 9:25 prophesied that there would be sixty-nine (7 + 62) weeks 
“from the issuing of a decree to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until Mes-
siah the Prince.” Sixty-nine weeks of years equals (69 x 7 =) 483 years. 
In 454 BC King Artaxerxes granted the Jews permission to rebuild the 
wall of Jerusalem establishing 454 BC as the year from which to count. 
Counting 483 years from 454 BC works out to be AD 29. That is the year 
Jesus came to John to be baptized and begin his earthly ministry. 

Daniel’s prophecy also states that “after” the end of the (7 + 62 =) 69th 
week, the Messiah will be “cut off” having “nothing.” In other words, 
Daniel prophesied that the promised Messiah, son of David and son of 
the Father, would be formally rejected by the Jewish people. To “have 
nothing” means the Messiah would have no kingdom and no people at 
His death. This was Jesus’ experience during His first personal ministry 
on earth. The phrase to “have nothing” also infers a great divine mys-
tery: the separation of the Son from the Father. When Jesus accepted 
death on the cross, He personally accepted and paid the penalty for the 
sins of every human being. 

To receive forgiveness of sins, we must believe in faith that Jesus’ sacrifice 
personally applies to one’s life personally. God’s grace is a scriptural fact 
that does not exist unless we incorporate it deeply into our consciousness 
and reflect it in our behavior. Have you turned your back on your old 
lifestyle? On the mortal identity formed out of your interaction with 
human society and the material world we live in? Such an approach 
puts the “old man” to death in faithful harmonization with Jesus’ cru-
cifixion, which removes the obstacles to God’s promised blessings – a 
new life today and participation in the First Resurrection to a joyous 
and righteous life eternal. In the meantime, the gift of God’s Holy Spirit 
opens the mind’s door to better understanding the Bible. (1John 2:21)

The Jewish religious leadership of the high priest and Sanhedrin for-
mally and officially rejected Jesus’ claim to be the promised Messiah 
and Son of God when they tried, convicted and crucified Him. In fact 
even all of the disciples forsook Jesus for awhile, and then even the Fa-
ther in heaven when Jesus died on the cross, sacrificing His sinless life 
for the sins of the world. (Matthew 27:46) He cried out to His Father in 
Heaven in his last words of agony, “Father why has thou forsaken me?” 
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At that moment Jesus was utterly abandoned, disconnected from the 
universe He created, totally alone, forsaken by all living beings. What a 
price to pay to redeem me and you.

His rejection by the Jewish people was a representative rejection by the 
whole world. As I described this incident in my previous book, the gospel 
is very detailed when it reports that a sign of accusation proclaiming Jesus 
as the King of the Jews in three languages was written and nailed over his 
head. “Why,” I asked, “did they go through so much trouble for a con-
demned prisoner? Why write the charges against him in three languages 
when hardly anyone of the bystanders of this execution could read?”

The reason is that these three languages represented the religious, civil 
government and science-business segments of the Roman civilization. 
None would have Jesus rule over them. 

Even today, 2,000 years later, the name of Jesus and even the Ten Com-
mandments are banished from our institutions of higher learning and 
from our government sessions as well from any meetings of the United 
Nations. Every time I walk in crowded shopping centers or mix with oth-
ers in a party situation, I can not help but hear someone profanely use the 
name of Jesus as a curse word in order to emphasize one’s outrage and 
ignorance. I shudder at the thought of what it will be like when they will 
meet Him as their ultimate Judge on the last day. How will they feel as 
they hear an almost endless recording of their voices swearing and curs-
ing the precious name of Jesus, the Savior and King of the universe. 

While some individual Jews brought a curse upon their heads, the Jewish 
people as a whole are not particularly cursed for their leaders’ or ances-
tors’ rejection of Jesus as their king in AD 33. (Matthew 27:25) The wrong 
teaching that the Jewish people are particularly guilty for Jesus’ death 
was the historic cause of much innocent bloodshed perpetrated by Is-
lamic and Christian societies against the Jews.

The Bible reveals that Jesus’ cursed death on a tree was necessary so 
that he could die as a sacrifice in the Heh dimension of eternity. (Deu-
teronomy 21:23) Contrary to the Roman practice of leaving bodies on 
the cross to hang many days, Jesus’ body was taken down the same day 
– just as the Mosaic Law required. What happened on the cross in the 
Daleth dimension that the eyewitnesses wrote about was only a reflec-
tion of His real death as God in the Heh side dimension. By being born 
in a body from the Daleth dimension, Jesus, one from the Heh dimen-
sion, could atone for all sins, for all people, of all and any age bound by 
time – past, present and future. But this event in Heaven must be rati-
fied or approved through faith by every individual born in the Daleth 
dimension in order for it to become law, which is also a valid personal 
reality for eternity. 

Remember, people were appointed as the stewards of this world – even 
after Adam and Eve’s ejection from the Garden of Eden. Hence we are boss, 
which means we are responsible. To inherit eternal life, we must accept 
without conditions the deal that God offers, called a new covenant a new 
contract in the Bible. 

Our acceptance in faith is a very important condition of salvation from 
the legal perspective. God cannot force us to accept the terms of this 
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new contract offered through the GodSon. The old contract made with 
Israel alone spelled out the penalties for its violation, which ultimately 
meant death for every person. As the other party to the contract, we 
must agree because we are in charge of the Daleth dimension of our 
world and time. We are faced with the issues of what will come next. 

Do we want to live on in another universe or not? Many people will opt 
out and refuse. I did not, because I want to live forever in love, happi-
ness and with purpose. Jesus expressed this new contractual offer sim-
ply in order for us to grasp this truth, “You must be born again.”  

Jesus in effect died the “Second Death” for all of us who repent in faith 
by accepting His atoning sacrifice. (Hebrews 2:9-18) By grace alone, 
people are saved through faith in God’s love for us. Jesus was slain in 
the Daleth dimension by a pre-set plan that existed in God’s conscious-
ness before the world was made. His life and death are the central part 
of God’s plan to redeem as many people as possible and make them 
eligible for eternal life, but we must accept God’s terms for Eternal Life. 
(Hebrews 9:23-28; Revelation 13:8)

The floating 7-base 70th week also provides some potential insights into 
the significance of the full ministry of Jesus as well as their imitating 
counterpart – the deceptions of Antichrist. Jesus’ public ministry of 
mercy in the flesh lasted about three and a half years or half of a pro-
phetic week. In the midst of it He died, making an end to the necessity 
of sacrifices. (Hebrews 9:11-22) Some scholars believe that Jesus literally 
died in the middle of the week on a Wednesday. His death was followed 
by the destruction of the Second Temple and the city of Jerusalem some 
decades later in AD 70. In the prophetic sense there is an alignment 
between the death of Jesus, who was a fleshly temple of God on earth, 
and the destruction of the Second Temple.

The second half of Jesus’ 7-years ministry may also be aligned with the 
Mini-Apocalypse, which could be considered Jesus’ ministry of judg-
ment. The first time He did not come to judge the world; next time He 
will. (John 12:47) As we will shortly discover, the real prophetic signifi-
cance of this 70th week applies to the activities of Antichrist during the 
seven years of the Great Apocalypse.

Remember, the railroad track has two rails. One represents Israel, and the 
other represents the nations. I have also referred to them as relating to the 
Jewish traditions and the Christian traditions. The floating 70th week, 7-
year Apocalypse applies to both rails, which means that the Great Tribula-
tion will impact all of us. 

Hebrew Numeric Understanding of Two Birthdays
The New Testament revelation from God teaches that people were cre-
ated to have two birthdays. We are all familiar with our natural birth-
day in the flesh or Daleth (7-base) dimension. The second birthday takes 
place when and if a person becomes “born again” by God’s Holy Spirit. 
By receiving the Spirit in faith, one is simultaneously born into the Heh 
(5-base) dimension, which cannot be seen yet, because it happened in 
the Heh dimension outside the realm of our five senses. (John 3:5-8)
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How does this work numerically? When you are born again, then you 
add together the value (4) of your first birth in the Daleth dimension plus 
the value (5) of your second birth in the Heh dimension, which together 
equal Teth (9 - New Life). If you are not born again than you will have 
two Daleth birthdays (4+4), which means Cheth (8) closed in – the lake of 
fire. Only Jesus Christ has a (5+5=10) Jod birthday because He was born 
sinless being fully God, but He also became fully human, born in the 
Daleth dimension even though He was from the Heh dimension. 

The second birthday is vital for our continued existence, which is called 
“Eternal Life.” By it we become members of spiritual royalty in the Heh 
dimension. Jesus Christ is King of Kings, and we are His younger sib-
lings, the children of the Father whom the angels call the “First Born.” 
From the perspective of the universe, the angels exist and operate in a sta-
tus or position under those resurrected as the First Born from the dead. 

Angels were created by something like a cloning process, but mortal 
humans are born. People are born into the Daleth dimension, and we 
have the potential to be born into the Heh dimension. We have siblings 
that are genetically related, and all those spiritually born again are chil-
dren of the same Father. It is a bond that animals or angels do not share 
with human beings. 

So it is also for Israel. As we look at Israel - the other rail, it appears that 
Israel as a nation must also have a second birthday in the Heh dimen-
sion. Through Abraham, a nation was born in the Daleth dimension, but 
it will end because the Zayin age is ending. The following Chet age will 
see the second birthday of Israel. 

The ultimate goal for Israel and the Church is not different. These two 
groups are connected but still have separate identities like the rails that 
are both held by common ties in a railroad track. The Bible teaches that 
in the plan of God, there is one God, one Spirit, one Body, and one Faith. 
(Ephesians 4:1-6) However, from the perspective of biblical history and 
the fulfillment of God’s promises to Abraham and David, the Jewish 
people will be reconstituted as the Messianic Kingdom of Israel in the 
Daleth dimension by Jesus at His return in just a few years from now. 

This coming Teth age of the millennium will demonstrate a totally new 
civilization never experienced before on this globe. The reborn King-
dom of Israel will last one thousand years to the end of time as we 
know it, but the birthing process will come at a heavy price. Because 
the people of Israel are sinners, they need to be cleansed of their spiri-
tual impurities and religious corruption in order to please God. God 
has promised to transform their “hearts of stone” into “hearts of flesh” 
through the outpouring of His Spirit with its fruits of compassion, love, 
peace, joy and the willingness to serve for the benefit of all nations. 
(Ezekiel 11:19; 36:26)

To borrow from an analogy I have used previously, the Jewish nation 
also possesses a placenta. Without the indwelling of the Holy Spirit 
through Jesus, Jewish people and social institutions are just as much a 
part of the evil dominion of Satan as the rest of us. (Colossians 1:13-14) 
At birth the placenta must be cut off. 
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This process of “cutting off” is referred to in the Bible as Jacob’s Trou-
ble. (Jeremiah 30:7 Read the whole chapter.) While the Great Apoca-
lypse will last for seven years for both Israel and the world at large, 
Israel seems to have it a little easier during the early part of it. However, 
the easier beginning will be more than compensated for by the severely 
intense troubles of the last part, which I call the Mini-Apocalypse. The 
Mini-Apocalypse features over three years of intense tribulation and 
death for Israel and the Jewish people. They will only survive because 
of God’s promised protection and grace.

The Bible promises Israel great blessings after the Apocalypse ends. 
These blessings will fulfill God’s original covenant promises to Abra-
ham. Israel shall be a cup that exceedingly overflows to an abundance 
of spiritual and material blessings to all of the other nations as well. 
All peoples will experience the plan of God purposely. Throughout the 
millennium, they will work together for the glory of the Great Designer 
of all - the eternal God. 

Some of the major events of the 7-year Apocalypse are now told in the 
next verse:  

…and the troops of the prince who is to come shall 
destroy the city and the sanctuary. Its end shall come 
with a flood, and to the end there shall be war. Desola-
tions are decreed.    

He [Antichrist-EU president] shall make a strong cov-
enant with many [Israel and the Arab nations] for one 
week, and for half of the week [Mini-Apocalypse be-
gins] he shall make sacrifice and offering cease; and in 
their place shall be an abomination that desolates, un-
til the decreed end is poured out upon the desolator.” 
(Daniel 9: 27 NRSV) [My addition for clarity]

To summarize, the prophetic turned historical facts in Daniel 9:24-26 
that led up to and included the earthly life of Jesus prior to the 70th 
week were:

• the number of years until Jerusalem and the Temple would be 
rebuilt; 

• the date when the Anointed one [Messiah] would appear the 
first time; 

• the fact that the Anointed one [Messiah] would be "cut off" 
(die) “having nothing.”

The future floating 70th week of seven years of the Great Apocalypse in 
the seven-base system, also known as the Tribulation will see the fol-
lowing events take place:

• the city of Jerusalem, as well as the holy place, will be made 
desolate;

• the prince who desolates the above will have previously made a 
covenant for seven years concerning the Temple and sacrifices;
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• in the “middle” of this covenanted time, this same prince will 
break his agreement by stopping the sacrifices and defiling the 
Temple with some “abomination”

• and even as the desolator destroys the Temple, he will himself 
also be destroyed – unlike Jesus, who rose from the dead om-
nipotent and eternal!

This widely accepted interpretation works perfectly using seven (7) 
years for each of Daniel's "weeks.” However, I believe that we must also 
look deeper into this verse from the perspective of Daniel’s prophesied 
kingdom from the other side (Heh), which will appear at the end of 
time. (Daniel 2:31-45) 

By doing so, we will gain additional understanding vastly different 
from the traditional one that will make it possible for us to identify 
both the beginning and the end dates of the Apocalypse. As we develop 
this new theory, our knowledge of God’s plan will greatly expand, and 
we will see that the dating of the Apocalypse presented in this book is 
rationally dependable but not guaranteed. 

Daniel’s 5-base System of 69 Weeks
Scholars only look at Daniel 9:24 from the perspective of the 7-base Daleth 
dimension. If we examine it from the viewpoint of the 5-base Heh dimen-
sion, we will find that Daniel 9:24 also reveals information about what 
will happen when during the last age of God’s plan. That is, we can learn 
about the time when God will complete his restoration of the earth to the 
perfection of the Heh (from the other side) dimension, which will take 
place in AD 3018, as shown in the 7,000-Year Table of Human History.

Reading Daniel 9:24 on the 7-base level, the mention of “your people” 
refers to “Israel.” But from the 5-base Heh level, the expression “Holy 
City” points to the yet future heavenly Jerusalem as described in the 
book of Revelation as suspended like a satellite hovering over the 
earthly location of Jerusalem. This heavenly satellite Jerusalem will be 
populated by the resurrected “saints” who are collectively called by a 
new name. In the New Testament the saints are collectively referred 
to as “the church” or the “bride.” This interpretation is confirmed by 
Revelation 21:2 (NRSV): 

And I saw the holy city, the New Jerusalem, coming 
down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride 
adorned for her husband.
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Now let us re-read Daniel 9:24 with these two perspectives in mind. We will 
demonstrate how the 5-base system is determined and then compare the 5-
base chronological observations with the 7-base chronological calculations 
of Daniel’s seventy weeks prophecy. Daniel 9:24 reveals five things that are 
decreed for Israel in the 7-base dimension as well as five events decreed for 
the perfected Church that will take place in the 5-base dimension. 

Seventy weeks are decreed for your people and your 
holy city: to finish the transgression,(1) to put an end to 
sin,(2) and to atone for iniquity,(3) to bring in everlast-
ing righteousness,(4) to seal both vision and prophet, 
and to anoint a most holy place.(5) (Daniel 9:24 NRSV, 
numbers added for discussion)

The 7-base, Daleth dimension fulfillment of these five points fairly 
obviously refers to the atoning life and death of Jesus Christ. It both 
spans His earthly life almost two thousand years ago as well as what 
lies ahead during the Apocalypse and the millennial restoration. Israel’s 
restoration must include the building of the Fourth Temple described at 
the end of the book of Ezekiel. I am not aware of anyone who has ever 
considered or analyzed these five verses from a 5-base Heh (“the other 
side”) perspective, which is the heavenly dimension. The numbered 
points refer back to the numbers that I inserted in the quote above:

1. Finish the transgression: At the end of the Daleth dimension of 
time “transgressions” will come to an end forever. Perfection 
will reign in the New Heaven and New Earth. (“I remember 
their sins no more,” Hebrews 8:12 NRSV.)

2. Put an end to sin: The Daleth dimension will have ended in the lake 
of fire. Sin and evil will no longer rise to cause trouble or be trans-
ferred to the new earth. (“And the one who was seated on the throne 
said, ‘See, I am making all things new,’ “ Revelation 21:5 NRSV.) 

3. Atone for iniquity: God will close the Daleth dimension like 
a book. All outstanding issues with people and Satan will be 
settled at the Great White Throne in AD 3018. This is the last 
event on earth. Those who are found worthy, whose names are 
written in the Book of Life, will be brought into everlasting 
righteousness; the rest will be discarded into the lake of fire. 
Justice will be administered according to the law at the Great 
White Throne. Each person will receive his or her reward, be it 
for good or evil. This will be the greatest Day of Atonement in 
the history of the universe. 
Then I saw a great white throne and the one who sat on 
it; the earth and the heaven fled from his presence, and 
no place was found for them. (Revelation 20:11 NRSV)

4.  Bring in everlasting righteousness: This will com-
mence after the last judgment. The time dimension 
(Daleth) will no longer exist. The age of the New Heav-
ens and New Earth (Jod) will start, and it will last for-
ever. God will again live intimately together with a 
resurrected humanity on the future new earth. 
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Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for 
the first heaven and the first earth had passed 
away, and the sea was no more. (Revelation 
21:1 NRSV) 

5. Anoint a most holy place: The Satellite City of Jerusalem will 
no longer be in the sky but will have “come down” to reside 
permanently on the new earth. (Revelation 21) Anoint means “to 
officially dedicate, set aside, and consecrate.” God will live with 
a transformed humanity who will eternally experience a loving 
fellowship with Him. God will establish personal relationships 
with people, just like He did with Adam and Eve in the Garden 
of Eden. Through Jesus, the Second Adam, all saints will once 
again experience intimate fellowship with God. As Augustine 
expressed it so beautifully thousands of years ago: 

“The chief end of man is to glorify God 
and to enjoy Him forever.”1

Daniel 9:24 allocates a definite time of “seventy weeks” to accomplish 
these five important things. Notice the presence together in one verse 
of the numbers 7 (from 70 weeks) and 5 (results), which are the binary 
code of heaven (7 + 5 =12). 

The 7 and 5 Connection
As I developed the 7,000-Year Table of Human History and the 7-Year 
Table of the Apocalypse, I noticed that many prophetic Scriptures con-
tain references to the numbers seven (7) and five (5) or multiples there-
of. The Hebrew Alphabet Number System places special significance 
on the numbers seven (7 = “divine perfection”) and five (5 = “the other 
side” or “eternity”). Both are prime numbers that cannot be divided.

Since I play a little music, I also thought of the piano keyboard, which 
has seven (7) white keys and five (5) black keys in each octave. I once 
heard a black musician explain that many of the Christian songs we sing 
in church today came from American slaves in the past century. But they 
sang their songs using only the black keys. As this musician demonstrat-
ed one familiar tune after another by playing only the black keys, I was 
impressed by how identical the music sounded to what I was used to. 

I conjecture that this 7:5 ratio is a hint of an extraordinary mathematical 
system that may be used by angels to travel at speeds faster than light 
through a maze of thousands of galaxies. In Daniel 10:13 an angel report-
ed that it took twenty-one days for him to get to Daniel after his prayer 
to God had been heard. The angel apologized for his delay, blaming an 
evil angel named “the prince of the kingdom of Persia.” He then credited 
Michael, “one of the chief princes,” with coming to his aid. 

How is this mode of travel possible? An explanation of how modern-
day computers work may help us understand this concept. Computers 
use a binary code consisting of two digits: ones and zeros. They func-
tion using a mathematical system based on 8 bytes. With this system in 
place we can express anything in mathematics, language, philosophy 
1  Fred Bock and Bryan J. Leech, Hymns for the Family of God, Brentwood Benson Music 
(Nashville TN: Paragon Associates, Inc., 1976), 374. 
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and even abstract concepts. The Hebrew binary code has ten (10) bytes, 
two bytes more. It is obvious again; our technical 8 bytes derived origi-
nally 4x2 with means Daleth. The heavenly binary code is 5x2 meaning 
10 - Jod the universe.

Like the ones and zeros in our computers, I believe that sevens and fives 
compose Heaven’s “binary code.” The special 7:5 ratio is unique to the an-
cient Hebrew language and proves that a superior intelligence preset his-
torical and prophetic chronology. I integrate these two dimensions on my 
World Cuckoo Clock by giving the clock face two dials. Inside the clock 
this binary code operates like two differently sized gears with teeth that 
mesh together so that the movement of one directly affects the second. 

I am confident that contrasting Scriptures containing the numbers sev-
en (7) and five (5) will unlock deeper levels of understanding in other 
Bible verses, too. 

Using the 5-base System
When we examine Daniel 9:24 from the perspective of the Heh dimen-
sion, we need to use multiples of five instead of seven. Thus, we should 
regard one “week” as being fifty (50) years instead of seven (7) years. I 
use fifty instead of five years for the week because fifty is expressed as 
5 x 10, where 10 = Jod. The meaning of 5 x 10 is heaven’s transformation 
of life to a higher level, which is what the Teth and Jod Ages occurring at 
the end of God’s plan are all about. 

In these calculations I am seeking the year (3018) that ends the Teth Age, the 
millennium and begins Jod, the age of the New Heavens and New Earth.

Thus, for the Heh dimension, 5-base calculation of Daniel’s “seventy 
weeks” I multiply the 70 weeks by 50 years to get a total of 3,500 years 
(70 x 50 = 3,500). You will find this charted graphically in the 7,000-Year 
Table of Human History with the date of 3018 indicated for the transi-
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tion from the Teth to the Jod Age. Then I added these 3,500 years (with 
an adjustment described just below) to 518 BC, which is when the 70 
years of Israel’s Babylonian exile ended following the destruction of the 
First Temple in 588 BC. This methodology self-validates at 3017/3018 
and other points where the 7-base and 5-base systems intersect accu-
rately at key events. 

Here are some details on how these two approaches to Daniel 9:24 vali-
date each other. First of all, Daniel could not have figured out what I 
have done because my work has relied on historical events that were 
yet future in Daniel’s day. This is why the angel told him not to worry 
about it because the dates were sealed up until the end time when those 
who have insight then will be able to understand them. (Daniel 12:9-10) 
Remember, I work from the known points to determine the unknown 
ones. In this case I am looking for the end year of the millennium and 
beginning of the New Heaven and New Earth.

Following the Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio, there are 7 cycles from Creation to 
the destruction of the First Temple in 588 BC, and there are 5 calibrated 
cycles of 490 years each (5 x 490 = 2,450) from the end of the 70 years 
of exile in 518 BC, to the Israelis’ liberation of Jerusalem in 1967/1968. 
Please note that I inserted 35 years to calibrate the Jewish calendar to 
our own (518 BC + 2,450 years + 35 years = AD 1968). I inserted it in the 
9th cycle of the 7,000 Year Table of Human History. The totals are still 
the same, but when we calculate Daniel’s 69 weeks, we ignore this cor-
rection for the time being.

The 2,450 years can also be expressed as 49 x 50. In Revelation 20:7 John 
writes that the millennial reign on earth will last one thousand years, 
which can be written as 20 x 50. If each 50 years represents one of Dan-
iel’s “weeks,” then these two time periods added together (49 from the 
2,450 years and 20 from the millennium) would come to 69 weeks. Now 
I just need to find where the floating 70th week of 50 years in the 5-base 
system intersects with the 7-base chronology of the Apocalypse.

The 5-base and 7-base systems possess differing positions of ordi-
nal numeric importance. This means that the pivotal week of events 
is located in a different order for each system. Pay attention here. Read 
carefully, and use systems thinking. Also, remember that prophecy tele-
scopes near and far events into one vision in this example.

The 7-base floating 70th week of 7 years is also a prophetic week in the 5-
base dimension, but the 5-base prophetic week is 50 years long as over-
laid with the Jubilee or 50-year cycle described in Leviticus chapters 25 
and 27:11. For this 70th week we are dealing with the same apocalyptic 
events that will take place and be fulfilled, but they are viewed from 
two different perspectives – one earthly (Daleth and 7-base) and other 
heavenly (Heh and 5-base). 

Look at the table at the start of this section. I inserted the 5-base, 50-year 
week from 1968 to 2018. Why?

Because the 5-base 70th week should appear in an ordinal position of 
a 5 to some magnitude. The 7-base events of the 70th week occupy an 
ordinal position that follows the end of the 69 weeks. It falls in the 7th 
position times ten because the 7-year Apocalypse transitions into the 
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transformed millennial age as viewed and experienced by all of us in 
the Daleth dimension of this time and place. 

This floating 50-year long 70th week in the 5-base dimension follows the 
(49 x 50 =) 2,450 years that range between 518 BC and 1968 ad; therefore, 
it occupies the 50th week position, which is a 5-base ordinal position of 
importance! The 5-base 70th week is followed by the 1,000 year millennial 
rule of Christ over the earth, which is an age of twenty (20) 5-base weeks 
of fifty (50) years. The millennium must follow the Apocalypse and the 
total number of weeks must remain at the same seventy (70) weeks of 
Daniel’s prophecy as calculated in the 7-base dimension. 

Thus, the 50th week ordinal position of Daniel’s 70th week in the 5-
base system aligns with or parallels the 70th week position for that 
same prophetic week in the 7-base system. The alignment is based 
on the position or place of ordinal importance in each system. In the 
Rosetta Stone system 7 + 5 = 12, the number of organization. Both are 
multiples of ten, so that: (5 x 10)5-base = (7 x 10)7-base. 

Let’s summarize again. In the 7-base system the floating week took place 
in ante-type (before type, a foreshadowing of a future event) with the 
destruction of the Second Temple in AD 70 as a “near” mountain peak 
of the future destruction of the Third Temple during the Apocalypse. 
Previously after the sixty-ninth week, Daniel’s prophecy states that the 
“anointed one” shall be “cut off.” Using the 7-base system, this proph-
ecy was fulfilled by the death of Jesus Christ, the Messiah, in AD 33.

The 5-base dimension’s floating, single 70th week transition period is 
found on the tables as the 50-years from 1968 – 2018. I use 1968 because 
it is the first full year that the Temple Mount and Old City of Jerusalem 
were liberated after hundreds of years of Gentile control. Another way 
of looking at the significance of this chronological position could be that 
war in heaven is probably already underway. (Revelation 12:7)

However, if we apply the 5-base system (far vision of the prophetic tele-
scope) to Daniel’s prophecy, the end of the 5-base dimension’s trans-
posed equivalent to Daniel’s 69th week is 3018, when Satan, the “god 
of this world” who was originally an angel known as Lucifer, the pre-
historically former Anointed One covering God’s throne, will be com-
pletely “cut off” - thrown into the Lake of Fire and totally eliminated 
from existence on this planet “having nothing.” (2Corinthians 4:4; Eze-
kiel 28:14; Revelation 20:10)

The event of Satan’s ultimate destruction is foreshadowed when the 
beast and false prophet are cast into that same lake of fire at the end of 
the Apocalypse, which is the 7-base 70th week. (Revelation 19:20) Satan’s 
imprisonment in the abyss parallels the end of the 5-base Daniel 9:27 by 
completely shutting down this being from the Heh dimension respon-
sible for the destruction of the Temple and the rest of the earth’s evils.

Returning to 1967/1968, we come to the restoration of political control 
of the Old City of Jerusalem, including the Temple Mount, to the Israe-
lis. This reunion of God’s people with the former and future place of 
God’s throne on earth ended their geographical separation (exile) from 
the heart of Jerusalem, the place of grace, due to their rejection of Jesus 
as Messiah. The end of their spiritual separation is next.
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From the liberation of the Old City and Temple Mount of Jerusalem in 
1967, we begin counting the fifty year gear from the first full year fol-
lowing, 1968, when a prophetic verse in Psalms 102 was fulfilled:

Thou wilt arise and have compassion on Zion; for it is time 
to be gracious to her, for the appointed time has come.
Surely Thy servants find pleasure in her stones, and 
feel pity for her dust.
So the nations will fear the name of the LORD, and all 
the kings of the earth Thy glory. Psalms 102:13-15 (nasb)

The “appointed time” (Hebrew mo’ed) has come in God’s prophetic 
calendar. This same word, mo’ed, is used to refer the marking of time 
by the biblical festivals. God knows His times and has set the sun, 
moon and stars in the heavens for people to use in marking the days, 
months and years. They are also clues to the timing of his purposes, 
and in the case of the verse above, God is referencing a time when His 
servants will find pleasures in Jerusalem’s stones and dust. Is it a coin-
cidence that Professor Benjamin Mazar began his archaeological exca-
vations around the southern and western walls of Jerusalem’s Temple 
Mount on February 29, 1968? I think not.

From the heavens God has already begun His last 50-year week of 
warning to his anciently chosen people, which will include the 7-base 
70th week of Daniel 9:24 on earth. The seven years of the Great Apoc-
alypse includes the building of the Third Temple, its desolation, the 
Great Tribulation (Jacob’s Trouble) and ends with the restoration of Is-
rael including the building of a Fourth Temple. 

This 50-year Jubilee gear from 1968 to 2018 is a Heh counterpart to the 
Daleth 70-year Land Sabbath gear that ended in 518 BC: both serve as 
transition gears. The first follows a period of seven 490-year cycles, and 
the second follows five 490-year cycles. Both sets begin counting after a 
Jerusalem Temple destruction and exile of the Jewish people: the first fol-
lows the destruction of the First Temple with the Babylonian exile, and 
the second follows the destruction of Jesus as a temple as well as the Sec-
ond Temple by the Romans in AD 70 with the long Diaspora exile now 
ending. Since the founding of the state of Israel in 1948, we have seen ac-
celeration towards this full and final restoration of Israel under God with 
the return of millions of Jewish people to their native homeland.

Since the resurrection of Jesus, spiritual salvation has been available as 
a free gift and has always been offered by God to the Jewish people as 
individuals. Because corrupt human religious organizations wrongly 
persecuted the Jewish people in the name of God, often calling them 
“Christ-killers,” these grievous sins have placed horrible barriers be-
tween the Jewish people and the gentile messianic movement now 
called Christianity – even though it started out being Jewish. 

I hope that this book will help to bridge the gap between these two 
great religions and remind them that God’s plan functions on two rails. 
We must now forgive each other. Only through forgiveness will we sur-
vive the Apocalypse as brothers in the service of the God of Israel. If we 
cannot do that, then we will both perish. 
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By 2018 God will have fulfilled his covenant promises to Abraham by 
saving the Jewish people collectively with the institution of the Messianic 
Kingdom under Jesus with a resurrected King David as his representa-
tive on earth. However, salvation is available to anyone – Jew or non-Jew 
(Gentile) - today for the asking in faith. If anything, a Jewish person has a 
little priority, in God’s heart, to hear the gospel. (Romans 1:16) 

The Apocalypse is an important, essential, though painful part of God’s 
national redemption process for both Israel and the rest of the world. 
It will purge the rebellious evil out of the heavenlies and remove the 
unrepentant people of all races and ethnic backgrounds from the face 
of the earth. Those unwilling to turn in a true repentance of faithful 
obedience to the God of Israel will not survive into the Teth age of his 
glorious reign. 

These 5-base and 7-base chronological correlations in Daniel 9:24-27, 
the key Scripture of Bible prophecy, gives credibility to my Rosetta 
Stone, “7:5 two railroad rail code of heaven” theory. Just as the Rosetta 
stone enabled Egyptologists to unlock the mysteries of Egyptian hiero-
glyphics, so the biblical Rosetta Stone unlocked the many of the key 
mysteries surrounding the dating the Apocalypse. Calculating dates 
based on mathematical systems of fives and sevens results in several 
other amazing fits, too. 

To summarize, with this 7-5 binary code we can predict how long hu-
man history will exist on earth – until 3018. In fact we can calculate it 
from two different perspectives. At the end of Daniel’s life, the angel 
swore that “a time, times and half a time” in the 7-base system will need 
to pass for the end to happen. Since a “time” can mean one year or a 
thousand years, that would make it (3.5 x 1,000=) 3,500 years. 

On my 7,000-Year Table of Human History this 3,500 year period spans 
from 518 BC to AD 3018. According to the Rosetta Stone discovery, we 
multiplied Daniel’s 70th week with 50 years for each week (70x50) arriv-
ing at the same 3,500 years from 518 BC to AD 3018, which provides an 
internal systems check on the 7:5 Rosetta Stone calculations.  

Recap
Jesus is the only person who has come to us from the other side. To His 
disciples He revealed much about the next stage of life as represented 
by the butterfly in my analogy. The mystery of the two birthday/two 
stage system of God’s purpose for human life is portrayed in many 
ways throughout the natural biosphere. Even the simplest seed teaches 
us that there must be a resurrection to follow mortal death. 

In the Apocalypse every person on earth will experience the birth pains 
of the coming Kingdom of God. The arrival of that Kingdom will be 
signaled by the resurrection of the saints after the Apocalypse is over. 
Through the birth-pang plagues of God’s Wrath, the placenta of this 
rebellious world of injustice and evil under Satan will soon be cast aside 
and burned because it will no longer be required to help humans grow 
spiritually. I will tell you more about birthdays later, but first you need 
to know when the Apocalypse will show up and what the Apocalypse 
really is.
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Daniel used the one cycle measurement (one teaspoon of sugar) to tell 
us when that special person would and did appear in the Fullness of 
Time, which is a date calculated by counting forward into the future from 
Daniel’s prophecy until Jesus appearance (first birthday) in AD 29.

What is interesting here is to remember the word “until” Messiah the 
Prince appears that is used in the prophecy. (Daniel 9:25) The 70th Week 
refers to the seven years of Jesus’ ministry. Like the rest of God’s plan 
Jesus’ ministry on earth (the 70th Week) is dual; it has two rails, which 
are in this case two fulfillments. The first rail refers to His appearance 
at the beginning of His ministry in the flesh as a suffering servant in AD 
29. The second rail refers to His second appearance (second birthday) 
at an unknown day or hour after the end of His second ministry – the 
seven years of the Apocalypse, which is the second and completion ful-
fillment of the 70th Week prophecy. 

This duality is also hinted at by John the Baptist’s reference to a ministry 
typified by the baptism with the Holy Spirit and a second ministry typi-
fied by the baptism of fire, which I suggest refers to judgment. (Mat-
thew 3:11-12) The important point to note is that Jesus’ first appearance 
starts the 70th Week as calculated using the 7-base system, and His Sec-
ond Coming takes place at the end of the same 70th Week as calculated 
using the 5-base system. 

Thus, the 70th Week is a Bible prophecy with a dual fulfillment that ap-
pears in human history in parallel like the two rails of the railroad track: 
the 7-base side was fulfilled as an essential foreshadow and first stage 
fulfillment of God’s promises to Israel from AD 29-33 and the other, 5-
base side, will be duplicated in type and completed from 21 December 
2008 to 21 December 2015. Jesus’ arrival following the Apocalypse will 
empower and complete the promised full restoration of Israel or “resti-
tution all things.” (Acts 3:21) 

When counting this way, think of a timeline. We have the advantage 
looking into history and can move either direction, and in this case we 
move from the appearance of Jesus in the Daleth dimension as it relates to 
Daniel’s 70th Week. Logically, therefore, we will count backward in half 
cups containing one teaspoon of sugar from the appearance of Jesus. That 
spoonful is 490 years until we get to Daniel’s time.  In the same manner 
we count backwards in full cups of coffee with two spoonfuls of sugar 
counting from the end of God’s plan 3017/3018 to find the approximate 
date of the Apocalypse’s end and season of His Second Coming. 

To explain it with other words, Daniel was told to count 69 weeks for-
ward from the decree to rebuild Jerusalem. To determine the unit length 
in years for this prophecy, all we need to do is to look back in history. 
Because we have the advantages of living thousands of years after him 
along with the gifts of Jesus’ life on earth and the New Testament, it is 
not too hard to count to find the date predicted by the 70 weeks proph-
ecy for the first coming of the Messiah. The 7-based cycle is 7 x 70 = 490 
years, and the last seven years of that cycle is Daniel’s 7-based 70th week. 
Thus, we count 483 years (the 69 weeks of Daniel 9:24) back from the be-
ginning of the 70th when Jesus was baptized by John to begin His public 
ministry (“appearance” in AD 29), and come to the year when Daniel’s 
prophecy told us to start counting forward. That time (454 BC) occurred 
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when friendly Persian king said to the Israelis, “Go home to your coun-
try and build Jerusalem the way you would like it.” Consequently, he is 
remembered as a nice guy in Jewish history. 

Because one gear (one teaspoon of sugar) amounts to 490 years less 7 
years or 483 years, two gears (teaspoons of sugar) is double that num-
ber of years, or 966. Remember, we ignore the 7 years time duration of 
the 70th Week because we are counting “until” messianic appearances 
related to its dual fulfillment. To find the end of the floating 7-based 70th 
Week, we need to count backwards 2 x 483 years (Plus a conversion fac-
tor because the millennium uses astronomical or cosmic years whereas 
the Daniel’s original fulfillment used biblical or Babylonian years of 360 
days.) But how do we find the endpoint to count backwards from?

Daniel gives us the answer. Throughout the history of the Church, 
many Bible scholars have noted that there is a relationship between the 
Creation Week and God’s total plan for humanity. Using the principle of 
“a thousand years is a day,” they have concluded that from the begin-
ning God allotted 6,000 years for human works under Satan’s dominion 
followed by a thousand years (a millennial Sabbath) of God’s Kingdom 
on earth, which will be an age of grace and peace. My research con-
firms this conclusion with the discovery of the 5-based system of Jubi-
lee weeks of 50 years.

Daniel lived around the year 518 BC, which is about the middle of my 
7,000-Year Table of Human History. An angel told Daniel, “From now un-
til the end it will be “time, times and half a time.” For the Heh dimension’s 
5-based system, a “time” is equal to 1,000 years, so this prophecy means 
that there are 3,500 years to the end of human history at AD 3017/3018. 
Later I will show how I arrived at that date in more detail and how this 
story conforms to the 7:5 ratio as previously mentioned. It is this relation-
ship which makes it possible to date the Apocalypse because 7+5=12 is 
proportionally a full cup spanning the 7,000 years of human history. I 
also showed above how the floating 70th Week had to fall in the parallel 
50th Week of the 5-based system – sometime between 1968 and 2018.

So two cycles of 483 years represent the “5” of the 7:5 ratio, which is a 
full cup of coffee portion of the equation. Moving backwards from the 
end of Daleth dimension to our present time will give us the unknown 
end date of the Apocalypse, which comes before the second birthday 
resurrection of the saints and coincides with Jesus’ Second Coming 
into the Daleth dimension. When I did so, I came to 21 December 2015, 
which means that Jesus will appear the second time at some day and 
hour after 21 December 2015 or after the end of the Apocalypse. 

At the same time the First Resurrection of the will occur as they are 
born again into the Heh dimension. This will be a gigantic birth date 
for millions of resurrected saints who will celebrate the Lord’s Second 
Coming together much as a huge, extended family rejoices in festive 
celebrations for a long-anticipated wedding. My second book will give 
you 12 simple proofs any one can use to verify these dates that fit to-
gether in a system I could not invent even if I wanted to.

These simultaneous events emerge from the Great Day of the Lord that 
overlays the 70th Week of Daniel’s prophecy as determined by the full 
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cup of coffee counting. The occurrence of these second birthdays, one 
for Jesus in AD 33 and one for his brethren in AD 2015 are the reason 
for the Daleth dimension. The rest of the Daleth dimension eventually 
is assigned to the garbage dump to be recycled; the elements of the 
seven rainbow color frequency melt together as Peter writes in his let-
ters. (2Peter 3:10-11) The rebellious nations of people, their leader Satan 
and his fallen angels will end there, too.   

Two Birthdays
What is really interesting to note here is that we as mortals will experi-
ence two birthdays: one in the Daleth dimension and the other in the 
Heh dimension of the “other side.” Granted, it may be another dimen-
sion we have not figured it out, but let’s look at Jesus. He comes from 
the other side and maybe we can learn something from His perspective 
about how to understand this second birthday. 

The Bible says that God the Creator is invisible, unapproachable light. 
No one ever has ever seen Him, not even the angels around the throne. 
After the first rebellion in the former heavens and the subsequent expul-
sion of Satan from His throne room, God instituted a new plan for the 
universe to fix what went wrong as described in my books. God’s creative 
genius went to work. Basically, the invisible God decided to become vis-
ible, and He used the Daleth dimension to accomplish this objective. To 
enter the Daleth dimension, the divine had to become mortal according 
to its cyclical nature of biological life and death, so God chose to appear 
as a human child. Through this first mortal birth, the eternal invisible 
God became both visible and vulnerable in the Daleth dimension of the 
rainbow energy frequencies of visible light that I describe later. 

We will learn that the Daleth dimension’s natural characteristics were 
designed for a specific purpose. In it mortal people can be born again 
and given the opportunity to qualify to become replacements for the 
vacancies that came about in God’s administration due to Satan’s rebel-
lion when about one third of all angels were given notice that they were 
to be expelled from their jobs. That has not occurred yet, so Satan is still 
the god of this world for awhile, and his angelic followers are the gods 
and demons worshipped by the nations. They will continue to corrupt 
people until the end of the Apocalypse when all of the evil spirits, ex-
cept Satan, will be permanently terminated. Satan will be locked away 
impotent in the depths of the abyss.

Even the angels were amazed that God had taken on mortal qualities 
of character, feelings, joys and sorrows. According to the laws of the 
Daleth dimension, Jesus’ birth as a human baby in Bethlehem meant 
that He would also have two birthdays. Of course, that fact has created 
a number of controversies between the religious lawyers and teachers 
ever since. During His time on earth, people questioned everything Je-
sus did and said. Even though they had witnessed an array of incred-
ible, supernatural miracles on an almost daily basis, Jesus’ inner core of 
friends could not fathom that an eternal God would do something as 
drastic as taking on the weaknesses of fleshly mortality. 

Philip finally asked Him to show them the Father because Jesus had 
used this familiar analogy to communicate the nature of the eternal. 
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In response Jesus said plainly, “I and the Father are One.” Later after 
Philip’s question, Jesus asked Peter a question to check out their under-
standing. It looked on the surface that Peter said the right thing, but a 
few weeks later he caved in when the pressure became too great and 
denied that he knew Jesus. Even the highest Jewish court asked Him 
directly, “Are you the Messiah, the promised king?” Jesus’ answer came 
loud and clear - and one notch higher, “I AM,” meaning that He was the 
Creator of the universe. The word concept “I AM”, in the Hebrew will 
be difficult to translate because it is never spoken and is expressing an 
absolute holiness mortals where not allowed even to utter. It of course 
resulted in lynch mob and speedy execution by crucifixion. 

Now this divine person’s life and death in the Daleth dimension cre-
ated controversies that continue unsettled even today. Jesus died ac-
cording to the plan foretold by many prophets, and He rose after three 
days with a transformed, incorruptible body. This resurrection revealed 
a new birth as a new creation that had never occurred before in the 
universe. What was and is so astounding about Jesus’ resurrection is 
that His presence was not restricted to the Heh dimension. It appeared 
multidimensional. For forty days Jesus walked and talked with His dis-
ciples on earth. (Luke 24:36-49) They touched his solid body of flesh 
and bone. He walked through walls and traveled great distances within 
seconds and enjoyed eating food. The resurrected Jesus demonstrated a 
supernatural dimension of a higher order, which I call the coming ages 
of Teth on earth and Jod for the other side the heavenly Jerusalem. 

The coming of the Apocalypse heralds also the promised future time 
of a totally new universe where God Himself dwells with His children. 
The Apocalypse is not only a destruction of the Second Civilization, 
but the birth of a new one. It is like the bloody placenta born with the 
baby: evil is permanently removed even as the Kingdom of God is born 
bringing with it the dawn of new life. My World Cuckoo Clock model 
explains it in Chapter 10 of Apocalypse Prophesied. 

So the Apocalypse is a birthing process where the mortals of the Daleth 
dimension are transformed into the immortals of the Heh dimension 
that fills the age of Jod. Jesus is already there. In the book of Revelation 
John reported from Heaven as he stood in front of the most holy throne. 
All John could see proceeding from the Throne was light, burning fire, 
lightning and thunder. Nothing else. But then, just in front of it stands 
Jesus with His wounds identifying Him. Here again, He is visible to 
a mortal witness who reports it for us. Jesus also glows radiantly in a 
brilliance that reminds us of His glory foreshown on the mountain of 
transfiguration just before His crucifixion, which was like a prophetic 
telescope witnessed by (5) five  people on earth.  

The Hebrew concept of God expressed by Aleph, meaning the “One,” 
also refers to His role of sustaining the unified integrity of the creation. 
(Colossians 1:17) In some manner the energy nature of the One God is 
invisibly imbedded in every element or subatomic structure even as 
He maintains His uniquely separate person-ness as the Father, the Son 
and the Spirit. The “One” created Beth (2, the house or creation), which 
expanded into the Daleth dimension peopled with mortal humans and 
angels. But Daleth is only temporal and will end in =Taw (400). What 
comes next, the old order? 
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The answer is “No.” The old Pre-Adamic order in the heavenly has been 
broken. Out of Daleth’s relationship with Heh, God now institutes a new 
age (4+5=9, Teth) that hints of the coming age of Jod (2x5=10), the “Sec-
ond Birth” of a New Heaven and a New Earth with new creatures liv-
ing in it. Since it is broken, the old order must die with the old system. 
It became finite when it malfunctioned, failing to properly perform its 
eternal purpose; hence it exists in this broken, rebellious state only until 
the new child of the Kingdom of God is born. 

Since His resurrection, Jesus Christ, which the Apostle Paul rightly rec-
ognizes as the Second Adam is a new totally new creation - no lon-
ger composed of Beth material but of Jod. Only the Hebrew Alphabet 
Number System provides a suitable analogy to explain it to our limited 
comprehension of the material. Our present reality provides nothing to 
compare it with, except to reflect it like a mirror faintly understood by 
wise promised to live in the last days. 

In Jod (10) Beth (2) is elevated to 10+2=12, meaning the once invisible God 
becomes visible – a concept impossible for the angels to comprehend. 
Remember, 10 is a higher level of the “One,” who through the detour of 
life in the Daleth dimension becomes now Jod, a “resting hand.” Hebrew 
would make a picture of Jod creating Beth again; however, on a higher 
level we will never ever have a Daleth dimension appearing or being cre-
ated again because the Daleth immunization lessons have been painfully 
imbedded into the righteous nature of the saints now born into Jod. In 
this way alone does God prevent any future reoccurrence of the evil be-
ing given birth such as Heaven experienced from Lucifer’s rebellion. That 
is why the Daleth dimension came into existence in the first place. So, 
10+2 becomes 12, and its meaning is “perfect government.” 

The previous government in the Heh dimension failed, and God the invis-
ible now becomes visible, which is the solution for a better government. 
Seeing His wounds in His hands now elevated and resting is what Jod 
means. These wounds will eternally remind us of His great love poured 
out for us. He paid a great price for our lives so that the faithful saints 
may live forever. Love is the only bond of fellowship that can prevent 
rebellion from ever happening again. The resurrected Saints will love, 
honor and worship Him forever so that the universe will again become 
functional to the benefit of all created beings in the cosmos.  

Coming back to earth, the Apocalypse will be a difficult time for ev-
eryone. For those who are lost it will mean the horrors of Satan’s cruel 
rule and a fiery destruction in the lake of fire. As a former cherub that 
once served in God’s presence, one of Satan’s earlier names was Hellel. 
He is about to bring hell (derived from hell-el?) on earth for the purpose 
of destroying every person and the creation God made to be our home. 
Satan wants to be God and to be worshiped by beings. If you fear or 
honor the devil, you will become evil or incurably corrupt like him. If 
you honor and serve Jesus, who is now the visible God of the universe, 
then you will become holy or wholesome as He is. 

Jesus died for us that we might inherit everlasting life through faith. 
On top of this wondrous blessing, He guarantees no more pain, tears 
or sickness. The day is coming when all of the former things will pass 
away forever. In its place will be the glorious mansions of the heavenly 
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realm bearing a beauty and joy beyond our imagination. Instead of con-
flict, the redeemed will enjoy healthy relationships with each other as 
only true friends and loving family can foreshadow today. You cannot 
have it any better so do not be so stupid as to miss out when it is being 
offered free to you. Get with it, and do not waste another minute and 
become His child. 

It is in your power to decide to put butterfly wings on for your second 
birthday journey. There is still time to repent and believe the good news 
of the gospel. In my life I have known many people who got up in the 
morning and went to work like any other normal day, but they never 
went home that evening. In their next moment of consciousness they 
will wake up where they wanted to be. It might be like a butterfly in 
a beautiful meadow or imprisoned in outer darkness where there is 
weeping and gnashing of teeth in the utter pain of having missed out. 
I will end up being with my Redeemer. It is a much smarter choice. No 
theologian will put it to you like that, so I rest my case. 

Rosetta Stone Perspective 
At this point I think it is time again for a brief, big picture overview. 
Once upon an era (since there is no time) in the heavenly dimension of 
Heh, Lucifer and all of the angels still lived in peace and harmony with 
God, but at some point pride began to work in him until it finally mani-
fested itself in open rebellion against God. Now known as Satan, this 
archangel persuaded up to a third of all angels to join his rebellion. 

Their rebellion proved that created “sons of God” (angels, Job 38:7) could 
not be trusted with immortal power and life inherent, so the Father 
launched His plan to create mortal beings who could become born sons 
of God. So God created the material dimension of time – Daleth, of this 
world and time as the stage and home for His newly created beings. A 
material universe bounded by time was required for persons of mortal 
flesh who would die and pass away powerless if proven rebellious. 

As related in my first book, Adam and Eve were created in the Garden 
of Eden where the Heh and Daleth dimensions overlapped. In order to 
save most number of people possible, God implemented a plan of salva-
tion that would operate over thousands of years and would ultimately 
depend on Himself alone. 

The key focus of God’s plan was to provide a medium from which spiri-
tual sons of eternal Holy Spirit essence could be born and ingrained 
with a permanent character congruent with his own nature and defini-
tion of love. Since the born sons possess the same Godly nature, they 
will never rebel – unlike the created angels.

God has allotted 7,000 years for this plan to work its way from Creation 
through several sets of covenant promises, countless rebellions and re-
peated destructions until the final age of restoration. He first (1) sent 
prophets and then sent (2) Jesus the GodSon with His messages of life 
and death, blessing and cursing, hope and eternal punishment. He (3) 
tried to communicate the eternal spiritual reality of the Heh dimension 
through the reflected images of the material Daleth dimension. He (4) 
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used the Temple, and He has (5) used time itself as further witnesses. 
Again five (5) witnesses from the Heh dimension.

Just as a watchmaker sets compensating sets of gears in a watch, God 
has set 7-base and 5-base gears and cycles in accordance with the built-
in parallelism between the Daleth and Heh dimensions. These gears 
have governed the timing of key events - my railroad stations - along 
the railroad track of God’s 7,000 year plan of prophecy turned history. 
Thus, the history of man is divided into 12 cycles with three transitional 
gears. The cycles are purposefully Rosetta Stone organized on the 7:5 
ratio to give us witness of the authenticity of his promises. There are 7 
cycles to the destruction of the First Temple, which is appropriately fol-
lowed by a 70-year Land Sabbath transitional gear for Daleth. 

The next 5 cycles are followed by a Jubilee 50-year transition gear of 
merciful forgiveness for Heh. During this 50-year (on earth) gear, war 
in heaven takes place. This Apocalypse in heaven ends with Satan and 
his angelic armies being cast down to earth on December 21, 2012 when 
they will be totally eliminated from the universe and confined to the 
earth. From that day forward Heaven will have been purged clean of 
any opposition or negativity. Satan will no longer accuse the faithful or 
throw the multitude of humanity’s sins in God’s face in the heavenlies. 

Following this Jubilee gear on earth comes the 1,000 year Millennial Res-
toration gear that combines the Daleth and Heh dimensions as the final 
destination of the railroad track’s two rails, but with a difference - Satan 
will be absent because he is bound in the underworld of the abyss.

Following this railroad track analogy, the first rail is the 7-based Daleth 
dimension perspective and the second rail is the 5-based Heh dimension 
perspective. This parallelism is found throughout the Bible: Israel and 
the Church; Levitical and Melchizedek priesthoods; the mortal king-
ship of David’s line of genetic descendants and the Messianic spiritual 
descendant (Jesus) who is truly a man after God’s own heart 100% of 
the time. Since Jesus was also a biological descendant of King David, 
the two can be merged in one King of Kings during the 1,000 year reign 
of the spiritual Kingdom of God over a natural earth and human race as 
the railroad track reaches its programmed destination.
Each track has had its historical time of prominent focus under this 
plan: the first rail during the 7 cycles ending with the destruction of 
the First Temple and the second one during the 5 cycles ending in 1967. 
Perhaps there is another correlation here with the 50-year Jubilee gear 
beginning in the year 1968 that would align with what many observers 
have written about the Christian churches’ loss of relevance and impact 
in our culture. 

Basically, a number of writers and commentators have noted that Chris-
tianity has become so engaged in this material world that it has lost 
much of its spiritual power in the prosperous western European and 
American cultures since 1968. So much so that God says, “I will spit you 
out because you are either cold or hot.”

The degenerate condition of the church during the last days was proph-
esied over 1,900 years ago. (Revelation 3:16-19) This church does not 
measure up against God’s Holy Standard: it mixes wealth and mate-
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rialism with spirituality. It is not dependant on God’s power. Many 
Christians need to be purified in order to make them fit for their eter-
nal appointment. Their eternal hope is to successfully pass through the 
cleansing temporal fires of the Apocalypse where the spiritual gold 
will be refined, the dross separated from the pure metal. The refining 
process separates the impurities so that they form a froth that floats to 
the top where it can be burned up leaving the pure metal of righteous 
character behind. 

Interestingly, 1968 also witnessed the kick-off birthing of Messianic Ju-
daism, which has resulted in a huge influx of Jewish believers in Je-
sus Christ as Israel’s promised Yeshua haMashiach ben-David (Jesus 
the Messiah son of David). The transition is underway. God has set his 
hand to save all Israel, and Israel is just the first nation of all nations that 
will receive his full love and blessings – after the Great Apocalypse!
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Chapter 6 - 
Satan’s Judgment 

The Origin and Purpose of Evil
The Significance of 666

Satan’s Historical Judgments
God restricts Satan’s rebellion to the prescribed limits required to fulfill 
His plan for human spiritual growth and redemption. Satan wants to 
destroy everything, but the Creator’s plan provides for the develop-
ment free choice of righteous character in the face of many temptations 
including the lusts of the flesh, greed, abuse of power and other evils.

Satan is forced to share the Daleth dimension with mortal people be-
cause God is stronger and more powerful than His created rebel. Satan 
can only “create” by destruction, by the dissipation and devolution of 
energy because he is the void of all rather than the source of all. Thus, 
he can only control a person’s destiny and prevent his salvation by sub-
jecting our lives to lies, oppression, deceit or the encouragement of re-
bellion and self-reliance apart from God. His power lies in death and 
fear because all fears are rooted in the fear of death. (Hebrews 2:14-16) 

Satan works in opposition to life and faith, but the appearance of his 
ways seems otherwise to human nature. As the former angel of light, Sa-
tan often entices with what seem to be “blessings” of healing, spirituality, 
power, sensual satisfaction, wealth and enlightenment from the perspec-
tive of the wisdom of this material age, but they are traps that imprison 
the flesh to the destruction of the spirit. The Enemy will not stop trying 
to destroy as many people as possible, but he cannot win the outcome. 
God allows him to do so within the limits of the Zayin and Cheth Ages 
of human history’s 6,000 years (from 4004 BC to AD 2015). He is not al-
ways successful as he must battle against godly people who are called the 
saints, who are under God’s protection to carry out the divine plan.

1st Judgment of Satan, Waw Age (before 4068 BC)
The first correction occurred when Satan was fired from his job as an 
Archangel in the third heaven of God’s throne. Satan and the other fall-
en angels or demons remain in what the Bible refers to as the Second 
Heaven. They function at a higher energy level than material things. 
From an earthly perspective of time and matter, Satan and his allies 
retain their metaphysical essence so that they seem as supernaturally 
powerful gods to mortals. 

The Bible calls him the god of this world, yet his power and authority 
over the earth must conform to God’s laws and will. Therefore, Satan is 
not all powerful, but he is extremely skillful in finding ways to circum-
vent the existing order. People are in the middle, not very educated, 
powerful or bright. Humans are exposed to the principles and pulls of 
good and evil as we struggle for survival in a competitive world that 
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usually keeps us too busy to address our spiritual commission from 
God, which is to work out our salvation in the midst of controversy.   

God’s plan existed in the sixth age (Waw), which occurred before the 
history of the human race began in 4068 BC. Around 4004 BC, Satan 
interfered with God’s plan. He came to Eve disguised as a beautiful up-
right-walking serpent, and she believed his deadly mixture of truth and 
lie.  Satan’s deception led both Eve and Adam into sin by eating from 
the Tree of the Knowledge Good and Evil contrary to God’s command. 

This bad choice put all humanity under Satan’s control transforming 
natural human inclinations from a righteous, divine-centered disposi-
tion to a fallen, self-centered one. Human nature is driven by self-pres-
ervation in reaction to the death sentence received for this original sin. 
That first sin cut all people off from God’s intimate fellowship and sus-
taining life-energy from the Heh dimension of eternity.

Next, the original sin also resulted in Adam and Eve being driven out of 
the Garden of Eden, which was an island from the Heh dimension as we 
explained in Apocalypse Prophesied, Chapter 4. God’s mercy toward 
us prevented them from eating from the Tree of Life. If they had, then I 
believe people would have become like Satan who is doomed without 
any hope of redemption or transformation. If a person’s sinful condition 
is not redeemable, then he or she would have to live eternally separated 
from God’s domain in an empty darkness without purpose. 

Because God loves the mortal sons and daughters He has created, we 
have the opportunity for another chance to escape the mortal bonds 
of the Daleth dimension of time and death to enter the Heh dimension 
of eternal life through Jesus, the Mediator between God and humans. 
(Colossians 1:13-23) In faith we must turn from fleeing death to embrac-
ing it in a repentance that commits us to serving God. In saying we are 
sorry and asking for His help, God forgives us and sends His Spirit to 
abide in us. This restores us to the road towards the full fellowship en-
joyed by Adam and Eve with their Creator. 

This grace of God in Messiah is one of the greatest truths of the Bible. 
Because we are children of Adam and Eve, we have never seen God. 
We have not personally or physically talked to Him, nor have we been 
in paradise. Instead, we must believe God without seeing Him. That is 
called faith. Regardless of all that Satan has succeeded in, God’s prom-
ise still exists for each person to seize in belief despite what we or others 
have done or thought in the past. Even after thousands of years of evil, 
suffering and spiritual confusion, God’s plan for humanity remains an 
open door in the face of Satan’s deceits and destruction.  

Since the violation of God’s commandment, all people must live under 
the dominion of Satan, who became god of this age of Zayin and Cheth. 
Adam’s sinful surrender of his right to rule earth left him a laborer of 
mortal necessity. Because Adam followed Satan’s lead, he was no longer 
king exercising dominion over the earth, but the slave of his appetites. 

God promised a future seed of Eve who would crush Satan’s head. Now, 
Satan did not know when that seed would come in history, so he has 
constantly devised schemes to prevent it. When Eve gave birth to Cain, 
her firstborn, she thought that it would be the promised Redeemer, but 
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it soon became obvious that Cain was not a very obedient child and 
would not qualify. Her next son, Able, was a godly boy, and God fa-
vored him. That created a bit of jealousy within Cain, and Satan moved 
in to use Cain to destroy Abel, who might be the promised Redeemer. 

Perhaps Satan believed that he had stopped God back then with Abel’s 
death. This might partly explain why the pre-Flood civilization so 
quickly degenerated: Satan let loose all of his destructive strategies 
in the false confidence gained from these early victories. Little did he 
know that God would use His rebellious evil behavior to purposefully 
infect all of humanity for six thousand years after Eden. God’s desire is 
for billions of spiritually pure children so He must test every one of us 
by the experience of evil so that we immediately recognize and deeply 
reject it. Without this immunization process we cannot be promoted 
back into the Heh dimension and live forever. 

Satan’s role in the fall of humanity showed his utter contempt for God’s 
creation. Satan’s permission to rule over the nations will both reach its 
climax and end during the Apocalypse. The allusion to the victorious 
“seed” prophesied to Adam and Eve will be symbolically carried for-
ward to Antichrist. 

During the Apocalypse, Satan will experience his greatest military defeat 
at the hands of his contemporary Archangel Michael, who comes against 
the rebels in the name of Jesus/Yeshua. After the battle of Armageddon, 
his greatest defeat in the Daleth dimension, Satan will be bound in chains 
and put in the darkest prison to test nations and individuals no more. 
God’s plan for humanity moves into a new age, the Teth Age, when peo-
ple wrestle only with their natural selfishness and fleshly desires. 

In the Teth Age mortals will not be able to excuse their sins by blam-
ing external evils beyond a person’s choosing. Social excuses like being 
born in an evil culture or of being confused by so many religions sim-
ply will not exist because God’s Kingdom will be visibly apparent then 
as will the righteous saints. There will not be any competing gods or 
religions. Those saints from before and living now, who overcome this 
evil age and our Enemy by the blood of Messiah in believing faith, will 
have been resurrected in eternal bodies of glory and power. They will 
rule under the King of Kings as priestly kings in a reign of service to the 
mortal citizens of the new age, who will grow spiritually through daily 
interaction with a loving God.

2nd Judgment of Satan, Zayin Age 2288 BC
The second judgment occurs 1,715 years after the first – at the time of 
the Flood in 2288 BC. From Satan’s perspective it was judgment day, 
big time. During the first human civilization, Satan had managed to 
persuade many of his angels to join him in a vile attempt to totally sabo-
tage God’s creation. The Bible records direct angelic interference with 
human genetics. 

In the dim mists of the Waw Age beginning Satan watched God create 
the planet we live on. He observed how life was made up of billions of 
genes which are like bricks used to build a house. Each of these “bricks” 
possesses a code of intelligence embedded in it. Every biological organ-
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ism is built out of genes, which become living cells when empowered 
by the energy of an invisible breath of God. These genes operate both 
individually and collectively according to the designed functions nec-
essary to propagate life and maintain it within the original Creation 
environment. We dwell on a living earth and not just a chance rock void 
of any intelligent design that supposedly evolved from the nothingness 
of space, as Satan’s lie of evolution would have us to believe. 

Through the ages, Satan has plotted against God, and one strategy he 
has consistently deployed is to destroy the physical environment in or-
der to make it inhospitable to righteous life or any life at all. He used 
the vast knowledge he learned from watching God create the world to 
influence many angels in the heavenly Heh dimension to join his cun-
ning plan to take over the government and throne of God. Satan strives 
to defeat God by destroying the established order in the universe and 
all mortal life on this planet earth in particular. 

Since God had told Satan that a “seed” of Eve would replace him, Satan 
immediately set about to corrupt the human seed. He introduced angels 
from the Heh dimension to the daughters of Adam and Eve. Through 
some kind of perverse sexuality, these angels effected reproductive 
manipulation of the natural human genes to produce offspring called 
“Nephilim” or giants. These superhuman beings seemed born (cloned 
perhaps?) without conscience, being totally evil through and through. 

In the “days of Noah” - the last days before the Flood, it was literally 
like hell on earth. All godly order and civilized law established during 
Adam’s life became unglued. The streets were filled with violence and 
acts of terrorism, such as we are too familiar with today – only worse. 

Enoch was born to the seventh generation from Adam. He belonged to 
the godly party of that civilization. Enoch and the few like him lived as 
righteous salt among a perverse generation. It was a role similar to that 
experienced today by those few Christians and Jews who actually be-
lieve in, and try to live by, the Bible. Before the Flood the “Bible” was a 
collection of God’s oracles relating Adam’s experience with God and the 
history of his early descendants as they came along. It told the story of 
the garden experiences and the beginning of the human journey through 
the Zayin Age of strife. It was written in the original Hebrew language 
which everybody spoke right up until the Flood. There was no confusion 
of languages until the Tower of Babel some years afterwards. 

Enoch prophesied that God would come to judge the earth with a holy 
host of angels by the tens of thousands to make an end to evil. We know 
now that what Enoch foresaw will come about in our day and not his. 
When God decided to take action and intervene in the affairs of the First 
Civilization, He did so to save His creation. He chose to destroy the 
whole earth with a massive Flood because most of the people and ani-
mals had become corrupt in their genetic make-up. It had not required 
much more than a couple of generations to mix and match genes until 
almost everything had become contaminated. This condition reminds 
me of today’s insane rush to release genetically modified organisms 
into our modern environment, which is already stressed by our greedy 
abuse of its natural resources. 
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God was planning 120 pre-Flood years ahead when He gave orders to 
Noah to build a submarine-like boat that could ferry enough geneti-
cally sound people and animals to the other side of the Flood in order to 
restore His creation. God knew in advance when the proper time would 
arrive. The ark possessed an unusual design suitable only for a massive 
flood with huge tsunami waves. It was given to Noah from Heaven and 
built miles away from any ocean. Thus, the building of ark itself became 
a living witness and warning for 120 years that God would make an 
end to that civilization. Through this means, He would preserve some 
unpolluted human “seed” so that the promised Redeemer, the Second 
Adam, could arrive at the proper time to save all humanity and re-es-
tablish the animal life as well. 

Many animals had been genetically changed as a result of demonic at-
tempts at “creation” by messing with the building blocks of life. Ar-
chaeology provides numerous witnesses to their evil efforts that are 
found in the ancient art and architectural ruins of many ancient civi-
lizations. From stone statues to wall paintings, ancient cultures depict 
fantastic beings of composite body parts from fish, bulls, horses, eagles 
and lions. The ancients told myths about mermaids, minotaurs, cen-
taurs, griffins and sphinxes - among others. Some of these images may 
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be from visions of fallen or even righteous angels, but I firmly believe 
that they also tell the story of ancient genetic manipulation. (Read Eze-
kiel Chapter 1 for a description of angels.)

These strange creatures are not figments of my imagination, but scien-
tific evidence from ancient cultures. These ancient works of art reflect 
a scientific reality that can once again be duplicated in our laborato-
ries today. The media no longer show these secret genetic aberrations 
because they create fear and outrage in the public eye so they are for-
bidden in America. But that does not mean that this kind of distorted 
research does not continue – especially in foreign laboratories.  

In my life I have seen pictures of double-headed sheep, for example. 
Fifteen years ago I saw one with an extra head positioned at the rear 
of the sheep where the tail should have been. On TV I have seen chil-
dren born without legs or arms. In America Congress has debated over 
whether genetically manipulate human organs and appendages could 
be harvested from laboratory “farms” where a fetus would be grown to 
a certain development stage and then “disassembled” to provide inter-
nal body parts to patients needing transplants. 

The basic question, “Would these fetuses be considered human under 
the present law?” is debated even as science marches on with its amoral 
experiments. The principles of this business of bioengineering organs 
for transplant was compared to and contrasted with the status of fe-
tuses according to abortion laws. In the latter case redeveloped or un-
derdeveloped fetuses are not considered human; therefore, they do not 
have the protection of law or the right to life. 

We do not live in Noah’s time, but I hope you get the picture. Many of 
the ancient Greek, Roman and German myths tell stories of half-human 
supernatural beings. They were worshiped as gods, which implies that 
they belong to a higher level than mortals. These gods and demigods 
engaged in constant fighting and wars with each other. This is typical 
of life under Satan‘s domain. 

We are not very far away from being overpowered by our own cre-
ations. The classic tale of Frankenstein warns us that our mis-cre-
ations will become bigger than us – their “creator” scientists. I have 
not watched the latest Hollywood movies in making these comments; 
rather my observations come from the scientific journals I have read to 
keep current in what’s happening in the biological disciplines of experi-
ment and discovery. 

As Noah finished the ark, God brought animals that were still geneti-
cally sound in accordance with the laws established at the original cre-
ation. These animals came in pairs, male and female and were led to the 
ark. God closed the doors of His specially designed boat and carried 
them over to another time period to preserve original life and begin the 
Second Civilization. 

If God had not done this, Satan could have said, “I won! I am more power-
ful than God! You can’t even protect your own creation!” In this and many 
other ways he would have mocked God and laughed all the way to hell. 
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Was God ignorant of this forbidden activity? Was He surprised at how 
fast man would join in this rebellion? We do read that God was sorry 
that He had made man with the capacity for so much violence and de-
structive knowledge. Just like today, if God had left humanity alone 
back then, they would have destroyed themselves and the creation at 
the same time. After the Flood, God confused the language of the sur-
vivors’ descendants in order to slow down their technological develop-
ment. His plan worked because it took over a thousand years just to re-
discover how to make iron again – a process that was known to Adam. 

But let us look at the Flood from Satan’s perspective. Think about it. 
He had to watch all his plans get washed away. His whole civilization 
was totally broken, and his armies of Nephilim and demons were de-
stroyed. The worst fallen angels were rounded up and chained in an 
underworld prison never to freely roam the earth again. (Read 2Peter 
Chapter 2 for a good discussion on this.) So after the Flood, Satan had 
to start over again, too. He had to devise new strategies to defy God and 
mess-up His plan for humanity. We have learned a little history about 
Satan in this book, as well as what lies ahead for him. 

Our present civilization has not learned these important lessons from 
antiquity. That is why all of us must go through the long prophesied 
Apocalypse. Like Noah’s day, today’s scientists have again learned how 
to genetically modify God’s creation. Our modern society is screwing up 
every known vegetable and animal that offers them a chance to make a 
buck. The end will be self-inflicted global destruction if God does not 
step in to stop Satan’s plans for the annihilation of humanity. This second 
time around it will be a thousand years of jail time for him and our cher-
ished but corrupt human civilization will again be totally destroyed. 

Through the exponentially accelerating acquisition of knowledge, 
modern man has begun to use his godlike powers to create our own 
haphazard bio-monstrosity of an ecosystem gone wrong and headed 
for its destruction. It seems like nothing can be withheld from human 
imagination. Modern science provides the powers sought by ancient 
magicians and Satan himself – the power over life and death without 
dependence on God and His law of love.

This newfound power has blinded us from seeing that we are destroy-
ing our own home. It is like we are cutting off the branch we are sitting 
on. This is how Satan thinks. The angels corrupted themselves and re-
belled against the order of God’s rule. They left the Heh dimension to 
possess human bodies. To them, possession is the demonic imitation 
of a resurrection. It is something that can only take place in the Daleth 
dimension because the Second Law of Thermodynamics, entropy, basi-
cally states that conversions of energy can only go from a higher to a 
lower level, never the other way. 

Also as in Noah’s day, God has given modern society a time of warning 
and grace for individuals to repent. Scientists generally do not know this 
because they refuse to read the Bible. I believe that the Bible also gives 
us a definite window in time of 2008-2015 for the Apocalypse. This time 
there is no boat to build so we do not have 120 years to wait. I am sorry if 
this news inconveniences you, but that seems to be the facts. 
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This time God will use fire to destroy our rebellious, self-sufficient civi-
lization. That fire will purify His creation of the genetically modified 
animal and plant life because it is the only way to deal with the problem 
of genetically mixed organisms - unless you have a flood again. But 
God said that would not happen. Instead, Jesus prophesied that the end 
times will have frequent earthquakes, tsunamis and unusual weather 
conditions. With each passing year these will become more severe in 
intensity until they reach a climax ending with the Apocalypse. 

Read my second book, Mystery of Tammuz 17, to find out what will 
happen. You will learn more about how God will permit Satan, through 
Antichrist, will lead Heh dimension demon armies to possess rebellious 
peoples for five months. This will create an army of “immortals” or 
“Shock Troops” that can fight in both the Daleth and Heh dimensions 
at the same time. This amazing terror will be an indirect outpouring of 
God’s wrath by permission. God is going to lift many restrictions off 
Satan. He is going to let humanity really experience what life is like un-
der their chosen god, the fallen Lucifer. Since we will not learn the easy 
way, we will soon get the opportunity to learn these vital lessons the 
hard way before Satan is finally chained in the abyss of the underworld 
for a thousand years.

3rd Judgment of Satan in Zayin Age AD 33
In the Hebrew Number Alphabet System Gimel (3) means “divine com-
pleteness.” The fateful events of Satan’s future defeat occur on two lev-
els or in two dimensions. In the Daleth dimension we notice an appar-
ent setback when the promised Redeemer, Jesus Christ, was crucified 
in AD 33. Satan greatly rejoiced in his apparent victory. He believed 
that he engineered the whole thing! He had stirred up a crowd of reli-
gious zealots to frenzy and even used their respected religious leaders 
to cause the execution of their own Redeemer. “What blind fools these 
Jews are!” he gloated.

Foretold by many prophets, Satan has never understood the resurrec-
tion, which was a new feature in God’s plan from creation. He forgot 
that God is an innovative problem solver. Satan thought that God would 
not change the plan He first related to the angels. Big mistake!  

Little did Satan know that God was behind the outcome of Jesus’ mortal 
life on earth. I can only deduce that Satan had not figured out the seem-
ingly irrational logic of the Second Adam’s death. (Read 1Corinthians 
15.) In Satan’s mind he had eliminated the promised “seed” after failing 
to corrupt Him. The people had not risen up to anoint Yeshua as their 
Messiah King even after He had done thousands of miracles. 

The Bible informs us that faithful angels, who are eager to understand 
God’s purpose and the meaning of the Scripture, can learn much by 
listening to what the Holy Spirit inspires mortal men to preach. (1Peter 
1:10-12) God is all-knowing. Satan is not, although he would like you 
to believe that he is. Satan has made and will make many mistakes be-
cause he is blinded by his pride. 

Jesus came into this world to make atonement for the sins of humanity. 
He was even born into line of David the king, which qualifies Him to 
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reign over Israel as the promised Messiah. As the Second Adam, He 
will also reign over the entire earth as King of Kings. Thus, God breaks 
the stranglehold Satan has over mortals by the death of Jesus, the God-
Son, on the cross. He rose victoriously on the third day, and after forty 
days He ascended back into Heaven. Revelation 5:1-14 tells of a grand 
meeting in Heaven before the Father in which Jesus Christ received a 
seven-sealed scroll. 

The resurrection of Jesus Christ was a big defeat for Satan in the heav-
enlies. He was not even invited to that meeting. The sealed scroll is the 
title to the earth; it is similar to the document we receive when we buy a 
house. Jesus is now the legal owner of the earth including everything and 
everyone on it, under it and over it. (See Revelation 10:1-2.) Satan legally 
lost all the rights of possession he had stolen from Adam, the original 
owner. Jesus merely needs to return to claim His right to reign.

For almost six thousand years God has permitted Satan to exercise power 
over earth due to his successful deception of Adam and Eve. In their sin 
they became subject to Satan’s power of death making that fallen angel 
their lord until redemption. (Hebrews 2:14) Not much has changed since 
then with the Zayin Age being a time of constant strife, pain and wars.   

Because of Adam’s sin, all people are pre-appointed to die. (Hebrews 
9:27) To some extent we are innocent victims of Satan’s ploy against 
Eve, but we have all sinned by our own volition, too. (Romans 3:23) 
God’s holiness demanded a blood payment for reconciliation. But God 
loves every one of us so He gave us the opportunity to escape Satan’s 
iron grip. Jesus’ death and resurrection is God’s only chosen method of 
making sinfully defiled humans holy. With the Messiah’s holiness as 
our own, we inherit the right to live and be acceptable in God’s presence 
and will never experience the Second Death. 

Jesus’ death and resurrection began the fulfillment of Genesis 3:15. He 
broke the devil’s power of death that holds the human race captive under 
his dominion by the fear of death. (Hebrews 2:14-16) A person’s free will 
acceptance or rejection of the Jesus’ atoning death is an eternal life or death 
decision. The collective effect of these individual decisions determines 
who belongs to the God and who belongs to Satan. (Colossians 1:13-14) 

In Revelation 20 we learn that all of the people who have ever lived 
will stand before the Great White Throne to be judged. If your name is 
found in the Book of Life, then you are co-owner with the GodSon in 
the sealed scroll that gives ownership title to the earth. We are born as 
bondservants belonging to the Daleth dimension of God’s creation, but 
we can be adopted as sons of the Heh dimension through the price paid 
by the precious blood of Jesus. 

Jesus’ sacrificial death and resurrection set us free from slavery of sin 
when we repent. When we die to self, we mystically participate in the 
crucifixion. Through subsequent faith in God’s promise, the Holy Spirit 
comes to live within us, which provides the means for our future par-
ticipation in the first resurrection. We shall be changed just as He was 
resurrected. By faith in God’s mercy and power in our lives, we become 
heirs of the eternal royalty according to the plan established before the 
earth was formed. You cannot have it any better. 
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This is why the Bible warns us to not let anything or anyone hinder 
our return to God. The Bible teaches that family relationships are very 
important, but neither mother, father, mate nor children should keep 
us from our inheritance in Messiah Yeshua. Unless we choose Christ 
above all, we are not worthy to be a part of His kingdom. He wants His 
children totally committed against the spiritual powers of darkness and 
the evil in the power of the air commanded by Satan, the Prince of the 
power of the air. (Ephesians 2:2) One can not compromise fellowship 
with God by dealing with the devil at the same time. God has gracious-
ly given us His written Bible and the Holy Spirit that together tutor and 
empower us to overcome evil and to inherit the Kingdom of God.   

4th Judgment of Satan in Cheth Age 2008-2015
This judgment marks what will happen on earth (4 = Daleth, “this world 
in this time”) and in Heaven (5 = Heh, “the other side”) during the 
Apocalypse (2008-2015). Michael, the mightiest angel in the universe, 
and his host will fight a victorious war against all unholy angels, de-
mons and other unknown spirits in the universe and Heaven. They will 
remove all evil from those many places in order to make ready for the 
announcement that the Kingdom of God is born in the Heh dimension. 
It will arrive on earth after the Apocalypse. (Revelation 12:7-10; 11:15)

We notice that the heavenly Apocalypse will occur during the 7th Pe-
riod of the Great Apocalypse on earth, which ends on 21 December 
2012. This coincides with the Aztec Calendar’s prediction of the end of 
the world after over five thousand years. It is also corroborated in the 
equally as old Chinese zodiac calendar as described earlier. 

In the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse, Satan’s access to Heaven ends in 
the shaded 7th Period. Satan and his demons will never be permitted 
access to Heaven again because they no longer exist after being thrown 
into the lake of fire. After the Apocalypse their rebellious behavior will 
have no further usefulness to God. Because they cannot be trusted, fall-
en angels can only perform an indirect function in God’s plan as “infec-
tious agents” with the potential to impart immunity in people against 
evil. Our painfully felt human experience of evil builds up an innate 
rejection of the devil’s devious lies and ways in the repentant person.

Since they serve no further purpose, the fallen angels are terminated, 
but Satan’s job on earth will run a little longer only because God has 
appointed it so from the beginning. In fact Satan will intensify his de-
structive wrath upon the earth and its inhabitants after being cast out 
of Heaven. He is the pre-ordained executioner of unrepentant mankind 
during the earthly Apocalypse. After He has done His work, Jesus will 
return, and Satan will be chained and isolated for a thousand years in a 
deep abyss. (Revelation 20:3)

5th Judgment of Satan in Teth Age 2018-3018
At the end of the millennial reign of Christ on earth (in AD 3018), Satan 
will be released from his prison (the abyss). Unchanged in his insane 
hatred, he will violently rebel one last time in unrepentant opposition 
to God. He will stir up the peaceful society of all nations and embroil 
them in revolution against the existing godly order, but his hordes will 
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be defeated. Satan will then be cast into the lake of fire permanently 
ending all evil influence on earth and in Heaven. He will never be re-
membered again. (Revelation 20:10)

A final question needs to be answered, “Why do the nations rebel at the end 
of 1,000 years of peace and wonderful blessings for all under God’s king-
dom reign on earth?” We cannot suspect corrupt government in this case!

Looking back on the 6,000 years of Zayin Age history, people could say that 
it was Satan and his evil influence that caused all the trouble in the world. 
But during the 1,000 years of peace on earth, God had Satan chained in the 
underworld away from having any influence in human life. What hap-
pened? What possible excuse exists for another rebellion against a loving 
God who will have bountifully blessed mankind for 1,000 years?  

Sin is the only answer. It is a core characteristic of human nature. Sin will 
always look for an opportunity to express itself. Human nature must be 
changed to solve the eternal problems of society, and people can not do 
that for themselves. We must submit to God in faith in order for our na-
ture to be transformed into one of pure, eternally reliable love as God de-
fines love. Under those circumstances sin and rebellion are impossible. 

The Saints dwelling in the heavenly Jerusalem learned all about that in 
their previous mortal life – the caterpillar stage of the butterfly analogy. 
At the end of the millennium, here comes that same lesson again. It is 
the most important one to learn: the first and the last. 

The very nature of sin is to oppose God’s order. The natural heart of humans 
is “deceitful above all things, who can know it.” (Jeremiah 17:9) It is most 
deceitful to ourselves. It is a deeply internal manner that can be hidden by 
external behavior – especially in an environment of social and cultural righ-
teousness. How many pastor’s children have gotten into the worst trouble? 

Satan is loosed for a short season at the end of the millennium. He acts 
like a garbage magnet because if there is any internal pride or other 
secret sin left in a person, it will react immediately and favorably to Sa-
tan’s charisma and deceptions. The saints who will govern the universe 
must learn the final lesson of being able to discern the heart difference 
and to have no tolerance for anything less than divine perfection in 
character – no matter how painful that lesson may be. 

In the final and surprisingly massive rebellion against God, they will 
witness a new development on earth. After 1,000 years of peace and 
blessings the rapid and vehement rebellion will surprise them greatly. 
Perplexed, they will recognize good friends among the rebels who had 
been part of the mortal leadership on earth. It will be a déjà vu Zayin 
Age all over again.

With Satan’s last but hopelessly futile “hurrah” the saints will now fully 
understand how Lucifer’s first rebellion affected the Creator. There will 
be no shred of doubt that God’s plan for humanity was the best and 
only way for humans to grow up spiritually into the fullness of God’s 
love. They will have no doubts that the terrible sufferings and trials 
people have endured for 6,000 years, and especially during the Apoca-
lypse, were the wisest and most merciful educational system God could 
use to expand His kingdom in righteousness. 
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Now the GodFather and the GodSon can delegate full authority to His 
redeemed GodChildren of the Spirit as the New Heavens and New 
Earth are created. Sin will not be found there, and God will never again 
be dishonored. This new creation will be able to abide forever because 
without sin there will be no death or destruction! 

Learning this final lesson makes it possible for Eternity to move everything 
into the higher level (Jod) because it is now safeguarded by a corporate spiri-
tual body who has been vaccinated against any future aberration outside 
God’s perfect nature. Rebellion and its consequential evil will be impossible,

• and that was the plan of God for humanity from the beginning,  

• and that is the reason why evil was permitted to flourish, 

• and that is the reason why Satan got an extension on his life, 

• and that is the reason for the Daleth dimension 

• and that is the reason for the original sin of Adam and Eve, 

• and that is the reason of the butterfly stage for mortals, 

• and that is why God Himself became human to pay for sin, 

• and that is the reason Jesus/Yeshua rose on the third day, 

• and that is why human life suffers so much without God,  

• and that is the reason you were born and exist, 

• and that is why it is time to wake up my friend - chose life now!
Call on the name of Jesus Christ now, and ask forgiveness so that you can: 

• thank Him for what He has done on the cross, 

• hold on to the promises He gave us, 

• enter future blessing impossible to describe 

• and you will make new friends with whom you may fellow-
ship together as you share God’s love, being secure, wanted and 
important to your Creator who wants to bless you with no more 
sickness, no more tears, no more wars and no more death. 
The Spirit and the Bride say, “Come.”
And let the one who hears say, “Come.”
And let the one who is thirsty come; 
And let the one who desires take the water of life 
without price.  (Revelation 22:17 rsv)
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The Number 666
For generations Christians have wondered about the number 666. There 
have been many interpretations in the past. I will add another one for 
your consideration. The apostle John saw a “beast coming out of the 
earth,” which we identified as the Antichrist, “the man of lawlessness” 
who will appear during the last half of the Apocalypse: 

Then I saw another beast that rose out of the earth; it 
had two horns like a lamb and it spoke like a dragon. 
(Revelation 13:11 NRSV)

In Revelation 13:16-18 this beast is personified with the number 666 and is 
identified with Satan residing in an incarnated human body. This strange 
coexistence of a heavenly being within a human person has only one oth-
er similar correlation in history: the Lord Jesus. This passage states that 
the number must be calculated in order to become a reality: 

Also it causes all, both small and great, both rich and 
poor, both free and slave, to be marked on the right 
hand or the forehead, so that no one can buy or sell 
who does not have the mark, that is, the name of the 
beast or the number of its name. This calls for wisdom: 
let anyone with understanding calculate the number of 
the beast, for it is the number of a person. Its number is 
six hundred sixty-six. (Revelation 13:16-18 NRSV)

The number 666 contains three digits, which represent three domains. 
The first domain is outside our world somewhere in the universe where 
God lives. God is surrounded by angels, which are on a higher level 
than man. Peter, inspired by the Holy Spirit, said they are greater in 
power and might than we are. (2Peter 2:11)

The Antichrist of the last half of the Apocalypse will become an in-be-
tween creature - an angel-man, who operates on a separate level than 
either angels or humans. God did not create this deviant state of both 
Daleth and Heh dimensions merged as one, and He condemns it. As a 
matter of fact the angel-men that existed before the Flood are presently 
chained in the underworld waiting the final judgment day. They will all 
be destroyed without mercy. They cannot ever be redeemed. They are 
outside of God’s permissible will, being the spiritual cancers of creation. 

And the angels who did not keep their own position, 
but left their proper dwelling, he has kept in eternal 
chains in deepest darkness for the judgment of the 
great Day. (Jude 6 NRSV)

Let me sum up the statements made in the book of Revelation regard-
ing the Antichrist who bears this mysterious number:

1. A future world government system will come out of the 
earth. (“The earth” represents a specific number of people 
who can be numbered.)

2. A king (a human body indwelled by Satan, identified with 
two horns, symbolizing divine attributes), identified as the 
Antichrist, will govern that system. 
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3. The whole world will be astonished. Since they have never 
witnessed a resurrection, they will follow this leader blindly.

4. The world’s educational system will still teach that heaven 
does not exist, nor do angels. Consequently, it is ludicrous 
to believe in Satan (a mythical figure). The so-called war in 
Heaven is seen as a fable.

5. The people within this world religious and political sys-
tem will blaspheme God and slander His name. 

The Hebrew numbering system writes the number 666 as (100 x 6) + 
60 + 6. The three domains represented could be compared graphically 
using three circles: an outer circle, a middle one and a center. If we pull 
the circles apart, the three domains could be displayed as follows: 

The First Circle
The first and biggest circle is the Aleph domain. It contains the number 
one hundred (100), which can be expressed as 102. The little two (2) 
means “squared.” Property is recorded in square feet. When you pur-
chase property, your name is added to the deed, which identifies you as 
the owner of that domain. 

The Hebrew numbering systems identifies the number one (1) with 
Aleph, meaning “the eternal, infinite God.” The three digits in the num-
ber 100 indicate that it belongs to the third domain, which is the high-
est. This is the domain where God lives. 

The Hebrew numbering system identifies the number two (2) with Beth, 
which means “house.” The two (2) in this formula (102) expresses that 
God, who is infinite unapproachable light, reveals Himself in the Beth 
dimension: the physical universe, which is our home. 

The First Bridge
The number six (6) between the first two circles is like a bridge connect-
ing the two domains. The number six represents waw, which means 
“connect” but can also mean “manifestation of sin” or “weakness of 
men.” This illustrates the idea of God crossing a bridge to enter the time 
dimension in order to be linked with the domain of Satan. This reveals 
His purpose for this fallen world of sin and corruption.
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The Middle Circle
The middle circle contains the number sixty (60), which means Samech, 
the serpent. This circle represents Satan’s domain, which is on earth 
where we live and die. In the Garden of Eden, Satan walked upright 
before the highest throne in heaven. After the fall of man his domain 
(the earth) became cursed, and he had to walk on his belly and eat dust. 
(Genesis 3:14) He is now invisible on earth, but his influence is every-
where. According to the first prophecy of the Bible, a foot (Jesus Christ) 
will crush his head.

The Second Bridge
The second number six (6) connects Satan’s domain with humanity. 

The Last Circle
Notice that the last circle is empty. There is no number there because it is 
still being created. The structure of the number 666 cannot be fully calcu-
lated yet because it is missing something. Let’s find the missing link.

666 or 888?
If your name is recorded in the Book of Life, you have been given a 
special name by God Himself. (Revelation 20:11-15)  Each letter of your 
name has a corresponding number value attached to it. If you have a 
special God-given name, the empty circle at the end of the above dia-
gram can be filled in with the numerical value for that name. Adding 
this number to 666 will change it to 888, a number beyond the dominion 
of Satan and outside the judgment of that domain. 

Jesus’ name in Greek is spelled IESOUS. The numerical equivalents of 
the letters are as follows:

I  = 10

E = 8

S = 200

O = 70

U = 400

S = 200

  888

The number eight (8) means “a new beginning.” The number 888 rep-
resents a new beginning on three levels, a coming together of all God 
has planned for the world. This number means “the first resurrection 
saints.” Jesus said that He is the resurrection and the life. No one can 
come to the Father but by Him.

Then I saw a great white throne and the one who sat 
on it; the earth and the heaven fled from his presence, 
and no place was found for them. 
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And I saw the dead, great and small, standing before 
the throne, and books were opened. Also another 
book was opened, the book of life. 
And the dead were judged according to their works, 
as recorded in the books. And the sea gave up the dead 
that were in it, Death and Hades gave up the dead that 
were in them, and all were judged according to what 
they had done. Then Death and Hades were thrown 
into the lake of fire. 
This is the second death, the lake of fire; and anyone 
whose name was not found written in the book of life was 
thrown into the lake of fire. (Revelation 20:11-15 NRSV)

The last pages of the Bible speak of books being opened. If your name is 
recorded in the Book of Life, your corresponding number (888) will be the 
same number as Jesus’ name and a coming together of all He has planned. 

This special number will qualify you to enter the great blessings of the 
future world. You will become one with God, just as Jesus said, “I am 
in the Father and the Father is in me.” (John 14:10 NRSV) Since all true 
believers are children of God, we will be materially transformed into an 
eternal substance becoming unified with God, the Creator of all. 

Is Your Name in the Book?
If your name is not recorded in the Book of Life, you will not have a new 
name. You will be nameless in the spiritual dimension. Your last circle 
remains empty. Therefore your number is 666, the beast’s number, and 
you will join him in the second death.

Understanding the number 666 is a matter of life and death for each 
person on earth. The Bible proclaims with urgency that men need to 
respond to God and receive mercy before it is too late. No one will have 
an excuse. Every knee shall bow and acknowledge Him. 

I gladly bow now before my Creator, of my own free will and thank 
Him for His indescribable gift: 

Eternal Life!
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Chapter 7 - 
The Kingdom of God Reigns on Earth
What happens after the Last Days of Satan, 

Antichrist & the Mahdi
New Jerusalem & the New Heavens and New Earth

On that day the branch of the Lord shall be beauti-
ful and glorious, and the fruit of the land shall be the 
pride and glory of the survivors of Israel. Whoever is 
left in Zion and remains in Jerusalem will be called 
holy, everyone who has been recorded for life in Je-
rusalem, once the Lord has washed away the filth of 
the daughters of Zion and cleansed the bloodstains of 
Jerusalem from its midst by a spirit of judgment and 
by a spirit of burning. 
Then the Lord will create over the whole site of Mount 
Zion and over its places of assembly a cloud by day and 
smoke and the shining of a flaming fire by night. Indeed 
over all the glory there will be a canopy. It will serve as a 
pavilion, a shade by day from the heat, and a refuge and 
a shelter from the storm and rain. (Isaiah 4:2-6 NRSV)

Satan Imprisoned for a Time
Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, hold-
ing in his hand the key to the bottomless pit and a 
great chain. He seized the dragon, that ancient ser-
pent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for 
a thousand years, and threw him into the pit, and 
locked and sealed it over him, so that he would de-
ceive the nations no more, until the thousand years 
were ended. After that he must be let out for a little 
while. (Revelation 20:1-3 NRSV)

The elimination of evil from the universe is a difficult process. Even after 
the end of the Apocalypse it is not done. Putting an end to Satan’s direct 
influence over humanity, an end to the evils of the global Babylonian sys-
tem of government, merchandizing and spirituality will not be enough. 
As discussed earlier, Satan will be enormously successful for the short 
duration of his release from the abyss at the end of the millennium. 

Evil will be permanently removed from the earth and universe during 
the final White Throne judgment of God takes place after Satan’s final 
rebellious attack against God fails. Throughout the plan of God, the 
principle of human free will is never compromised. To live forever with 
God, we must freely choose to be as righteous and loving as He defines 
life by His eternal being. There is only one way to live eternally and be 
happy, and the Creator defines it even as He desires to share it. Mean-
while, all humans alive today are given the glorious thousand years of 
peace and prosperity called the Millennium as the immediate hope and 
goal for our forced and perilous journey through the Last Days.
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God’s New World Order
God’s New World Order will become the Third Civilization. It is de-
scribed in Scripture as the “Kingdom of God.” The First Civilization ex-
isted before the Flood, and the Second, our present Babylonian system, 
will be terminated at the end of the Apocalypse. The Third Civilization 
will not be subject to Satan’s rule or influences. Humanity will develop 
our natural and spiritual potential to the fullest because God’s laws will 
guide every nation. God’s presence will reside in the newly constructed 
Temple. The curse and veil will be lifted from Israel. Man will plant, 
sow, and eat the fruits of his labors, and no one will come to plunder or 
steal his harvest. It will be a thousand-year-long Sabbath rest, ending in 
AD 3018. (See the 7,000-Year Table of Human History.)

After the destruction of the earth at the end of 2015 a new society will 
emerge. It will not follow the pattern of any past government system. 
Daniel 2:31-45 describes an image in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream that rep-
resents four empires that existed in the past. Daniel’s interpretation of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream included a statue with a head of gold (for 
Babylon), a breast of silver (the Medo-Persian Empire), belly and thighs 
of brass (Greece/Hellenistic) and legs of iron and clay (Rome). These 
mighty civilizations lasted many centuries, but they will all come to an 
end because they belong to “this world in this time” (four = Daleth). 

Nebuchadnezzar’s dream ended with a stone that came from heaven 
and smashed the statue. The wind blew away the debris, but the stone 
grew into a large mountain. The mountain symbolized the fifth (five = 
Heh) the Kingdom of God on earth. It will be free of all evil influences. 
For a thousand years each of the world’s remaining people groups will 
autonomously rule itself under a government system run by a combi-
nation of eternally resurrected saints and redeemed but mortal human 
beings ultimately answerable to the Son of God as the King of Kings. 

Theocracy has almost become a dirty word in today’s secular culture. 
No doubt this is due to the many historical abuses of human govern-
ments that enforced official religious mandates, but the Bible reveals 
some encouraging and hopeful details about the structure of God’s 
soon-coming kingdom on earth. When God personally heads the gov-
ernment with clear and direct material interaction, the earth will experi-
ence a true theocracy for the first time since Moses and Joshua. Instead 
of some group of men who present themselves as ruling in His name, 
Jesus and the resurrected saints of pure spiritual nature and body will 
walk among the peoples of the earth face-to-face. Today’s spiritual con-
fusion will be almost incomprehensible, but spiritual challenges will 
still remain because of Eden’s original sin.

A New Age for the Nation of Israel
For as the new heavens and the new earth, which I 
will make, shall remain before me, says the Lord, so 
shall your descendants and your name remain. From 
new moon to new moon, and from Sabbath to Sab-
bath, all flesh shall come to worship before me, says 
the Lord. 
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And they shall go out and look at the dead bodies of the 
people who have rebelled against me; for their worm 
shall not die, their fire shall not be quenched, and they 
shall be abhorrence to all flesh. (Isaiah 66:22-24 NRSV)

After this worldwide destruction God will give the survivors great en-
couragement:

Thus says the Lord of hosts: Even though it seems im-
possible to the remnant of this people in these days, 
should it also seem impossible to me, says the Lord 
of hosts? 
Thus says the Lord of hosts: I will save my people 
from the east country and from the west country; and 
I will bring them to live in Jerusalem. They shall be my 
people and I will be their God, in faithfulness and in 
righteousness.
Thus says the Lord of hosts: Let your hands be strong—
you that have recently been hearing these words from 
the mouths of the prophets who were present when 
the foundation was laid for the rebuilding of the tem-
ple, the house of the Lord of hosts. For before those 
days there were no wages for people or for animals, 
nor was there any safety from the foe for those who 
went out or came in, and I set them all against one an-
other. But now I will not deal with the remnant of this 
people as in the former days, says the Lord of hosts. 
(Zechariah 8:6-11 NRSV)

The curse and veil over Israel will be lifted and God will remember the 
covenant He made with Abraham:

For there shall be a sowing of peace; the vine shall 
yield its fruit, the ground shall give its produce, and 
the skies shall give their dew; and I will cause the rem-
nant of this people to possess all these things. Just as 
you have been a cursing among the nations, O house 
of Judah and house of Israel, so I will save you and 
you shall be a blessing. Do not be afraid, but let your 
hands be strong.
For thus says the Lord of hosts: Just as I purposed to 
bring disaster upon you, when your ancestors provoked 
me to wrath, and I did not relent, says the Lord of hosts, 
so again I have purposed in these days to do good to 
Jerusalem and to the house of Judah; do not be afraid. 
These are the things that you shall do: Speak the truth 
to one another, render in your gates judgments that 
are true and make for peace, do not devise evil in your 
hearts against one another, and love no false oath; for 
all these are things that I hate, says the Lord. (Zecha-
riah 8:12-17 NRSV)

Israel will become the biggest tourist center of the world. Represen-
tatives from all of the earth’s different languages and ethnic groups 
will have offices there. The Temple will become the hub of a common 
religion practiced by every nation on this globe, and all nations will 
worship the only true “One God of Israel” (Aleph). Its universities will 
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become famous because of the special blessings poured out on them by 
God. The nation of Israel will influence the entire world. 

Thus says the Lord of hosts: The fast of the fourth 
month, and the fast of the fifth, and the fast of the sev-
enth, and the fast of the tenth, shall be seasons of joy 
and gladness, and cheerful festivals for the house of 
Judah: therefore love truth and peace.
Thus says the Lord of hosts: Peoples shall yet come, 
the inhabitants of many cities; the inhabitants of one 
city shall go to another, saying, “Come, let us go to 
entreat the favor of the Lord, and to seek the Lord of 
hosts; I myself am going.” 
Many peoples and strong nations shall come to seek 
the Lord of hosts in Jerusalem, and to entreat the favor 
of the Lord. Thus says the Lord of hosts: In those days 
ten men from nations of every language shall take 
hold of a Jew, grasping his garment and saying, “Let 
us go with you, for we have heard that God is with 
you.” (Zechariah 8:19-23 NRSV)

Jerusalem will become the capital of the world and be known as Jehovah 
Shammah: “the Lord is there.” (Ezekiel 48:35) An international assem-
bly under God’s direction will be located in the rebuilt Jerusalem. The 
city will grow in stature and size to global significance as the strategic 
axis of the world. The Bible prophesies that the New Jerusalem will be 
the primary worship center of the world. The city will be laid out with 
spacious parks leading to an extraordinarily beautiful temple built to 
honor God’s presence. 

Every year millions of pilgrims from every country will come to wor-
ship and pay their respects to God so that their countries will be blessed. 
Massive hotels along its main boulevards will provide lodging to ac-
commodate travelers from far-off countries. 

The word of the Lord of hosts came to me, saying: Thus 
says the Lord of hosts: I am jealous for Zion with great 
jealousy, and I am jealous for her with great wrath. 
Thus says the Lord: I will return to Zion, and will 
dwell in the midst of Jerusalem; Jerusalem shall be 
called the faithful city, and the mountain of the Lord 
of hosts shall be called the holy mountain. 
Thus says the Lord of hosts: Old men and old women 
shall again sit in the streets of Jerusalem, each with 
staff in hand because of their great age. And the streets 
of the city shall be full of boys and girls playing in its 
streets. (Zechariah 8:1-5 NRSV)

The city will enjoy tremendous success in its culture, arts, music, dance 
and intellectual pursuits, which will make it the envy of the world: 

But be glad and rejoice forever in what I am creating; 
for I am about to create Jerusalem as a joy, and its peo-
ple as a delight. I will rejoice in Jerusalem, and delight 
in my people; no more shall the sound of weeping be 
heard in it, or the cry of distress.
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No more shall there be in it an infant that lives but a 
few days, or an old person who does not live out a 
lifetime; for one who dies at a hundred years will be 
considered a youth, and one who falls short of a hun-
dred will be considered accursed.
They shall build houses and inhabit them; they shall 
plant vineyards and eat their fruit. They shall not 
build and another inhabit; they shall not plant and 
another eat; for like the days of a tree shall the days 
of my people be, and my chosen shall long enjoy the 
work of their hands. They shall not labor in vain, or 
bear children for calamity; for they shall be offspring 
blessed by the Lord—and their descendants as well.
Before they call I will answer, while they are yet 
speaking I will hear. The wolf and the lamb shall feed 
together, the lion shall eat straw like the ox; but the 
serpent—its food shall be dust! They shall not hurt or 
destroy on all my holy mountain, says the Lord. (Isa-
iah 65:18-25 NRSV)

The huge earthquake will have changed the geological landscape sur-
rounding former Jerusalem and opened a wide valley. The Bible predicts 
that a river will flow from the Temple set high on the raised mountain. 

This life-forming river does not exist today. Ronald Lauder, chairman 
of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organiza-
tions as well as president of the American branch of the Jewish National 
Fund, has warned that Israel will face severe water shortages in the 
future and will likely run out of water by 2012 - 2015 if adequate reser-
voirs are not built.1  

Water is the lifeblood of Israel and its surrounding areas. Its supply is 
an absolute necessity. God will not leave it up to chancy weather cycles 
to give what is necessary for life, but will open underground water re-
sources buried deep within the earth. From the raised section of the 
New Jerusalem an abundant spring of clear, healing water will bub-
ble forth from deep below the earth. It will be joined by more springs, 
which will cause the water to form into a sizable river. 

The river will probably start flowing before the Fourth Temple built so 
that the Temple is actually situated over the main spring in a manner 
that purposefully incorporates the water’s flow into its design. The riv-
er will find its way into the Dead Sea basin, which will turn into a huge 
lake of sweet water filled with plenty of fish. The desert will bloom as 
never before, and agriculture will spread in abundance. 

Then he brought me back to the entrance of the tem-
ple; there, water was flowing from below the thresh-
old of the temple toward the east (for the temple faced 
east); and the water was flowing down from below 
the south end of the threshold of the temple, south 
of the altar. Then he brought me out by way of the 

1  Donald H. Harrison, “Cosmetics Heir Ronald Lauder Hopes 
To Avert a Water Disaster in Israel,” S. D. Jewish Press-Heritage, 
July 7, 2000. (Available on the World Wide Web, http://www.jew-
ishsightseeing.com/usa/california/ san_diego/cong_beth_am/sd07-
28sounding_the_alarm.htm)
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north gate, and led me around on the outside to the 
outer gate that faces toward the east; and the water 
was coming out on the south side.
Going on eastward with a cord in his hand, the man 
measured one thousand cubits, and then led me 
through the water; and it was ankle-deep. Again he 
measured one thousand, and led me through the wa-
ter; and it was knee-deep. Again he measured one 
thousand, and led me through the water; and it was 
up to the waist. Again he measured one thousand, 
and it was a river that I could not cross, for the water 
had risen; it was deep enough to swim in, a river that 
could not be crossed. He said to me, “Mortal, have 
you seen this?”
Then he led me back along the bank of the river. As I 
came back, I saw on the bank of the river a great many 
trees on the one side and on the other. He said to me, 
“This water flows toward the eastern region and goes 
down into the Arabah; and when it enters the sea, the 
sea of stagnant waters, the water will become fresh. 
Wherever the river goes, every living creature that 
swarms will live, and there will be very many fish, once 
these waters reach there. It will become fresh; and ev-
erything will live where the river goes. 
People will stand fishing beside the sea from En-gedi 
to En-eglaim; it will be a place for the spreading of 
nets; its fish will be of a great many kinds, like the fish 
of the Great Sea. But its swamps and marshes will not 
become fresh; they are to be left for salt. On the banks, 
on both sides of the river, there will grow all kinds of 
trees for food. Their leaves will not wither nor their 
fruit fail, but they will bear fresh fruit every month, 
because the water for them flows from the sanctuary. 
Their fruit will be for food, and their leaves for heal-
ing.” (Ezekiel 47:1-12 NRSV)

The Mountain of the Lord
The word that Isaiah son of Amoz saw concerning Ju-
dah and Jerusalem. In days to come the mountain of 
the Lord’s house shall be established as the highest of 
the mountains, and shall be raised above the hills; all 
the nations shall stream to it. 
Many peoples shall come and say, “Come, let us go up 
to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God 
of Jacob; that He may teach us His ways and that we 
may walk in His paths.” 
For out of Zion shall go forth instruction and the word 
of the Lord from Jerusalem. He shall judge between 
the nations, and shall arbitrate for many peoples; they 
shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their 
spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up 
sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any 
more. O house of Jacob, come, let us walk in the light 
of the Lord! (Isaiah 2:1-5 NRSV)
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The nation of Israel will build their fourth and last temple. (Ezekiel 
Chapters 40-43) The number four (4 = Daleth) indicates that it belongs 
to “this world in this time;” however, all the dimensions of that new 
temple are given in measurements of five, fifty and five hundred, indi-
cating its special significance to (5 = Heh) “the other side.” God Himself 
will reside therein: 

Then all who survive of the nations that have come 
against Jerusalem shall go up year after year to worship 
the King, the Lord of hosts, and to keep the festival of 
booths. If any of the families of the earth do not go up to 
Jerusalem to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, there 
will be no rain upon them. And if the family of Egypt do 
not go up and present themselves, then on them shall 
come the plague that the Lord inflicts on the nations that 
do not go up to keep the festival of booths. Such shall be 
the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all the 
nations that do not go up to keep the festival of booths.
On that day there shall be inscribed on the bells of the 
horses, “Holy to the Lord.” And the cooking pots in the 
house of the Lord shall be as holy as the bowls in front 
of the altar; and every cooking pot in Jerusalem and Ju-
dah shall be sacred to the Lord of hosts, so that all who 
sacrifice may come and use them to boil the flesh of the 
sacrifice. And there shall no longer be traders in the 
house of the Lord of hosts on that day. (Zechariah 14:16-
21 NRSV)

Forecasting the Dedication of the Fourth Temple
According to my interpretation of Daniel’s prophecies, the Mini-Apoca-
lypse will occur from 4 December 2011 to 17 September 2015. During 
that time, Jews and Christians will suffer tremendous persecution by 
Antichrist. But the forecast in Daniel 8:14 is extended 2,300 days or 6.3 
years from 4 January 2012 to about 24 May 2018, which is beyond the 
end of the Great Apocalypse. 

The tables align to predict that the biggest global earthquake ever to 
take place in history will begin toward the end of the Mini-Apocalypse 
on 4 September 2015. This earthquake will last 13 days and destroy the 
city of Jerusalem including the Third Temple and the nearby Islamic 
mosques. The entire city, including all of its cultural monuments and 
structures from antiquity, such as its many old churches, will totally 
vanish in the rubble.

Let me tell it again. None of today’s structures considered “holy places” 
will remain standing. The famous churches, mosques and temples will 
be absolutely reduced to desecrated debris and rubbish. No trace of 
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these buildings will ever be known to future generations, and the rea-
son is very clear. They represent the polluted religions of Satan’s domain 
that blind the peoples of all nations with lies and deceptive theologies. 
Corrupted by wealth and political power, the religious organizations 
represented by these famous structures obstruct and confuse the truth. 
God has promised that the abomination of false religions will never be 
experienced on earth again. 

This earthquake strikes all around the globe and will cause horrendous 
geological disturbances everywhere. Its effects are so extensive that it 
will raise one third of Jerusalem’s area to form a high mountain. After 
two years of simple and essential recovery towards normalcy following 
the Great Apocalypse, a Fourth Temple will be constructed anew on the 
highest point of this mountain, right over large, newly exposed springs. 
These springs will turn into a river that flows to the Dead Sea basin. 
(Ezekiel 47:1-12) I have labeled this new era in the tables as the “Third 
Civilization.” (The first was before the Flood; the second is now.) 

An age of great blessing begins on 18 September 2015 when there will 
be no more wars or conflicts around the globe. When the door of the 
ark was opened in Noah’s day, the survivors enjoyed their newfound 
freedom, and Noah planted a vineyard as an indication that normal 
times had returned. Similarly, people surviving the Mini-Apocalypse 
will have reached the days of blessing when they will begin the process 
of renewal by planting gardens and vineyards.

The Fourth Temple’s foundation will be erected according to the blue-
print in Ezekiel 40. Daniel 8:14 states that the new temple sanctuary 
countdown of 2,300 days prophesied will start on 4 January 2012, which 
is near the midpoint of the seven-year Apocalypse and near the begin-
ning of the Mini-Apocalypse. 

The inauguration of the Fourth Temple will take place 2,300 days 
later on 24 May 2018. This period of 2,300 days - six (6) years, four 
(4) months, and twenty (20) days—will end on 10 Sivan 5778 (24 May 
2018), which falls within the week the celebration of the early harvest 
feast of First Fruits. This Jewish holiday is also known as the Feast of 
Weeks or Pentecost will be celebrated four days prior to that date on 
Sivan 6.

Since Sivan is the 3rd month of the Jewish year, the Hebrew Alphabet 
Number System would indicate a correlation to “a divine complete-
ness/perfection.” In the 7th month, Bible prophecy foretells the laying of 
the foundation of the Fourth Temple, which will synchronize with the 
celebration of the first Jubilee (1968 + 50 years = 2018).  

Then I heard a holy one speaking, and another holy 
one said to the one that spoke, “For how long is this 
vision concerning the regular burnt offering, the trans-
gression that makes desolate, and the giving over of 
the sanctuary and host to be trampled?” In addition, 
He answered him, “For two thousand three hundred 
evenings and mornings; then the sanctuary shall be 
restored to its rightful state.” (Daniel 8:13-14 NRSV)
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The Return of the Shekinah to the Fourth Temple
Then he brought me to the gate, the gate facing east. 
And there, the glory of the God of Israel was coming 
from the east; the sound was like the sound of mighty 
waters; and the earth shone with His glory. The vi-
sion I saw was like the vision that I had seen when He 
came to destroy the city, and like the vision that I had 
seen by the river Chebar; and I fell upon my face. As 
the glory of the Lord entered the temple by the gate 
facing east, the spirit lifted me up, and brought me 
into the inner court; and the glory of the Lord filled 
the temple. While the man was standing beside me, I 
heard someone speaking to me out of the temple. 
He said to me: Mortal, this is the place of my throne 
and the place for the soles of my feet, where I will re-
side among the people of Israel forever. The house of 
Israel shall no more defile my holy name, neither they 
nor their kings, by their whoring, and by the corpses 
of their kings at their death. When they placed their 
threshold by my threshold and their doorposts beside 
my doorposts, with only a wall between me and them, 
they were defiling my holy name by their abomina-
tions that they committed; therefore I have consumed 
them in my anger.
 Now let them put away their idolatry and the corpses 
of their kings far from me, and I will reside among 
them forever. As for you, mortal, describe the tem-
ple to the house of Israel, and let them measure the 
pattern; and let them be ashamed of their iniquities. 
When they are ashamed of all that they have done, 
make known to them the plan of the temple, its ar-
rangement, its exits and its entrances, and its whole 
form—all its ordinances and its entire plan and all 
its laws; and write it down in their sight, so that they 
may observe and follow the entire plan and all its or-
dinances. 
This is the law of the temple: the whole territory on 
the top of the mountain all around shall be most holy. 
This is the law of the temple. (Ezekiel 43:1-12 NRSV)

Waw in Hebrew means “connect.” Through the Hebrew Alphabet Num-
ber System, I discovered a very unusual connection between the Apoca-
lypse and the Lord Jesus Christ’s last days on earth. Using my research 
methods, I determined that the crucifixion took place in ad 33. 

By the Sunday morning after the crucifixion, Jesus had already risen 
from the dead because Scripture states that He would be in the un-
derworld of Hades only three days and nights. After 40 days of ap-
pearances to His friends and over 500 witnesses, Jesus visibly ascended 
through the clouds into Heaven. Two angels told the disciples that Je-
sus would return “in the same way as you have watched Him to into 
Heaven.” (Acts 1:9-11)

As one might expect, the disciples had a few last questions just before 
Jesus left. They had seen Jesus pass through walls and disappear at 
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will. His body had been transformed into the immortal resurrected 
substance of the Heh dimension. Certainly He could now “come in the 
clouds” as prophesied by Daniel. Would He do so as He had declared 
that He would at His trial? (Daniel 7:13-14; Matthew 26:64) 

But Jesus said that it was not for the disciples to “know times or epochs 
which the Father has fixed by His own authority.” (Acts 1:7) Instead, 
Jesus promised them the power of Holy Spirit so that they could be true 
witnesses of the gospel throughout the world. 

Sent to Jerusalem by Jesus’ last words, the disciples had to wait ten more 
days because God is a master of timing. Jesus did not just give them the 
power by breathing on them in the Upper Room, nor did He bless them 
with it at His ascent. God as the Three-in-One waited for the right mo-
ment on the right day, the Jewish feast of Weeks or Pentecost. 

On that day God made a down payment on His promise to establish 
His kingdom on earth: the out-pouring of His Holy Spirit. (Acts 2:1-13) 
To the Jewish people, the Feast of Weeks or Pentecost commemorates 
the giving of the Ten Commandments on Mount Sinai: it is the Word of 
God expressed in the form of commandments to guide one’s life. At that 
eventful Pentecost of AD, the Holy Spirit as the Living Word was given 
to empower the faithful to life eternal. 

The Holy Spirit is a perfect force only capable of activity in confor-
mance with the will of the Father and the Son. The Holy Spirit comes 
to dwell within a new believer. By His presence a believer is enabled to 
obey God as He or she is guided through this life in Jesus’ absence. The 
indwelling Spirit and obedience to the Bible work together to transform 
the new creation within us into the fullness of Christ. You should read 
all about that event in the Bible to get informed.  

Lord, is this the time when you will restore the 
kingdom to Israel? (Acts 1:6 NRSV)

He answered: 
It is not for you to know the times or periods that the 
Father has set by his own authority. (Acts 1:7 NRSV)

When I read these verses my mind reflects on what lies behind the ob-
vious, external story. I look through the telescope of Bible prophecy to 
find hidden meanings. Usually, I see at least two mountain peaks. This 
verse addresses two questions: 

1. Foremost is the expectation of Israel’s restoration under the 
Messiah in the material  Daleth dimension, and 

2. Second is the expectation of the arrival on earth of the King-
dom of God representing the heavenly Heh dimension. 

Sure enough, I recognized two dates tightly bound together like the two 
rails of a railroad track. Israel’s hope for thousands of years has been 
that they would again be a kingdom with their own king like David. 
There are many prophecies about such a kingdom ruled by a descen-
dant of King David, the Messiah. This was the messianic concept in the 
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minds of the disciples when they learned that Jesus, who they thought 
was the fulfillment of that ancient hope, would soon leave them. 

After the fact of the resurrection the disciples had no doubt that Je-
sus was the promised Messiah and Son of God. Their hopes were not 
dashed, but neither had their understanding of the coming kingdom 
changed, so their question was “when” and not “if” or “who.”

When the question was asked, it presented a little difficulty for the Lord 
to answer. In the disciples’ question about the future restoration of the 
kingdom of Israel, I saw through the far and near prophetic lenses that 
their question and the answer must connect (Waw) with the Temple. 

Religious life in Israel cannot be separated from God’s chosen place of 
worship for them. For this reason dates surrounding events at the Temple 
have always been important chronological markers in God’s plan for hu-
manity. Gentiles, the other nations, do not have that problem. For the Jew-
ish people the Temple is where the spiritual eternity of the Heh dimension 
connects with the material temporality of the Daleth dimension. 

First-century Christians could not understand the plan of God for the 
ages because the Bible was not yet complete. Today, not only do we have 
the book of Revelation, but we also have the perspective of being able to 
look back at history. In particular we have events such the return of the 
Jewish people to their land and the liberation of Jerusalem in 1967. 

These two events of recent history provide important new facts un-
available to the early disciples that make it possible for us to now esti-
mate when the Apocalypse will begin and end, as well as some other 
future dates. The timing of future events is fixed and embedded in Scrip-
ture, and only through this methodology of gears, cycles and overlaid 
alignment, can we determine the future dates of events prophesied to 
take place during the Apocalypse with some degree of certainty. 

Let’s identify the two mountain peaks. The plural form of time (“times”) 
indicates two thousand years. Adding two thousand years to the date of 
Jesus Christ’s last day on earth in May of AD 33 (or AD 33.366), brings 
us to (2000 x 33.366 = 2033.366). Multiplying 2033.366 by the conver-
sion factor of 1.0145 (to convert 360-day Hebrew years to our 365.24-
day years) brings us to 2062.849. The fraction .849 converts to 310 days, 
which is ten months. When I add it to May, I come to the month of 
October 2062. 
Interestingly, 1 Tishri 5823 (Rosh Hashanah, the Feast of Trumpets, the 
first day of the Hebrew civil year) falls on 5 October 2062. I believe that 
this date marks the possible return of the Shekinah – the return of God’s 
presence to the newly completed Fourth Temple. If so, it would mean 
that it will take 44 years (2062 – 2018 = 44 years) to finish building the 
temple complex so that it will be able to receive the millions of tour-
ists who will come to observe the Feast of Tabernacles from around the 
world. (Zechariah 14:16)

The Fourth Temple complex in the millennial Jerusalem will be far big-
ger in size than the Vatican is today. It will be a city within a city for the 
world travelers who come to see the Temple and worship Yahweh, the 
God of the universe. Herod’s Second Temple had been under construc-
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tion for 46 years at the start of Jesus’ ministry and was still not complete. 
(John 2:21) In fact it took over 80 years to complete the construction of 
the Second Temple, which gives us an indication that 44 years of con-
struction for the Fourth Temple is not farfetched. 

If you look at the 12th Period Table you will notice that Daniel’s proph-
esied 2,300 days begins on 4 January 2012 during the 6th Period of the 
7-year Great Apocalypse. The 2,300 days will end in May of 2018. I be-
lieve that this is the date when the first foundation stone will be placed 
for the Fourth Temple. This is the month of our secular year when the 
feast of Pentecost normally occurs. Thus, just as the giving of the Ten 
Commandments and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit are foundation 
stones in the spiritual temple that God is building, so it seems likely 
that the material foundation stone of the Fourth Temple will be laid on 
that day. The last stone will be put into place prior to 5 October 2062. To 
learn more about what happens when the Shekinah glory of God enters 
that new temple, read Chapter 9 in Apocalypse Prophesied. 

Let’s return to the near vision peak and connect it to the disciples’ ques-
tion, “Will you now restore the kingdom to Israel?” Again we are deal-
ing with events concerning the Temple, and these events always con-
nect to other dates.

From 5 October 2062, the completion date of the Fourth Temple, we 
must now count back a 50-year Jubilee or restoration gear. It brings us 
to October 2012 (October 2062 - 50 = October 2012). October 2012 falls 
within the 7th Period of the Great Apocalypse. It comes after the be-
ginning of the Mini-Apocalypse and shortly before 21 December 2012, 
when Satan is cast out of the heavenlies. 

As the Mini-Apocalypse persecutions against the Israelis and faithful be-
lievers steadily intensify from the 6th Period, many will ask the same vital 
question once voiced by Jesus’ first disciples, “When?” Remember, hope-
ful expectations of many religious Jews had risen when the Third Temple 
was built. But Antichrist will stop the ritual sacrifices in the Temple. Once 
again in history, Jewish hopes will be crushed when the Temple is violat-
ed during the 6th Period of the Apocalypse. Tens of thousands of Israelis 
will be butchered by international wars and Muslim mobs. 

Anciently, Jesus answered this question of “when” through the lens of 
the far-view vision that only the Father knows the hour, yet God will 
establish the kingdom as scheduled. The day approaches. Two more 
months and we will arrive at dead center of the Apocalypse – 21 De-
cember 2012, which is point in the 7,000-year plan when God’s kingdom 
is born in the Heh dimension. When Satan loses the War in Heaven, the 
eviction of the demonic host purges the heavens of all evil powers. 

Since the Heh dimension of eternity does not have clocks, Jesus could 
not predict an hour for the birth of the Kingdom of God, which is an-
other reason why “only the Father knows.” But the two rails of real-
ity (eternity and temporality) create a railroad system that should be 
able to reveal the schedule of when key future events of God’s plan will 
take place in our dimension of time and space. I believe that the keys 
to discovering that schedule include a system of clock gears incorpo-
rated into the cosmic calendar as marked by solstices, equinoxes and 
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the rest of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System. They help project the 
connecting relationships between the historical and prophetic events of 
God’s plan as experienced on earth with the divine template found in 
the realm of eternity.

The Constitution of the New World Order
All previous laws of the nations on earth will be terminated and every 
country will be brought into alignment with God’s universal law of per-
fect love, which will become the constitution for the new global govern-
ment. From this basic structure, other laws or customs may follow to al-
low various ethnic groups to adjust for local needs and cultural diversity. 
Because God will enforce His universal law, the nations will finally be at 
peace. Terrorism, war and discord will no longer occur between them. 

The constitution of the world government will have ten basic laws. (The 
number 10 in the Hebrew Alphabet Number System means “law and 
responsibility” or “hand at rest.”) These laws will be familiar to some as 
the Ten Commandments from the Bible, but many cultures in the world 
will never have heard about them. 

1.
I am the Lord your God . . . you shall have no other gods before me. 

(Exodus 20:2-3 NRSV)
The God of the universe, as revealed in the Judeo-Christian Bible, is the 
only true God, and He will be honored without exception. All of the other 
so-called gods worshiped in other religions will cease to be remembered.

2.
You shall not make for yourself an idol, whether in the form of any-
thing that is in heaven above, or that is on the earth beneath, or that 

is in the water under the earth. (Exodus 20:4 NRSV)
God’s kingdom on earth will not allow pictures or images of former dei-
ties, phantom spirits or false prophets. Such things will not be remem-
bered in monuments or books. We are to love God with all our hearts, 
but we are not to make images of Him because He is unapproachable 
light and cannot be expressed with the material elements of earth. We 
honor Him by obeying His commandments.

3.
You shall not make wrongful use of the name of the Lord your God, 

for the Lord will not acquit anyone who misuses His name. 
(Exodus 20:7 NRSV)

Cursing in the name of God will be a major offense because it shows 
contempt and disrespect for the One who gives us everything we need 
for life. He daily provides energy free of charge from the sun. He makes 
food grow for our nourishment. He gives us purpose for living through 
family, community and the wonders of this earth. His name will be held 
in the highest esteem and will be honored at special yearly festivals for 
all peoples in Jerusalem. Use of any language that would dishonor God 
will be severely punished.
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4.
Remember the Sabbath day, and keep it holy. Six days you shall 

labor and do all your work. But the seventh day is a Sabbath to the 
Lord your God; you shall not do any work. 

(Exodus 20:8-10 NRSV)
Every week will have a special day to honor God and give us pause 
to rest from our activity. This day will be used for instruction of our 
children, worship and praise of the Lord along with special gatherings 
with relatives and friends. It will be a day for rejoicing and recuperating 
from our toil and spending quality time with one another within the 
family. Business transactions and self-indulgent entertainment will be 
discouraged. Community entertainment will dominate. 

5.
Honor your father and your mother, so that your days may be long 

in the land that the Lord your God is giving you. 
(Exodus 20:12 NRSV)

No nation on earth will be blessed without this fundamental law that 
strengthens the family bond. Parents will be responsible before God for 
educating their children to obey God’s laws and honor Him. The wel-
fare of a family is fundamental to the welfare of a nation.

6.
You shall not murder. 
(Exodus 20:13 NRSV) 

Whoever sheds the blood of a human, by a human shall that person’s 
blood be shed; for in His own image God made humankind. 

(Genesis 9:6 NRSV)

Murder is an offense against God and society. The legal system will have 
imbedded methods that will make it impossible to convict an innocent 
person. A person found guilty of murder will be executed immediately. 

7.
You shall not commit adultery. 

(Exodus 20:14 NRSV)
Adultery threatens the family structure. It disrupts friendship and com-
munity interest. If the sexual drive is not controlled, it can devastate all 
those who are affected by it. Local laws will deal with these issues to 
correct the offenders. 

8.
You shall not steal. (Exodus 20:15 NRSV)

Property can no longer be bought by private persons in perpetuity. All 
real estate, businesses and wealth will ultimately belong to the com-
munity. Stewardship, not acquisition, will be emphasized. The nation’s 
government will regulate the welfare of each person in the country. 
Petty theft will be dealt with by consensus of the community.
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9.
You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor. 

(Exodus 20:16 NRSV)
Lying and false accusations are grave violations against a holy God and 
established authority. Telling lies expresses contempt for God’s laws and 
a severe egoism. Local laws will deal with this issue to mete out justice. 

10.
You shall not covet your neighbor’s house; you shall not covet your 
neighbor’s wife, or male or female slave, or ox, or donkey, or any-

thing that belongs to your neighbor. (Exodus 20:17 NRSV)
In time those who have prospered more than others will have more pos-
sessions than their neighbors. They may achieve a social status above 
those who are lazy and content with little. Jealousy against those who 
have worked hard will cause some to covet what they do not deserve. 
That will be a violation of this law. 

The Ten Commandments came at a time when slavery was practiced. 
Those who owned many slaves were often coveted by those who did 
not. Of course the New World Order will not allow human servitude 
so future laws will not include references to slavery. However, the prin-
ciples espoused by this commandment will still hold true.

For centuries women in many countries were treated almost like slaves 
without any rights. Such practices will not be tolerated under the reign 
of Jesus. Women will have equal standing with men, but each gender 
will have a special assigned role to strengthen the family structure. So-
ciety will no longer teach the denigrating philosophy that women are 
inferior or subservient. For the first time, women will truly be what 
God intended: honored helpmates for their husbands. 

The Ten Commandments will form the fundamental laws of the Third 
Civilization. These laws will become the basis for the constitution of ev-
ery country on earth. This will unite all nations under one God. Peace 
will exist around the globe, and humanity will prosper as never before. 

The ultimate punishment for those who break these laws will be as re-
corded in the Bible:

But the Lord said to Moses, “Whoever has sinned against 
me I will blot out of my book.”2 (Exodus 32:33 NRSV)

A unified legal system is necessary for any society to func-
tion. However, keeping the law will not bring forgiveness 
of your sins or get you into heaven. Paul’s letter to the Ro-
mans made that clear: 

For no human being will be justified in His sight by 
deeds prescribed by the law, for through the law 
comes the knowledge of sin. (Romans 3:20 NRSV)

When Satan’s domain ends, there will finally be peace on earth. However, 
man will still have a mortal, sin nature capable of corruption and failure. To 
overcome our sinful nature and receive eternal life, we must acknowledge 
2 A reference to the Book of Life referred to in Revelation 20:12.
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the free gift of salvation offered by Christ. Accepting what Jesus did for 
us on the cross is the only way to be made acceptable to a holy God. 
What the law could never accomplish is possible only under grace. 

At Last – an Incorruptible Government
Early Christianity flourished under oppressive Roman government 
from AD 100 to 400. After years of living under God’s guidance and 
adhering to His laws, Christian society eventually overtook the crum-
bling, bankrupt Roman government. Christianity then became a state 
religion. The religious establishment grew extremely wealthy because 
of the sacrificial giving of believers helping their neighbors in need. The 
bishops collected the donated money and divided it among the poor, 
the slaves and the sick. 

In time the bishops increased in power and wealth, and then they start-
ed dictating how everyone else should live. Any dissent was brutally 
squashed. As resistance grew, so did persecution of those who refused to 
yield to the oppressive, narrow-minded establishment. Anyone who broke 
their rules and regulations was subjected to torture and death. These per-
verted Christian leaders committed murder, due to the erroneous belief 
that they were appointed by God to be the policemen of society.

How will God’s New World Order be different? What will prevent a 
power-hungry group from taking over? 

In Zechariah 14:17-19 the Bible states that “Egypt” will not have rain 
for a year if they do not pay homage to the King of Kings in the New 
Jerusalem. This does not just apply to Egypt, but to all nations. If any 
country falls away from the laws of God, the Lord will not bless them. 
They will have no rain and will starve for lack of a harvest. They will 
be forced to go to neighboring countries to buy food. There, they will 
be the minority, strangers unfamiliar with the native language. If they 
continue in their rebellion, these nationalities will become extinct. 

Since weapons of war and armies will no longer exist, rebellious na-
tions will not have the ability to conquer their peaceful neighbors. The 
elect, who experienced the corruption of evil throughout the centuries 
of their various mortal lives, will know what works and what doesn’t. 
They will understand that the only way for man to succeed is to honor 
God and His laws. The Third Civilization will be different because the 
kingdom of God in heaven will then exist on earth. Many dedicated res-
urrected saints and angels will visibly and audibly guide people with 
the divine wisdom to overcome sin. 

But what happens when the Third Civilization comes to an end after one 
thousand years? It’s rather dramatic. Satan makes one last treacherous 
stage appearance before exiting forever from the universe. Satan’s final 
defeat is followed by the white throne judgment, and then the Heav-
enly Jerusalem descends to the earth as “all things” are made new.

What happens when “time” as we know it, ends? The end for this earth 
in the Daleth dimension of time is predicted in the Bible. Most of the de-
tails remain behind a thick curtain of mystery, but the closing chapters 
of Revelation lift it up just a little for us. They are like an appetizer to 
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awaken our anticipation of what eternal life will be like. Some concepts 
we can imagine, like a new earth without a sea, but what about God’s 
relationship to us, or we to Him? Read on. I will tell you about it. 

The Heavenly City, the Satellite Jerusalem
By the end of the Apocalypse meteors and earthquakes will have dislo-
cated the area surrounding Jerusalem. The geological upheaval of the 
earth will raise the former ruins of Jerusalem to a high mountain, which 
will be extended into a wide valley. On the highest point of the city a 
new temple will be built that is referred to in my books and elsewhere 
as the Fourth Temple. 

God will live in that Temple with access to Him unhindered. High in 
the sky above the Temple will shine a brilliant body: the heavenly Jeru-
salem (which translates to “city of peace”). The heavenly Jerusalem will 
communicate through its connection to the earthly Jerusalem, which 
will be the seat of the newly formed government of Israel. 

In his letter to the early Christians in Rome Paul wrote that all the be-
lievers from Adam’s time onward have one thing in common: they live 
with the hope of a future life. Because of their faith, these people are 
called saints. They know that this life is only temporary and that their 
future life will be free of sin. All believers will enjoy harmonious fel-
lowship with God, just as Adam once enjoyed. Their hope looks for a 
heavenly country or a heavenly city: 

By faith Abraham obeyed when he was called to set 
out for a place that he was to receive as an inheritance; 
and he set out, not knowing where he was going. 
By faith he stayed for a time in the land he had been 
promised, as in a foreign land, living in tents, as did 
Isaac and Jacob, who were heirs with him of the same 
promise. For he looked forward to the city that has 
foundations, whose architect and builder is God. (He-
brews 11:8-10 NRSV)
All of these died in faith without having received the 
promises, but from a distance they saw and greeted 
them. They confessed that they were strangers and 
foreigners on the earth. . .But as it is, they desire a bet-
ter country, that is, a heavenly one. Therefore God is 
not ashamed to be called their God; indeed, He has 
prepared a city for them. . .Yet all these, though they 
were commended for their faith, did not receive what 
was promised. (Hebrews 11:13, 16, 39 NRSV)
But you have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the 
living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to innumer-
able angels in festal gathering, and to the assembly of 
the firstborn who are enrolled in heaven, and to God the 
judge of all, and to the spirits of the righteous made per-
fect, and to Jesus, the mediator of a new covenant, and 
to the sprinkled blood that speaks a better word than the 
blood of Abel. (Hebrews 12:22-24 NRSV)

The City of God is the Heavenly Jerusalem. It will be suspended like a 
satellite over the earth during Jesus’ thousand year reign of peace and 
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justice on earth. This city was in orbit over the earth once before. At that 
time we referred to it as the Star of Bethlehem. It appeared 2,000 years 
ago when the GodSon, Jesus Christ, stepped into the time dimension 
and was born as a human baby. This same city will appear again in 2018 
and remain there in orbit. This time the city will be connected with the 
Second Coming of the King of Kings and Lord of Lords.

A detailed description of this fabulous city is given in Revelation 21. It is 
the traveling abode of God Himself and His entourage. Since God knows 
how curious men are, He has blessed us with a brief look into this strange 
structure through John’s eyes in the last pages of Revelation. 

The New Jerusalem is described as a pyramid approximately 1,500 miles 
square. It has five sides indicating that it is from Heh, “the other side,” 
and does not belong to our world. The pyramidal City of God has a cap-
stone and four cornerstones constructed out of five massive diamonds. 
Similar to our modern rockets, this satellite city is designed to travel at 
high speed through the universe in spite of floating rocks and debris. 

I have a suspicion that ancient civilizations around the world saw this 
city in the sky and copied its pyramid shape. Perhaps they thought that 
duplicating this design would extend an invitation for the wondrous 
city to appear again. Men wanted to connect with it because they knew 
a supernatural being resided therein. Most pyramids are built to con-
vey astrological and mathematical concepts not yet fully understood. 

Diamonds are cut into pyramid shapes to reflect light, but the Star of 
Bethlehem is luminous from within. It does not need the sun because 
God is its light:

Then one of the seven angels who had the seven 
bowls full of the seven last plagues came and said 
to me, “Come, I will show you the bride, the wife of 
the Lamb.” And in the spirit he carried me away to a 
great, high mountain and showed me the holy city Je-
rusalem coming down out of heaven from God. It has 
the glory of God and a radiance like a very rare jewel, 
like jasper, clear as crystal. 
It has a great, high wall with twelve gates, and at the 
gates twelve angels, and on the gates are inscribed 
the names of the twelve tribes of the Israelites; on the 
east three gates, on the north three gates, on the south 
three gates, and on the west three gates. And the wall 
of the city has twelve foundations, and on them are 
the twelve names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. 
The angel who talked to me had a measuring rod of 
gold to measure the city and its gates and walls. The 
city lies foursquare, its length the same as its width; 
and he measured the city with his rod, fifteen hundred 
miles; its length and width and height are equal. He 
also measured its wall, one hundred forty-four cubits 
by human measurement, which the angel was using. 
The wall is built of jasper, while the city is pure gold, 
clear as glass. The foundations of the wall of the city 
are adorned with every jewel; the first was jasper, the 
second sapphire, the third agate, the fourth emerald, 
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the fifth onyx, the sixth carnelian, the seventh chryso-
lite, the eighth beryl, the ninth topaz, the tenth chryso-
prase, the eleventh jacinth, the twelfth amethyst. And 
the twelve gates are twelve pearls, each of the gates is 
a single pearl, and the street of the city is pure gold, 
transparent as glass. 
I saw no temple in the city, for its temple is the Lord 
God the Almighty and the Lamb. And the city has no 
need of sun or moon to shine on it, for the glory of 
God is its light, and its lamp is the Lamb. The nations 
will walk by its light, and the kings of the earth will 
bring their glory into it. Its gates will never be shut 
by day—and there will be no night there. People will 
bring into it the glory and the honor of the nations. 
But nothing unclean will enter it, nor anyone who practic-
es abomination or falsehood, but only those who are writ-
ten in the Lamb’s book of life. (Revelation 21:9-27 NRSV)

As an inventor, my mind is always looking what is hidden and not 
obvious to most others. The city of God – the Heavenly Jerusalem is 
occupied by redeemed people who are no longer subject to the physical 
laws of the Daleth dimension because they now live in the Heh dimen-
sion. They can visit burning galaxies or even visit the interior of a fi-
ery furnace like the fourth person who appeared when Daniel’s friends 
were thrown into a furnace heated up seven times hotter than usual. 
(Daniel 3:19-27) This story shows us that even being close to an angel 
suspends the natural laws of the Daleth dimension. 

The City of God will be as bright as the sun, and I believe that it will 
also radiate heat. Therefore, its distance from earth as it hovers over 
the earth will definitely change the weather pattern for either good or 
bad. For example, a change in the satellite city’s location could cause 
droughts over areas that are in need of punishment. In fact Zechariah 
14:16-19 states that nations who fail to come yearly to Jerusalem to wor-
ship the King of Kings and keep the Feast of Tabernacles will be pun-
ished in this manner.

We read that a high mountain rises up at the center of the earthly Jeru-
salem. On this mountain sits the Fourth Temple filled with the mysteri-
ous Shekinah, cloud of glory, which demonstrates God’s presence in 
the Daleth dimension. Why does God choose to represent His presence 
with a cloud? Is it to provide a covering so that the heat of the suspend-
ed city above is canceled out? Think about it for yourself. Learn how to 
make your own discoveries in Bible study.  

The immortal elect will live in the Satellite City of Jerusalem in order to 
implement the plan of God’s New World Order. Jesus/Yeshua will also 
reside there, in close contact with humankind. After a thousand years 
the city will move again and be placed on a new earth. It will perma-
nently rest on the new earth and no longer be a satellite floating from 
one place to another. 

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first 
heaven and the first earth had passed away, and the 
sea was no more. And I saw the holy city, the new Je-
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rusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, pre-
pared as a bride adorned for her husband.
And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, “See, 
the home of God is among mortals. He will dwell with 
them as their God; they will be His peoples, and God 
Himself will be with them; He will wipe every tear 
from their eyes. Death will be no more; mourning and 
crying and pain will be no more, for the first things 
have passed away.” 
And the one who was seated on the throne said, “See, 
I am making all things new.” Also He said, “Write this, 
for these words are trustworthy and true.” Then He 
said to me, “It is done! I am the Alpha and the Omega, 
the beginning and the end. To the thirsty I will give 
water as a gift from the spring of the water of life. 
Those who conquer will inherit these things, and I 
will be their God and they will be my children. 
But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the polluted, the 
murderers, the fornicators, the sorcerers, the idola-
ters, and all liars, their place will be in the lake that 
burns with fire and sulfur, which is the second death.” 
(Revelation 21:1-8 NRSV)
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Author’s Afterword -

The Diffi culty, Risks and Rewards 
of Determining Prophetic Dates

You have spent some hours reading this book, so now 
I will take a little space to talk to your about how this 
all came about. The process of writing what I call “my 
Babushka books” has been quite a challenge for me. I 
agonized, brooded over the text, and changed it many 
times. When I first undertook this journey, revelation 
came by bits and pieces, and I was occasionally tempted 
to call it quits. The Appendix gives you an overview of 

each book and how they all complement each other.

Since we live in a universe subjected to time, all pieces of this universe, 
animate and inanimate, have clocks built into them. Ultimately, these 
clocks are all driven by the physical laws of entropy: everything is run-
ning out of energy. Substantial renewal of potential energy comes about 
in cycles, which come about in recognizable, unique patterns of fre-
quencies or events and can be counted. There are gears within gears, 
cycles within cycles – just as a smaller Babushka doll nests within a 
bigger one in a sequential chain of symmetrical design with the biggest 
doll holding a number of smaller ones.

At the beginning of my research into Bible prophecy, I had quite a few 
problems overlaying the 7,000 years of human history with the 7 pro-
phetic years of the Apocalypse. One area concerned computing Baby-
lonian time to ours. The slightest alteration would considerably change 
the interrelationship of the Toltec/Aztec, Chinese, and Hebrew systems, 
and all had to conform to the authority of the Bible. But when I finally 
overlaid and calculated all the data, the result was an absolute bull’s eye. 

The 4th month of the Jewish calendar became the key element in the 
Hebrew Alphabet Number System that connected all these other cal-
endars on one future day. This by itself makes for an outstanding proof 
and suggests strongly that the Apocalypse will happen as I have pre-
dicted. My timing of all these events may still need some minor recali-
bration, but the events will align themselves at the time of their fulfill-
ment according to the written prophecies. 

Modern clocks and calendars only have two 
essential variables to work with:

1. The time it takes for the earth to daily rotate around its almost 
fixed 23.5° axis, and 

2. The time it takes for our planet to journey once around the sun.
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Admittedly, a number of religious calendars also track the changes of 
the moon’s phases in order to define the passage of months and fix the 
dates of religious observations and holidays. Mysteriously, many an-
cient clocks and calendars dated from before 500 BC to measure more 
than two variables. Why? Why do cultures around the world separated 
by thousands of miles, and sometimes hundreds of years, develop simi-
lar and unique methods of measuring a third variable in the calculation 
of time?

What is this third variable and what does it have to do with Einstein’s 
theories of relativity? 

Professor Albert Einstein taught the scientific world that time is not 
what it seems. The Speed of Light is not constant either. Both time and 
light speed are affected by gravity, which means the neighborhood you 
are located in. Just as the moon’s gravity pulls on the earth’s oceans to 
make tides, so the gravity of galaxies, stars, planets and other stellar 
phenomena pull, bend and even consume light and time. 

The primary lesson for modern scientific observation is that the prin-
ciple of uniformitarianism is only useful within the context of time. We 
have at best only a couple of hundred years of documented observa-
tions. From them most scientists extrapolate “billions of years” forward 
or backward through time. But Einstein taught us that, when it comes 
to the passage of time, what we may perceive to be taking place is dis-
torted by our point of reference. Because we are part and parcel with 
the present phenomena of time, we cannot observe or measure it objec-
tively. We need a third, external point of reference for that purpose.

The primary lesson for me concerns my research into prophetic time-
tables. The Bible presents the divine plan, which is symmetrically de-
signed, but many variables of relative chronological perspective exist, 
which makes any correlation with our present calendar very difficult. 
God’s symmetric patterns of history and prophecy possess heavenly 
design but apply to our material dimension. This means that symmetri-
cal patterns of historical and prophetic events overlay the uneven or 
warped continuum of time-space of the natural universe. The align-
ments are moving tangents connecting curves to curves. The time-space 
distances are vast and ever changing, and so my researched estimates 
of the dates for predicted events could be wrong. 

Because time and space are moving curves of relative speeds and force 
fields, any attempt to correlate God’s prophetic clock to our own is ex-
tremely difficult. While an incredible number of independent variables 
seem to converge on the dates I mention in my books, there is no absolute 
assurance that I am correct in my chronological correlations. But I cannot 
in all conscience just “sit on” my discoveries and keep my mouth shut, 
so I have published six books for you to read and decide how to apply 
these biblical studies in your own life. I present dates placed in absolute 
chronology in accordance with my research. The relative relationships 
between them are more reliable than the Gregorian calendar dates I have 
published for these main events of the prophesied Apocalypse.
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The Testimony of Antiquity
Clearly, ancient civilizations went to a great deal of expense and effort 
to measure the passage of time and the seasons. Stargazing and nam-
ing the stars, grouping them into constellations with a story, is univer-
sally one of the oldest sciences found in every technologically advanced 
human culture. Just look at the numerous ancient pyramids and stone 
circles built around the world. News reports frequently announce some 
new discovery of such monumental time-measuring architecture.

Thus, figuring out what was happening in the skies was vitally impor-
tant to the ancients. It consumed their attention and wealth in a way 
that is incomprehensible given our present stable, easily predictable cy-
cles of seasons. Perhaps the change of seasons was not always so easy to 
predict? If so, then it is easier to understand why the ancients devoted 
so much of their resources to calendars: there was a very practical rea-
son for it. To simply attribute religious beliefs as the prime motivators 
for such projects is insufficient. 

I propose that the seasons were sequential but much less predictable 
in there lengths than what we experience on the earth today. I believe 
that these diverse ancient cultures each were observing phenomena in 
the skies that differs from what we can see today. Perception is from 
the location of the observers, and the records of antiquity record those 
perceptions accurately. Modern scientists have difficulty in explaining 
what archaeologists and historians uncover because they have limited 
themselves by their uniformitarian bias: they try to solve these ancient 
clock and calendar mysteries within the narrow confines of present as-
tronomical observation. They do not consider the possibility that the 
earth has not always moved around the sun exactly as it does today 
– granted the slight adjustments that the wonderful instruments of 
modern science have permitted us to measure.

Two key hypotheses presented in my third 
Babushka book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient 
Calendar Mysteries are:

1. The ancient existence of a third axis of spin for the earth’s move-
ments in addition to its axis  of daily rotation and its (present) 
365.24 day journey (orbit) around the sun.

2. This third axis disappeared about 4,000 years ago when a large 
asteroid struck the earth at the start of Noah’s Flood. That im-
pact jolted the earth enough to cause its third axis of spin to 
unwind over hundreds of years in an exponential curve until it 
disappeared, being blended into the earth’s daily axis of rota-
tion at the present, relatively stable angle of 23.5°. 

My point is that even with the extrapolation of current astronomical 
variation, the experts cannot explain a number of ancient mysteries, 
such as the Mayan and Aztec calendars or the Antikythera “clock.” My 
hypothesis is based on the premise that the earth’s movements around 
the sun were significantly different before about 500 BC. Consequently, 
the ancients spent a great deal of mental and material resources in try-
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ing to figure out and measure the gradual unwinding of this third axis 
of earth movement over a period of about 1800 years. 

In other words, what they saw in the skies 3,000 and more years ago 
was not what we can see today. They accurately recorded the changes 
they saw in the monuments, calendars and clocks they created from 
their astrological observations. Remember, anciently the science of star-
gazing was an integral, inseparable part of astrology. What they plotted 
were the movements of the sun, moon, comets and planets against the 
fixed background of star constellations. The scope or span of night sky 
viewed anciently differed from what we have today because the earth’s 
rotational axis wobble was greater than the 23.5° variation we see in 
the heavens today. Ancient stargazers in the northern hemisphere saw 
more of the southern hemisphere than today’s astronomers can from 
earth-based observatories.

To help you to quickly grasp the nature of my hypothesis, let me ex-
plain one of the great mysteries of science and antiquity: the Aztec Pre-
cessions of Equinoxes. How did the Aztecs and Mayans discover the 
25,625-year precession, or cycle of the earth’s axis pointing north, from 
Polaris, Alderbaren, Taw, Herculis, Vega and Thubor? That means that 
it takes 5,125 years for the identity of the “North Star” to move sequen-
tially between each of the five stars in the list. In other words, how could 
these ancient astronomers observe or calculate the very, very slow and 
gradual circular movement of the earth’s axis, which is observed as be-
ing a changing north star? They did not have our modern telescopes or 
computers to help them.

The basic theses presented in Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar 
Mysteries explain how the ancients could make accurate astronomical 
measurements without the aid of today’s huge and accurate telescopes, 
nor did they need our modern computers. The ancient Amerindians 
observed this precession of the earth’s pointing axis through the stars 
with the naked eye. In fact at one point in antiquity, the total precession 
cycle moved across the skies pretty fast going through the whole five 
star cycle about twice a year. By 2,500 years ago or so, this precession 
had slowed down exponentially to what we have today. I chart it in 
the book. Thus, today’s 25,625-year precession at the present, relatively 
fixed 23.5° axis of daily rotation represents a very slow echo of what 
was once a vigorous axial wobble. 

A Third Axis to the Earth’s Spin
When I originally became interested in these ancient calendars, I knew 
that I needed a reliable and external point of perspective in order to 
understand what was going on in the earth’s ancient skies. I found it in 
the Bible, which talks about people living hundreds of years long dur-
ing an age of nearly uniform climate without rain. This age came to an 
end violently by a Great Flood, which had sprung forth from the earth’s 
“fountains of the deep.” This is where most of the water came from, but 
something had to release them. For a number of reasons, I concluded 
that an asteroid strike initiated the Flood catastrophe, which was God’s 
first great judgment (or apocalypse) of human civilization.
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I do not teach evolutionary uniformitarianism. I do believe in science. 
I also believe in the Bible, but not according to conventional theology. I 
think that the Flood asteroid strike recorded in the Bible may have been 
the one that scientists found at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. Many 
say that it ended the age of dinosaurs, which I equate to the Atlantis 
civilization before the Flood of Noah. When this asteroid struck, the 
ancient single land mass broke up into today’s continents releasing the 
floodwaters. I write more about this event in Chapter 4 of my first book, 
Apocalypse Prophesied. 

No one can read the accounts of the pre-Flood world without conclud-
ing that things were very different from today or that the Bible is just a 
book of ancient myths.  For a number of other reasons, I did not believe 
the latter option, so I started to address some of the scientific inconsis-
tencies of the Genesis account. One of the first that intrigued me was the 
long lives of the pre-Flood patriarchs. How could anyone live over 900 
years, even if the environment was pure and the oxygen levels about 
two times what we have today? This did not make sense.

At the same time I had made some trips to Mexico and learned more 
about the Aztecs and their calendar. Out of this research was born my 
hypothesis for a third spin axis to the earth. The net result of this third 
axis was to divide our 365-day solar year into 7 “years” or cycles of 52 
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days, as measured by the cycle of solstice, equinox, solstice, and equinox. 
That would mean that the “years” (Hebrew shanot or “cycle of [seasonal] 
changes”) measured by the pre-Flood peoples as recorded in the Bible 
(and other ancient chronicles) were only 1/7th the length of our modern, 
Gregorian-secular, years. Thus, Methuselah lived 968 shanot, which was 
only 136+ in our present years! Now that made more sense.

This concept would also explain a major contributing factor to an even 
climate with no rain. By spinning 7 cycles within on solar orbit, the sur-
face of the earth would be evenly heated providing a uniformly moder-
ate climate and a relative lack of temperature differentiation in the air 
masses – a major factor in the generation of precipitation. 

Then I noticed that the ages of the patriarchs after the Flood were much 
less than the 900 years before but still way beyond today’s expectations. 
However, as the generations passed the longevity of biblical characters 
gradually declined. When I plotted them on a graph, I got a curve. This 
observation led me to believe that there was some universal cause to 
account for this curve of death ages that was rooted in the pre-Flood 
world and continued to lesser extent afterwards. That cause was a 
“year” composed of fewer days than the earth’s solar orbit of 365 days. 
And yes, the ancient composed calendars that often kept track of both 
by placing a smaller dial/disk within a larger one.

The Twelve Periods of the Apocalypse 
To more clearly show the numerically symmetrical patterns of history 
and chronology, I designed the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse with 
twelve time periods of seven months each, and I divided the 7,000-Year 
Table of Human History into twelve railroad stations of time. These 
twelve periods are presented with their dates in their own table, Twelve 
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Periods of the Great Apocalypse. In my earlier books, I discuss how 
each of the twelve periods of the Apocalypse correlate with the twelve 
“railroad stations” of history.

The number twelve (12) corresponds to “government” or “perfection.” It 
symbolizes a divine perfection in government administration. Matthew 
19:28 describes twelve thrones with judges, who will be in charge of the 
twelve tribes in Israel. The twelve zodiac signs map out the stars. They are 
governed by laws that will not change, and they express a divine creation:

The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies pro-
claim the work of his hands. Day after day they pour 
forth speech; night after night they display knowledge. 
There is no speech or language where their voice is 
not heard. Their voice goes out into all the earth, their 
words to the ends of the world. (Psalm 19:1-4)
Can you loose the cords of Orion? Can you bring 
forth the constellations in their seasons or lead out the 
Bear with its cubs? Do you know the laws of the heav-
ens? Can you set up God’s dominion over the earth? 
(Job 38:31-33) 

The 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse is divided into twelve (12) periods so 
that they can be overlaid with the 7,000-Year Table of Human History. It is 
like a Russian Egg, a number of increasingly smaller ones nesting inside 
the big one, but they all look alike with their features aligning proportion-
ately and precisely.

The seven year long Great Apocalypse, described in detail in the books of 
Daniel and Revelation, officially starts on 21 December 2008, which is the 
northern hemisphere’s winter solstice – the longest night of the year. I some-
times call the entire seven year age of Cheth the Great Apocalypse in order 
to distinguish it from the even more intense last half of this age, which I call 
the Mini-Apocalypse. It is “mini” only in its length of time. In regard to its 
destruction, tribulation, sorrow and death, it is “maxi” for sure.

You will notice right away that the table incorporates seven (7) dates 
(shaded) of astronomical significance. Three (3) of the dates fall on the 
winter solstice and four (4) are equinoxes. Again we find the Rosetta 
Stone 7:5 ratio, which alerts us for their proper position to establish 
certain dates. Parallel symmetry in tables like these, which are indepen-
dently derived by different variables, is not an accident of chance. The 
symmetry is an evidence of God’s design in the Bible. 

The Mini-Apocalypse starts at the first month of the 6th Period on 4 De-
cember 2011. This date was determined by counting Daniel’s 1,290 days 
backwards from the 17th of Tammuz (4 July 2015). This calculation is 
easier to see in the 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse, which lists Daniel 
and John’s (12) twelve prophecies imbedded in Jewish holidays. Eleven 
of those prophecies count back 1,260 days from the 17th of Tammuz to 4 
January 2012. They will be explained later. 

The Mini-Apocalypse possesses special significance. Its end is best illus-
trated in The 11th - 12th Periods of the Great Apocalypse Table. Count-
ing 1,290 days backwards from the last 17th of Tammuz (4 July 2015), we 
arrive at its start on 4 December 2011, the first month of the 6th Period. 
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The Mini-Apocalypse ends five days short of the autumn equinox, on 17 
September 2015, as calculated by counting Daniel’s 1,335 days forward from 
4 January 2012. Daniel said that after those 1,335 days will begin the bless-
ings – even before the official chronological end of the seven years of the 
Apocalypse since all of the judgments against the present human civiliza-
tion under Satan’s dominion will have ended. The seven years of the Great 
Apocalypse technically come to an end on December 21, 2015. The months 
between the end of Daniel’s 1,335 days and the end of the seven years is used 
to clean up the deadly war materials left over from the many battles.

Elsewhere, I demonstrate how I arrived at the dates for various events 
prophesied to take place during the Apocalypse. To me, these dates 
seem certain because of how my mathematical calculations align and 
cross-check each other using a number of independent systems. You 
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might want to refer back to the Twelve Periods of the Great Apocalypse 
table from time to time in order to orient yourself while reading this 
chapter. Keep in mind that the period number is listed in the left col-
umn from 1 to 12. To each period number’s right, you will find the start-
ing and ending dates of its seven-month duration. The total elapsed 
time (12 x 7 months = 84 months) is seven years. 

Also, it would be helpful to refer to the other tables from time to time, 
such as the 7,000-Year Table of Human History and the 7-Year Table 
of the Apocalypse as you read this book. I reference these important 
dates often. Having the tables handy will help you to keep them in their 
proper place and in their proper sequence relative to each other. 

Date for the Destruction of the Third Temple
The 12th Period of the Apocalypse (22 May 2015 to 21 December 2015) 
will see the destruction of a yet-to-be built Third Temple in Jerusalem. 
After that event the greatest army ever assembled in one place will come 
to eradicate Israel, only to be completely destroyed by the brightness of 
Jesus’ presence at His return. This present (second) world civilization of 
humanity will end after the last (seventh) trumpet has been blown and 
Satan will be imprisoned in the abyss. 

I believe it is possible to discover the precise dates on which these 
events will take place. Following is a brief summary. For a more de-
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tailed description of my research process, please read my second book, 
Mystery of Tammuz 17.

The fifth month of the Jewish festival calendar is Av, which occurs in 
July–August of our secular calendar. Many calamities have occurred 
during the month of Av throughout history. On the 9th day of Av, Israel 
has a national day of mourning called Tisha b’Av. The First Temple was 
destroyed on the 9th of Av in 588 bc. The Second Temple was destroyed 
on the 9th of Av in ad 70. I believe this enables us to predict that the 
Third Temple will be destroyed on the 9th of Av in ad 2015, which works 
out to be July 25th. This date matches the last (twelfth) period of the 7-
Year Table of the Apocalypse. 

The 7-Year Table of the Apocalypse designates 21 December 2015 as 
the end of the Apocalypse. July 25th (the 9th of Av) occurs five months 
earlier. Could it be that God will shorten the time? Matthew 24:15-23 
indicates that God will shorten the time to save the elect:

So when you see the desolating sacrilege standing in 
the holy place, as was spoken of by the prophet Daniel 
(let the reader understand), then those in Judea must 
flee to the mountains; the one on the housetop must 
not go down to take what is in the house; the one in 
the field must not turn back to get a coat. 
Woe to those who are pregnant and to those who are 
nursing infants in those days! Pray that your flight 
may not be in winter or on a Sabbath. For at that time 
there will be great suffering, such as has not been from 
the beginning of the world until now, no, and never 
will be. And if those days had not been cut short, no 
one would be saved; but for the sake of the elect those 
days will be cut short. 
Then if anyone says to you, “Look! Here is the 
Messiah!” or “There he is!” - do not believe it.  
(Matthew 24:15-23 NRSV)

Since the Jews refused to accept what the prophets had clearly foretold, 
God rejected them and allowed them to be persecuted and oppressed for 
centuries. They ignored all the warnings; hence, they no longer receive 
God’s full blessing. No other nation has suffered as much as the Jews. 
The Scriptures prophesy that the Apocalypse will be a horrible time for 
the Jews. They will have to make a choice: to continue in their defiance 
against Jehovah or to repent and return to their Creator and Redeemer.

Although Israel will go through a time of tremendous slaughter and de-
struction in their land that will last 1,260 prophetic days (1,278 days in our 
time), a remnant will survive. The armies that gather for the destruction 
of Israel will be defeated and destroyed. God will fight for His people, and 
Israel will witness one of the greatest miracles ever to occur on earth. The 
Israelis will repent over their rejection of the Messiah and be converted as 
a nation to follow the full Word of God. God will pour out great blessings, 
compassion and love to the survivors because of the promises He gave to 
Abraham and the many faithful prophets and saints of the past. 

After the Apocalypse Israel will lay the foundation of a Fourth Temple. 
The Most Holy One, the Shekinah—God’s presence with man, will enter 
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that temple again in the person of Jesus Christ to rule from the throne 
of His human forebear, King David. This new house of God will be built 
exactly as illustrated in Ezekiel Chapters 40 to 43. 

According to Daniel’s 2,300-day prediction, the foundation of this Fourth 
Temple (4 = Daleth, “this world in this time”) will be dedicated in 2018. 
These coming events will be described in the next chapter, which will 
conclude the plan of God. After that we are ready to understand the full 
impact of the Apocalypse as detailed in Mystery of Tammuz 17. 

The 2012 Connection
One thing is certain: God’s plan for this universe is fixed. Time and again 
I found that the calculated dates for the events of the Apocalypse corre-
lated with the signs in the heavens. Like the gears of a cuckoo clock, the 
historical and prophetic tables synchronize with the cosmic clock set in 
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the universe from the beginning. The structure of God’s 7,000-year plan 
does not change in heaven; however, as Sovereign, God could decide 
to accelerate or delay the dates of implementation as needed to accom-
plish his merciful goals and still follow his 7,000-year plan. Due to the 
reasons stated on these pages, I do not believe he will do so. 

The Apocalypse in the Daleth dimension reflects heavenly purposes. 
Because the prophesied earthly events and dates are linked to heavenly 
events, they will take place when the heavenly clock gears linking the 
two have moved into their appointed positions. God has set the sched-
ule from creation. The clock is built into the cosmos with the hands mov-
ing in conjunction with the sun, moon, planets and stars. The meshed 
gears are calibrated so that the Apocalypse will appear on schedule. I 
just cannot be 100% sure that the schedule determined by my research 
is the correct one because of the variable lengths of years over history. 
Gravity bends time and light, slowing them down or speeding them up 
based on the gravitational environment. My Parabolas of Time graph 
plots the curve of a changing year length. Over variables may exist due 
to time’s capacity to bend. Only fulfilled prophecy will tell.

21 December 2012 is the key link between the material earthly and 
heavenly dimensions because that is when Satan is forced out of the 
Second Heaven into the First Heaven of our atmosphere and material 
detection. The process of restoring the kingdom of God on earth during 
the Teth Age begins in heaven during the Cheth age. Satan’s expulsion 
from heaven enables the joyous preparations for the marriage of the 
Bride and the wedding feast. 
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The events on 21 December 2012 initiate the mandated resynchroniza-
tion of the (material) Daleth and (spiritual) Heh dimensions that will 
structurally create the millennial age [Daleth (4) + Heh (5) = Teth (9)]. This 
new age to come is both a recapitulation and an expansion of the con-
tiguous and contemporary presence of the Daleth and Heh dimensions 
in the Garden of Eden as described in my first book. The Bible confirms 
that God has planned this confluence of dual-dimensional events from 
the beginning. I keep discovering more overlays every time I read my 
book. For example on the 4th day - the Tammuz position day of the cre-
ation week – God said:

“Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to 
separate the day from the night, and let them be for 
signs and for seasons and for days and years; and 
let them be for lights in the expanse of the heavens to 
give light on the earth”; and it was so. 
God made the two great lights, the greater light to 
govern the day, and the lesser light to govern the 
night; He made the stars also. God placed them in 
the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth, 
and to govern the day and the night, and to separate 
the light from the darkness; and God saw that it was 
good. There was evening and there was morning, a 
fourth day. (Genesis 1:14-19 NASB, emphasis mine)

The 4th day of creation is the Daleth (4) day and occupies the Tammuz 
position in the 7-day Creation Week. Since Daleth is the dimension of 
“this time and place,” it is not surprising and indeed, significant that 
God placed the sun, moon and stars in heavens to be for “signs and for 
seasons and for days and years” on the 4th day. (Genesis 1:14) We are 
reminded that God has laid out his plan for humanity from the begin-
ning and from the beginning he has put markers in the skies to track 
that plan’s progress – not for himself but for us! The Bible has vital 
chronological information buried within its pages that enable us to un-
derstand this plan in advance. 

God’s plan for humanity has specific markers. I have learned to auto-
matically adjust my thinking now when I see a Daleth (4th) or Heh (5th) 
position. I am alerted to look at it a bit more carefully and from several 
viewpoints. I feel like a little boy venturing on a nature trip who over-
turns a rock just to see what creatures are hidden under it. 

Only the fantastic, multifaceted mind of God could put together such 
a multidimensional communication system as the Bible. Today, thou-
sands of years after its original authorship, the Bible continues to en-
lighten our minds about God’s plan for humanity. We simply need to 
ask and listen for his answer. Every time the cuckoo clock bird in my 
room announces his presence, I am reminded of how incredibly God 
has preserved His Word for thousands of years. I feel privileged to have 
unlocked this mystery. The announcement of the Apocalypse is the last 
wake-up call to alert the world to the drastic changes that will soon oc-
cur; therefore, we must take this warning seriously. 

After having spent hundreds of hours on this book and listening daily 
to news from around the world, I now intensely look forward to that 
greatest event in history: the soon return of God’s Son, Jesus. I can re-
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member the world when it was teeming with fish, insects, butterflies 
and flowers. Life was family oriented then. Much has changed, and the 
new generation, including my own children, will never know the splen-
dor of the world I knew. I hope that you will read both of the original 
volumes from which this book was derived: Apocalypse Prophesied 
and Mystery of Tammuz 17.

God’s Spiritual Program for Eternity  
My first two books tell a story from God’s perspective. Together they 
present a divine narrative that gives us answers to questions, “Why we 
are here on this earth?” and “What is the purpose of life?” Because it is 
so important for us to understand the Bible’s age-spanning perspective, 
I will briefly review it one last time. Let the full impact of this summary 
sink into your consciousness. 

Before the world was made, millions of angels were present when God 
began implementing his plan at the “foundation of the earth.” (Job 38:4-
7) But Lucifer led many angels in rebellion against God’s announced 
purpose to create human beings from matter - the dust of the ground. 
He could not stand the idea of being ruled by “inferior” mortals, even 
though they were created in God’s image and after his likeness. Yes, 
that is God’s purpose. People who qualify will one day rule the angels 
and the whole universe with him. (1 Corinthians 6:3)

Qualified inhabitants of earth will one day occupy the universe pres-
ently populated by the angels. These born sons of God by faith will have 
become “inoculated against evil” through the hard lessons learned as 
mortals. They will know beyond a doubt that God’s way of righteous-
ness, joy, peace and love is the only way to continue life. All of creation 
will then be united under a God-centered administration as it was in 
the days before Lucifer’s rebellion. 

Lucifer was perfect in his creation, yet he became corrupted. In his 
pride as the “Light Bringer,” this mighty angel deceived himself that 
the power of God flowing through him was actually derived from his 
own glory. He denied who made him. He “forgot” that God was the 
ultimate source of all. He became enamored by the music that pulsed 
within him and the beauty of God’s light radiating from his counte-
nance. (Ezekiel 28:12-19) 

When Lucifer rebelled, his name was changed to Satan the Adversary. 
(Isaiah 14:12-17; Job 1:6) He who was the most powerful - the chief of 
all the angels, then became the Adversary or Enemy of all good. Ever 
since, Satan has sought to undermine God’s plan to birth sons from the 
nations of mortals through the subtle and overt use of lying deceit. He 
has promised wisdom in the ways of the world. He has corrupted mil-
lions by the lure of ephemeral wealth procured with the labor of and/or 
at the expense of others. Others have followed the devil’s ways because 
of a lust for the raw power of bloody violence. 

Even more deceitfully damaging has been Satan’s corruption of God’s 
truth. Not only has Satan filled the world with his crafty spiritual lies and 
false miracles, he has also successfully infiltrated the assemblies of those 
who proclaim the name of Jesus as Christ. He has substituted a false spirit 
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that resonates with his masquerade as some form of “christ conscious-
ness.” This corrupted spiritual power, represented in the Bible by the 
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, has come in the place of God’s 
true Holy Spirit, which was originally represented by the Tree of Life.

From the earliest times in the Garden of Eden when God formed Adam 
from the dust of the ground, Satan has sought to destroy God’s plan. 
He has made it his all-consuming mission to prevent God’s kingdom of 
righteousness, beauty, joy, peace, light and love from becoming the eter-
nal reality to be experienced by a transformed humanity and the faith-
ful angels. Because of the impending Apocalypse, Satan knows that his 
time is running out and that his defeat is certain.

God has appointed a number of ages or “times” to fill the 7,000 years 
of human history as depicted in the World Cuckoo Clock. I described 
these ages in my first book, Apocalypse Prophesied, where I gave them 
names after the Hebrew Alphabet Number System letter-numbers (Waw, 
Zayin and Cheth) that best reflect their purposed role in God’s overall 
plan. He has allowed 6,000 years for humanity to experiment with good 
and evil in order to experience the many failed social and political theo-
ries of government based on Satan’s corrupt and deceitful principles. 

During the Zayin Age of human history, we must learn that we can-
not decide for ourselves what is right or wrong. We cannot invent our 
own definition of love or our own image of God. Rather, we must be 
conformed to his image as revealed in his Son. (Romans 8:29; Galatians 
2:20) Our experiences of suffering from sin burn into our characters 
that God’s way is the only way to choose. If we submit to his authority, 
these lessons create an eternal appreciation for God’s loving mercy and 
justice that will become part of us for eternity. 

This imbedded nucleus of redemption makes us distinct from the an-
gels. We can become spiritually “inoculated” as a protection against 
evil so that something like Satan’s spiritual corruption and rebellion in 
the heavenly Heh dimension will never happen again. After our bodies 
are transformed by the Creator into bodies that possess spiritual power 
and glory, we will never participate in a rebellion against our Father. (1 
Corinthians 15:20-57) 

At the appointed day Jesus will come back in power to begin a thou-
sand-year demonstration of how God’s way is superior—even in the 
fleshly (Daleth) dimension. After that, humanity and the angelic host 
in heaven will be convinced that only God’s way leads to a better life. 
During the millennial Teth age, life on earth will be truly experienced 
“as it is in heaven.”

A Note to My Jewish Readers
It is not easy to write in simple language about biblical texts, beliefs, 
philosophy and a strangely ancient Hebrew Alphabet Number System 
no one has ever heard about in simple language. Most people, includ-
ing many Jewish people, are unfamiliar with the concepts discussed 
in these pages. In addition to these obvious obstacles, I must relate a 
message to our times about the violent destruction of our present west-
ern civilization within seven years. They present a true story everyone 
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wishes were fiction. The Jewish people will find themselves right at the 
center of all the action. I have written my books in part to help them 
prepare for these coming trials. 

Above I compared the plan of God for the universe and humanity with 
a railroad. God revealed his prophetic plan to me as a train that runs on 
two rails. One rail is the Jewish heritage and the other is the Christian. 
While either rail by itself presents enough of the story to identify the 
true God and reveals enough about his plan for humanity to provide a 
convicting witness, both rails are needed in order to get the full scope 
in detail of what lies ahead. I needed both rails to track down the details 
and dates of the Apocalypse.

For centuries too many Christians have avoided the “Old” Testament or 
spiritualized it away in poetic metaphors that obscured God’s continu-
ing grace toward Israel. But it is only through the covenants made with 
Israel that blessings of true peace and justice will come to the earth. It 
is the Jewish Messiah who will defeat the evil one that deceitfully op-
presses all nations. The defeat of Antichrist is a necessary prerequisite 
for a new kind of prosperity to break out over an environmentally re-
stored planet – prosperity from an economic system that does not op-
press one’s neighbor.

Over history many established churches have instigated and partici-
pated in the persecution of the Jewish people. In doing so they have 
profaned the name of Jesus Christ. While it does not excuse the more 
extensive and repressive Christian persecution of the Jewish people for 
the last 1,600 years, the truth is that each religion harbors some misun-
derstandings about the other. 

Recent research, for example, has confirmed how the early leaders of 
Rabbinic Judaism severely persecuted their Jewish brothers and sisters 
who believed that Jesus was the promised Messiah. Best estimates are 
that 20% of the Jewish population (over a million people) in the first 
centuries AD followed Jesus. Referred to as “Nazarenes” or “Minim” 
(heretics), they were driven out of the synagogues, which meant being 
excluded from Jewish society and no longer considered Jews. Messianic 
Jewish believers face this same religious antagonism today from many 
sincerely deceived rabbis.

Each of these biblically-based traditions suffers from gaping holes in 
their theologies. The result has been confusion and rigid teachings that 
have become mental and cultural straight jackets for their followers. One 
example of this is that most Jewish people have not even read the New 
Testament, although many respected Jewish scholars admit that it is the 
largest collection of Jewish literature dated to the first century ad. 

Part of God’s purpose for the Jewish nation has been their role as the 
timekeeper and preserver of his teaching law, the Torah, for all nations. 
Buried in the Hebrew Scriptures lie the time factors necessary to deter-
mine WHEN the future Apocalypse will happen. Without understand-
ing this part of the Bible, it is impossible to know the timing. 

For Christians the New Testament represents a revelation to Gentiles 
and Jews alike. It is a continuation of the Hebrew Scriptures because it 
is a Messianic commentary on the Jewish canon written by Jews. In ad-
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dition to its amplification of the Torah and its application to daily life, 
the New Testament reveals WHAT will happen during the Apocalypse 
and WHERE these events will take place.

Ask any Christian about the coming Apocalypse and its projected dat-
ing, and he will probably answer with the abbreviated Bible quote, “No 
one knows the hour.” (Matthew 24:36) One reason is that the New Tes-
tament and Christian festivals do not provide the timekeeper parts of 
the picture: the feasts and fasts of Israel do that. Therefore, Christian 
ignorance of the Old Testament results in their lack of understanding 
about the time of the Apocalypse and many other aspects concerning 
God’s activity throughout human history. 

It is time for both Christians and Jews to wake up and listen to the mes-
sage God has given in his Word. The time for quarrelling is over. History 
as we know it is running out of time. For your own sake and the sake of 
those you love, study what the other “rail” has to say. No train designed 
for two rails can run on a monorail! There is no stability: it would tip over. 
Faith also requires the balance of both rails. Without spiritual balance, 
teachings about the Word of God are twisted by human fallibility. 

Turn at my rebuke; surely I will pour out my spirit on 
you; I will make my words known to you. 
Because I have called and you refused, I have stretched 
out my hand and no one regarded, because you dis-
dained all my counsel, and would have none of my 
rebuke, I also will laugh at your calamity; I will mock 
when your terror comes, when your terror comes like 
a storm, and your destruction comes like a whirlwind, 
when distress and anguish come upon you. 
Then they will call on me, but I will not answer; they 
will seek me diligently, but they will not find me. Be-
cause they hated knowledge and did not choose the 
fear of the LORD, they would have none of my coun-
sel and despised my every rebuke. Therefore they 
shall eat the fruit of their own way, and be filled to the 
full with their own fancies. 
For the turning away of the simple will slay them, and 
the complacency of fools will destroy them; but who-
ever listens to me will dwell safely, and will be secure, 
without fear of evil.” (Proverbs 1:23-33 NKJV)

Time is running out for this world system. That warning applies to ev-
eryone! Jewish people will perish who do not read the Christian Bi-
ble (the other rail) to find out what future events will happen where. 
Christians who do not look to the Hebrew oracles will not know when 
the Apocalypse will take place. Both will perish for lack of knowledge. 
(Hosea 4:6) 

My hope is that these books will help to bring about reconciliation of 
these two great traditions. The Bible states that soon we will all share a 
common faith worshipping the One, true, Creator God of Israel. This is 
our last opportunity to avoid many of the trials soon to engulf the earth. 
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The Creator’s Call to the Nations
The God who made the world and all things in it, since 
He is Lord of heaven and earth, does not dwell in temples 
made with hands; nor is He served by human hands, as 
though He needed anything, since He Himself gives to 
all people life and breath and all things; 
and He made from one man every nation of mankind to 
live on all the face of the earth, having determined their 
appointed times and the boundaries of their habitation, 
that they should seek God, if perhaps they might 
grope for Him and find Him, though He is not far 
from each one of us; for in Him we live and move and 
exist, as even some of your own poets have said, “For 
we also are His children.”
Being then the children of God, we ought not to think 
that the Divine Nature is like gold or silver or stone, 
an image formed by the art and thought of man. 
Therefore having overlooked the times of ignorance, 
God is now declaring to men that all people every-
where should repent, because He has fixed a day 
in which He will judge the world in righteousness 
through a Man whom He has appointed, having fur-
nished proof to all men by raising Him from the dead. 
(Acts 17:24-31, NASB emphasis added)

The verses above are taken from the Apostle Paul’s address to the Athenians 
on Mars hill. Like most of my readers, they too were not familiar with the 
Bible. Paul made five main points that I have addressed in my books:

1. God is Creator of all.

2. Specifically, God is the Creator of all peoples or nations (Greek 
ethnos from which we get the word, ethnic.) from one man.

3. From the dawn of Creation God determined and appointed a 
number of ages or “times” to define the history of humanity. (I 
gave them Hebrew numbers like Waw, Zayin, Cheth, Teth and Jod.)

4. The purpose of life is to seek God.

5. God overlooks our prior ignorance but calls each person re-
gardless of nationality or religious background to repent, 
which means to replace our own ideas and behaviors with 
ones that conform to God’s character as revealed in the Bible.

6. There is a certain and sure Day of Judgment coming to all peo-
ples based on a standard (righteousness) defined by his Word.

7. The resurrected Jesus, the Word become flesh, will be the Judge 
and potential Savior of each person.

My books reveal the identity of the Creator God who made all people 
according to his divine plan from before time began. God determined 
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and established the ages of human history as a clock maker would de-
sign the gears of a cosmic time piece. All I did was identify the cycles 
of years by their characteristics as they appeared to me out of my study 
of the Scriptures. I give them names for the sake of communication. Al-
though I might have missed some points in describing these appointed 
ages, they exist. Paul says here that God created them. It is a concept 
found only in the Bible, and one that the Apostle Peter offered as the 
basis of our hope. 

Therefore repent and return, so that your sins may 
be wiped away, in order that times of refreshing may 
come from the presence of the Lord; and that He may 
send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, whom heav-
en must receive until the period of restoration of all 
things about which God spoke by the mouth of His 
holy prophets from ancient time. (Acts 3:19-21)

The Coming Famine of God’s Word
The Apocalypse will be preceded by increasing spiritual confusion. At 
the climax of God’s Wrath the world will suffer from depths of despera-
tion and despair unparalleled in history. Because of the public rejection 
of the Bible, which presents God’s truth, the Judge of all has determined 
to end the opportunity to read it. Only the faithful who already know 
and obey the truth will survive those last months. 

“Behold, days are coming,” declares the Lord GOD, 
“When I will send a famine on the land, not a famine 
for bread or a thirst for water, but rather for hearing the 
words of the LORD. People will stagger from sea to sea 
and from the north even to the east; they will go to and 
fro to seek the word of the LORD, but they will not find it. 
(Amos 8:11-12 NASB)

These verses confirm what logic would suggest: the Cheth Age of the 
Apocalypse will be one of increasing spiritual darkness. Books like this 
one will not be permitted to be published. Christian and Jewish books 
will be burned on a massive scale, like the Nazis did in Germany 1932-
39. Bible reading will be drastically curtailed and eventually punishable 
by death. While there is time left, make the most of your opportunities 
to search his Word and learn about God’s truth. 

Time is of the essence. Our lives hang by a hair. Time runs out for mil-
lions of people each day. Many people die suddenly, from disease or 
accident. Shocking events like the December 2004 tsunami in Asia or 
the terrorist attacks of 9/11/2001 in New York City still challenge a few 
to take a spiritual inventory and make some changes in their lives. But 
the deaths of most people do not make headlines or impact the gen-
eral public. Personal tragedies do reach beyond those immediately af-
fected.

Don’t wait for a personal tragedy to motivate you. No one knows their 
immediate future. Another opportunity may not present itself for you 
to begin an eternal relationship with your Creator. Begin with what you 
understand and accept as truth in the Bible. The hour is short, and you 
need to learn a great deal very quickly. Turn toward God in your actions 
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and your conscience to obey his word today. Then ask for more under-
standing and the guidance of the Holy Spirit. He will lead you.  

As the Lord reveals to you changes that need to be made in your life, 
ask him for his strength to accomplish the task. Going against the main-
stream of society is difficult, but it is essential that you become increas-
ingly less entangled in the lifestyles of this world. You only need to 
begin with what you understand and accept as truth. For example if 
you are Jewish, you can start with living by the Old Testament. The key 
is to turn towards God in your actions and your conscience to obey his 
word. Then ask for more understanding and the guidance of the Holy 
Spirit. He will lead you. 

Christian Ignorance and the Antichrist
The consistent message of Christian surveys and studies is that about 
90% of those who call themselves “Christian” are ignorant of the Bible. 
The “Christian” population, for the most part, is indistinguishable from 
the worldly culture in which they live. God the Father, the GodSon, and 
the GodSpirit are not any more real to the self-proclaimed followers of 
Jesus than they are to the world at large. At best “Bible myths about pa-
triarchs, prophets, and spirit beings” are received at the same level of 
authority as secular philosophy or the sacred writings of other cultures. 

When America was attacked on September 11, 2001, many citizens end-
ed up in church praying. Even members of Congress attended a Chris-
tian memorial service at the National Cathedral in Washington, DC. 
An Islamic cleric was allowed to give the opening prayer. There he was 
representing a religion that inspires violence daily against hundreds of 
Christians and Jews worldwide. I am shocked that no one in the Ameri-
can government objected to a Muslim cleric’s pastoral equal presence 
with nationally known Christian leaders in a Christian church. 

This is highest peak of hypocrisy. It reveals how little our political and 
religious leaders understand about world politics or Islam. Just think, we 
are daily exposed to bombings, death and kidnappings perpetrated by 
Islamic radicals – sometimes even young children are used. When these 
“martyrs” remains are mourned, the Moslem funeral rhetoric usually 
blames the Jews and Christians, Israelis and Americans. 

Satan is a master in disguise, and he uses every opportunity to con-
fuse, lie and commit mass murder, and then calls it an act of God. Ten 
years ago, Bethlehem used to be a diversified and reasonably peaceful 
city, with Christian and Islamic faiths equally present. Now, there is 
no godly assembly in that city, only poverty, ruined businesses, unem-
ployment and despair. Moslems, Christians and Jews alike have been 
murdered in the name of Allah. This scenario is copied in many other 
places. The Bible says that Satan is a murderer and liar from the begin-
ning, and his children are easily identified because they do the same.    

These atrocities will all culminate in the person and government of An-
tichrist. Sadly, most who call themselves Christian will be deceived by 
him. Their ignorance of the Bible and natural human pride will make 
them vulnerable to his lies and illusions of love, power and miracles. 
During the Apocalypse, evil spirit beings at work within the societal 
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and cultural forces of this rebellious age will facilitate massive waves 
of patriotic fervor for Antichrist among the world’s populations. Those 
with reservations will not be tolerated.

Most Christians live secular lives of scheduled spirituality. Since God 
has little impact on them, they do not live holy lives. Western civiliza-
tion has lost the meaning of holy. The true God of Israel has no rel-
evance for us. This is one reason why Islam and other eastern religions 
have grown at the expense of mainline denominations. 

The Christian population participates in the collective sins of our soci-
ety, which is not unlike that of ancient Babylon at its moral and spiri-
tual core. They are caught up in the competition to live the “American 
Dream” of prosperous self-indulgence justified by a self-centered spiri-
tuality that they call “Christian.” This lifestyle renders the Christian 
witness impotent. These are the kind of “Christians” who will suffer 
from the plagues that flow as natural consequences from their sinful 
sources. (Revelation 18:4)

Antichrist will proclaim all religions spiritually valid at their source. 
He will teach that all religions and mystical matters reflect partial rev-
elations of the one universal god through many cultural traditions. He 
will spread the illusion of prosperity, peace and safety even as violence 
mounts to the final crescendo of all armies gathered to attack Jerusalem. 
With the death of the Two Witnesses, Antichrist will enter the Temple 
built by the Jews and proclaim himself the only true God by virtue of 
his dominion over the earthly dimension of Daleth. 

Despite all of his successes to date, Satan has already been doomed to 
destruction. With his resurrection from the dead, Jesus vanquished the 
devil. Jesus’ victory over the grave declares a Heh dimension life that 
swallows up death. His loving sacrifice and willingness to forgive those 
who sincerely repent have overcome sinful rebellion. What we see un-
folding today, and will see in the years to come, follows the predeter-
mined script I have laid out in my books. 

The actual fulfillment of all Bible prophecy is certain. Their promise is 
proven in the resurrection of the Son, who will come again as promised, 
bringing with him the eternal reality of the Heh dimension to earth. The 
return of Jesus as the conquering King and Savior Messiah of Israel is 
the first step of restoration that will ultimately result in the recreation 
of the heavens and the earth. 

Remember, I do not have some special inside track or direct link to God’s 
mind. I am not a prophet but a student of the Bible who, I believe, has 
been guided by God’s Holy Spirit. I have shared the results of my studies 
with the world for each to determine their validity for himself or herself. 

Some Words of Encouragement to Believers
When the Apocalypse arrives at the appointed time, many Christians—
especially in America—will be unprepared and very disappointed 
when they realize that the expected “Rapture” did not happen at the 
beginning of the Apocalypse. Many pastors and Christian teachers 
promise an escape from the trials and tribulations to come. Scores of 
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Christian theories abound that cater to our deeply ingrained desire to 
avoid suffering and to suppress the fears that arise from deep within 
our subconscious minds.

I feel both humbled and privileged that God has revealed the events of 
the Apocalypse to me, contrary to more popular theological opinions 
focused on the “Great Escape.” I also feel a deep sorrow for my fellow 
believers who are appointed to undergo great suffering for the sake of 
our Lord Jesus. Just as it was in the beginning of the church age, their 
spilled blood will become the water that will propagate the Gospel of 
Life in the midst of satanic cruelty and opposition. 

When somebody is going away, a parting word would encompass all 
the feeling we have for that person without preaching a sermon. And so 
I would like to offer a word of advice to my fellow believers in Christ. 
I have found five Bible verses that deal with the trials and tribulations 
Christians face every day, which will increase dramatically during the 
Apocalypse and will put most Christians to the ultimate test. These pas-
sages address the essence of the Christian faith. They have lifted me 
up in many difficult situations and even prevented me from becoming 
entangled in false religions that offer deceitful hope. 

Applying the five-finger rule of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System, 
there is one verse that stands out above the other four. Jesus said, in the 
gospel of John:

Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not 
give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be 
troubled, and do not let them be afraid. (John 14:27 nrsv)

Here Jesus mentions two different circumstances of peace. First, He 
will give us peace. This “given” peace will settle everything in the fu-
ture when we receive eternal life. In the meantime, our loving God also 
leaves us peace in the present.

Many people are tormented with bad memories from childhood or other 
offensive life experiences, and Christians are not exempt from these feel-
ings. They may have been psychologically damaged early on by abusive 
parents, growing up without love, struggling for survival and security, 
being totally alone when they needed someone to care for them. 

Later in life they may have experienced war, death and crime, broken 
friendships, having someone they cared for take advantage of them. They 
may have lived in a loveless marriage or dealt with the heartbreak of di-
vorce. Perhaps corrupt businesspeople stole their hard-earned life savings. 

We learn to suppress memories of hurtful experiences, tucking them 
away in the back closets of our minds. But they never really disappear. 
Psychologists tell us that these memories are permanently embedded 
in our subconscious minds. This may at times cause unresolved bit-
terness and loneliness. These buried emotions can also result in evil 
thoughts that seem to come from nowhere. They do not portray a pic-
ture of peace, but an outright attack from hell. 

Christians may be bewildered when they experience these attacks. 
They might question God’s provision of their salvation, asking, “Am I 
really saved?” 
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As a matter of fact, Satan will use every corner of our submerged mem-
ories to rob us of the faith and peace Jesus promised. But whenever Sa-
tan begins to stir up a storm by digging up painful memories, believers 
can confront him with a command: “Satan, I order you to leave in the 
name of Jesus!” At the same time we can call upon Jesus and say, “Give 
me peace now, as you promised.” 

Believers in Christ have access to a power reservoir that has been in ex-
istence since before the creation of this world. Like a light switch, when 
you connect to this power source, you will instantly receive light. The 
problems that have plagued you will still be there, but you will experi-
ence a peace that will lift you up over the circumstances. 

During the darkest days of the coming Apocalypse, never forget that 
God knows you, loves you and has prepared a place for you. If you are 
or become his child by faith in Christ, you are already on your way to 
becoming perfect in his sight, fully acceptable before a holy God. I en-
courage you to endure by serving him to the end. You have been called 
out to serve the wonderful, mighty God of the universe. You will be 
more intimately connected to him than a child could be with a gentle, 
loving father in this life.

Four other verses add to our understanding of this main verse:
Call on me in the day of trouble; I will deliver you, 
and you shall glorify me. (Psalm 50:15 nrsv)
Cast your burden on the Lord, and he will sustain 
you; he will never permit the righteous to be moved. 
(Psalm 55:22 nrsv)
Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand 
of God, so that he may exalt you in due time. Cast all 
your anxiety on him, because he cares for you. (1 Peter 
5:6-7 nrsv)
Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say, Rejoice. 
Let your gentleness be known to everyone. The Lord 
is near. Do not worry about anything, but in every-
thing by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving 
let your requests be made known to God. And the 
peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will 
guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 
(Philippians 4:4-7 nrsv)

Now is your last chance before the tough times of judgment begin. For 
those who resist him, God’s plan is to pass the doubters and rebellious 
both through the burning tunnel of the Apocalypse as a final purifying 
test of humanity. Our survival depends on heeding the warning, and pre-
paring for it through repentance and obedience to his Word in faith.
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What do my Babushka Books Teach?
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com/

1. Using science to understand the Bible in-
stead of theology
2. Revealing the true scope of God’s Plan for 
Humanity
3. Revealing why God’s plan includes an Apoc-
alypse and when its main events take place
4. Understanding why ancient cultures built 
pyramids, outdoor observatories like Stone-
henge and complex calendar clocks to mark sea-
sons and worship celestial bodies like the sun
5. Explaining the catastrophic consequences 
of Genetically Modified Organisms
6. Demystifying global warming
7. Presenting a new theory for a startling, do-
nut-shaped structure of each atom’s nucleus

Herbert R. Stollorz is a retired inventor and applied scientist who has 
made a series of discoveries relating scientific principles to better un-
derstanding ancient times and the Bible. He has presented these dis-
coveries in a series of books written over the last four years. He refers 
to them as Babushka books because they all go together in a way that 
recalls these well known Russian dolls. Russian Babushka dolls have a 
number of dolls - one embedded inside another – all painted wearing 
the same costume. Larger scope and concepts enclose smaller ones, but 
the scaled similarities of structure and design are preserved. Each de-
sign tells the same story only scaled a little smaller.

One of his first discoveries was an ancient Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System (HANS). The numeric structure of the Hebrew language provides 
vital keys that opened up answers to a number of Bible mysteries that have 
stumped theologians for centuries. By using rational scientific principles 
learned from his years as an inventor who made devices that worked, the 
author’s discoveries debunk many false teachings postulated by theolo-
gians. This research even includes new discoveries in science and the an-
cient world, which surprised him greatly.

His greatest discovery came from applying HANS to Bible prophecy be-
cause it revealed a divine plan for humanity that has never really been 
understood well by theologians. God’s purpose for humankind can be 
summed up in the first three Hebrew words in Genesis linked to, or com-
pleted by, the last two Greek words of Revelation:

[In the beginning,]  [created] [God] – [all] [the Saints]
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The application of science and HANS to Bible prophecy as the future 
continuation of humanity’s historical past became this series of Ba-
bushka books. It reassembles the puzzle of God’s creation captured in 
wholesome new concepts never preached in church. It will even sur-
prise many scientists! For example, many ancient clocks from around 
the world, found in different cultures and dating to different times, to-
gether confirm independently a strange chronological-calendar system 
of cycles mentioned in the Bible. The Prophet Daniel’s kitchen clock was 
different from our modern ones because in his day the earth still had a 
wobble in its rotational axis left over from a massive asteroid strike that 
came in 2287 BC at the beginning of Noah’s Flood.

For example, in Babushka book #3, Asteroid Answers to Ancient Cal-
endar Mysteries, Daniel’s system of 70 prophecy weeks matches a 
14.305789 calendar constant that appears in several ancient clock mech-
anisms and calendars discovered by secular scientists. This discovery 
makes it possible to calculate the exact date of the Apocalypse 2008-
2015, which makes church building projects unnecessary and obsolete. 

The Creation of Time and the Material Universe 
Originally, Mr. Stollorz believed that heavenly dimension (Heh=5), 
which is a dimension without time or clock, was disturbed by some-
thing unanticipated in the vast timeless of eternity. Before this distur-
bance, there was no need for time. The Bible describes this heavenly 
disturbance as the rebellion of its highest administrator, Lucifer. The 
rebellion, or fall, of Lucifer/Satan and his associates caused a break in 
the peaceful flow of eternity that created the necessity for time and a 
material universe manifest at a lower energy level and subjected to time 
according to mathematical laws of physical forces like gravity. 

Satan’s ruckus ventured into unauthorized territory, a forbidden direc-
tion that required God’s attention and correction. God devised a plan 
and set it in motion to get everything back on track the way it should 
be. Two paths, tracks or dials for dealing with Satan’s rebellion were 
incorporated in that plan: 

1. A way to deal justly with the rebellious angels – Satan and his 
demons

2. and the other to find replacements to take their place in the 
administration of God’s heavenly realm, which became God’s 
Plan for Humankind. 

The old order of the Heh (=5) dimension got broken and needed a new, 
higher order or Jod (=10) dimension in order to restore peace to the 
universe. Once the old system was broken, it could not be fixed and 
needed replacement. The whole shamazzle Satan caused created the 
time dimension with cycles that cannot be constant as different prob-
lems requires longer or shorter cycles to accomplish a goal of restitution 
and redemption of what went wrong. 

Two main players had to be dealt with in parallel; therefore, a number of 
related, extra creation projects were devised. First, there had to be a court 
system set up to separate the bad from the good angels in the Heh dimen-
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sion. After that, a special environmental incubator was made to nurture 
new beings created with a special design under controlled supervision. 
That incubator became our earth, which remains unique in the universe in 
its physical characteristics. We humans are the beings created to become 
the replacements for the many vacant positions left open in God’s admin-
istration, or kingdom, by the massive rebellion of corrupted angels. 

Adam and Eve were created to establish a human race some what dif-
ferent than angels. People are not as powerful, and are born material as 
the first of a two-stage system analogous a butterfly’s lifecycle. The first 
stage is the caterpillar, which ends in the death and grave-like stillness 
of a cocoon. Successful transformations from the cocoon stage emerge 
as beautiful adult butterflies. 

To eliminate the potential for a future rebellion, the new design hu-
mans were embedded with high intelligence. Being mortal, they could 
be tested in the first stage with evil and eliminated if they failed to learn 
essential spiritual lessons imbedded in a built-in memory that can be 
activated automatically like an immune system against evil of any kind. 
Graduates of this two-stage system (the Saints) will by free choice al-
ways reject any infectious evil should it appear again in either the ma-
terial or spiritual dimensions. They will snuff out any evil in the bud, 
before it grows like a mushroom overnight so as not to give it time to 
infect a whole community with evil, which would inevitably result in 
another rebellion. 

Because evil was a new experience for everybody, God appointed Satan 
as the experienced school teacher. Satan’s activities and consciousness 
transcends all human history while mortals only live for a short time. 
Since Lucifer (now called Satan) started the original mutiny against 
God’s established order, he was well qualified to inoculate humanity 
with evil. Despite his permitted evil role in the divine order, Satan will 
be executed for his crimes at his appointed day. 

God will choose only qualified graduate students to replace the fallen 
angels. This is why all people, including the Saints, must be exposed 
to the evils and sufferings of this age, forced to live in a world that 
ignores the true Creator and denies His established definitions of what 
is good and what is evil. By suffered experience, humans deeply learn 
to recognize and know the difference between good and evil so as to 
avoid what is bad, what is not love as defined by the divine nature. The 
mortals who graduate from living in the school of hard knocks (the cat-
erpillar stage) will be called the Saints (butterflies). By their own choice 
and transformed nature, they will be forever loyal to the Creator in the 
future Jod dimension community. 

The restoration of peace in heaven required a schedule and needed a 
calendar with clocks. Since there are two parties, Satan and Mortals, 
both need to be on a synchronized time schedule. Their ages of activ-
ity and consciousness run in parallel, intersecting at key milestones or 
railroad stations in God’s plan. Faithful servants of the Creator can look 
forward to being resurrected into the new, beautiful Jod dimension 
world, transformed like a caterpillar into a butterfly. 
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By that time, Satan will be fired from his job and executed for his crimes 
of rebellion against God. All human institutions and civilization will be 
closed down. The time dimension will end at the Last Day of Judgment 
in front of a Great White Throne. Any remaining, unsettled issues will 
be resolved for everybody. The scales of justice will be balanced, all 
debts paid and unnecessary junk burned up along with the old, worn-
out earth in a fiery lake. The material world will be reduced to simple 
atomic ashes and recycled as infinite energy to begin and build the new 
Jod dimension system without a time dimension, schedules or clocks, 
which will no longer be needed. God’s Plan for Humankind was writ-
ten only for those who want to be Saints in God’s kingdom administra-
tion. The rest of humanity is not interested in, or even opposed to, not 
privileged to understand these precious, concept pearls.

The First Babushka book, Apocalypse Prophesied: From 
Eden to New Jerusalem, presents God’s 7,000-year Plan for 
Humanity depicted by a cuckoo clock system composed of two 
dials. Each dial marks the time dimension by cycles according 
to the Hebrew Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio - a peculiar clock used on 
earth. Anciently, the earth experienced a wobble in its rotation-
al axes that required early priests and astronomers to devise 
calendars with two dials. One dial became the time cycle allo-

cation for Satan the school teacher of evil, and the other clock dial became 
the history trail for mortals, who are the students in Satan’s school. 

Both run in parallel but are shown as two dials operated autonomously 
with different sets of time cycle gears. A cuckoo clock has gears embed-
ded to measure time, and God’s schedule for humankind was, there-
fore, laid out in advance within the pages of the Bible. God recorded the 
most important events in the history of mankind in advance and laid 
out the rules how to live in harmony with nature. His hope was that we 
would learn about heaven, hell and the future Jod Dimension. 

This book provides a synopsis of God’s plan from the creation of the 
universe to the end of human history. It was written for those who 
might not have easy access to a Bible and so includes a thousand Bible 
verses that can be read free on the Internet in four languages. The entire 
book (or by chapter) may be downloaded for free in all four languages. 
Published English, Spanish and German editions may be purchased 
through our Amazon book store.

The Second Babushka book, Mystery of Tammuz 17: An-
cient Hebrew Keys to Dating the Apocalypse, details the 
main events of the Apocalypse. The seven years ending our 
present age of human strife under Satan’s schooling ends with 
the birth of the Saints, the graduates of Satan’s school who 
will be resurrected into the Jod dimension. 

The present, corrupt and evil world system will be terminat-
ed and burnt by cleansing fire to remove harmful genetically 

modified organisms. Satan and his school will be disposed of - like a 
placenta no longer needed. As the inoculated against evil Saints are re-
leased from the present age school of evil, the teacher is put in jail for 
one thousand years. 
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This book explains many mysteries found in reading the Bible that have 
stumped theologians for centuries. In particular, it explains how key 
events of the Apocalypse can now be dated and why it was not possible 
before. The prophesied Apocalypse will take place over a seven-year 
period, which was precisely scheduled from the beginning of time. 

Those interested to know how, when and what will happen must read 
this second Babushka book specializing in the Apocalypse, 21 Decem-
ber 2008-2015. It is also translated and found online in four languages.

It was also written for those who might not have easy access to a Bible 
and so includes a thousand Bible verses that can be read free on the In-
ternet in four languages. The entire book (or by chapter) may be down-
loaded for free in all four languages. Published English, Spanish and 
German editions may be purchased through our Amazon book store.

The Third Babushka book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient 
Calendar Mysteries: 2012, Aztec Pyramids, Antikythera & 
Other Ancient Calendar Clocks, is about this special place 
we call earth and how it got started. Since many theologians 
and scientist are ignorant of the Bible and nature, they think 
that God must be stupid. They do not think He has a Plan that 
He can manage. They do not know about His cuckoo clock 
seen above his Throne in Heaven as described by John in the 

book of Revelation. Yet, the ancients did know some interested parts of 
the story, which serve as independent, historical witnesses across the 
ages and from around the world that confirm the prophetic, written 
Word of God called the Bible.

Keeping a schedule for people and Satan requires a clock, and I am not 
surprised to find one clock veiled in heaven as the plan for humanity 
originated there. Clocks are as important on earth as they are in heaven 
because we mortals are usually running out of time. It is one of our 
most frequent complaints. 

Because the earth once had a rotational wobble, it posed a great chal-
lenge to early scientists and priest. It is very interesting to see how vari-
ous ancient cultures solved the common problem of uneven years and 
shifting lengths of seasons by building so many pyramids, outdoor 
observatories, clocks and calendars. Each of their complicated systems 
required advanced mathematics, which has not been understood in 
modern times because almost all university researchers assume that the 
earth’s seasonal cycles have remained unchanged for billions of years. 
This book required a great deal of research work balanced with wis-
dom, which took some time to accumulate. 

To tell scientists believing in evolutionary fairytales elevated to educa-
tional dogma requiring billions of years is a challenge to any writer. Yet, 
with all of our modern technology, most still do not know the purpose 
for human existence and do not know why the universe exists either. 
God at last now revealed through my hard work, many mysteries con-
cerning ancient bronze-gold clocks hanging in museums, ancient pyra-
mids and stone circles and even reason for some of the traditionally 
preserved features found in fancy clocks from the Middle Ages that 
really served no critical function, such as the last ancient astrological 
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clock design in Prague high up the bell tower that even serves as a mod-
el for a cuckoo clock sold to tourists. 

This book upends a lot of faulty teaching found in universities being 
postulated by an atheistic academic priesthood trying to undermine 
and silence God’s Word. Ancient clocks adjusted to NASA atom clock 
calculations were needed by God, and by mankind, to keep a redemp-
tion plan right on schedule. That schedule reveals preset dates of an-
cient prophecies dated like a railroad is planned with stations going 
through different time zones. 

Not knowing God’s Plan for Humanity has created much confusion 
in Bible seminaries, where ivory tower philosophers come up with all 
kinds of dogmas that do not make scientific sense. Faith got a bad re-
pudiation from these dreamed up religious dogmas because the theolo-
gians did not recognize the logical, scientific evidence embedded in the 
Bible, which is identified clearly once one knows God’s Plan for a new 
Jod universe. We can find out about the schedule and learn a lot about 
physics in the process. Bible prophecy connects to a time dimension fol-
lowing scientific laws, which puts the Bible back on top, worthy once 
again of great respect. 

The Fourth Babushka book, Genetic Modification Exposed!, 
explains why the Apocalypse must be so severe. Because of 
modern technology’s unnatural and greedy manipulation of 
many species’ genetic codes, God must destroy large areas of 
the globe to preserve the creation. The world’s environmental 
ecosystems must be cleansed and purified through fire and 
extensive calamities so that mankind can survive. 

Modern society has become totally corrupt. In their race of mega-profits, 
global corporations are destroying the earth for the next generation by 
genetically modifying all foods. The products of this mad science are de-
stroying the natural balance built into the creation, such as causing mas-
sive extinction of honeybees that are disappearing. If left unchecked, this 
irresponsible use of scientific knowledge would by itself terminate God’s 
creation and destroy His Plan for Humanity at the same time. 

Massive biological manipulation is poisoning the environment with 
wholesale destruction. God must interfere to save what he created for 
future generations. A willful rebellious atheism lies at the core of this 
global threat to all life. It has almost reached the point of no return and 
must be stopped in the next three years or Satan will be able to gloat, 
“This time, God, I screwed up your creation irreversibly because I am 
more powerful than you!” 

Watch God’s reaction to Satan’s greatest challenges since the Flood. God 
must not delay His schedule by showing mercy for a second chance. 
Instead, He must hurry up to save the creation before the natural order 
becomes extinct. The cuckoo bird now set to appear at the “midnight 
hour” of 21 December 2012, which will reset the time dimension in 
another parabolic time direction as even the ancient Mayans and Az-
tecs recorded in their calendars. To become educated about one of the 
greatest crimes being committed against humanity, read this Babushka 
about a primary cause of the Apocalypse 2008-2015.  
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The Fifth Babushka book, Reflections on Global Warming, 
is about one of the latest and most popular hot buttons for 
politicians to put more money in their pocket. Not surpris-
ingly, they are not interested to learn that historical events re-
ported in the Bible can tell us the cause of global warming. 

We can read about climate change in ancient books of many 
civilizations especially coming from a historic 4,000-year Bible 

perspective. Learning about events recorded by ancient eyewitness can 
aid us in a global warming theory why the weather is changing in our 
time which could give us enough data for a climate model and not wast-
ing a lot of dollars in wild speculative assumption on top of assumption. 
Therefore global warming discussion connected with the Bible should 
not be stifled by the establishment as I invite my fellow scientists to get a 
little educated in the true realism of what is happening to our globe from 
a spiritual Christian perception using an dual rail approach.

If you want to be educated in science from God’s perspective, this short 
booklet unifies a number of scientific and theological concepts that are 
scaled from larger to smaller patterns of structured principles and revela-
tion. Studying God’s creation increases knowledge and makes us wiser.

The Sixth Babushka book, A Donut Atom Nuclear Story, 
is about how God created the universe. For centuries people 
looked up into the starry sky and wondered about how it got 
started. How old is the universe? Why does it exist? 

When electron microscopes were invented, it became possible 
to look at the universe found within an atom.  At the subatomic 
and atomic levels, the smallest scale model of the entire universe 

may be found. The universe’s vast spaces between humongous galaxies are 
replicated by the relatively vast spaces found between an atom’s particles. 
Today, peering through a telescope or a microscope looks the same. 

Many forces we experience daily cannot be fully explained by physics. 
For example, how is “life” manufactured? Where did it come from? 
The same line of questioning applies to gravity, which is still a mystery.  
Add to it magnetism, electricity, light and what we call the dimension 
of time, and even more concepts debated in science and religion in fact 
become even more complex. Their study demands a concentrated gath-
ering of information that seems to come with a lot of confusion not fol-
lowing the path of logic. They become so complex that their equations 
cannot be processed without massive computers capable of handling 
billions data bytes per second. 

However, God has turned on the light to shine in darkness. Now, for the 
first time in history, His Plan for Humanity has been more completely 
revealed from the dual perspective of applied science and the Bible. 
That is because the time has come for the Apocalypse to begin, which 
will consummate human history outside of God’s government. These 
ideas will not be found in theological institutions or explained in the 
halls of leading universities. They arrived just in time to set the record 
straight for scientists during a generation degenerated by an atheistic 
education system and devoid of common sense.
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This final Babushka book presents a new theory of atomic structure. 
Many believe in fairytales and false doctrines invented by fallible hu-
man beings that blind them to the total picture of God’s plan for hu-
mankind from a heavenly or Heh perspective. To understand the time 
dimension of the material universe, we need clocks. The first cuckoo 
clock invented is in heaven. It was not made in Germany. 

But clocks with cycle gears are linked to calendars that must work to-
gether like calculators measuring time. It requires a little background 
knowledge to understand how it works. My theory of atomic structure 
is a concept from the Bible that is much better at explaining the laws 
of physics, such as how gravity works. I present it from a biblical per-
spective unheard of in the halls of higher education. The Donut Atom 
Theory explores an intelligence system embedded within the rainbow 
found above God’s throne in the bible’s book of Revelation. It looks 
at atomic structure and the physical laws of the universe from God’s 
perspective.  To read it, one must first acquire a little instruction on 
how atoms were created as related to the beginning of the universe. 
The answer conforms to God’s Plan for Humanity. Without that plan 
nothing makes sense, which is why atheistic university halls are full of 
confusion and false teaching. My last Babushka book explains nuclear 
science in simple language for the average person.

The Seventh Babushka Book
The Bible is really the biggest Babushka 
book. Within its pages we read about the his-
tory of humanity, God’s laws and principles 
for life and may discover God’s Plan for Hu-
manity. The earth is God’s laboratory where 
we learn for ourselves the consequences of 
good and evil and may qualify for the prom-
ised First Resurrection of the Saints. 

My Babushka books attempt to explain more 
fully many concepts of God’s design of the 
universe and purpose for life as cross-refer-
enced with scientific discoveries. I present a 
balanced, 360° theater-in-the-round projec-
tion by including discoveries like HANS, 
which opened many more mysteries. The 
Bible was written 40 authors over 1,600 
years. It overlays the Hebrew [Zayin=7] of 
HANS not known by theologians, which 
means sword or perfection.  

The HANS overlay of science led me to write these six concept books 
that should educate some skeptics biased from incomplete information 
supplied by our educational system’s atheistic religion. Simply stated, 
God’s Word can be trusted and agrees with true science. Reading the six 
Babushka books would help end the confusion of Christian bias due to 
faulty theology, too. The Bible reveals many mysteries from scientific per-
spectives that should be considered in both churches and universities.
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Have fun reading these Babushka books that are designed to widen 
your horizons by learning something you probably wanted to know 
about since childhood. Learn how to become a Saint who will be res-
urrected after 17 September 2015. Despite upsetting many theologians 
and misled pastors, who probably will not survive the Apocalypse be-
ing too proud to be warned by a modern day Jonah, I urge you to read 
– listen - think for yourself so that you will not perish.  God’s urgent 
message to the peoples of all nations today is announced:

The Apocalypse is scheduled for 
21 December 2008 - 21 December 2015.

http://www.apocalypse2008-2015.com/


